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ABSTRACT

The Surreal Voice in Milan’s Itinerant Poetics: Delio Tessa to Franco Loi
by

Jason M. Collins

Advisor: Paolo Fasoli
Over the course of Italy’s linguistic history, dialect literature has evolved a s a genre unto
itself. The scope of research presented in this study examines the question of dialect literature as
a valid genre which bears lines of demarcation that would assign it the distinction of genre.
Research reveals that in fact the simple election of a language, or dialect, does not itself
constitute a genre; moreover, most dialect literature bears characteristics that would neatly place
it in another genre.
To examine this verity, this research compares two dialect poets who employ Milanese as
a means of transmission instead of standard Italian, Delio Tessa and Franco Loi, with the Paris
Surrealist group members who coined the infamous anti-novels on the 1920’s and 1930’s, André
Breton, Robert Desnos, Louis Aragon, and Phillipe Soupault. By intersecting dialectology,
sociolinguistics, and genre and literary theory, the poetics of Tessa and Loi show the same
characteristics as the Surrealist anti-novel. Due to similar influences, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and
Mallarmé, similar traumas of modernity, and the same social exigency to write, Tessa and Loi’s
iv

work can be placed within the lines of demarcation of Surrealism. Further, this is revealed to be a
trajectory as genre invention and the development of Italian and its dialects have been
historically concomitant.
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Chapter One
Introduction
“Scrivo per il mio unico piacere e scrivo in dialetto perché so che la lingua italiana non può,
assolutamente non può, fornire quel mondo di suoni che mi occorre per esprimermi come
voglio” (3).1 Delio Tessa from “Perché scrivo in dialetto?”
“Credo di non essere posseduto da una lingua così profondamente, intimamente, come il
milanese . . . il milanese mi canta dentro, autonomamente” (403).2 Franco Loi from “Attorno a
L’angel”

La questione della lingua, or debate on the Italian language, harbors all the potential
connotations derived from or equaling the word “questione”: inquiry, problem, and uncertainty.
It is in fact a debate, arising from many queries with roots in the rise upsurge of the vernacular
and the decline of Latin as a spoken language, with the most obvious and pertinent question
being which of the many Italian vernaculars, or volgari is to be used. It became evident with
time that it would be necessary—for the sake of communal determinations—to cause the debate
to ensue. La questione della lingua unfurls over time unremittingly with no distinct inception
but certainly reaches a fervent moment in the 16th century when the Tuscan tongue of Dante,
strengthened by Petrarch and Boccaccio, is set forth by a handful of theoreticians as the language
for literary use. At the same time, the debate addresses a new issue when other participants
purport to use their own dialect, or a hybrid, rather than the Tuscan. Continuing into the 18th and
early 19th century, the schism in belief regarding the purity of the language finds opposing sides
in Melchiorre Cesarotti on one side, and Giovanni Francesco Galeani Napione and his supporters

Translation: “I write as my only pleasure and I write in dialect because I know that the Italian language cannot,
absolutely cannot, provide that world of sounds I need to express myself as I want.” All translations from Italian and
Milanese to English are mine.
2
Translation: “I believe I am not possessed by a language so deeply, so intimately, as Milanese. . . Milanese sings to
me inside, independently.”
1

1

(or puristi), Giulio Cesare Becelli and Antonio Cesari on the other. Cesarotti advocated for an
Italian that could move and mutate freely and naturally with time, while the puristi3 devoutly and
steadfastly held to a pure and monolithic language based on the three fathers Dante, Petrarch,
and Boccaccio. A further debate (and eventually a polemic) on dialect versus standardized Italian
occurred in Milan between Giuseppe Parini, Carlantonio Tanzi, and Domenico Balestrieri. The
question is revisited with the same fervor in the mid-19th century with the Risorgimento and the
release of a prototype of both a modernized literary and spoken Italian in Manzoni’s I promessi
sposi. The waxing and waning of the debate that reveals the nature of the questione della lingua
caused Antonio Gramsci in the 20th century, during another swell in the consideration of a
national language, to famously remark in his Prison Notebooks that “ogni volta che affiora, in un
modo o nell’altro, la quistione [sic] della lingua, significa che si sta imponendo una serie di altri
problemi” (2346).4
The discussion continues today, and the contemporary debate’s origins stems from
Gramsci’s statement that brought to light the sociopolitical and sociocultural nature of the
language debate, and that it was not just a linguistic debate but a polemic regarding Italian
society. In general, it eventually culminates in Pasolini’s anthropolitical detection and
assessment of a new sociocultural shift that involves a linguistic accumulation transmitted
through means of technological dissemination: television, radio, and mass publication of
newspapers and other linguistic normative apparatuses. Continuing on with Gramsci, we see his
assessment of such a structure as he notes the problems associated with the questione della
lingua cataloging them as:

3

Purists.
Translation: “every time the question of language emerges, in one way or another, it signifies that a series of other
problems are emerging.”
4

2

la formazione e l’allargamento della classe dirigente, la necessità di stabilire
rapporti piú intimi e sicuri tra I gruppi dirigenti e la massa popolare-nazionale,
cioè di riorganizzare l’egemonia culturale. Oggi si sono verificati diversi fenomi
che indicano una rinascita di tali quistioni: publicazioni . . . rubriche nei giornali,
intervento delle direzioni sindacali.5 (2346)

Such a perceptible shift had not occurred since the first half of the sixteenth century with the
printing press and its resulting mass dissemination. The means of transmission were not solely
limited to the printing press, but mass-produced newspapers, radio and film reels all added to the
propagation of hegemonic information. The argument launched by Pasolini resumes Gramsci’s
assessment and further polemicizes the hegemonic powers that be by stating that certainly there
is a shift in the 1960’s and 1970’s, but it is a continuation of the Fascist regime’s linguistic
policy; and that the goal of the ruling class is to continue the completion of the fascio or bundle –
the homogenized group. Italo Calvino, admittedly devoid of political intuitions by choice, was
quick to enter into debate with Pasolini accusing him of regretting the loss of an Italianetta or
little peasant Italy of the past, a contadina Italy. The diminutive used displays unknowingness to
the reality of a near complete rupture, not transition, which occurred in Italy at a linguistic level,
a linguistic rupture that created or was concomitant with cultural, political, and societal shifts
still in movement today.
Explaining this rupture in “Lingua e potere in Pier Paolo Pasolini”, Francesco Virga
explains:
Pasolini, con il suo acume antropologico, è stato tra i primi a capire la centralità
dei mass media nella società contemporanea. Fin dagli anni ’60, sviluppando la
Translation: “the formation and expansion of the ruling class, the need to establish more intimate and secure
relationships between the ruling parties and the common, national mass, that is, to restructure cultural hegemony.
Today there have been several phenomena that indicate a revival of these issues: publications. . . headings in the
newspapers, intervention of the union management.”
5

3

geniale intuizione gramsciana rilevante lo stretto nesso tra lingua, società, e
potere, aveva colto nelle prime manifestazioni del linguaggio tecnocratico
l’emergere di una nuova classe sociale tendenzialmente egemone. Ma, a
differenza di tanti intellettuali odierni, non ebbe paura di andare contro corrente,
di mettersi in gioco in prima persona, rompendo schemi e logiche di schieramento
consolidati.6 (195)
Virga’s adjectivation of Gramsci in describing Pasolini’s intuition is an edifying detail of the
meaning that Virga attempts to convey in his statement, namely that Pasolini, a civil poet, did not
view single elements but rather the interconnectedness of culture, power, and language, and their
participation in the hegemonic apparatus. Pasolini is, in essence, preoccupied with the group and
sub-groups created by contemporary shifts. In his open letter to Calvino, a scathing reply
published in the newspaper Paese Sera, on July 8th, 1974 Pasolini denies regretting the loss of a
peasant or contadina Italy, one marginalized by regional distinction. He expresses regret for a
lost Italy (one still present, but rapidly disappearing) based on unnecessary and even destructive
consumerism. He regrets the loss of a need-based Italy where production is in line with natural
demand not commercial exigency. Essentially, Italy has gone from populations with a hand-tomouth standard to one of excessive production and bureaucratic establishment that disregards
declining and unseen populations still in precarious circumstances. In regard to its effect on
language, Pasolini says in his “Lettera aperta a Italo Calvino” that “dal punto di vista del
linguaggio verbale, si ha la riduzione di tutta la lingua a lingua comunicativa, con un enorme
impoverimento dell’espressività. I dialetti (gli idiomi materni!) sono allontanati nel tempo e
nello spazio” (54).7 Pasolini identifies the rupture, exposes and argues it, but is nevertheless

Translation: “Pasolini, with his anthropological acumen, was among the first to understand the centrality of mass
media in contemporary society. Having developed the brilliant Gramscian intuition relevant to the close link
between language, society, and power, he had grasped since the 1960s the emergence of a new social class that
tended to the hegemon in the first manifestations of technocratic language. But, unlike many intellectuals today, he
was not afraid to go against the tide, to get involved directly, breaking established schemes and logics of alignment.”
7
Translation: “from the point of view of verbal language, the whole language is reduced to a communicative one,
with a vast impoverishment of expressiveness. The dialects (the maternal idioms) are separated in time and space.”
6
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dismissed by his critic’s willful nescience. Various writers choosing to write in dialect
throughout the 20th century demonstrate this rupture and its effects. Adhering to various styles
and for differing motives and exigencies, the dialect writers nevertheless are marginalized into a
sub-category that seeks to remove it from the Italian canon.
Two writers that embody the rupture ascertained by Pasolini are Delio Tessa and Franco
Loi. The strong but entirely authentic statements by the two dialect poets Tessa and Loi that
initiate this study are evidence of the rupture and its effects. Both primarily employ the Milanese
dialect as a linguistic poetic device instead of standard Italian (or l’italiano standard), and their
statements affirm honestly the sentiment that drives the necessity of their choice of language in
regard to their work. Many political, educational, and social doctrines and institutions would
have us believe that by the 20th century the linguistic polemic that had fulminated for years
within circles of theorists, academics, and authors, coming to an apex in the years of unification,
had finally become a mere debate on the declining use of a very real mode of expression—the
dialect. Propagated from both sides of the argument over time by such theorists as Benedetto
Croce, and later the already noted Pasolini and Calvino, the debate had become, except for few
theorists, just a postmortem, a discussion as to what had happened to the dialects, not
recognizing or just unable to predict their constant regeneration for reasons rooted in their
centuries of praxis by various divisions of Italian society (most notably the bourgeoisie and the
rural populations).
The two citations from Tessa and Loi consecutively, two authors whose work between
them, spans the entire 20th century (and is continuing with Loi today into the 21st century), tear
asunder the notion that the debate on the dialect, its use, and continuing evolution are an
afterthought. The two elucidate with their comments just how very functional and alive the
5

dialect is as a language of natural communication. The two authors, because of their choice of
what they clearly describe as an inherent language and the imperative therefore to articulate their
voice through that language, are amassed into what has been given the distinction of genre—
Dialect Literature (the general term given to encompass letteratura in dialetto and letteratura
dialettale).
This was not a phenomenon solely affecting dialect literature, although the motives for
the fomenting of literature in dialect as a separate genre stand apart from other genres. As Italian
Literature progressed through the 20th century, it became further entrenched in the distinction of
genres, a trend that carried over from the 19th century and the era of unification. Although
writer’s within the Italian canon have historically attached themselves to styles, schools, and in
fact genres, for those that authored works in the 20th century there was a greater offering of
freedom creating a flourish of new genres, frequently arising concomitantly as opposed to
previous centuries when one or two schools of styles were the accepted standard and writers
penned their works within those confines. Writers explored modern expression (Modernism
through Expressionism at its base) through a variety of genres defined by sometimes acute,
sometimes illusive distinctive factors (and, one could say rules). For example, the novel itself is,
in essence a format, a structure, but itself is a rhetorical genre. The mystery novel hones in on
subject matter to define a more clearly marked genre. Certain movements that take on historical
context are genres. Amongst the latter style of genres explored in Italy one can count Fin De
Siècle, Crepuscolarismo, Futurismo, Neo-Verismo, Ermeticismo, and Postmodernismo. In this
long list of genres (with very distinct lines of demarcation) espoused by Italian authors lies the
genre of dialect literature placed in a state of otherness by its linguistic/morphological difference

6

from standard Italian, and relegated to a state of deference to literature in lingua—as it differs
from standard Italian, it defers to it).
Many authors of the mistakenly coined dialect genre or canon actually fit into the
distinction of another genre, for instance Giuseppe Belli was a sonneteer and satirist. In spite of
this, throughout the history of Italy’s diachronic canon, beginning as early as the 16th century, the
dialect side of this canon has been seen as a specific genre or subset in the greater panorama of
genres, one that exists on the fringe of Italian literature. Whereas the greater part of the canon in
lingua has enjoyed a hegemonic status even before it was spoken by the various Italian peoples
who preferred their own native tongues to the often foreign and almost artificial Tuscan language
of Dante Alighieri, Francesco Petrarca, and Giovanni Boccaccio disseminated over the years, the
style of the latter two was further endorsed, upheld, and propagated by the Venetian writer and
theorist Pietro Bembo and his work Prose della volgar lingua. This hegemonic status of
literature in lingua, taking on a more formidable condition in the 19th century, becomes cemented
in the 20th century as a once literary language becomes the spoken language, at first creating a
bilingual population until finally moving further towards an increasing monolingual population
losing its naturally occurring diglossia.
This condition has allowed literature in lingua to continue to flourish within the many
principal genres, so frequently reflective and representative of their times, while the condition of
literature written in dialect has been reduced down to one genre. As Pasolini notes in his
“Introduction” to his and Mario Dell’Arco’s anthology Poesia dialettale del novecento:
. . . data l’estrema vicinanza al ‘centro’ linguistico italiano, doveva però
nascere quella che forse è la più tipica poetica dialettale contemporanea: il
dialetto usato come un genere letterario, ‘atto a ottenere una poesia
diversa;’ e nello stesso tempo l’attuazione, in questo dialetto, di certi
7

motivi novencenteschi rimasti un po’ latenti in italiano e vivi altre
letterature.8 (138)

What Pasolini suggests with this statement is twofold. First, by proclaiming the condition he
describes as symptomatic of “contemporary dialect poetry”, he is asserting that literature written
in dialect, in the historiography of Italy’s diachronic canon, could be or was placed within a
specific genre. Second Pasolini, a writer that could feel the pulse of the subversive, is not
asserting that the use of dialect amounts to the employment of a specific genre. Rather, he is
arguing that the choice of dialect itself is to engage in otherness, to reach to back other times, to
a dead or dying language, and to participate willingly in an abstruse and arcane poetry. It is the
selfsubalternization of one’s own work. It is both a willingness and need to be cryptic. Beyond
this, he argues, once the dialect is chosen (as the language through which the writer wishes to
convey his/her message) the writer imbues his work with certain elements, which actuate a
particular style. This sums up the linguistic condition beginning in the 19th century and carrying
through to the contemporary era but raises the following questions:
1. What is dialect?
2. How does the choice of one’s language constitute a genre?
3. Is dialect literature itself a genre? and
4. Does a linguistic choice override the characteristics that could posit an author’s work
within another genre?

8

Translation: "given the extreme proximity to the Italian linguistic 'center', however, what is perhaps the most
common contemporary dialect poetry should come about: dialect used as a literary genre, ‘capable of obtaining a
different poetry;’ and at the same time the implementation, through this dialect, of certain 20th century motifs that
have remained somewhat latent in Italian literature, but alive in others.”

8

The summation of Italy’s linguistic environment and these four questions will be the main focus
of this chapter. The compositions of the two authors cited at the introduction to this thesis, Tessa
and Loi, and the catalysts of their efforts will be the instrument used to examine in depth the
polemic that accompanies the questions raised. Advancing through this study, the four issues
posed will be surveyed in the subsequent chapters vis-à-vis the oeuvre of Tessa and Loi (both
their poetic works and the analytical and theoretical output on their own compositions), in
comparison with the so-called anti-novels of the Surrealists André Breton, Robert Desnos,
Philippe Soupault, and Louis Aragon, to which the works of Tessa and Loi are more closely
aligned, rather than the artificial and politically motivated distinction of dialect literature.
Volgare, Lingua, or Dialect—A history
The dichotomous expression both in dialect and in lingua has its roots in the volgare (or
vernacular). The volgare, or spoken tongue of a common population first finds expression as a
normative system, at least in the written form, in three primary functions: exaltation of god
(elevation towards god), as in Francis of Assisi’s poetry, exaltation of love (elevation towards an
ideal love), as in Dante and Petrarch, and didactic/pragmatic uses where didactic is defined as
educational objectives generally limited to moral or social messages, and pragmatic as
administrative or bureaucratic purposes. A minor fourth category of parodic poetry is present as
well.
Before the volgare obtains its status as a written language, its spoken form first must
rupture from its antecedent, Latin, to a point of distinction to give rise to the need for a separate
written code, and thus language. Bruno Migliorini, in a copious presentation whose intent is
both taxonomic and didactic aptly titled La storia della lingua italiana, estimated the occurrence
to be in between the 8th and 10th centuries. Moreover, he identifies the ontological reification
9

and the process by which the volgare comes about as being rooted in the modification of Latin
by purging from it so-called corruptions and mutations of popular language, thus attempting to
expunge it of these. This function drives a populace to utilize the common volgare as opposed to
a stilted Latin no longer spoken; moreover, the reversion of Latin to its more scholastic form
elicits the result of a mature volgare (a process that will further be advanced by the Humanists of
the 14th century when the desire will be to return Latin to its classical era form). Migliorini
explains that:
Il miglioramento della latinità porta come necessaria conseguenza la separazione
dal volgare. Fin che si scrive approssimativamente, senza districare la norma
latina da quella del volgare parlato, si hanno risultati come quelli di cui s’è visto
qualche esempio: ma quando la grammatica e il lessico latini s’imparano più a
fondo, secondo canoni ben determinati, le confusioni diventano meno frequenti, e
di rimbalzo il volgare si manifesta come un modo diverso di espressione, sentito,
sia pure ancora embrionale, come autonomo. Solo nel decimo secolo abbiamo
indizi certi dell’uso pubblico del volgare; siamo vicini a quella data che abbiamo
fissata come terminale, il 960.9 (63)
Migliorini’s explanation asserts the notion that to some extent the volgare and Latin had for
some time been morphing along parallel lines by the grammatical and lexical entanglement
among the two, and therefore popular, grammatical shifts with the Latin language; moreover,
only by the disentangling (districare) of one from the other could the volgare emerge as a
distinct and later autonomous system of communicating. This entanglement or concomitant
development (as it really is), was the combination of a declining civilization that characterized
the first half of the Medieval epoch, ultimately causing a depression in academics, quality of

Translation: “As a necessary consequence, the improvement of Latin leads to separation from the vulgar. As long
as you write roughly, without disentangling Latin norms from that of the spoken vernacular, you have results like
those of which we have seen some examples. When Latin grammar and vocabulary are learned more thoroughly,
however, and according to well-determined canons, the confusions become less frequent, and the rebound of the
vulgar manifests itself as a different way of expression, felt, albeit still embryonic, as autonomous. Only in the tenth
century do we have certain indications of public use of the vernacular; we are close to that date we have set as
definitive, 960.”
9
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cultural output (and the necessity or prerequisite for such productivity), and a consortium of an
educated class that could regenerate the Latin language in its uncorrupted state from generation
to generation.
Migliorini’s comment, however, which capitulates appropriately to the factuality of a
lengthy process of emergence of the volgare, as opposed to the ideas put forth by many theorists
and linguists that seek to appropriate rigid dates or occurrences (usually yoked to a specific work
of literature or school of writers) as establishment of the volgare. Nevertheless, the dichotomy
and relation of Latin to volgare harkens to a discrimination that would transfer over to the
standard Italian in relation to its many dialects (a social transference that will be key in
rationalizing the antecedents of the dialect’s subaltern status, or the otherness Pasolini describes).
This correspondence of Latin to the volgare, and of standard Italian to its dialects is
demonstrated in the principal language’s (Latin or Italian) needs set against the needs of the
volgare and dialects. Just as Latin required an erudite class to propagate it, so too did Italian.
And as the volgare necessitated a population of collective and cooperative speakers of a larger
and therefore hoi polloi of communicators (merchants, agrarians, and tradesmen), so too do the
dialects. It is because of the undereducated class (that historically is even servile in relation to
normative authority), which is vulgarophone, that the dialects, separate as they became from the
new refined (and more crucially) disseminated hegemonic volgare, Florentine (or Tuscan that
would become standard Italian), came to be regarded as the registers of the uneducated common
(and often illiterate) class. But this new hegemonic status of the Florentine would eventually
require this same population to disseminate and eventually elevate it as a national language. The
result is a canonized literature in Tuscan, distinct to the entire peninsula (and its islands) that is
officially representative of an Italy yet to advance the independent formation of a sovereign state.

11

The date that Migliorini sets, 960 C.E. is by no means arbitrary and refers specifically to I
placiti cassinesi. To arrive at this date and this specific delineation of a volgare exemplified in I
placiti cassinesi would take centuries of formation. Already in the classical era of Latin we see
diffusions of a vulgarized Latin through graffiti10, informal or unofficial documents, and
comedies seeking to represent the spoken language.
Graffiti and informal or unofficial documents, as well as the rendering of common and
unrefined expression, denotes a message that even in its conception the volgare (and its
application) were tinged with a distinction of inferiority. Latin presupposes its superiority on the
basis of the existence of an inferior counterpart, one that by its dissemination through actual
practice by a real and collective group gains in use by number of speakers, but that nevertheless
remains subordinate to the language preferred by the hegemonic educated and clerical orders.
These groups retained a nostalgic hold on Latin and a greater past society that could propagate it.
The fact that the first examples of a vulgarized Latin (at least those that are extant
through references or directly) are graffiti and informal or unofficial documents also implies a
necessity for a common language, mutable and transmittable by common masses. It therefore
mirrors a social stratification of the common population. This is not a language for rhetoricians
but certainly its basis is rhetoric. It is not a language to be esteemed but used. It is not one that
is practiced but is in praxis. This attitude is extrapolated by Migliorini as a relation that holds
Latin as preeminent with a historic rhetorical use and the volgare as a shifting or fluid language
whose basis is a need for immediate expression by a common population, and because of this
fluidity lacks historical precedence and therefore prestige. He reveals that “le innumerevoli
varietà dialettali che si parlavano nei vari luoghi erano sentite come manifestazioni di carattere

10

See Franco Villa, Nuovo Maiorum Sermo. Turin: Paravia, 1991, P.6.
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inferiore, prive affatto di quella formalità, di quella regolarità, di quella dignità che erano
reputate necessarie per mettere in iscritto qualsiasi cosa, anche la meno importante” (85-86).11
As the Medieval epoch saw a diminished educated class, one that was generally yoked to
clerical or bureaucratic education (the clergy of religious orders, lawyers, and functionaries), the
estimation by such classes of the Latin language and the limited access to a formal education in
the increasingly esoteric idiom stimulated an increased use of the volgare—the language of
carattere inferiore. With no suitable access to a formal Latin education (or any erudition at all)
the tendency to shift from an accurate execution of the language to a vulgarized version – and
eventually another language altogether was fostered by circumstance. The esteem that Latin
enjoyed and the limited access to it led fundamentally to its decline. Moreover, the volgari
lacked cohesion, crucial to generate a language that could equal Latin and be comprehended the
same by the learned in geographical regions that are not necessarily in proximity to one another.
The volgari’s and later the dialect’s diatopic mutability would act as a hindrance to its
legitimacy. Its perception as lacking the strength to be regenerated across time and space has
stigmatized the volgari/dialects as non-cogent temporal idioms. The volgare wanders or strays
(errare) from Latin and thus errs in that it remains in flux and not constant in the view of many
who prefer the fixed form of Latin. The volgare was frequently misunderstood, and thus was
itself a mistake, a low register to many. The derision implied by the twofold meaning of the
Latin word errare—to wander, to be mistaken—exhibits Latin’s controlled hegemony as it seeks
to erode any difference from its uncontaminated state, thereby creating a bastardization of the
volgare. For this reason, as Migliorini explains, Latin would retain its status:

Translation: “the innumerable dialect varieties that were spoken in various places were felt as manifestations of an
inferior character, completely devoid of that formality, regularity, and dignity that were deemed necessary to express
anything in writing, even the least important.”
11
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Il prestigio di cui il latino godeva in Italia, la tenace consuetudine che faceva di
esso l’unica lingua che si potesse scrivere, perché fermata da salde regole e
capace di ornato, la sua diffusione relativamente larga, la sua differenza non
grandissima dalla lingua parlata, la rispondenza che esso presentava, nella fase
medievale, alle molteplici esigenze della vita pratica: tutto questo servì a ritardare
l’avvento del volgare.12 (86-87)
To delay l’avvento del volgare, as indicated both directly and indirectly by Migliorini,
was a testament to Latin’s preponderance but was futile to the exigency that it itself created,
primarily the exigency for a more immediately communicable code or idiom. I placiti cassinesi,
legal documents or declarations pertaining to reality and land possession, would manifest the
first extant evidence of this exigency for a more widely and easily understood language. In spite
of the praise and esteem that Latin enjoyed, as elucidated by Migliorini’s statement, a spoken
vulgar was clearly well rooted by the time I placiti cassinesi were written as the choice of a new
(and therefore little respected or understood) vulgar would not have been made. It is evidence
that the vulgar was becoming practical for all levels of life whereas Latin was increasingly
becoming used for didactic or religious purposes (the two being blurred in the medieval era).
The circumstance that the first surviving document in an Italian vulgar is bureaucratic in
nature—a legal document—is a crucial element in understanding the development of the
language and its dialect. Its consequence is one of gravity regarding the evolution of Latin to the
volgare. It demonstrated a juridical rendering soundly grounded in an Italian vernacular. Other
legal documents from the same era reveal the same propensity for Latin that can be seen before I
placiti cassinesi, and that would continue to be commonplace for two more centuries while the
shift represented by them took root in an increasingly visible way. Migliorini describes the

Translation: “The prestige enjoyed by Latin in Italy, the tenacious consuetude that made it the only language that
could be written as it was fixed by firm rules and capable of ornamentation, its relatively wide diffusion, its little
difference from the spoken language, the correspondence that it provided for the multiple needs of practical life
during the Medieval epoch, all this served to delay the advent of the vulgar.”
12
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Placiti as “i documenti in cui per la prima volta il volgare appare in piena luce coscientemente
contrapposto al latino . . .”13 (90), and continues in his defense of this assertion that:
Il giudice nei tre casi preannunzia le parole che i testimoni dovranno giurare e che
saranno state probabilmente da lui stesso preparate, e il notaio poi sottolinea la
perfetta conformità . . . delle dichiarazioni: siamo dunque certi che questi
documenti non sono la riduzione scritta di frasi pronunziate ex abrupto, ma
rappresentano I primi documenti di un linguaggio cancelleresco.14 (91)
Migliorini’s striking consideration that these documents were not haphazardly composed or a
rapid transcript but instead documents carefully prepared most likely by the judge (as would be
custom) with only the notary making any further assessment of the text is revealing. This would
indicate an intentional bureaucratic use of a language. It is a particularly marked shift as a judge,
and certainly a notary, would have had ample education in and would be adept at Latin.
Furthermore, these documents do not represent, as Migliorini rightly notes, a type of shorthand
or minutes of the proceedings or any other redaction or transcription of words spoken into a
written language.
The language is one that had seeded itself in the world of the functionaries, and probably
at more echelons than just the legal world, especially since the realms of law, bureaucracy,
religion, and education were categorically intertwined. I placiti cassinesi are the first documents
extant in un linguaggio cancelleresco, or language of the chancery, and as such this language
must have found its way into other official affairs and did not just linger in the mouths of the
community. This language had found its way into the fabric of Italian society.

Translation: “The documents in which, for the first time, the vernacular appears in full light consciously
contrasted with the Latin.”
14
Translation: “In the three cases the judge announces the words that the witnesses will have to swear, and which
will probably be prepared by himself. The notary then underlines the perfect conformity. . . of the declarations. We
are therefore certain that these documents are not the written reduction of sentences uttered abruptly but represent
the first documents of a jurisprudential language.”
13
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As a new language begins the slow process of replacing Latin as the functional language
of both the masses and the power strata, new rhetorical functions and styles are born. At the base
of rhetoric in general or any rhetorical action is language—essentially word or word groupings
given to signify a specific thing, action, or emotion. It is the set of signifiers that elicits a
common signified image in the communal mind. With a new language, the base of rhetoric also
changes, and new modes of expression, akin or at least serving a parallel purpose to modes that
produced similar goals in the previous language—in this case Latin.
The exigency for new genre features within older genres (such as oration used as a
rhetorical model for composing sermons and epistles), as well as new genres altogether (such as
new forms of poetry like the sonnet), are the basic components that are necessary with the arrival
of a new language, even if, as expected, the language is born over time from another already
codified language. Latin, unlike the Italian vernaculars, is suited to certain forms of discourse
that are uniquely Latin, even though the language draws on other languages such as Greek. An
oration on the senate floor of Republican Rome is a discourse that could exist in no other time
and place. It could be replicated in style but is unique to Republican Rome because of various
exigencies. It is required of that specific time and in that specific culture and place because of
the needs that are unique to all three (time, culture, and place). Rome had a Republican, senatebased government. The same oration would not occur in a culture without the same exigencies
or political system such as Persia (or any culture with an absolute ruler) in the same era as Rome.
The Italian vernaculars generate shifts within culture, time, and place. The language itself
is shifted to reflect this. Gone is the economy of language espoused by Latin’s structure. The
economy of words due to noun declensions (and therefore the omission of words rendered
superfluous by declensions, like prepositions) is replaced with an abundance of words to denote
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one word’s relation to another in a sentence, possession or ownership, and static nouns with only
singular and plural forms, not to mention articles. The Italian vernaculars (typically) would not
employ declensions. Gone too would be the freedom of placement and sentence structure that
allowed for the juxtaposition of two words in a sentence for rhetorical purposes, to stress
something, to be poetically creative or playful. The Italian vernaculars would employ a much
more restrictive sentence structure and require less economy of words. The Ciceronian discourse
so revered in Latin, would not be entirely possible in Italian vernacular. And although the
Ciceronian discourse would still be revered when writing in Latin (until this day), the Italian
vernacular would demand a new mode of oration.
The need for and creation of genre at the rhetorical level is itself a social act and therefore
the process of producing such an act is a social action. The most basic rhetorical actions to the
most expressive or artistic and imaginative literature fall into a category that comprises a genre,
two words that denote a similar meaning. But various discourses fall into overlapping
categories, and a genre is determined when enough works fall into the same category; and while
perhaps falling into various other categories, they do not share enough in common to be
classified together or to comprise a genre. The categories could range from form to social intent.
The most basic variety of rhetoric, and an attestation that it is a social action, is the legal
document such as the one produced by the authors of I placiti cassinesi. Other such basic forms
would be inventories. Many ancient inventory lists from Rome and other antiquities still survive,
but modern inventories also count as rhetorical action just by the means of being recurring.
Moreover, they are in fact forms of social action. Whether the document is the house inventory
for a classical era Roman millionaire or the inventory list for a small shop, they both are social
action born of a specific exigency stemming from motive: the motive being a need for a specified
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form of communication that benefits from repetition. But what do we make of literature? It too
is a form of rhetorical action based in exigency. To answer this, it will be necessary to examine
two theoretic works on the topic of genre that contain opposing views at times, but that I will be
using in conversation with one another throughout this analysis to address genre, competing
notions of genre, and to adjoin various ideas surrounding rhetorical genre and literary genre.
Carolyn R. Miller, in her groundbreaking essay “Genre as Social Action” attempts to
delineate how recurrent rhetorical actions, becoming modes, form a rhetorical genre and how this
genre elicits a social action. It is a theory that bases the initiation of a genre not on the motive,
but on the social need or exigency that introduces the motive. She builds, as she says, on the
approach of two theorists: Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and Kathleen Hall Jamieson. She develops
their idea “that genre study is valuable not because it might permit the creation of some kind of
taxonomy, but because it emphasizes some social and historical aspects of rhetoric” (151). She
develops over the course of her essay the notion that “a rhetorically sound definition of genre
must be centered not on the substance or the form of discourse but on the action that it is used to
accomplish” (151). In developing her theory, she differentiates the act of speech, from motive
(intentions or reason for meeting a need), and exigency stating that:
At the level of the locution or speech act, idiosyncratic motives (or what I earlier
called intentions) predominate. At the level of human nature (or archetypes)
motives . . . have their force. But at the level of genre, motive becomes a
conventionalized social purpose, or exigence, within the recurrent situation. In
constructing discourse, we deal with purposes at several levels, not just one. We
learn to adopt social motives as ways of satisfying private intentions through
rhetorical action. This is how recurring situations seem to “invite” discourse of a
particular type. (162)
In this statement, Miller places basic speech (and its meaning in a sense) in a stasis of
idiosyncrasy, an almost motionless world where motive of such speech and its meaning come to
be idiosyncratic where a difference may occur between each individual use of a symbol or word.
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She continues that at the level of human nature, reasons for speech, on archetypical significance
as a way to interlace signifiers into a universal understanding have their force, both centripetal
and centrifugal. With recurrent situations, however, not just idiosyncratic intentions at the
individual level occur, nor as a one-time relaying of information as at the archetypal level. With
recurrent situations, motive, which occurs at the two previous levels, foments exigency—a social
need, and one that generates a genre to fulfill that exigency.
Miller’s designation of genre as a means of social action dependent upon exigency is
undeniable not just in theory; equally, in practice it becomes evidence of a veracity which, when
applied to the analysis of a text, reveals itself as a functional tool. In regard to the first text in an
Italian vernacular, I placiti cassinesi, the combined factor of recurrent situations (in this case
judiciary or legal) with new emerging vernaculars, created the social exigency that led to the
aforementioned text. The combination already stated also both demands and automatically
forms a new genre, one that would perhaps reflect a previous Latin standard to some extent, but
that would nevertheless be divergent.
In developing her analysis by reasoning her motive for arguing rhetoric as social action,
Miller unjustly dismisses other dimensions and branches of genre study for isolated and/or
singular reasons. It is true that what Miller is ascertaining is genre at its true base and intent, and
certainly for the argument presented in this thesis, this ascertainment is primary, but there
remains the appropriate function and application of at least some principles of other genre
studies. For example, Miller argues that:
In the field of literature and composition, classifications are commonly based
upon formal rather than pragmatic elements. Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, for
example, classify literary genres both on outer form (specific meter or structure)
and inner form (attitude, tone, purpose as revealed in textual details).” (1554-155)
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Miller’s assessment of Wellek and Warren’s work, Theory of Literature, is far too rudimentary
and appears to take only the chapter on literary genres into account, when it is a mere element to
a greater theory, one that can—as stated—act in conversation with Miller’s theory.
It may be true that at some point Wellek and Warren draw conclusions or base
boundaries on the outer and inner form designation of elements. But what of the motive and
need—or exigency that at one time must have produced, through a long process of refinement,
those outer and inner forms that comprise a genre? Certainly, the “specific meter or structure”
(or lack thereof in contemporary literature) must be in dialogue with the “attitude, tone, purpose
as revealed in textual detail” (the last part showing a clear preference for Stylistics). Formal
elements, it would therefore seem, stem at least in part form pragmatic elements.
In Theory of Literature, Wellek and Warren lay down a cogent approach to cognizing a
theory based upon its various base components all the while given competing ideas and theories
a role in the discussion, retaining valid parts while exposing the limitations of elements of
previous conceptions of those other models. Their examination considers not just genre (a mere
aspect of the sprawling work), but also all that leads up to genre in the formation of literature.
Wellek and Warren base their theory on foundations of literature such as causes of literature,
commonalities between works of art, definition of what literature is, and the social reasons
behind literature. There is little to indicate that literary genre is solely an elementary set of rules
and structures. Wellek and Warren do not miss the fact that between the 19th century and 20th
century, particularly with the advent of Modernism, genres are rapidly forming (and dying away)
as a reflection of modern social exigency; furthermore, that some genres have a form that is
loose and hard to identify, as is the case with the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi examined in this
thesis. They sought out no form as a rule of form, ironically. There is also the realization that
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when any new authors choose a genre, they automatically alter it with their own individuality of
style.
Miller would be perhaps unable to accept all rhetoric as literature, but certainly rhetoric is
the basis of literature. And what therefore constitutes literature? Wellek and Warren write that:
One way is to define “literature” as everything in print. We then shall be able to
study the “medical profession in the fourteenth century” or “planetary motion in
the early Middle Ages” or “witchcraft in Old and New England.” As Edwin
Greenlaw has argued, “Nothing related to the history of civilization is beyond our
province”; we are “not limited to belles-lettres or even to printed or manuscript
records in our effort to understand a period or civilization,” and “we must see our
work in the light of its possible contribution to the history of culture.” According
to Greenlaw’s theory, and the practice of many scholars, literary study has thus
become not merely closely related to the history of civilization but indeed
identical with it. (20)
In answering the question “what is literature?,” Wellek and Warren appraise various definitions
proposed by theorists before finally settling on the definition of literature proposed above abetted
by Greenlaw—that literature is everything in print (echoing Marcus Fabius Quintilianus), and
even could be taken simply as the written word. The fine distinction must be made that besides
the “belles-lettres or printed or manuscript records,” and even the common definition of literature
as fiction, non-fiction, and poetry (in all their formats from epic to novel to theater and
screenplays), their definition seems to hold that literature as “everything in print” or the written
word demands historical profundity. A set of bureaucratic documents drawn up at city hall or a
list of produce vendors at a grocery store can hardly be considered literature. With time
however, these documents take on a historical value when reviewed by a future society (whether
immediate or distant). The bureaucratic documents drawn up at city hall can serve as literary
evidence of an administration since a list of produce vendors states something tangible about a
society and how it operates. One such example of a text would be the 911 Report.
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Certainly, even one word can fall into this category when attached to an author. The
word imagine is a simple signifier when read or uttered by anyone, but when referenced in
relation to John Lennon, the one word imagine becomes imbued with literary meaning. For this
reason, I will adhere in concordance with Wellek and Warren’s definition that literature is
“everything in print,” and with that definition, as well as my own explanation, I placiti cassinesi
are literature that bears historical weight in literary examination.
Many competing theories abound, however, and the distinction of whether a text is
vernacular or still Latin (or vulgarized Latin or Latinized vernacular for that matter) tends to
differ from historian to historian. While Migliorini places I placiti cassinesi as the first clearly
vernacular text extant, Silvia Morgana assigns the distinction of first text in an Italian vernacular
to the now contested Iscrizione della catacomba di Commodilla in Rome. It is a mere sentence
in the form of graffiti that adorns the wall of the catacomb. The sentence, which, as Morgana
notes in her Breve storia della lingua italiana, reads “non dicere ille secrita a bboce” (20), means
generally “do not utter the secret (orations) in a raised voice.” Many scholars contest that the
text is a highly vulgarized Latin rather than completely independent vernacular. Others would
refute its distinction as text because it is graffiti and would therefore place it in the same category
as other graffiti: fragments of a vernacular in an unofficial or informal format, and therefore not
valid as evidence of a written Italian.15
Held to the definition offered by Wellek and Warren, undoubtedly the graffiti text
Iscrizione della Catacomba di Commodilla would technically be the earliest text in a vernacular
that we have to regard as such as it bears historical weight. The text, however, does not denote a
written vernacular representative of an official spoken vernacular. I am therefore in concordance
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See Migliorini, pp. 85-86.
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with Migliorini who places I placiti cassinesi as the first extant text in a vernacular intended to
both communicate and officiate, a written text reflective of a routine vernacular for official use.
It would conform with Wellek and Warren’s statement that anything in print, or written
essentially, is literature. Further, It would be indefensible to say that the two facets of the
language, the written and the spoken, would not need to match up somehow—and graffiti is not
evidence of a common written language, although it is presumed that a person standing at the
catacomb would be able to comprehend the text.
I placiti cassinesi is also endowed with rudiments of genre, and as Carolyn Miller defines,
rhetorical genre as social action as it is oral testimony clearly based on oral exigency. Morgana
explains:
Il Placito è un verbale scritto in latino su pergomena dal notaio (Atenolfo): in esso
il giudice (Arechisi) accerta il diritto al possesso di alcune terre da parte del
monastero di Montecassino, sulla base di tre testimonianze, che vengono trascritte
in formule volgari per tre volte all’interno del testo latino notarile . . . Il passaggio
dalle testimonianze orali alla verbalizzazione scritta comporta una notevole
perdita di tratti dell’oralità spontanea . . . Tuttavia la scripta notarile lascia
trasparire il parlato nel costrutto marcato.16 (21)
Morgana’s description of the testimonies or pleas as a vernacular fragment within a
greater Latin text is relevant in that it reveals two important mood shifts towards the vernacular.
First the text was written by a notary experienced in Latin (as a notary would be). Unlike
previous texts the vernacular section was not translated into Latin, as was the custom. It was left
in its original language, but as Morgana notes “comporta una notevole perdita di tratti dell’oralità
spontanea” since it was most likely refined to be more authoritative. First the text left in its

Translation: “The decree is a report written in Latin on parchment by the notary (Atenolfo): in it, the judge
(Arechisi) ascertains the right to the possession of some lands by the monastery of Montecassino, on the basis of
three testimonies, which are transcribed three times in vernacular form within the notarial Latin text. . . The
transition from oral testimony to written articulation involves a significant loss of spontaneous oral traits. . .
However, the notarial script allows the spoken word to shine through in the marked construct.”
16
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vernacular demonstrates a commonality of the language in regard to the population it serves, but
also serves as a pragmatic tool, one that can be bureaucratic in its use. Second it demonstrates a
written language representative of a spoken language (but one that shows its own rhetorical
strategies and one that at its conception is pulling away from the common spoken language in
favor of a more refined written form).
There remains the issue of another text, L’indovinello veronese. The document in Latin
contained in a liturgical book passed through the custody of many and travelled up the Italian
peninsula during the 9th century. The document came to Pisa and was passed on to a certain
Maurizio, evidently a treasurer. At the end of the 9th century (or beginning of the 10th) some
words were inserted into the text that have been argued to be in vernacular. Even Migliorini
concedes that the text has taken the place as the first monument of the Italian language and its
literature.17 The text makes use of metaphor by utilizing oxen as an image for toiling fingers that
plow (write), the plow is the pen, and the lawn or grass field is the paper (parchment.) The
document, however, could hardly be considered to be the first text intended to be just that—the
first text in a vernacular—especially as it still includes a substantial link to Latin grammar,
including the absence of articles, which are imperative in the vernacular Italian languages.
In order to encounter a true literary form of the vernacular, which would serve to act as a
disseminator for the spoken that could reach all corners of the Italian peninsula, one must wait
until the 13th century to find it, although the continued development of a written vernacular (in
prose) for official (bureaucratic) and unofficial (inventory, mercantile, and practical forms of
communication) would be fostered by functionaries and collective populations. The literary

“L’indovinello veronese . . . ha preso cronologicamente il primo luogo fra i monumenti della lingua e della
letteratura italiana” (63). Translation: “L’indovinello veronese . . . has taken first place chronologically among the
language monuments of Italian literature.”
17
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aspect of the vernacular is inaugurated with Francis of Assisi’s “Cantico di Frate Sole” (12251226), a religious poem. The Italian literary canon, in fact, begins with a non-collective
succession of religious poems or laudi (praises). The poem of Francis of Assisi is certainly
meant to praise (lodare/laudare) God but does not take on a lofty tone instead turning its
attentions towards the unpretentious aspect of creation—nature and the natural. It does not
praise what man made, nor did it attempt to praise God for the powers that cause mankind to
forge greatness. The poem focuses on what God created, and what man may humbly, therefore,
enjoy. The tradition of religious poems written by figures such as Francis of Assisi, largely in
Marche, Umbria, and Tuscany do not represent a collective body of literature forged by a
cohesive school of poetry; nor do the various didactic poems of a moralistic and allegorical tone
penned by poets of the settentrionale region to the north as they are scattered through time and
space from Lombardy to Verona. The authors Bonvesin de la Riva, Uguccione da Lodi, and
Giacomino da Verona, all of this tradition, and born in the same epoch, are nevertheless divided
by space (city or region), and therefore politics, subject matter and of course vernacular. There
is indication of social exigency transfiguring repetitive rhetorical action.
Volgare and the Birth of New Genres
Two schools of poetry flourished in the 13th century in Tuscany that could unequivocally
be identified as Tuscan schools. The first is a minor school of didactic allegorical poets (of a less
moralistic and religious tone than their settentrionale counterparts) which includes the important
poet Brunetto Latini, teacher and most likely guardian to the young Dante Alighieri. The second
is the more celebrated poesia cortese which is an amorous poetry in theme, although religious at
times in nature. Didactic poets were too few in number and represent a subset of poets more
than a school, while the poets of the poesia cortese really represent a school that rightfully is
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referred to as the siculo-toscani poets linking them to the school that greatly influenced them and
that rightly deserves the title as the first literary school in an Italian vernacular—la scuola
siciliana, or the Sicilian School.
The Sicilian School’s status as first school of poetry (or literature for that matter) is of the
utmost significance in comprehending the Italian language and its making. The Sicilian School’s
production was primarily written and intended to be read in quiet meditation as opposed to
previous medieval literature meant to be performed or recited. The importance of a written
lineage stemming from the Sicilian School places it as the historical antecedent of the modern
standard Italian as the Italian language would flourish from a written tradition, and therefore as a
literary one as opposed to the spoken competing vernaculars. Modern spoken Italian comes
filtered through years of refinement and debate on a written idiom. The consequence of the
Sicilian School is furthered by a body of vernacular prose documents as well (and mostly
bureaucratic in nature). It represents again a choice of the vernacular in conducting affairs, at
least partially as Latin remained common in affairs as well.
The critical consensus towards the Sicilian School’s position in Italian linguistics and
historiography is evident. Bruno Migliorini declares “La prima fucina di poesia che meriti di
esser considerate poesia d’arte è la Magna Curia di Federico II” (123).18 Morgana, in
highlighting other pertinent attributes, writes “La nascita di una vera e propria scuola, la ‘scuola
siciliana,’ che sperimenta l’impiego letterario del volgare sulle orme dalla prestigiosa poesia
provenzale, appare determinate per il formarsi della tradizione lirica successiva” (25-26).19 The
various points listed by Migiorini and Morgana necessitate that they be examined separately:

Translation: The first forge of poetry the merits to be considered poetry of art is the Magna Curia of Frederick II.”
Translation: “The birth of a real school, the ‘Sicilian school,’ which experiments with the literary use of the
vernacular in the vein of the prestigious Provençal poetry, appears to be decisive for the formation of the subsequent
lyric tradition.”
18
19
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first, the Sicilian School is the first forge of poetry that merits the distinction of poetry of art by
Migliorini; second, it is a School (capitalized to demonstrate its cohesive nature and historical
significance); third, its employment of the vernacular is somehow responsible for the successive
schools that follow, both points made by Morgana (although expressed as well in different detail
by Migliorini).
In addressing the Sicilian School’s poetic output as poetry of art, Migliorini is
categorizing their body of work as an originator of literature without non-literary intentions or
poetry for poetry’s sake. The sole intention was artistic invention but nevertheless the
consequences are far-reaching and demonstrate a rhetorical and aesthetic reassessment of the
inspirers and influences of the Medieval philosophy. Poetry of art, it would reason, was a
common feature of the classical world of Archaic, Classical, and Hellenistic Greece, as well as
Republican and Imperial Rome; and it certainly exerted an influence on the Medieval. Yet the
genres of the Medieval do not mimic the classical world. Rather, the genres (in general) are
entrenched in religious and rhetorical modes useful for didactic purposes, for recitation, or
performance for pleasure; and for poetry it is even more marked. The Sicilian School, using the
Troubadour poetry of the Occitan tradition (one where poetry is refined for performance and
usually set to musical accompaniment), resumes the classical tradition of Greece and Rome with
a literature for purely artistic purposes in its own guise with its own innovations in genre. And
further, the school heralds a new linguistic epoch. They essentially affect and create genre as
social action in the Italian literary tradition.
In her study, Miller explains:
Situations are social constructs that are the result, not of “perception,” but of
“definition.” Because human action is based on and guided by meaning, not by
material causes, at the center of action is a process of interpretation. Before we
can act, we must interpret the indeterminate material environment; we define, or
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“determine” a situation. It is possible to arrive at common determinations
because, as Alfred Schultz has argued, our “stock of knowledge” is based upon
types: “We can . . . imagine a type to be like a line of demarcation which runs
between the determinations explicated on the basis of the ‘hitherto existing’
relevance structures . . . and the . . . unlimited possibilities for the determination
of experience.” In other words, our stock knowledge is useful only insofar as it
can be brought to bear upon new experience: the new is made familiar through the
recognition of relevant similarities; those similarities become constituted as a
type. A new type is formed from typifications already on hand when they are not
adequate to determine a new situation. (156-157)
Within this assessment is laid the framework for appraising the literary output of the Sicilian
School and the authors that penned the works, most notably Giacomo da Lentini, il notaro (the
notary). The Sicilian School certainly had a stock of knowledge at their disposal including: the
Occitan tradition of the Troubadours; the philosophy of late empire thinkers such as Saint
Augustine, Boethius, and Ptolemy; as well as classical works and new taxonomies, scientific
treatises, and philosophical studies. Nonetheless their fruition presented new modes, types, and
genres through a reassessment and reapplication of the old traditions.
Of the new modes that were brought about and that are of particular note is their election
of the Sicilian vernacular as both a language for poetry and literature, but also as a bureaucratic
language, one that would have been known to both Giacomo da Lentini (a Sicilian) and his
patron and sovereign, Emperor Federico II, who had a partial Sicilian bloodline as his mother
was Sicilian. The new types arise from stock medieval philosophy and literature. The
innovations to these types, however, stem from typifications already branded, including themes
of the Troubadour courtly poetry detached from the feudal elements with which they had been
infused, reinvented rhyme schemes and formal structures, and secular interpretations of
philosophies (frequently religious in origin).
From this stock of knowledge are born two important genres that survive today: most
notably the sonnet, but also the canzone. Although the canzone has diminished in use over time,
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it remained an important feature of Italian (and other) poetry for centuries. The sonnet, which
finds its way even through postmodernism, is very much in use still to this day, and its value
cannot be underestimated. The sonnet, although it is a medium of poetry, is itself a genre—a
true genre; it is a specific category with specific guidelines that certainly comes from stock
knowledge, the Strambotto, an eight-line poem, but that “can be brought to bear upon new
experience” as a new type. Lentini, its clear inventor, as noted by Christopher Kleinhenz and
Paul Oppenheimer, would have been familiar with this Sicilian form (as his name bears his
origin, a Sicilian from Lentini).20 He added the six remaining lines, and the sonnet is to be
understood, in both forms and mood shifts that occur throughout the poem, as two quatrains and
two tercets. The reason for the addition to the two quatrains of tercets is a matter for debate, but
it certainly demonstrates original invention while drawing upon stock knowledge. It represents
what a genre is in its many faceted perceptions.
The sonnet’s (and the canzone’s) form and substance are a combination of borrowings
from the autochthonous poetry of Sicily for form, as well as the Occitan Troubadour tradition,
and the Minnesang tradition of the Germanic territories for content. Their fruition, however, is
original, especially in its intent. The content and form having been presented, it is necessary to
understand the importance of the sonnet’s intent—or that of silent reading. That the sonnet was
to be read, perhaps recited, but certainly read, silently, and without musical accompaniment was
revolutionary. It essentially invented modern reading and how we approach the written word. It
was a literature, confessional in nature, even autobiographical to some extent, but it was for
literary/artistic purposes. It is the silent reading required of Augustine’s Confessions or

20

See Christopher Kleinhenz. The Early Italian Sonnet: The First Century (1220-1321). Padua: Milella, 1986; and
Paul Oppenheimer. Birth of the Modern Mind: Self Consciousness and the Invention of the Sonnet. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989.
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Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, and although at times philosophical in tone, it is a
rhetorical genre of pure art.
Gramsci, in reference to literature’s power to forge a new identity, remarks in his Prison
Notebooks:
Non si riesce a intendere concretamente che l’arte è sempre legata a una
determinata cultura o civiltà, e che lottando per riformare la cultura si
giunge a modificare il ‘contenuto’ dell’arte, si lavora a creare una nuova
arte, non dall’estero (pretendendo un’arte didascalica, a tesi, moralistica),
ma dall’intimo, perché si modifica tutto l’uomo in quanto si modificano i
suoi sentimenti, le sue concezioni e i rapporti di cui l’uomo è l’espressione
necessaria.21 (2109)

They, the members of the Sicilian School, attempted with success what Gramsci clearly
delineates as the modus operandi of any group desiring to affect societal transformation: the
necessity of augmenting the human mind by commencing a change in a society’s art, culture, and
social apparatus. It is a cultural shift that starts at an organic level for Humanity, its social
product, of which the written word is the most profound.
The Sicilian School was able to affect this change because it was able to “modificare il
‘contenuto’ dell’arte” in order to “creare una nuova arte” for man and by man. This possibility
had to do with the authors’ ability to forge a cogent school around a central artistic figure,
Lentini, and also an encouraging leader and contributor, Frederick II. The group, however, also
includes Pier della Vigna, Jacopo Mostacci, Guido delle Colonne, Stefano Protonotaro, and
others. In addressing the second of the three points, Morgana correctly refers to them as a
School because of their contact, collaboration, adherence to the same rules and modes (not to

Translation: “It is impossible to concretely understand that art is always linked to a specific culture or civilization,
and that by struggling to reform culture, one comes to modify the ‘content’ of art, one works to create a new art, not
from the foreign (claiming a didactic, thesis-based, moralistic art), but from the intimate, because the whole man
changes in that his feelings change; his conceptions, and the relationships of which man is the necessary expression,
are modified.”
21
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mention types), and most importantly space and transmission of material through a large stretch
of the Italian peninsula. The School’s public effectively stretched from Sicily to Lombardy and
was of particular note in both Bologna (Emilia-Romagna), and Tuscany. One could thus infer
that Gramsci’s assessment leads to Morgana’s distinction of the list of authors as a School.
Welleck and Warren note that “Literature is a social institution, using as its medium language, a
social creation. Such traditional devices as symbolism and metre are social in their very nature.
They are conventions and norms which could have arisen only in society” (94). The various
functionaries, aristocrats, and clergy that took part in the fruition of the Sicilian School’s
adherence to, not only styles, methods, and techniques but as well philosophies do in fact employ
“conventions and norms” in order to forge a literature—a social creation. This very act
constitutes a School of thought, and in this case, it is at least in part a literary one. They did
bring about change through such acts of literature and change the public as “si modificano i suoi
sentimenti, le sue concezioni e i rapporti.”
Morgana’s assertion that the birth of the Sicilian School “appare determinate per il
formarsi della tradizione lirica sucessiva” results fundamentally in a literary succession or
lineage. It is one that most evidently, at least at its outset, finds itself passing through the siculotoscani writers and the stilnovisti (those that adhered to the “sweet new style” of the Tuscan
poets). The siculo-toscani writers, whose reach stretches from Lombardy to Umbria, and has as
its main centers Pisa, Lucca, Bologna, and Arezzo, are reflective in style and use of the vulgar by
the poets of the Sicilian School. They do not constitute a new school themselves as the poets of
the style are not of cooperative norms set forth by a new school but are a continuation of the
norms or types regularized by Fredrick’s Magna Curia. The influence of the Sicilian School
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does, however, wind its way through the writing s of the siculo-toscani poets and into the
traditions of the stilnovisti.
It is with the stilnovisti that a new School truly arises. From it, Dante Alighieri also
appears as a stabilizing and central figure regarding la questione della lingua, the use of the
vulgar as an elevated language, literature, genre, rhetoric, philosophy, and culture. The issue
remains nevertheless that Dante’s fruition or body of work honors the Sicilian School by
continuing its analysis and praxis of a refined vulgar as a competent language. Morgana’s
assertion that the Sicilian School experiment in the vulgar determined the formation of
successive lyric traditions finds its primary epitome in Dante.
Dante is referred to as padre della lingua, or father of the language in Italian. It is a
crown and a branding that the Florentine author/philosopher merits. But it is one that is born of
confusion and warrants explanation. Migliorini, for instance, poses the most honest question
inquiring “Se è vero che da Giacomo da Lentino prende le mosse la lirica fridericiana, perché
questi titoli22 non dovrebbero spettare, invece, a lui? . . . come possiamo parlare di padre della
lingua?” (167).23 Migliorini answers his own question prudently, not dismissing the Sicilian
School, but indicating instead that Dante’s body of work, infused (I would argue) at every step
with his ever-evolving philosophy, is the reification of a viable and vendible elevated language
for civil and artistic use. As such, I would add that Dante represents the first spirit of Italian
autonomy: linguistically, politically, economically and even spiritually. He is the spirit of Italian
culture, and in principle he is the padre della lingua.

22

The two titles of which Migliorini speaks are padre della lingua and dux nostri eloquii vulgaris, the second
bestowed upon him by Petrarch.
23
“If it is true that Frederick's lyric starts from Giacomo da Lentino, why shouldn't these titles belong to him
instead? . . . how can we speak of the father of the language?”
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New genres arise from the old with Dante and the stilnovisti. Yet it is with Dante that
they flourish into something innovative. Dante was a true medieval thinker. He was an artist, a
writer, a theorist and a philosopher—one that put his theories and philosophies into praxis in the
very works in which he was delineating his theory or philosophy. Finally, he was a political
figure fascinated with the sciences and deeply religious although ever supportive of separation of
the spiritual realm from the political. Every single work extant of Dante’s encompasses all of
these aspects as the philosophical, religious and artistic worlds collide in an attempt to make
sense of them.
Dante is not only the padre della lingua in the sense that it is his eminent Florentine that
would become the Italian language, but also because he is the first to rationalize and theorize
(not to mention summarize in a taxonomic format) the various vernaculars of the Italian
peninsula (and their position in relation to other vernaculars such as langue d’oil and langue d’oc
of France). His treatise, written of course in the still predominant language of rhetoric and prose,
Latin, and while in exile, is the unfinished De vulgari eloquentia. Claudio Marazzini in his own
work of the same name as Morgana’s, Breve storia della lingua italiana, takes note of Dante’s
ability to blend the old with the new of his own ingenuity, much like Migliorini asserted about
the Sicilian School, but also notes his religiosity in his approach to an otherwise secular text—a
linguistic treatise. Marazzini explains:
Dante, procedendo secondo la logica della cultura del suo tempo, ma con
un’originalità eccezionale nell’impianto e nello sviluppo delle argomentazioni, e
cosciente della novità del tema scelto ad oggetto di indagine, muove dalle origini
prime, dalla creazione di Adamo: stabilisce che fra tutte le creature l’unico dotato
di linguaggio è l’uomo; dunque il linguaggio stesso caratterizza l’essere umano in
quanto tale, diversificandolo ad esempio dagli animali bruti, gerarchicamente più
in basso di lui, e dagli angeli, posti più in alto. L’origine del linguaggio e delle
lingue viene ripercorsa attraverso il racconto biblico: nodo centrale è l’episodio
della Torre di Babele. La storia delle lingue naturali, nella loro varietà,
incomincia proprio qui: loro caratteristica è il mutare nello spazio, da luogo a
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luogo, e nel tempo visto che le lingue medesime sono tutte soggette ad una
continua trasformazione. La ‘grammatica’ delle lingue letterarie, come quella del
greco e del latino, secondo Dante, è una creazione artificiale dei dotti, Intesa a
frenare la continua mutevolezza degli idiomi, garantendo la stabilità senza quale
la letteratura stessa non può esistere. Anche il volgare, per farsi ‘letterario’, per
arrivare a una dignità paragonabile a quella del latino, deve acquistare stabilità,
distinguendosi dal parlato popolare.24 (73)
Before launching into an enquiry of Marazzini’s valuation of Dante’s De vulgari eloquentia, it is
worthy to note that his assessment reveals three pertinent if not obligatory attributes that pervade
all of Dante’s works (and as such, can be argued to permeate Italian literature as a whole).
-

Imagery and philosophy of a profound religiosity is paramount to the overall body of
Dante’s literary endeavors (prose, poetry, epistolary, etc.)

-

This use of doctrine entrenched in religiosity (unlike the Sicilian School) is a
fundamental in his creation of genre.

-

And finally, regardless of the genre, his use of religious imagery, even in a linguistic
treatise would spawn a discussion of language and rhetoric.

Even his attempt at an elevated language validates his future preoccupation with divine ascent
through ideal love (or an idealistic love that is pure, religious in nature, and can only be attained
through the recognition of an ideal character, most frequently through a figure that at once both
represents the Madonna but also a burning desire caused by an affliction of love).

Translation: “Dante, proceeding according to the logic of the culture of his time, but with an exceptional
originality in the structure and development of his arguments, and aware of the novelty of the theme chosen as the
subject of investigation, starts from the first origins, from the creation of Adam. He establishes that among all
creatures the only one gifted with language is man; therefore, the language itself characterizes the human being as
such, diversifying him (for example) from brute animals, hierarchically lower than him, and from angels, placed
higher. The origin of language and languages is traced through the biblical story. The central node is the episode of
the Tower of Babel. The history of natural languages, in their variety, begins right here; their characteristic is the
change in space, from place to place, and over time since the languages themselves are all subject to continuous
transformation. The ‘grammar’ of literary languages, such as that of Greek and Latin, according to Dante, is an
artificial creation of the learned, intended to curb the continuous mutability of languages, ensuring the stability
without which literature itself cannot exist. Even the vernacular, to become ‘literary,’ to reach a dignity comparable
to that of Latin, must acquire stability, distinguishing itself from popular speech.”
24
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Dante, desiring as any medieval thinker to align his philosophy with a Christian ethic, bases
his rhetoric in Christian doctrine, and only invites a view of Christianity and the bible as
historical and therefore factual. In particular, as Marazzini suggests, in light of the novelty of the
subject matter undertaken, it is necessary for Dante as a writer composing an original linguistic
theory to ground his work in a biblical lineage that can act as a metaphor comprehensible to the
medieval reader. Dante’s genius comes through in his ability to transpose the story of the Tower
of Babel to Italy’s linguistic situation of his time (a situation that would continue). As Marazzini
notes, Dante is able to demonstrate clearly that the phenomenon of the vernaculars is natural of
language/s and that “loro caratteristica è il mutare nello spazio, da luogo a luogo, e nel tempo
visto che le lingue medesime sono tutte soggette ad una continua trasformazione.”
Dante’s presentation of Latin and Greek as anchor languages harkens to the ideas espoused
by Saint Augustine. They are both a solid and fixed linguistic apparatus that is learned at their
highest level of eloquence and standardization so as to offer a constant means of transmission of
comprehensible code. They are to deter confusion in the Tower of Babel that had become reality
in the world.
Besides his pioneering linguistic treatise, there are his various works that spawned new
genres including the hybrid Convivio and La vita nuova, the poetic journey through Hell,
Purgatory, and Heaven in La divina commedia, and the political treatise Monarchia original in its
approach and argumentation enough to be a new genre within political treatises (and a precursor
to political science). Lastly, his genre creation would employ the classical attribute of wandering
(the Iliad, the Odyssey, and the Aeneid for example) while peppering it distinctly with Christian
narrative. It is a genre of wandering that finds its way through the history of Italy’s literary
canon to the present. The wanderer, or flâneur, is found in every significant work from the
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Orlando Furioso to the works of the competing Italo Calvino and Pier Paolo Pasolini. Most
strikingly, however, the flâneur finds his way into the linguistic puzzles that make up the works
of Tessa and Loi; and to go further, he finds his way to the Surrealists. Dante’s own situation of
exile during the composition of De vulgari eloquentia explains to us his work and its linguistic
flânerie, its examination of vernacular by wandering through Italy’s linguistic localities.
The misconception that Dante singles out Bolognese as the most illustrious of vernaculars is
commonplace as he offers it as the most illustrious vernacular in existence, but by no means does
he state that it is the example to be followed. Nor does he disregard the other vernaculars as a
useful tool, not even those he dismisses as the most unappealing. In De Vulgari Eloquentia he
defines the vernacular “as that which children learn from those around them, when they first
begin to distinguish words; or . . . that which we acquire without any rule, by imitating our
nurses” (15). His statement, seemingly demeaning to dialects and contemporary dialect
speakers, is actually telling of the fact that for most Italians that speak their dialect it is a
casalingua, or a language spoken in the house, in familiar situations, and confined to one’s
region, but not passed down through written instruction in general (with few exceptions). The
standard to this vernacular would be Latin or Greek, but Dante seeks a vernacular standard, and
therefore a learned standard, fixed and as the name implies, standardized. Dante explains:
This vernacular which we have demonstrated to be illustrious, cardinal, courtly, and
curial is to be called the Italian vernacular. For just as there is to be found one
vernacular proper to Cremona, likewise one can be found which is proper to the
whole of Lombardy . . . and likewise one may be found . . . proper to the whole of the
country. This is the language used by famous masters who have written poetry in the
vulgar tongue in Italy, for instance Sicilians, Apulians, Tuscans, men of Romagna,
Lombardy, and both the Marches. (36)
Dante’s assessment is that the language is already in use, but not quite yet invented or in
existence fully as a language. What he seeks to demonstrate by asserting that the Italian
36

vernacular is the language used by masters of such differing regions is that it is a language to be
cobbled together from the most illustrious parts of what any vernacular has to offer. The Italian
vernacular is one that borrows from all to create the most eminent vernacular, utilizing words
and sounds that elevate a vernacular and expelling those sounds and words which are gruff and
of common or rustic language.
Dante’s pioneering linguistic treatise and use of the vernacular are of the utmost significance
as they spawned new attitudes and approaches to language analysis. Even in the absence of De
vulgari eloquentia, as the text would remain lost for two centuries, the example of an elevated
vernacular would spawn debates about the vulgar tongue and cause future authors, most notably
Petrarch (Francesco Petrarca) and Giovanni Boccaccio, to pen works in their Florentine
tongue—elevated of course in line with the example of Dante.
As their trio is based on both a similar vernacular and use of vernacular—and the influence
they exert on the subsequent history of the development of the Italian language, not forgetting
their close proximity in epoch with Petrarch’s and Boccaccio’s birth in Dante’s lifetime—the
three are fittingly referred to as the tre corone (three crowns). In the century that followed the
death of Boccaccio and Petrarch, the so-called secolo senza poesia, century without poetry,
because of its favor for the use of Latin in all arenas including poetry, the primary work of
Dante, La commedia—or the newly christened la divina commedia—was widely enough read
and revered. Also, to what would have been Petrarch’s surprise, his Rime sparse (or Rerum
vulgarium fragmenta as he ironically titled the collection of poetry in the vulgar) became
increasingly prized and read in spite of his tremendous influence over reestablishing Latin to its
classical prestige. He had expected to obtain mortality through his Latin works, not his poetry in
the vernacular. Boccaccio was widely disseminated and read by merchants as well as upper
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classes of society. All survived the century that saw Latin regain its position as the prized
language of communication. The neo-classical Latin nevertheless became increasingly outside
the general public’s scope of comprehension as it became more formalized and required intense
instruction to both pen and read works in the language.
The cult of the tre corone was fostered over time. The appreciation for the three—Dante,
Petrarch, and Boccaccio—was developed through temporal changes in attitude and also the
dynamics of interpretation and significance by individual philosophers and philologists. Part of
the continued renewal of interest in the three authors was generated over imbricated historical
periods due in part to the dualism of their classicism in general. Dante, although perhaps the
least, nevertheless acted as a precursor to the restoration of Latin with his elevated and tried
version of the language, as well as his return to a classical aesthetic, in particular regarding
dialogue in his Latin works. His mixture of Latin and the vernacular caused debate and even
disavowal by the most conservative of the Humanists (many believing that a disservice was done
by penning the Divine Comedy in vernacular instead of Latin), but it kept the vernacular in
discussion. For Petrarch and Boccaccio, the reverence was for their highly classical and even
difficult Latin, which praised a ciceronian approach to discourse. Petrarch was by far the lead in
this respect with Boccaccio following his precedent even if finding his own style. Boccaccio
remains an interesting figure in Humanism because of he triggered a renewed awareness of the
role of Greek in Classicism.
Petrarch and Boccaccio took a much more conservative tone towards the end of their lives
and turned to Latin as a more common and less flippant choice than the vernacular. It would be
the vernacular, however, that would essentially deify the three. It is the language that spawned a
revolution in the advancement of linguistics, and therefore inevitably genre, as a consequence of
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language and all of its social consequences that its metamorphosis and continued state of change
reflect. Each of the three and their language would be assessed individually. As a general
consensus, although conflicting opinions resound, Dante would become appreciated not so much
for his elevated language, as his works (in particular the Divine Comedy) employ a vertical scale
of the language with both refined and rustic versions of the vernacular entering the dialogue at
appropriate times (although the refined is primarily preeminent). In Italian Sociolinguistics this
vertical sphere reflects the varietà diastratica and varietà diafasica (diastratic and diaphasic
varieties). The varietà disatratica is a vertical scale that ranges from lower to higher strata of
social division based on class, education, age, and gender. The varietà diafasica, which gauges a
register of situations from informal to informal based on social situation and milieu, is
represented by a vertical scale with gradation that intersects the purely vertical scale at the point
of the most standardized version and setting of the language.25
Boccaccio similarly uses a vertical scale of language in his Decameron with the same
intersecting diastratic and diaphasic vertical scales. Conversely, unlike Dante, Boccaccio did not
jumble his registers of the language together so frequently in the same scene and between
interlocutors communicating with one another at such different registers. Future admirers and
scholars of Boccaccio that would generate the linguistic and literary criticism would be able to
easily extract the language that they found appealing and exemplary. Certainly, Boccaccio uses
lower, rustic, and even vulgar registers of the Florentine vernacular; and he would even venture

In his chapter “Le varietà del repertorio” from Antonio A. Sobreo’s Introduzione all’italiano contemporaneo: la
variazione e gli usi, Gaetano Berruto uses these intersecting scales that graph the dimensions of contemporary
Italian based on four primary factors: diamesia (diamesic), diafasia, diastratia, and diatopia (diatopic), which are
discussed in detail in chapter four. The chart can be loosely applied, however, to any facet of an archaic vernacular
that is developed enough to show signs of influence and presence of the four factors. Certainly, the Florentine
vernacular of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio had achieved this even in its early stages. See pp. 10-12. These
sociolinguistic variations are discussed at length in Chapter Four.
25
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into other dialects (most notably Neapolitan with which he was particularly familiar from his
youth there). At times in some of the Decameron’s tales, characters of various social strata
communicate at varied levels. There remains the prime example of a refined written prose
reflected in the cornice of the Decameron. The frame through which all the tales come to be told
is recounted by a group of Florentine aristocrats in the most elevated and refined prose of the
language.
The death of Petrarch and Boccaccio would usher in a serendipitous era that would see their
efforts in Latin facilitate the Humanist ideal which greatly favored the idiom as a means of
expression. There is no uncertainty that both Boccaccio and Petrarch were Humanists (although
they predate Humanism) but could not foresee that their efforts would only produce a brief
period of Latin dominance. Humanism as a school, because of the preponderance of Latin (and
to a lesser extent Greek), eschewed the model of a refined vernacular set by the tre corone.
Notable for being inaccurately named il secolo senza poesia, saw a plethora of vernacular
poetic and literary works. Unquestionably by the 15th century, the increasingly classical and
demanding version of Latin that was prevalent, near incomprehensible but to the most learned,
was being challenged as a bureaucratic, political, and legal language by the local vernacular or a
Tuscan with elements of the local vernacular pervading it. The idioms of vernacular literature
developed with time as is inevitable with any language, and the language of Dante, Petrarch, and
Boccaccio was not the same as vernacular poets.
Luigi Pulci, Matteo Maria Boiardo, and Poliziano (Angelo Ambrogini) represent the
discordant voices of writers in the vernacular during the 15th century. Their lack of a sustained
model for a standardized Italian vernacular caused the authors to compose works based on their
own philosophy of writing in vernacular using a Tuscan considerably corrupted with their own
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regional idioms. Their work embodies the questione della lingua of this particular age and
hatched the successive generation to take up the debate with the true intention of stabilizing a
model. The exigence for a sustainable model for a standardized Italian vernacular (of which
Tuscan was still the most favored) arose in concomitance with the printing press, a combination
that generated a profusion of linguistic normative treatises. Migliorini explains the transition:
L’ampiezza di oscillazione consentita agli individui è assai larga durante il
Quattrocento; e solo alla fine del secolo si comincia a sentire l’influenza
coagulatrice della stampa. Dapprima la scarsa tutela esercitata dalla lingua
letteraria, più tardì, col prevelare dell’umanesimo volgare, l’abitudine umanistica
di mettere insieme a proprio modo la lingua, come si faceva per il latino, rendono
la norma molto scarsamente imperativa.26 (257)

The combination of printing press and linguistic treatises aptly described by Migliorini
lifts la questione della lingua out of its chaotic state through the spirit of Humanism and its
desire to order the world with a proclivity to classicism finds its most fecund pairing in Aldo
Manuzio and Pietro Bembo. One only need read Boiardo’s last words to his masterpiece
Orlando innamorato, “mentre ch’io canto, iddio Renditore/ vedo l’Italia tutta a fiamma e foco”27
to comprehend the chaotic state that is reflected in the linguistic discord (primarily literary) of
the era. Italy was linguistically fractured, politically fractured and geopolitically as well, and
was under repeated attacks. The year that saw Italy in flames, interrupting Boiardo’s verses, was
1486. It was the second time Boiardo’s work on Orlando innamorato was interrupted and it
would not be taken up again.

Translation: “The amplitude of oscillation allowed to individuals is exceptionally large during the fifteenth
century, and it was only at the end of the century that the coagulating force of the press began to be felt. At first with
little safeguard exercised by the literary language, and later with the prevailing of vernacular humanism, the
humanistic habit of putting the language together in one's own way, as was done with Latin, renders the norm
scarcely imperative.”
26

27
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Bembo just a decade later began work on succeeding compositions, edited works, and
discourses, le publicazioni aldine, or the publications for Manuzio. All of these, in some way
addressed the topic of language, its standardization, and elevating it to a refined and fixed state
comparable with Latin. For Bembo, Marazzini explains, this is unequivocally Tuscan:
Quando Bembo parla di lingua volgare, intende senz’altro il toscano: ma non il
toscano parlato nella Firenze del XVI sec., bensì il toscano letterario trecentesco
dei grandi autori, di Petrarca e di Boccaccio (in parte anche quello Dante).
Questo è un punto fondamentale della tesi bembiana: egli non nega che I toscani
siano avvantaggiati sugli altri italiani nella conversazione; ma questo non è
oggetto del trattato, che non si occupa del comune parlato, ma della nobile lingua
della letteratura. Il punto di visto delle Prose è squisitamente umanistico, e si
fonda sul primato della letteratura.28 (113)
Marazzini in his claim indicates a Bembo whose linguistic model is firmly constituted on the tre
corone. It is a model that concerns itself with honed language and therefore directs its attention
solely to the exquisite literary language of the fourteenth century. Bembo’s finished product
comes, however, after years of his theory being in flux and under various developmental periods.
It is only with the Prose that Dante becomes the parenthetical figure that he is in Marazzini’s
account.
Bembo begins his evolving linguistic theory early publishing a translation of Dante’s
Commedia in 1502 for Manuzio retitled simply Terze rime di Dante, removing Boccaccio’s title
from the work. He continues his linguistic exploration with the Humanistic work Gli asolani
published in 1505 but begun as early as 1497. The book contains three books of platonic
dialogues regarding love; but of importance is that it is a platonic dialogue, a classical structure,

Translation: “When Bembo speaks of the vernacular, he certainly means Tuscan. Not the Tuscan spoken in 16th
century Florence, however, but the fourteenth-century literary Tuscan of the great authors, Petrarch and Boccaccio
(also Dante partly). This is a fundamental point of the Bembian thesis: he does not deny that the Tuscans have an
advantage over other Italians in conversation, but this is not the subject of his treatise, which does not deal with
common speech, but rather with the noble language of literature. The point of view of the Prose is exquisitely
humanistic and is based on the primacy of literature.”
28
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in line with Humanism, but was not in the fixed languages Greek or Latin but in Tuscan. The
Tuscan of Bembo resembles much more the Humanist approach of the fifteenth century to the
language. Although it is not entirely a reflection of the two early Renaissance texts that bookend
the Prose, Arcadia (1504, completed in 1489 and in circulation for years prior to publication) by
Jacopo Sannazaro, and Castellano (1529) by Gian Giorgio Trissino, it does bear resemblance in
its similarity in approach to these works, and it is a decidedly (Italian) humanistic methodology.
The Arcadia of Sannazaro is not a linguistic treatise but acts as one in that it presents
itself as an example. It bears a resemblance to The Asolani more than the Prose in its linguistic
line in that it is Tuscan but mixed with many elements culled from other dialects and a more
modern Tuscan. Further it reaches back to a classical model in the pastoral vein, and as such
shares the same humanistic sensibility as both the Prose and Asolani (which, though not idyllic
or pastoral, are a return to classicism in their Socratic dialogue structure). While Sannazaro
would eventually conform to the Petrarchan modal of the Prose, Trissino would only expand on
his differences from Bembo. Trissino’s theory was already present for years in his vernacular
works when he published his Castellano and then shortly after his translation of Dante’s De
vulgari eloquentia (which would eventually save the work from extinction and be of great
importance, but only after a hundred years in obscurity). His work coming after the Prose defied
the strictness of the Petrarchan/Boccaccian model of Bembo, and instead went with a multidialect approach using what he considered to be the example set by Dante in De vulgari
eloquentia, where the perfect Italian is a language that espouses the best from all the refined
vernaculars of Italy.
Bembo, seeking to generally address the questione della lingua, and to solidify a literary
language on the precept that it already exists and is therefore venerable, turns away from his own
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early works in the vernacular, from Sannazaro, and from Trissino to refute the constant
mutability and permeation of other regional dialects. With the introduction of Petrarch as the
standard bearer for poetic language and Boccaccio as the same for prosaic language, the
Humanists were expelled as models, as were other Tuscan writers including Dante to some
extent. Paolo Trovato explains in Storia della lingua italiana: Il primo cinquecento, The Bembo
of the Prose in the following passage:
Dall’alto della sua scienza grammaticale (e delle sue ambizioni di fondatore del
classicismo), il Bembo arriva, coerentemente, a una parziale condanna del
realismo e del pluristilismo dantesco, in cui si registrano anche ‘le vilissime cose’
. . . e al rigetto di tutta quanta la tradizione fiorentina quattrocentesca . . . inclusi
Lorenzo, Poliziano, e i fratelli Luca e Luigi Pulci sui quali erano modellate non
poche caratteristiche linguistiche del suo fiorentinismo giovanile.29 (115)
Trovato displays the rigidity that overtook Bembo and in effect overtook the subsequent
two centuries. One could certainly argue the continuing debate and all the works that were
produced running counter to Bembo’s model including Castiglione’s Il libro del cortegiano, and
Trissino’s were resultant of Bembo’s Prose. Both Castigilione, who favored a more modern but
courtly Tuscan infused with other borrowings from courtly vernaculars and forestierismi
(particularly French and Spanish), and Trissino produced reactionary works. In Castiglione’s
Cortegiano, the interlocutor Frederigo Fregoso defends the position closest to Bembo’s, and
could arguably be considered a metaphor for the author himself. Trissino produced a muchdismissed work, L’Italia liberata dai Goti, which is in direct opposition to Bembo’s model and
those that complied with it, in particular Ariosto and writers of what he deemed to be authors of

29

Translation:“From the heights of his grammatical science (and his ambitions as the founder of classicism), Bembo
consistently arrives at a partial condemnation of Dante's realism and pluri-stylism, in which ‘the very vilest things’
are also recorded. . . and also the rejection of the whole fifteenth-century Florentine tradition. . . including Lorenzo,
Poliziano, and the brothers Luca and Luigi Pulci, on whom many linguistic characteristics of his (Bembo’s) early
Florentineism were modeled.”
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frivolous epic of chivalry. The intensity of the questione della lingua would not be as
concentrated as the first half of the 16th century, and instead the focus would shift to producing
works in line with the model most notably the two that encompass the 16th century, Ariosto’s
Orlando Furioso and Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata. Both authors revised their works
assiduously to bring it in line with Bembo’s model and both nevertheless contain idiosyncrasies
that are noncompliant with it. Further, both were chivalrous novels, epic in nature with fantastic
and heavily surrealistic imagery disdaining completely the idea of Trissino.
Trissino’s greatest contribution is not his theory so much as his translation of Dante’s De
vulgari eloquentia. Dante’s linguistic treatise calling for a preeminent Italian language culled
from the most attractive Italian vernaculars would be apropos to the Baroque, an age with a
proclivity towards extravagance and multidimensional approach to design (whether it be art,
literature, architecture, or even language). This approach is best demonstrated in Marino’s
sprawling Adone. Also arising during the Baroque is the contrary but not entirely antagonistic
need to hem the language in which finds its incarnation in the Academia della Crusca, the body
of linguistic scholars, theorists, and writers self-delegated with cataloguing the language.
The Baroque is often mischaracterized by extremes in style, grandeur, frivolity in its
excesses, mismatched tropes, asymmetrical design, and exaggerated or elaborate movements,
ornamentation, and themes. Until the last century it was dismissed as a time when cultural
production suffered due to these purported excesses when finally its merits were reassessed by
theorists such as Heinrich Wölfflin who restored the word from its pejorative status and analyzed
its roots in relation to its attributes.
A totally depreciatory attitude was thrust upon a misunderstood Baroque, when in fact the
artistic accomplishment happens to have been elicited by very specific intentions. The Baroque,
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a continuation or development of the Counter Reformation, was tasked with re-appropriating
Christian ideals as continuity between the classical eras, the gothic eras, and emerging with it
tied intrinsically to the Catholic Church instead of Protestantism. It therefore appropriated Pagan
images as a means to assert power via syncretism and create a lineage from the classical era to
the Church. It is therefore misinterpreted as a hodgepodge of classical and thus pagan images
mingling with Christian imagery and ideals further seasoned with stylings of medieval and
gothic lineage, a commentary on the Church’s continuity and strength.
Most of artistic output of the Baroque was disdained as artifice instead of quality and
content when in truth the Baroque is an exploration and expansion of quality and valuable
content. Migliorini, one of the Baroque’s obvious detractors, states:
La moda stilistica instaurata dagli scrittori barocchi trovò seguaci e ammiratori,
ma non durò molto a lungo. Le sue innovazioni ebbero . . . carattere occasionale:
metafore ardite, collocazioni vistose per parallelismo o contrapposizione, etc. Di
conseguenza, non appena la moda barocca venne a noi, essa non lasciò nell’uso
linguistico stabile quasi alcun sedimento.30 (394)
Migliorini is neglecting the Baroque’s lasting contribution to the Italian language—its expansion.
To reveal the spuriousness of Migiorini’s statement one only need look at the following
examples: Marino and the marinisti, the Accademia della Crusca, and Galileo Galilei. The
common dynamic that connects the three is taxonomy and the desire to elencare (itemize) in
order to understand. The aesthetic of the Baroque was not a grand confusion or mess of images
and tropes overlapping in quick movements (often suspended in the visual arts), nor was it solely
to encapsulate the entire history of man within the contextual framework of the Catholic Church.
The paradigm of the Baroque lies in trying to understand and understand in a great confusion of

Translation: “The stylistic fashion established by the Baroque writers found disciples and admirers but did not last
very long. Its innovations had. . . occasional character: bold metaphors, conspicuous collocations through
parallelism or contrast, etc. Consequently, as soon as the Baroque fashion came to us, it did not leave any remains in
stable linguistic use.”
30
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information, new and old. The apparently tangled Baroque style is an attempt to untangle, and
this is particularly true in regard to language.
Marino and his followers, the marinisti, unfurled an exploration of the Italian language in
poetics unseen previously. In Adone, Marino undertakes both a macro and micro survey of
language and its many functions, uses, and constructs—essentially for what reasons and to what
limits language is used, what purpose it does or can serve, and what inventions there are to
convey a meaning. Marino achieves this is his sprawling work by creating conditions that
require in depth identifications for example in his three cantos that explore the five senses
(cantos 6-8). These cantos give rise for Adonis and Venus to become players in accounts and
visions that invite classification for everything seen, heard, smelled, tasted, and of course
touched, whether the signifier came from a natural source or a manmade source (the sound of a
bird verses the sound of a flute). The songbird is compared with diverse objects that produce a
similar sound (like the flute) and in so doing Marino offers a profusion of potential metaphors for
the song of a bird. And finally, in what ways can one signify an image or a denotation beyond its
general use. Marino particularly concerned himself with metaphor, and again at both micro and
macro levels, where one phrase, one locality, one scene, or an entire canto can be a metaphor.
By the time Marino released his work, the Accademia della Crusca released its
Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca (1612), although Marino’s work like the Crusca’s
had been underway for years and went through continual revisions and versions—both becoming
more copious and essentially more reflective of the expanding language. The Crusca relies
heavily on the trecentisti Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio among a handful of others. The work
professes to be an adherence to Bembo’s model, and is an attempt at further cementing the
Tuscan language of the tre corone as the progenitors of a now regulated language (even if
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principally a literary language), but the work goes on to list as well the most illustrious and
beautiful dialect or non-Tuscan words that are of common use amongst Italian writers, and words
of 15th and 16th century Florentine (even words of the lingua parlata) are listed but subjugated to
the proper corresponding word of Bembo’s model.
The first edition of the Vocabolario did not register every contemporary word that was
flourishing in the language. Unlike Marino’s Adone, it did not go to great lengths to find new
inventive ways of categorizing or describing things of various professions and fields such as
science and the arts, but rather relied on the stock of the trecentisti. It wasn’t until the third
edition, begun as early as 1640, but not released until 1691, and after much undertaking with
many pauses and seeing more than one secretary, that the Crusca was open to various entries
describing art, science, nautical and professional terms, but still in large part restricted. It is of
note that the Crusca added authors previously kept out such as Tasso, and other antiquated
authors were removed.
The great contribution of Galileo Galilei regarding language was to redirect the sciences
to the masses by applying the vernacular to it. Until Galilei, the academia and the sciences were
still mired in an inaccessible classical Latin. Even Galileo’s early works reflect the consensus
attitude with Latin as the language chosen for means of transmission. Galileo, however, became
dubious as to how much information could be transmitted and to whom with the use of Latin
instead of a language increasingly in use and more accessible to the people. As stilted and
strictly created as the Italian language may be (and paradoxically unstable), it is still
comprehensible to great masses of both educated (writers, scholars, clergy, laymen, and
courtesans) and a new middle class (merchants, traders, artisans, and bankers). Migliorini notes
“il proposito di Galileo di tenere un tono accessibile alle persone colte, anche se non specialiste,
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ha . . . il metodo che egli segue quando ha bisogno di termini tecnici: anziché ricorrere al greco o
al latino per trarne vocaboli nuovi, preferisce ricorrere a parole usuali . . .” (398).31
It is also of importance to note the schism that occurs in the Baroque regarding the
questione della lingua. It takes on a new life as a debate not as it had been between the uses of
Latin versus the vernacular but instead as a debate essentially between vernaculars: one
dominant vernacular, the Tuscan of literary use, and the many contending dialects or other
vernaculars that exist on the Italian peninsula. Literature in dialect begins in earnest during the
Renaissance and the Baroque. In the Baroque its use is developed as a rhetorical tool in theater
to denote class and role of the characters. It is used playfully in poetry and satire, and remains
the choice for autonomist writers of regional pride, and in spite of the popularity of the Tuscan,
or now simply Italian, the regional dialect remained the rhetorical choice and mode of delivery
for oral traditions such as elegies and orations (secular). Among those that chose to initiate a
refined dialect poetry to rival the now Italian Standard are Giulio Cesare Cortese and
Giambattista Basile from the Naples region, and Carlo Maria Maggi and Domenico Balestrieri in
Milan. These authors’ works, which develop the dialect as a poetic tool of refinement over the
span of a hundred years, offer a comparable voice and linguistic model to rival the now Italian.
The intellects of the Baroque, its artists, linguists, and scientists from Marino to Galilei—and the
event of the Baroque itself—left an imperative and still vital imprint on the Italian language, its
many dialects, and the multitude of genres in all artistic and rhetorical facets that arose from such
innovation as it expanded the language and advanced metaphor. It could be further argued that in
spite of the Renaissance’s position in our collective western history as the birth of modernity

“Galileo's intention to keep a tone accessible to educated people, even if not specialists, ensures. . . the method he
follows when he needs technical terms. Instead of resorting to Greek or Latin to derive new words, he prefers to
resort to common words.”
31
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through the rediscovery and re-appropriation of classical philosophies and arts mixed with new
scientific advancement, the Baroque refashioned and reimagined these into new genres and art
forms entirely modern and unique, ushering in the Enlightenment, the Romantic era, and
modernity. The Baroque is definitely the birth of modern symbolism. It would take the
succeeding era, the Enlightenment to sort out and arrange the conflated parts (language,
philosophy, science, and arts) into a more neoclassical and digestible format.
The corresponding and even overlapping eras of the Baroque and the Enlightenment are
muddled with minor movements and sub-eras, including intellectuals and writers that developed
between the two ages. In furnishing two examples we see the Età dell’Arcadia (and its many
writers), and the philosopher and rhetorician Giambattista Vico, author of the pioneering La
scienza nuova. The members of the Arcadia, while maintaining the Baroque’s many positive
attributes and contributions sought to rid the style of what it considered its grotesque nature and
bad taste. It sought to simplify the convoluted arguments of Baroque literature and return its
themes to a more pastoral precept. Vico, not quite a member of the Neapolitan Enlightenment as
he precedes it (and certainly not dealing with the same themes of education as it does) is never
the less a bridge from the thought of Galilei to the intellectuals of the Enlightenment and more so
towards the Milanese and other Enlightenment movements (such as the French, British, or
Scottish).
While the members of the Arcadia are responsible in part for a simplification of the
ornamentation that characterized the Baroque, it wasn’t merely an attempt at a new pastoral but a
reversion and restoration to the pastoral of the classical eras of Greece and Rome, and as such a
continuation of what essentially began in the late Medieval and flourished throughout the
Renaissance and the Baroque. The Arcadia just emphasizes or prizes other aspects of the
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classical world as the preceding eras did in their own fashion. It sought to align itself with
stricter rules than the free-flowing abundance of styles in the Baroque era. Vico in his Scienza
nuova ironically explains the phenomenon of the Arcadia’s regressive actions by arguing that
they are not regressive at all but rather cyclical in what he calls corsi e recosi.32 The manuscript,
the first of Vico’s to be written in Italian, is groundbreaking for historiography, sociology, and
linguistics and rhetoric. It demonstrates that history is not linear, but as stated cyclical, and a
series of occurrences that forge a greater history that in fact repeats in three basic eras outlined
by Vico. As such, a return to the classical world in redefining one’s own present is a natural
recurrence (ricorso). He examines history through the development of culture and language as
applied to historical information and as inseparable from it. By tying history, language, and
society to culture specifically and offering history as a cyclical system of occurrences and
recurrences tied to culture, he further opens the pathway to a continued reassessment of culture
and language, and thus opens new pathways to genre development in science, literature, rhetoric
through the evaluation of history and in fact as a historical process and through his new approach
(although akin in some aspect to Herodotus’s Histories, although with a different aim and the
ability to identify fiction as such).
Vico and the Arcadia were still in fruition when the inevitability of the Enlightenment
becomes evident and takes shapes through various groups or collective of academics and
intellectuals in many cities throughout Europe. The Enlightenment bares the same traits as any
era: that is, it is both a reaction against and a continuation of the previous era. It did not seek to
undo what the Baroque achieved, but merely advance its precepts and fashion them anew, even if
it is a reaction or attempt to correct what every epoch sees awry with the previous one. A

32

Series (or cycles) and recurrences.
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principle feature of this was to remove any ornamentation that could not be directly involved in
the argument at hand, not just linked to it through metaphor or other Baroque utility. The
Arcadists certainly began this process with its simplification of the Baroque ornament (just as the
Rococo movement in music sought to remove exaggerated elements from Baroque and to remind
the audience that music was meant to be enjoyable).
So too the Illuministi of the Enlightenment sought to furnish an argument that language,
in particular to the arts and literature, was to be communicable, not static, and of a pragmatic
quotidian use. Prior to the height of the Illuminismo Giuseppe Parini, Carl’Antonio Tanzi and
Domenico Balestrieri formed the Accademia dei Trasformati and argued from the confines of
Count Guiseppe Maria Imbonati’s palazzo that language should be reflective of the reality of the
community. It was an argument in favor of the dialect undoubtedly, but one that favored a
coexistence with a language transmissible across geographical areas. Their reasoning essentially
favors diaglossia for the purpose that it serves the two exigencies: that a language must be
comprehensible in the quotidian (dialetto) and as a device of communication across territories
not linguistically analogous (lingua). As with other theories of linguistic use and dissemination,
theirs was one of praxis composing letters and philosophical arguments in lingua but transposing
these arguments to their dialect poetry and other writings in dialetto.
At the center of the questione della lingua debate was the Lombard Enlightenment, most
notably the Milanese, and the coterie of functionaries/intellectuals that frequented Milan’s grand
salons: Cesare Beccaria, Alessandro and Pietro Verri, Parini, and Gianrinaldo Carli. Morgana
notes:
I letterati del ‘Caffè’ rappresentano le posizioni più radicali, ispirate al
razionalismo, che esaltava gli aspetti logici e communicative del linguaggio (lo
‘scrivere per essere intesi’), e ne svalutava gli aspetti retorico-letterati,
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richiedendo alla lingua di essere ‘piegata’ alle nuove idee e ‘resa versatile e
maneggevole a ben dipingere e rappresentare tutt’i diversi oggetti.’33 (71)
Morgana’s note of the periodical Il Caffè is the locus of linguistic fruition for the Milanese
Enlightenment. Although the number of articles dedicated to the topic of language was fewer
than those dedicated to discourses on sociology, politics, or economics, those regarding language
and its function were significant and almost universal in tone. They called for a repudiation of
the strict Petrarchan norms in favor of modernization (within the Tuscan framework) and went as
far as to refer to the language as a dead language and its adherents to be cultists. Their real
revolution in language was their own practice of using the language for which they advocated.
The most evident and ardent arguments that represent this aggressive distancing from a dead and
unspoken language favored by the Petrarchists in favor of an espousal of a modern Tuscan that
could serve as a communicative language in the written form as well as the spoken were
Alessandro Verri and Padre Onofrio Branda (who had caused a series of invectives against him
by members of the Accademia dei Trasformati). In his many articles for Il Caffè, Verri skewers
what he views as an inaccessible and enfeebled language still based in the thirteenth century. In
his “Rinunzia avanti nodaro degli autori del presente foglio periodico al vocabolario della
Crusca”, and a small number of other articles where language is the focus, he blasts the cult-like
status of the Crusca-established language more than his contemporaries. If the smooth language
with which Beccaria wrote his Dei delitti e delle pene did not find its way into the mouths of the
population, it is as Miglirini cleverly asks regarding the fate of the Italian language during the

Translation: The literati of the ‘Caffè’ represent the most radical positions, inspired by rationalism, which exalted
the logical and communicative aspects of language (‘writing to be understood’), and devalued its rhetorical-literary
aspects, requiring the language to be ‘bent to new ideas and made versatile and easy to handle to paint and represent
all different objects.’”
33
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age of Enlightenment “in qual misura e in qual modo si parlava l’italiano fuori di Toscana? Poco,
per la predominanza dei dialetti.” (452).34
Migliorini’s facetious assessment nevertheless has value as evidenced by the battle
between resistance to and attempted acclimation of the Italian language. Resistance to the Italian
language as an idiom, falsely deemed autochthonous to the entire Italian peninsula, is
represented in both a philosophical and literary sense by Carlo Porta (in Milan) and Gioacchino
Belli (in Rome). In favor of acclimation are Ugo Foscolo, Alessandro Manzoni, and Giacomo
Leopardi. In between are the Italians of the educated class trying to navigate their way through
the conundrum of lingua nazionale.
What unfurls in the successive periods beginning with the Arcadia ascending to the
Risorgimento are uninterrupted sequential factions formulating ontological theories of language
and its use. These factions fluctuate seemingly recurrently from one that favors the use of dialect
even for literary purposes (where lingua is primarily for interregional intentions) to one that
understands the necessity of dialect for minor purposes but in favor of lingua for all literary and
administrative purposes. The Baroque and Arcadia favored lingua in a de facto manner but left
room for composition in dialect. From here however the fluctuation commences with the
Trasformati favoring the dialect, the Illuminismo fostering lingua and a more furtive use of
dialect. Immediately after, with Porta and Belli an expedient return to dialect was ushered in
through their satirical romanticism (if it could be called such). Subsequently, this was countered
by Manzoni strengthened by the aforementioned Foscolo and Leopardi, returning to the
perfection of a communicable universal Italian or a standard.

Translation: “to what extent and in what way was Italian spoken outside of Tuscany? Little, due to the
predominance of dialects.”
34
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In order to gain a holistic perspective and gauge the actual attitude of those in the midst
of nationalism on the heels of Italian unification, it is necessary to interpolate the voices of the
era instead of extrapolating solely on the hindsight of 20th or even 21st century historians and
linguists. To furnish a proper example, and one relevant to Tessa and Loi, I turn to the
introduction by Francesco Cherubini in his work Vocabolario milanese (a work both Tessa and
Loi used in writing their poetry attesting to its longevity and validity). Cherubini’s work
represents an attitude in Italy common in his day, one that is contending with a national language
not only taking shape and disseminated more formidably but also in concomitance with the
formation of the nation itself. As such, the centuries old project initiated by the Crusca is no
longer sufficient without a corresponding lexicon for dialect speaker’s reference. In his
introduction, Cherubini makes three telling comments. First, he remarks “Ad essi propriamente
è dedicata questa mia fatica, giacché non colla sola mira di giovare altrui nella conoscenza del
nostro dialetto, ma con quella più particolarmente di agevole a noi Milanesi l’uso della toscana
favella l’ho io incontrata” (VII).35 Following this comment, he addresses the name of the
language as an option offering the choice Italian, and as an alternative Tuscan: “Veniamo ora alla
parte italiana o toscana, se cosí chiamar si voglia” (XV).36 And finally he prophetically
addresses the coming Risorgimento if only indirectly with his comment “In questa nostra patria,
meglio che altrove, vuolsi conservare e promuovere con ogni cura il primo contrassegno
dell’esistenza di una nazione, la lingua” (XIX).37 Deduced from these three statements is the
endemic approach in addressing lingua versus dialetto that has developed, and how discourse,

Translation: “This effort of mine is properly dedicated to them, since it is not with the sole aim of benefiting
others in the knowledge of our dialect, but aims to benefit us Milanese in the use of Tuscan speech I have
encountered with a dialect that is particularly easy for us.”
36
Translation: “We come now to the Italian part, or Tuscan, if you like to call it that.”
37
Translation: “In our homeland, better than anywhere else, they want to preserve and promote with every care the
first sign of the existence of a nation, the language.”
35
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rhetoric, literature, and indeed common communication such as newspapers and periodicals are
furnished or brought into fruition. Cherubini first remarks on the need to furnish the meneghini,
or Milanese, with an instrument by which they can discern the meaning of words in the Tuscan
tongue, and not the contrary—to provide those erudite in lingua a glimpse into the Milanese
language. This demonstrates that the dialect was still the primary tongue prior to the
Risorgimento even amongst the learned; and that nevertheless lingua was being viewed as the
dominant idiom apropos a unifying force and communicative implement. Cherubini next leaves
to the reader to choose whether to refer to this language as italiana or Toscana, illustrating a
point in time, the first half of the 19th century, when its valuation had yet to be determined
definitely with the distinction Italian. Most telling is Cherubini’s use of the phrase nostra patria
in clear reference to Italy (or the Italian Peninsula) and not Milan. This is in stark contrast to
only sixty years prior when the Accademia dei Trasformati, in their defense of the Milanese
dialect in a stunning rebuke of Padre Onofrio Branda’s Dialogo, used nostra patria or Patria
nostra in reference to Milan, and in contrast to Tuscany or another Italian territory.
Porta, Milan’s grand poet in dialetto, could very well have been one of Cherubini’s
compatriots in need of a Tuscan lexicon as he composed prose, primarily letters, in lingua. His
fame rests nevertheless on his expansive use of his dialect in creating not only his many poems,
but his many genres and styles of poetry in that dialect. Undoubtedly the father of modern
dialect poetry in Italy, he not only employed the dialect in his works, but he is also the first to
demonstrate, through his multi-genre corpus, that dialect constitutes a linguistic choice and not a
genre. His works range from sonnets to satire to elegiac poems and darker explorations in
authority and subversion. He culminates his assertion of Milanese’s abundance of vocabulary in
the face of those who would avow dialects poverty of words within the genre of sonnet with his
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“Richezza del vocabulari milanes,” expressing all the different ways one can say testicles in
Milanese—clearly a double entendre about Milan’s fertility of language. His usage of dialect in
a satirical manner is directed to elevate Milanese instead of lambasting it by inserting it in the
mouth of a parodic character.
Porta’s status as the innovator of genre grown extemporaneously from a social exigency
is evidenced by his successor of sorts, the Roman poet Belli. Belli today is known as a dialect
poet, the foremost poet of the Romanesco dialect. This is nevertheless a misnomer. For Belli is
first and foremost a sonneteer. His election of dialect, one that he had to learn and essentially
construct, was founded in the social exigency of what he was endeavoring to illustrate: namely a
plebeian population living circumstantially in the shadow of the Vatican’s and thus the Church’s
corruption, opulence, and callous hypocrisy. Belli’s sonnets depict the simple amusements of
this plebeian population instead of lambasting it or displaying its negative attributes while the
Church and its legion of cohorts is in fact lambasted. Belli engaged in linguistic anthropology
but also the conception that a dialect could be re/constructed in the absence of specific models
and traditions. By doing so, he did not detract from his genre of choice, the sonnet. Belli’s use
of dialect did not postulate a new genre outside of the sonnet.
Immediately on the heels of Porta and Belli is the mason of the Italian language:
Manzoni. Strengthened in advance by Foscolo and Leopardi and their linguistic contribution
through literature, Manzoni did three things to cement Italian national identity. He became a
national writer aiding in creating identity through a national literature. Additionally, His work
serves as both an anthropological study of standardized modern Italian (or Tuscan) and a
paradigm or a model to follow. It is quintessentially a “how to” at the linguistic level. Lastly, as
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a senator he took part in the political process of a new unified Italy—a dream since Dante, who
offered one of the first characteristics of nationhood, a language.
It could be argued with ease that his tripartite involvement in Italy’s realization is where
his significance rests, but like Dante who offered Italy’s other opus of linguistic anthropological
relevance (not discounting Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Bembo), Manzoni was a crafter of genre.
Foscolo with his verse Dei sepulcri, which muses over the graves of Italy’s great figures forging
a unified identity, and Leopardi with his works Idilli and Risorgimento (themselves opposite
ends of the spectrum of Romanticism that deal with the self by observing outward in the former,
then inward in the later) definitely placed Italy in the throes of Romanticism. Manzoni,
conversely, offers Italy a Romantic novel in a distinctly Italian style. Moreover, the novel, I
promessi sposi, is a historic novel. As a territory apportioned as colonies, Papal States, and city
states (usually with foreign backing), a historical movement representing a unified identity in
Italy was nearly impossible. Manzoni resolved the issue with a triptych of events colliding at
once: a plague, a bread crisis, and a cultural and colonial rule clash at both a political and
economic class level. Manzoni fashioned a perfect tale analogous to the exigencies of the
impending Risorgimento.
Manzoni perhaps unwittingly spawned a genre in Italy that would survive past his years.
Ippolito Nievo in Le confessioni d’un italiano and Antonio Fogazzaro with Il mondo piccolo
antico mirror in their own way Manzoni’s model, with both drawing on historic inspiration in
Italian regional struggles with dominant and cohesive invading or established empires. Nievo
himself took part in the Risorgimento, and the historic Romanticism created as a genre echoes
the passion, floods of emotion, and nationalism that characterized both the Italian state
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amalgamation and the literary movement. Tullio De Mauro opens his history Storia linguistica
dell’Italia unita with the words of Luigi Settembrini:
‘Voi sapete che, quando un popolo ha perduto patria e libertà e va disperse pel
mondo, la lingua gli tiene luogo di patria e di tutto . . . Sapete che così avvenne in
Italia, e che la prima cosa che volemmo quando ci risentimmo italiani dopo tre
secoli di servitù, fu la nostra lingua, che Dante creava, il Machiavelli scriveva, il
Ferruccio parlava.’ Questo l’atteggiamento di Settembrini riassumono bene
l’atteggiamento che patrioti e letterati italiani dell’età del Risorgimento e
dell’unificazione politica nazionale tennero verso la lingua commune. Alla base
di quell’atteggiamento stava l’idea che lingua e nazione fossero legate
vicendevolmente in un rapporto di rispondenza di stretta unità. Un luogo comune
fa di quest’idea un prodotto del romanticismo.38 (1)
De Mauro, utilizing Settembrini, exposes an exigence for a language, not a muddled one filled
with influence of dialect and forestierismi, but that pure language that was fostered by a lineage
from Dante to Bembo to Manzoni. In light of this, the dialect suffers during the second half of
the 19th century but remains a primary spoken tool even if its use as a literary device is
diminished. As De Mauro notes, Settembrini believes that Italian would become a lingua viva,
after years of the common belief and argument that Italian was a dead language. The attempts to
revive and disseminate the language via the Enlightenment, Romanticism, and the Risorgimento
produce a linguistic feat and success. Equally important to the Italian writer was expression in
new styles, or distinctly in genres. From Romanticism stems Verismo with Guiseppe Verga as
its prominent figure, Espressionismo, and Le Fin de Siècle to name only a few.
With the turn of the century Italy becomes awash with new genre produced by new
schools, many stemming from the two very different versions of the Fin de Siècle styles of

Translation: “‘You know that when a people has lost its homeland and freedom, and is dispersed throughout the
world, the language holds its place as a homeland and as everything. . . You know that this happened in Italy, and
that the first thing we resented Italians wanted after three centuries of servitude was our language, which Dante
created, Machiavelli wrote, and Ferruccio spoke.’ This is the attitude Settembrini summarized well, the attitude that
Italian patriots and writers of the age of the Risorgimento and national political unification held towards the
common language. At the basis of this attitude was the idea that language and nation were mutually linked in a
closely related relationship. A cliché makes this idea a product of Romanticism.”
38
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Gabriele D’Annunzio and Giuseppe Pascoli, the former writing in a very floral and decorative
style, while the latter chooses more pastoral simplicity. In Italy, Crepuscolarismo, Futurismo,
Ermeticismo, and other genres took hold of the poetic sphere of creation. But what genre is and
what it is not became a debate that continues on today. It is important to explicate that among
these new genres, all within the Italian canon, literature written in dialect becomes Dialect
Literature or Literature in Dialect, thus poetry written in dialect fosters its own genre by default;
it is not necessarily within the Italian canon as it is literature not in lingua but not outside of it
and is in a now subjugated and inferior language by literary standards. The once communicative
language now renders a work esoteric and undesirable to a larger audience. However
inconvenient or uncomfortable of a concession it is, genre tells us something, it informs us of the
author, intent, motivation, social constructs and epoch at the behest of the work and to the
aversion of many theorists, thereby upending every approach from Deconstructionism and
Stylistics, which would rather not rely on taxonomic elements in dealing with analysis. And so,
genre is not only a taxonomic tool of inclusion and distinction, but one of exclusion and
isolation.
Surrealism as Genre, not Dialect as Genre
In “The law of Genre,” Jacques Derrida takes an abstruse but reflective approach in
circumscribing genre’s nature:
I shall attempt to formulate, in a manner as elliptical, economical, and formal as
possible, what I shall call the law of the law of genre. It is precisely a principle of
contamination, a law of impurity, a parasitical economy. In the code of set
theories . . . I would speak of a sort of participation without belonging—a taking
part in without being part of, without having membership in a set. The trait that
marks membership inevitably divides, the boundary of the set comes to form, by
invagination, an internal pocket larger than the whole; and the outcome of this
division and of this abounding remains as singular as it is limitless. (206)
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Derrida reveals the chasm that exist within any genre and that also exists between supposedly
differing genres. The chasm, however, is actually overlying. The difference exists both within a
genre and amongst opposing genres. The revelation that what binds a classification (or
classifications) into a genre distinguishes it—even from other works within the same genre—and
thus has the power to create overlapping genres. In considering Belli, writer of sonnets, and
heeding Derrida’s words, one can see that a line of demarcation is drawn around his work
denoting a sonnet. What makes it similar, however, reveals what makes it different—the
language, Romanesco. Returning to D’Annunzio and Pascoli, again we see Derrida’s revelation
at play. Both writers of a decadent epoch and genre, the Fin de Siècle, we see a divergence in
their similar themes, one that would create sparring genres. The simple tool of language and
theme of solitude, two similarities that define the two and their genre, are what set them apart
and set the Italian canon awash with genres. Both ruminate over the issue of solitude and what it
rouses or produces in the individual. Language is a means to address the issue and discuss it
before the public. For D’Annunzio, solitude was the privilege of the intellectual and was a tool
of difference and one that roused inklings of superiority over the quotidian man. His hyperbolic
influence gave rise to more experimentalists and extroverts—and certainly to more narrative and
at times playfully artificial writers. Pascoli’s more introverted reflection arguably gave rise to
the Crepuscolari and l’Ermeticismo, genres or schools whose meaning is far more elusive. He
further ushered in a use of language that influenced use of dialect in writers such as Pasolini and
Tessa. Pascoli’s Myricae reflects an attention to the image, that which is seen and felt while in
solitude (and with that the language one hears in one’s head).
The prompting of one genre by another does not lead to a permanently impromptu status
of the genre. Genre itself is a complicated structure, one that is at times absolutely created for
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academic or other purposes. Lines of demarcation in genre are ever present and are drawn by the
theorist for convenience of categorizing, but do not only exist in this light or for this reason. In
Anis Bawarshi’s examination of genre “The Genre Function,” which attempts to examine
whether the genre “English Literature” is a viable one that could be continued to be taught as
such, argues that Derrida does not dismiss genre but derides it as a spontaneous phenomenon that
evades Aristotelian taxonomy:
Jacques Derrida, who in his “Law of Genre” acknowledges that “every text
participates in one or several genres; there is no genreless text,” insists that the
law of genre, as with any other kind of law, is an arbitrary and conservative
attempt to impose order on what is ultimately indeterminable. Genre, as one more
structuralist attempt to regulate or govern what Derrida calls the “nonlocus in
which an infinite number of sign-substitutions come into play,” is a useful, albeit
unstable, controlling structure . . . (344)
Bawarshi fails to see, I believe, just how much in common he has with Derrida by dismissing
him as someone that supposes texts participate in too many genres for genre to be a viable
instrument. Derrida, so well-known for undoing his own arguments before reconstructing them
in the same work, merely believes what Bawarshi argues in his essay, that genres are concentric
and can exist within one another as concentric circles. Derrida reasons further that they, genres,
are not only concentric but overlap, or rather, they intersect at times. This is represented by the
seven diagrams that follow: concentric circles and Venn diagrams demonstrating intersecting
circles and when their parts meet at a common point or point of intersection. Within this
common area we find common factors or overlap.
In the seven figures presented, the geometrical play illustrates that, not only are genres
concentric, but they also are not static in that each section can frequently be replaced by a
different but related genre. The circles can be arranged to place a distinguishable category, or
genre, at a different focal point. However, these concentric circles and Venn diagrams also
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illustrate that genres cascade down from what is known as a super-genre into smaller or more
defined subsets and subgenres. A genre that is within another concentric circle cannot, in fact,
be placed around the larger circle reversing its structure. Genres when concentric, are fixed in
place by the cascading order starting from the super-genre down through the subsets or more
defined genres. A super-genre is a composite genre, like English Literature, with many sub
genres. Their position in the concentric circles depends upon the desired topic.
In figure 1, the concentric circle considers the potentiality of dialect literature as a subset,
but a subset of what? The concentric circle alignment demonstrates that dialect literature, if it is
to be accepted as a subset or even genre, it must be placed within the super-genre of Italian
Literature, and then, subsequently, becomes Italian dialect literature. It cannot be reversed.
Dialect literature cannot be placed as the super-genre. Dialect literature does not cascade down to
Italian literature. Figure 2, conversely, demonstrates that dialect literature cannot act as supergenre as the concentric circles that reach to the center should not be able to include more than
one genre. As figure 2 shows, if just dialect literature is offered as the super-genre, both Italian
and English dialect literature can be placed in the same concentric circle after the most outer
concentric circle housing the super-genre, and both Italian and English can be placed in every
subset down from there. This demonstrates a lack of cohesion based on a common feature in the
super-genre, and at the inner most circle, the two very incongruent dialect poets, Delio Tessa and
Edwin Waugh find themselves juxtaposed. That common feature, in this case, that proves a
determinant factor is language. Once the language is fixed the subsets become fixed. This is
partially the reason Bawarshi contemplates the super-genre of English and what it means to
comprehend English literature as a genre.
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The fixed nature of the subsets shown in figures in 1, 3, and 4 elucidate the centripetal
force of the super-genre and how it functions over subsets. To parallel the example already
offered, these three figures also consider Italian and English genres. If we contemplate the
super-genre of Theater (figure 3), and we then move down and further delineate it with British,
the concentric circles’ centripetal force moves from theater, British theater, British Renaissance
theater, to William Shakespeare. Although other subsets can be substituted in the outer circles to
create a different lineage, the inner concentric circles are not interchangeable with the outer. In
no way does theater go inside British theater as a subset. It is the super-genre. Likewise, Once
we define British poetry (figure 4) more by elucidating it as British poetry in prose, it can move
inwards to the British poetic prose novel, and then, as with William Shakespeare, the example
Virginia Woolf’s The Waves can be reached showing its connection to the super-genre. Figure 1
regarding Italian Literature mirrors these two figures. Italian dialect literature is a subset, or even
a sub-genre, but really it just further delineates the direction to a more defined genre rather than
comprising one solely.
In figures 5, 6, and 7 depicting the Venn diagrams, Derrida’s supposedly dismissive
attitude towards genre (as Bawarshi argues) is clarified. It becomes evident that genres do
intersect, they do overlap, and in fact, keeping with Breton’s idea of Surrealism, are
communicating vessels. What becomes illustrated is how two seemingly different genres can
intersect and share common factors that in truth cause the two genres to be consistent with one
another, or close enough to be in the same category (a watered-down mode to say genre).
Figures 5 and 6, respectively, show how Shakespeare, as a British Renaissance playwright, and
Woolf, as an author of British prose poetry narrative, each intersect with six other genres. If we
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have as a center surrealist Italian dialect poetry, as in figure 7, we can see that it too interacts
with six other genres, including Surrealism itself.
Certainly, the Venn diagrams demonstrate that the components that comprise the greater
genre Surrealism, and the dialect literature of Tessa and Loi, overlap. As demonstrated, the
components are not only elements of style that they share in common, but actually genre
compartmentalizing. Surrealism, a genre which refutes any formal rule, nevertheless has
definition, and thus lines of demarcation. Even if its definition could never remain fixed (as
Breton himself proved by writing a second manifesto, and a third prolegomena) Surrealism is
distinct as a genre. It serves, in spite of this fact, to offer Breton’s dual (and therefore in itself
surreal) definition of Surrealism from his First Manifesto of Surrealism, one lexical and the
second encyclopedic:
Surrealism, n. Psychic automatism in its pure state, by which one proposes to
express—verbally, by means of the written word, or in any other manner—the
actual functioning of thought. Dictated by thought, in the absence of any control
exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern.
Encyclopedia. Philosophy. Surrealism is based on the belief in the superior
reality of certain forms of previously neglected associations, in the omnipotence
of dream, in the disinterested play of thought. It tends to ruin once and for all
psychic mechanisms and to substitute itself for them in solving all the principal
problems of life. (26)

Although this classification lexicon/encyclopedic functions today as delineation for Surrealism,
it would be incongruous to say that it remains fixed. Surrealism is contrary to stasis and this
definition, as Breton and others knew well, was unacceptable as static. It merely aids in the
theory of the Surrealism and surrealist works of that epoch. Instead, Breton and the others both
in the official group and those banned (including those that were once officially part of Breton’s
group) accepted adjustments, editing, and the fostering of new methods.
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Today, Surrealism can be defined as the superimposition of the implausible, grotesque,
absurd, and impossible on the quotidian. It is the visions of dreams and nightmares in real time
and in the awakened state. It is certainly, therefore, the spontaneity of action, thought, and
observation, and thus the action of flânerie and the wandering, unfettered mind are imperatives.
It exposes that, in fact, the real is an ordered and fabricated structure, and that the moments and
scenes above real/reality or sur-real—the extreme in combination with the quixotic in the
quotidian—reflects and explains reality. Reality is surreal. It is mad. It is irregular.
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Chapter Two
Strolling through the Decay of Modernity: Contemporary Flânerie
The naked woman continues on her way accompanied by the flap of the invisible cloth;
Paris bars its doors and windows, extinguishes its lamps. A murderer in a remote district
struggles to kill an imperturbable pedestrian. Piles of bones obstruct the streets. The
naked woman knocks on every door, lifts each closed eyelid. From the top of a building
Bébé Cadum, magnificently illuminated, announces better times ahead. A man watches
from his window. He is waiting. What is he waiting for? (45) Robert Desnos from
Liberty or Love!
…cominciarà// per Milan la passada/ di legor . . . on mis-masc,/ on mes’cioss, mucc de strasc,/
gent stremida, sbiottada/ e che in fuga . . . ‘i croatt. . ./ i croatt . . . !’ van a sbatt/ i so oss su ona
strada!// Paisan ch’àn lasaa/ là . . . terra, vacca, roij/ e se rusen . . .’Madoij,/ na poss più!’ . . .
caregaa/ come muij, coi fioeu/ e la donna ‘ O Tanoeu/ scià . . . gnèmen . . .’ e soldaa// e soldaa
in filera/ Trista, in filera grisa . . . (68-69)39 Delio Tessa from “Caporetto 1917”
In the formation of any genre, environment is paramount. It furnishes the social system
in which we find ourselves, and as such provides the exigency. In turn, the exigency demands a
response when the social pressure swells to do so in some format. Repetition of action
responding to the same exigency is indicative of the burgeoning of a genre. In one’s
environment, a person contributes to and is subjected to that very atmosphere, both physically

Translation: “. . . you will see the passing of the hairs through Milan. . . a confusion, a muddle, piles of rags,
terrified people, naked and ever in flight ‘. . . the Croats. . . the Croats. . .!’ they go to beat their bones in the street!
Peasants who have left there. . . and they drag the earth, cow, pigs. . . ‘Madonna, I can't take it anymore’. . . cargo
like mules, with the boys and the woman ‘O Tanino, here. . . here we go . . .’ and soldiers and soldiers in a sad row,
in a gray row.”
39
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and mentally, or psychologically rather. One responds to one’s environment, therefore, both
physically and psychologically.
Environment contains many factors that set up as tenets necessary for interface with
atmosphere. First, environment is that which we observe in our daily routine. It requires
observation, and thus involves itself with the material world. It is the structures we encounter,
how a park, a city, or even a street or home is laid out. It is observable through action and intake
by the senses. One walks, interacts socially at gatherings or in passing, travels and therefore one
sees, smells, hears, and even remembers based on these sensory observations. As is evident from
above, it requires space—social space, private space, physical space. Further, it is the conditions
under which we operate, both conceptual and physical: political, social, familial, outside, inside,
weather, and time of day or night.
From the aforementioned information, next it can be deduced that this intake and process
of stimuli in our environment from the physical to the social causes one to react; this reaction
lends itself further to the environment. An individual is affected by environment and in turn
affects it. In the two citations that open this chapter from Surrealist Desnos and anti-Fascist
dialect author Tessa, we see these concepts at work providing evidence for this argument.
Desnos’s striking observations, which as narrator he recounts namelessly while as actual
character/observer he inserts himself into numerous personages throughout the book, most
namely Corsair Sanglot, reveal the wondering eye in surveillance of its environment interact
immediately upon intake of information as raw material or various visions. These visions and
material are met with philosophical astuteness as he recounts a murderer’s difficulty in killing an
“imperturbable pedestrian,” and the murderer’s ability to discern the other footgoer’s implacable
calm, frustrating the assailant. He then remarks that the woman going by foot from door to door
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in a Paris that has extinguished its lights and barred its doors lifts the eyelids of the occupants in
a candid demand to observe, to see. Finally, he rests his eyes on an advertisement (after having
witnessed the horrors of piles of bones and a Paris withdrawing from observation) on an
advertisement of a giant baby, Bébé Cadum, an add selling soap announcing better times ahead.
The poignancy of the image lies in its Dadaist desire for rebirth and innocence, a desire to
cleanse the world of atrocity. Likewise, preceding Tessa’s observations in “Caporetto 1917,”
which refer to the same bones, he finds himself in front of Campari in Milan, the famous aperitif
company, either insinuating a toast to a better future or ominously predicting the callousness of
stunned and shouting bystanders “. . . lì inscì denanz/ del Campari . . . gh’è ressa . . .”40 (61), not
just in the passage, but in Fascist Italy in general—those who rush about or drink while others
are subjugated and murdered.
All of the environmental stimuli that affect the author’s mind, any sort, whether it be the
stimuli that Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists encounter, or the motivation of a eulogist or litigator.
requires an appropriate response in kind. If the author is eulogizing someone, the exigency that
brought about such eulogy, along with environment, and the processing of that information, is
going to elicit a certain response tinged with a certain style necessary for the occasion. Likewise,
an anti-war, anti-fascist anti-novel (and the prefix anti three times is telling), is going to elicit a
response, one of transgression, and as such responds appropriately to that situation. Miller
reasons:
Situations are social constructs that are the result, not of “perception,” but of
“definition.” Because human action is based on and guided by meaning, not by
material causes, at the center of action is a process of interpretation. Before we
can act, we must interpret the indeterminate material environment; we define, or
“determine,” a situation. It is possible to arrive at common determinations of
40

The ellipses are Tessa’s. Translation: “. . . there, in front of Campari . . . there are crowds . . .”
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material states of affairs that may have many interpretations because, as Alfred
Schultz has argued, our “stock of knowledge” is based upon types . . . (156)
Miller is accurate to state that at the center of action is “a process of interpretation.” For both of
the examples cited, Desnos’s post WWI era anti-novel and Tessa’s Post WWI voyage into the
quotidian of war, require the author’s individual interpretation of stimuli. So necessary to
Surrealism is the requisite to interpret what can only be described as the ad hoc, both in the
moment in reflective and expository writing, but as the material is unprompted it requires
interpretation afterwards as well. As such, the material examined in the moment and ex post
facto entails immediate rejoinder but also recall—or memory—of particular importance to Loi,
Breton, and Aragon.
Miller’s statement “It is possible to arrive at common determinations” exposes the
interconnectedness of two (or more) unrelated parties. For that matter, two parties with one
clearly identifying itself in its own terms (the Surrealists), and two very isolated figures (Tessa
and Loi) literarily by style, time, social condition, and of course the choice of dialect (what I
would call the immediate language) to reflect and convey the unfettered extemporaneity—or
simply, freedom. The two are essentially rendered genre-less with the exception of the
distinction of Dialect Poets. The ability to “arrive at common determinations” is in fact what
makes transnational genre associations and identifications possible. This ability to “arrive at
common determinations,” however, only manifests itself as a valid link in genre in, as Miller
explains, recurrent actions in reaction to recurrent situations.
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists lived in a duality of recurrent social situations that were
beyond the control of the authors, and the daily, weekly, or other temporal routine enacted by
them deliberately and consciously. The social aspect as argued is the entrenchment in and
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sandwiching between two world wars. This aspect exists for Loi as well, even if his youth is in
the epoch immediately preceding World War II. He was equally entrenched, and perhaps more
so, in the ethos of war, not having known a time before the First World War like the others. His
postwar experience would resemble the milieu—as presented in this analysis—experienced by
the elder authors after World War I. This social environment of war is one of fleeting, base, and
squalid inhumanity—almost always on display. The grotesque, man-made cruelty, not some
plague of the past but of the present, was on display for all to witness, to take part in, to protest
against, or, even worse as seen by the two opening quotes for this chapter, to meet with a bizarre
combination of shock and apathy, usually not concomitant.
The intentional meetings and wanderings by the authors include the company of friends
and artistic colleagues, as well as the mysterious and isolated wanderings that nevertheless don’t
end isolated, but with encounters. They recur, in particular the assemblies with friends, in
restaurant or cafes, in salons or parlors. They are points of interaction, of intersection of ideas,
the dissemination and intake of information achieves itself in reflective/reactive action, recurrent
by nature. Amy J. Devitt, in “Integrating Rhetorical and Literary Theories of Genre,” offers a
contemporary application of Miller’s theory, reasoning:
Often deriving their definition from Carolyn Miller’s use of Halliday and Lloyd
Blitzer in “Genre as Social Action,” new rhetorical genre theorists tend to agree in
treating genre as typified social action rather than as conventional formulas, as
rhetorical use of symbols in frequently encountered contexts in order to
accomplish writers’ and readers’ purposes. . . examples demonstrate that these
ways of acting become typified through occurring under what is perceived as
recurring circumstances. (296-297)

The various theories of genre’s origin are like looking through a kaleidoscope, but the following
three critics reveal it. Miller bases her theory on the notion of genre as social action. Bawarshi’s
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theory seeks to offer the conception that a genre participates in multiple genres at the same time.
Finally, Devitt seeks to diminish genre theorists’ rigidity regarding the interconnectedness of
literary genre theory and rhetorical genre theory by linking an understanding between the two.
Their analyses create a comprehensive genre theory that resists stasis and contrary arguments
and allows for fluidity and divergence in understanding genre in relation to environment, the
demands that produced it, and to which it essentially responds. It is important to note that both
Devitt and Bawarshi find necessity in Miller’s theory and thus rhetoric as a basis for
understanding genre.
As fluid as the nature of genre is (in particular one such as Surrealism or Dialect
Literature), the means by which recurring actions become recorded are by movement,
observation, and interpretation. Only genres born of a deprivation of freedom such as prison
notebooks or reflections on internment can be generated without the ability to observe without
abandon. For all of the authors, movement in its primary and most vital aspect is flânerie.
Flânerie, that mode of transport for the curious city-dweller—a sort of urban hiking—is what
allows for the freedom to react to the authors’ violent worlds, to demonstrate them, the
extraordinary, the ordinary, the few joyous moments, and how they intermingle.41
In each of the works, there is a repetitive nature to set out as it were. A need to offer the
reader to come along from a point of departure, often itself under scrutiny, is a primary utility to
the Surrealists, Tessa, Loi, and to all works of flânerie authors, including their forerunners
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé. This relative starting locus is frequently, but not always

See Michel De Certeau. The Practice of Everyday Life, pp 91-110. In his chapter “Walking in the City,” De
Certeau correctly identifies city structures as organized, developed, and charted by power structures and institutions
that create a planned mode of movement for citizens. He argues that the flâneur, who frequently takes shortcuts,
crosses promenades, and goes through arcades, acts in defiance of predetermined institutional expectations of
movement. The flâneur is rebellious in the very act of deconstructing order by meandering around it.
41
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the confines of a dwelling: an apartment, flat, or residential hotel. Noticeably this is not the sole
site of departure to bear witness to events, but instead is a major actor in the works. It is sadly
masculine as the starting point reveals a man about to engage the world, whereas women are
only object in that world. We rarely see the inside of any female dwelling that is not in a
whorehouse, coffin, or asylum. Women are, however, central to and a part of the group of
Surrealists.
Before he effuses the streets of Paris, the arcades, and passes through the whorehouses,
Aragon in Le Paysan de Paris, his modern-day mythology of strolling through Arcades (another
locus of the flâneur), first examines his own thought and the worth of its reason in his dwelling:
At home, undressing, I wonder with self-contempt what I am about. Is this any
way to live, and should I not set out again in search of my prey, to become, in
turn, someone else’s prey at the very heart of darkness? At last the senses have
their hegemony over the earth. In the future what conceivable purpose can reason
serve? Oh, reason, reason, yesterday’s flimsy ghost!—I had already expelled you
from my dreams, here I am on the verge of seeing them couple with apparent
realities: the place is filled with my Self. Reason vainly tries to have me denounce
the dictatorship of sensuality. It vainly cautions me about error, queen of this
realm. Enter, Madame, my body is your crown and scepter. I stroke my delirium
like a pretty horse. Spurious duality of man, let me muse over the lie you are. (3)

The author as flâneur contemplates the reality of what he is to witness in setting out into the
arcades, into the streets of Paris, and weighing its worth, and the falsity of this so-called duality
of man—one of upstanding presentation and the one of hidden pleasures. The two are as
inseparable as reason and passion, or as he terms it, sensuality. The passage cited comes at the
initial articulation of thought presented in the form of a preface tilted “Preface to a Modern
Mythology.” Why is what is about to transpire, a passage through the arcades, streets, and
brothels of Paris in real time and through memories spurned by the things seen, a mythology? A
mythology serves (after all) to establish a representation of the abstract through tangible stories
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with concrete players in a material setting that can be understood if for no other reason than
didactic or religious. The answer lies in the Surrealists’, Tessa’s, and Loi’s demonstration
through their work that humanity needs to begin anew, and more pertinent to the fact, one needs
to begin anew by rediscovering who he or she is; by their relation to other aspects of society both
physical or otherwise; by their repetitions that create our routine; by recognition of the fantastic
and the ordinary; by the recognition of our story in the assessment of the material world around
oneself. It is a modern mythology because Aragon like the others is attempting to put into a tale,
a myth, the abstract of their existence.
In discovering and fathoming the modern mythology, Miller’s argument that “situations
are social constructs that are the result, not of “perception,” but of “definition” is realized when
one recognizes oneself not in relation to the objects around oneself, but the perceptive analysis of
those objects. Objects are after all part of experience. Continuing with Miller’s statement
“because human action is based on and guided by meaning, not by material causes, at the center
of action is a process of interpretation,” we can see this unfurling in real time in Aragon’s
contemplative soliloquy to the self before setting out, and in fact this is found in the excerpts that
follow as well.
In Tessa, as in Aragon’s surrealist methodology of mythology, the author attempts to
assemble data of the perceived material world around him to construct a mythology in real
time—that tangible story to understand what is too abstract. This mythology is not reaching,
however, to cast a light on some long-perceived aspect or occurrence in nature like death
(although death is a huge part of all authors’ work as well as that of their influences). It is,
rather, the mythology of what is occurring now. It is that familiar Bretonian sentiment of finding
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the answer to a question not yet asked by seeking it out or stumbling upon it. Certainly, the
analysis and perception begin with the self as shown in Tessa’s “De là del mur”:
. . . // mi seri dessedaa/ con tant de grinta, in luna// sbiessa e in setton sul let/
pensavi: ‘cossa femm/ incoeu? . . . l’è festa . . . andemm . . ./ aria! . . . de sti
fodrett . . .// moeuvet! te sèntet no/ la pendula? Madonna!/ hin i noeuv or che
sona/ e sont in let ammo!// giò con sti gamb . . . coragg,/ciappa la porta e proeuva
la bicicletta noeuva’// A seri de vïagg . . .42 (175-177)

Contemplative as Aragon in his quarters, or lodgings rather (for it seems that all the authors
presented live in hotel rooms or small apartments and dwellings), Tessa confronts the ennui that
affronts every flâneur: friction. This device friction is the inevitable launching point for the
flâneur. It is the literal indecisiveness that causes restlessness, and as Tessa shouts inward
“ciappa la porta e proeuva la bicicletta noeuva” we see the most determinant factor in the
observer poet as flâneur, the moving from potential energy to kinetic energy, and the return to
the former when in a contemplative state.
Before one can act, he or she must interpret the indeterminate material environment; one
defines or determines a situation based on immediate stimuli, memories that inform the now, and
ability to define in relation to the already known or defined. All of the authors examined, Tessa,
Loi, and the Surrealists, carry the same mania—that constant struggle between the ever-present
inertia and agitation. This duality leads to a fecundity of action—both inert and dynamic
creating a symbiosis of the author and his or her surroundings (past, present, and future). For all
overcome their friction or stasis in favor of even the most quotidian adventures, but always
encounter the extraordinary, the mysterious, the macabre, the signs of a devastated generation,

All ellipses are Tessa’s except the last. Translation: “I woke up sulking a lot, with the moon upside down, and
sitting on the bed I was thinking: ‘what are we doing today? It’s a party . . . here we go . . . air! from these
pillowcases. . . move! can't you hear the clock? Madonna! it's nine o'clock ringing and I’m still in bed! down with
these legs. . . come on, take the door and try your new bike!’ I was traveling . . .”
42
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and not one, but damaged future generations that lie in wait. These factors lead to a narrative
andante, a walking or moving narrative if dotted with moments of thought in stillness. The
pause to notice the shocking as usual is paramount. As Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo notes in Poeti
italiani del Novecento “a livello di schemi narrativi, è sintomatico che il più caro a Tessa sia
quello della ‘passeggiata’ e varianti—di cui va fra l’altro notato il carattere tipicamente
novecentesco . . .: cioè lo schema che per sua natura tipicamente contempla l’inglobamento
dell’accidentale e del caotico” (454).43 Certainly Tessa (very much Loi as well, and the need to
be emphatic in assigning this characteristic to the Surrealists and their anti-novels cannot be
understated), after the seemingly calm contemplation and removal of the inert force of the city
wanderer, as also featured in the Aragon passage, knows not what he will affront, what he will
encounter, but he knows it will be based in disorder, or the so-called accidental, which in their
epoch, and perhaps still ours, is incidental. While the general attitude is to make sense of the
chaos, to order it in a taxonomic manner, Tessa accepts the unreal of the real and the flashiness
of the false, organized stratagem of modern society.
Mengaldo notices a condition from which the whole of these authors suffer as
demonstrated in their writing. He writes of Tessa “. . . basta l’inorridito finale, con quella
contrazione di smorfia, ad aggiornare il simbolo positivistico del Weltshmerz” (449).44
Weltshmerz is a condition in which one slights one’s own expectations for the world and that
conflicts with the perceived reality that envelope the individual body and body politic. J. A.
Cudden’s Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory (which seems to force everything

Translation: “At the level of narrative schemes, it is symptomatic that the one most dear to Tessa is the one who
‘walks’ and his variants—which, among other things, is a typically noted twentieth-century characteristic . . . that is
the scheme that, by its nature, typically contemplates the incorporation of the accidental and the chaotic.”
44
Translation: “. . . the horrified end is enough, with that grimace’s tightening, to update the positivistic symbol of
Weltschmerz.”
43
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into a Germanic historical perspective) over simplistically identifies Weltschmerz as “Vague
yearning and discontent, a weariness of life, and a melancholy pessimism” (1040). What
Cudden’s definition does not consider is that Weltschmerz is a conflict-based affliction with the
self. It is the irreconcilability that what exists in the physical world can never satisfy the
demands of the mind and achieve idealism. Tessa, Loi and the Surrealists who wrote the antinovels suffer (or benefit) from internal struggle, which coincidently leads to discontent and
pessimism—the most real facet of Surrealism as a genre.
Mengaldo mentions Tessa’s penchant for the predilection of the horrible, the macabre,
the grotesque, the undone, and deformity.45 In the epoch that enveloped Tessa, a youthful Loi,
and the Surrealists, this predilection came from their affliction of Weltschmerz. Theodor Adorno
in his essay “Looking Back on Surrealism” from Notes to Literature argues that the Surrealists
renovate Weltschmerz for the 20th century taking the traumatic experiences of war and the
modernization and mechanization of mass devastation in its many varieties, including the erosion
of freedom and what it denotes. Adorno writes:
The dialectical images of Surrealism are images of a dialectic of subjective
freedom in a situation of objective unfreedom. In them, European Weltschmerz
turns to stone, like the pain of Niobe, who lost her children; in them bourgeois
society abandons its hopes of survival. One can hardly assume that any of the
Surrealists were familiar with Hegel’s Phenomenology, but a sentence from it . . .
defines the substance of Surrealism: ‘The sole work and deed of universal
freedom therefore is death, a death too which has no inner significance or filling.’
Surrealism adopted this critique as its own; this explains its anti-anarchistic
political impulses, which, however, were incompatible with its substance. (88-89)

Menglado: “. . .collegano sia il trattamento dei materiali verbali sia la predilezione tematica per l’orrido e il
macabre, il grottesco, lo sfatto e il deforme . . .” p. 449. Translation: “they connect both the treatment of verbal
materials and the thematic predilection for the horrid and the macabre, the grotesque, the undone and the deformed.”
45
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The shocking accuracy of Adorno’s statement lies in assignment of the Surrealists to the
bourgeois class, yet associated with the communists, certainly anti-fascist to the point of it being
doctrine. The only author not under examination here that was not a communist or associated
with them was Tessa, who understood his bourgeois status and lambasted it by simply refusing to
be upwardly mobile. Loi, in fact a true communist, would leave his party and station as a
railway bureaucrat to enter the bourgeois profession of editor. Adorno further sums up the
inability to marry the idealistic expectations with the destructive world around them, so present
in their art, their Weltchmerz based in anti-fascism, by describing their productivity as
“subjective freedom in a situation of objective unfreedom.” Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists
protest and experience their freedom through their art while their objective freedom faces
impending despotism. This is the very exigency created that is addressed by Miller in her theory.
As the object of discourse is in fact the anti-novel of the Surrealists, and how, even
though written in poetry, the works of Tessa and some of Loi’s are in fact anti-novels (not simply
Dialect Literature), language is a primary item of examination, and for the authors is a means of
transmission. It is therefore that language is the focus. Both the supposedly nonsensical
language of the Surrealists, and the dialect chosen by Tessa and Loi, are affronts to the Fascists.
For the latter two, the fact that this was coupled with the equally nonsensical language of the
Surrealists, parallel to their imagery, is of no minor consequence. It theoretically gives the
reader a glance into a world captured as in a diorama. The characters and images, as both
ordinary, extreme, and seemingly above reality, are incomprehensible in their chaos.
Irrespective of their absence of knowledge of one another directly, Walter Benjamin reaffirms a
scene from history that displays different authors working in different countries and cultures, but
under similar circumstances and with the exigency that arises from those circumstances, and how
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these authors can produce a similar creation. Benjamin in his essay “Surrealism” reminds us that
“Between 1865 and 1875 a number of great anarchists, without knowing one another, each
worked on their infernal machine. And the astonishing thing is that independently of one another
they set its clock at exactly the same hour, and forty years later in Western Europe, the works of
Dostoevsky, Rimbaud, and Lautréamont exploded at the same time” (214).
Benjamin’s statement foreshadows a context by where the Surrealists that wrote antinovels, Tessa, and Loi are in an unbeknownst concomitance in thought, fruition, motivation and
topics of discussion—or rather the theatricality of life and its surreal quality. And, as always,
they are responding to the same temporal exigencies that command their genre. The interesting
item to note (or rather categorize) is the function of each author’s style in their anti-novel.
Breton, Soupault, and Loi center their works (even if they do not know it at the time of the works
composition) around a central theme or even figure. Aragon, Desnos, and Tessa do not. They
flitter from observation to reflection to image freely in that they draw a picture that is as coherent
(or incoherent as the case may be) as the other authors. These latter writers pepper their
observations and musings with the familiar as well as the extraordinary. The image of Tessa’s
friend, Antonietta Gussoni, and her funeral offer the figure of a friend in a surreal funereal
setting, but amongst other tales. Desnos brilliantly flitters from one direction to the next with the
illusion of central figures, but ones that morph into others without warning. Aragon instead is
the protagonist, along with Paris and the arcades—and the figures to whom we are introduced are
fleeting.
Breton responds (generally lacking in artistic expertise in any field) primarily in the
written word, while interspersing his works with photographs of places visited (flâneur), art,
architecture, objets d’arts, objets trouvés, and various reminders or indicators/signifiers. The
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medium is nevertheless the written word in its natural state: unfettered. Continuing with
“Surrealism,” Benjamin notes of Breton’s obsession with the word, written, spoken, heard, and
otherwise presented:
Life seemed worth living only where the threshold between waking and sleeping
was worn away in everyone as by steps of multitudinous images flooding back
and forth; language seemed itself only where sound and image, image and sound,
interpenetrated with automatic precision and such felicity that no chink was left
for the penny-in-the-slot “meaning.” Image and language take precedence. SaintPol-Roux, retiring to bed about daybreak, fixes a notice on his door: “Poet at
work.” Breton notes: ‘Quietly. I want to pass where no one yet has passed,
quietly! – After you, dearest language.’ Language takes precedence. (208)
Benjamin’s last comment, leaving out image this time, is revealing. How is image relayed,
communicated? The mixed media, interspersing of images of objects, photos of places and art
have been mentioned; nevertheless, their conveyance relies upon the word and language in its
natural and unfettered state. This is fitting for Breton, a writer above all else, and certainly for
the dialect authors. Breton follows the word as do Loi and Tessa. In both cases the image and
sound colliding in words comes through in gibberish and resonance—noise as it occurs caused
by human or object—confounded by the phonetic spelling of the dialect in the cases of Tessa and
Loi. As a purveyor of exhibitionism (coupled with a crippling modesty if not shame), Breton
wishes to convey all that he experiences in writing (the written word culled from the spoken
word), but he edits via his behavior. Breton chooses what he places in his glass house for the
world and posterity to see—the first schism in Surrealism’s plan to avoid editing.
Breton in Nadja declares:
Someone suggested to an author I know, in connection with a work of his about to
be published and whose heroine might be too readily recognized, that he change
at least the color of her hair. As a blonde, apparently, she might have avoided
betraying a brunette. I do not regard such a thing as childish, I regard it as
monstrous. I insist on knowing the names, on being interested only in books left
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ajar, like doors; I will not go looking for keys. Happily the days of psychological
literature, with all its fictitious plots, are numbered. And there is no doubt that
mortal blow was delivered by Huysmans. I myself shall continue living in my
glass house where you can always see who comes to call; where everything
hanging from the ceiling and on the walls stays where it is as if by magic, where I
sleep nights in a glass bed, under glass sheets, where who I am will sooner or later
appear etched by a diamond. (17-18)
Breton, like the others cited and to be cited, is sitting in their salon, or dwelling. But
Breton masterfully in words thrusts forth not only the images and sound to which all are to have
access by living in his glass house, but thrusts forth also the notion that fiction is irrelevant to
Surrealism and to the reality of the surreal world in which they were operating.
Reality is its own story, with its sounds, smells, memories, images, and experiences—all
told through the naturally flowing word. He sets forth theory for a new novel, non-fiction, above
real, the anti-novel. Responding in kind as Tessa to the exigencies of his time, Breton considers
it an affront to the story (and the story is not known until the theater of the public makes it
known) to alter it as to fictionalize anything. Just as though these authors refute candy-coating
or decorating reality beyond its own surreal nature, they refuse to depict a world that could ever
return to a previous order before WWI, and could not certainly want to with the frightening
march to WWII. This merger of exposition due to need and the casting aside old norms of
fictitious intent in a world that has no right to hide from itself or allow its inhabitants a drop of
escapism is the cogent Weltschmerz experienced in the writings/musings of the totality of the
authors under examination. Further, to use a refrain from the Benjamin comment previously
cited, “Life seemed worth living only where the threshold between waking and sleeping was
worn away in everyone as by steps of multitudinous images flooding back and forth,” or in the
space where an insufficient physical reality can no longer suffice to serve the insatiable desire of
the mind.
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Instrumental to understanding the passages of Aragon, Tessa, and Breton (and the
following by Loi, Desnos, and Soupault) is the recognition of the observation and conversation
streams. Aragon observes, converses with himself, before setting out to stumble upon other
observations, conversations with others, and then back to the conversation with the self—all the
words, sounds, and images intermingling at the end result, which in turn only introduces a new
conversation now to be undertaken by the reader. It is an at times garish and nightmarish parade
of happenings, and at others it is a dreamlike parade of the ordinary. Many found, and still do,
their work to be revolting, and there can be no rejection of the notion that they are
revolutionaries (even Tessa alone and isolated in Fascist Italy). Benjamin notes in “Surrealism”
“To live in a glass house is a revolutionary virtue par excellence. It is also an intoxication, a
moral exhibitionism, that we badly need,” and continues by assailing the socially stratified
“Discretion concerning one’s own existence, once an aristocratic virtue, has become more and
more an affair of petty-bourgeois parvenus” (209).
Benjamin, through a Marxist lens, and thus in line with many of Surrealism’s thinkers
(and certainly later Loi), has put his finger on the pulse that drives the work of Tessa, Loi, and
Breton’s group of Paris Surrealists46: to question, reveal, and smash the façade of decency
perpetrated by a petty-bourgeois that Benjamin refers to as parvenus. Brilliantly, in the absence
of a relevant aristocracy (a class in decline to the point of eradication), various nouveau riche
from obscure origins have risen to prominence through exploitative means, and thus require a
certain code of manners, customs, and a belief in superiority that leads them to a protective
secrecy. They remain the figures shuttered up in their houses, salons, gatherings—close

46

Many cities and countries from Belgium and Portugal to the former Czechoslovakia and Romania had schools of
Surrealists with their own leading figures (such as René Magritte in Belgium).
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together, but esoteric to the classes they exploit. Every writer under examination, again, is a
bourgeois figure, but by no means petite-bourgeois. They are those willing to destroy their own
class from within through the most irreverent means of all: revelation through unfettered access.
They desire the mask to fall and make a thud that shatters the bourgeois values that oppress and
that fuel fascism.
Benjamin’s classification of parvenus essentially falls on the heads of the Surrealists
themselves. Surely, they also are like Tessa and Loi, battered by war and its effects. Tessa and
Loi too, however, have gained a certain status previously unattainable to them, a certain infamy,
and via obscure origins as well. They are rejecters of the petite-bourgeois but come from it.
(Even the most ardently bourgeois, Tessa and Breton, reject bourgeois norms with Tessa refusing
upward mobility and simply doing his legal work half-heartedly, and Breton refusing the concept
of work, let alone engaging in it.)
Only Loi asserted his proletarian status from the beginning as a railway worker before
entering the editing field (no longer a proletariat but in the nether region of academia in a sense).
Loi, consequently, has a clearer view of the inside, and in truth the madness and surreality of the
world around him. In L’angel, Franco Loi like Breton is living in a glass house, but it is no
different than Aragon and Tessa. Like Breton’s, their glass house is made of words. And, to
further the likeness, Loi wanders through the same mazes and masses that the others do. In the
process, they weave their way through the streets, arcades, brothels, madness (both in the
physical sense where the asylum is mentioned, and also in the quotidian). Aragon begins
contemplatively in his dwelling, Tessa and Breton as well. Loi, however, begins in the same
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contemplative state. Refusing the assertion that he is mad from the beginning47, Loi, after a
diatribe against reality, begins a journey to prove his sanity in believing himself to be an angel,
like all are; only, we have all gone mad and must find our way back. He begins his work with a
simple call to mental arms—those of memory “El Paradis . . . Ragassi, che pastüra!” (5).48 The
translation of the last part introduces a duality with which Loi will wrestle throughout his work:
the similarity between madness and sanity, and the hazy if not entirely imprecise line between
what is accepted as reality and not. che pastüra (What pastures!) can also be taken to mean Che
palle (it sucks.) So, Paradise . . . boys, what pastures (lie ahead!), can equally signify Heaven . .
. boys, it sucks! The likening of one to the other displays in diptych the very nature of
Surrealism and its texts: in opposition to one another but in relation to one another through an
awareness, rumination, and exposition of the grandiose, grotesque, and quotidian. Like their
progenitors—Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé—Loi, Tessa, and Breton’s Surrealists do not
shy from taking the reader on a tour through luxury and extravagance before taking the reader on
a tour of bourgeois hell. The works stray, as previously stated, through the salons of intellectuals
and the wealthy down into the gutters, brothels, and cemeteries—che pastüra.
Loi is stuck between madness and sanity as defined by others, and desires to expose it. In
three extensive cogitations that initiate Loi’s L’angel, the author tends to espouse the absurdity
of accepted reality with the conflict of sanity versus madness. He does so by splicing memories
of interactions and wandering/witnessing with contemporary flânerie. Loi begins:
Quan’ ghe pensi, me par . . . Ma sé l’era/ pö, quèj ch’a volt me paren penser,/ a
volt ’na vita che d’ogne tant returna/ tocch a tocch, squasi tremur de sògn,/ umbra,
speransa? Sì, le sù anca mì,/ ne la vita l’è diffcil recurdàss/ del Paradis . . . Eccula,
sèm chì ancamô!/ Fu gnanca temp a ’vegh giüdissi/ che, tam, ghe burli dent amô,
sensa/ acorgess, ’me ’n’ abitüden de vegg/ o ’sta natural ’bundansa de memoria/
47
48

It bears mentioning that any surreal text may have a starting point, but they by nature start in medias res.
Ellipses are Loi’s. Translation: “Heaven . . . Boys, what pastures!”
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che de luntan me porta ’me la nèbia/ d’una vita che sù pü se sia stada/ vera o
inventada, ma che me vègn sü/ ’me ureggiada tra j òmm de la tèra/ e quèla
eternitâ di nìvul che passa, di umber falavesch che de fjö j te branca/Tra la nott e
’l sògn, o ne la lelessa/ d’un curr nel sû, a l’impruìsa, ’me ’l ciasm/ de la lüna e la
riva pàleda d’un mar . . .49 (4)

Flowing through the reflections and ideas of Loi’s introductory numbered verse are two
competing facets that are revealed via a tropism of dualities. The work, originally released in
one canto in 1981 (although begun as early as the 1960’s), was rereleased in 1994 in four cantos,
each with short to extensive numbered verses. Loi is reflecting upon what one can even deem to
be reality. He argues that these bits of information that come to him, attack him in forms of
unsureness, from recesses no longer secured: dreams, shadows, and hope. He falls into them
without recognizing them and no longer has the ability to decipher if his was a life true or
invented. The question remains why? The answer is, as Loi will depict, society will assign you
the label of madness if you recognize you are virtuous and advantageous, if you are an angel.
Hence his preoccupation with paradise and what paradise is foments a tale of return to self and
self-discovery. How to merge the two, the self that one discovers, and the façade that society
designs for him are frustrated and seem irreconcilable.
Pairings of authors take different avenues, but all take avenues to play on the fact that
they are all flâneurs. Loi and Aragon are the most disconsolate in their journeys; Tessa and

Translation: “When I think about it, it seems to me. . . But what were those that sometimes seem like thoughts to
me, sometimes a life that every now and then returns piece by piece, almost trembling of dreams, shadow, hope?
Yes, I too know it, in life it is difficult to remember Heaven. . . Here we go again! I do not have time to have the
judgment that, tam, I fall into it again, without realizing it, like a habit of old this natural abundance of memory that
from afar carries me like the fog of a life that I no longer know if it was true or invented, but which comes back to
me as if I were caught between the men of the earth and that eternity of the clouds that pass, the fantastic shadows
that since boyhood take you between night and dream, or in the beauty of running in the sun, suddenly, like the
chiasm of the moon on the pale shore of a sea. . .”
49
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Desnos the most phantasmagorical; and Breton and Soupault the most positivistic and desirous
of mystery. All are prone to the ontological and phenomenology (as noted by Adorno).
Loi immediately challenges the duality of reality, the fact that such a duality cannot exist,
and that in fact all life and experiences are surreal. We seek to make order, understand, but only
in invented relation of one thing to another. Loi playfully reasons between the two:
La veritâ . . . Questa la malatia./ ’Sta gran desgrassia de vurè save,/
’me ’n ‘a pü b men b’ in giumetria,/ chi sèm, sé fem, due andèm e, per piasè,/ se
mì sun chì che pissi, anca el parchè . . . / La logica, filòss del despiasè,/ la te fa ’n
cu a triangul tri per tri . . .50(10)
Loi challenges the reality of objective knowledge, and what it is. He claims veritâ is an illness,
but that the truth is sought out in Geometry, the desire to know scientifically who we are, what
we are, and why. He tells the reader that logic, dear friend, is a displeasure. This scene
immediately following, in Canto One Number IV, is a call to a different reality:
La veritâ, ragassi . . . el Paradis . . . / Gnacca e petacca . . . lì me sun truâ!/ Me sun
truâ che’andavi un pumesdì/ in ’sta Milan de palta sense sass,/ che vün el tasta
(ghe par d’avè tucâ)/ e se sprufunda, s’immerda la cusciensa . . . / . Né òmm , né
câ, in ’sta calüra stracca/ de strâd fâ radio, tapperèll sbassâ,/ in ’stu paisasc de gent
che fa sumensa/ penser strasc./ Un mal de cu! ‘na fiacca! ’Na caverna/ de ‘stu?’,
‘sé fu?’, ‘e se vu no . . .?’ (10-12)51
In the preceding citations by Loi and Tessa, it is evident that ellipses play a role in their
work, and in fact in the writers of the Surrealist anti-novel as well. Ellipses find their way into
Soupault’s work, Breton’s Nadja and Mad Love, in Desnos, and in Aragon. Elliptical time is put
in reference to something absent, something missing, as ellipses signify something missing,

Final ellipses are mine; all others are Loi’s. Translation: “Truth . . . This great disgrace of wanting to know, as in
‘a plus b minus b’ in geometry, who we are, what we do, where we are going, and please, if I am here pissing, also
the reason . . . Logic, dear friend of sorrow, makes you a triangular head, three by three . . .”
51
Final ellipses are mine. Translation: “Truth, boys . . . Heaven . . . among uncertainty . . . I have found myself
there! I noticed one afternoon I was going about this Milan of mud without stones, that people feel (that seems to
touch them), and they sink, the conscience is immersed . . . Neither men nor houses in this exhausting heat of
homemade radios, shutters lowered, in this landscape of useless people, burning thoughts, flags that seem rags. A
headache! a slacker! A cave of ‘I am,’ ‘what am I doing?’ ‘and if I don’t go away? . . .”
50
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something elided. It is a representation of trauma and fragmentation that has found itself into
everyday life. Loi begins this numbered verse (IV) with the same call, “the truth, boys” followed
immediately by the ellipses, or elliptical time and movement that pulls and pushes one in the
form of mental jostling, which takes the form of physical jostling in the settings of flânerie, and
juxtaposes it with el Paradis. It is an unambiguous separation of the truth as it is portrayed and
the truth revealed in what is a capitalized Paradise, signifying truth (the actual surreal truth)
attached to the hypothetical otherworld. Loi is in fact demanding to know the truth that lies
between the lines of constructed and ordered reality. He proves his intention to wander into this
region by asking “sé fu?, and e se vu no . . .?,” where was I and where am I going, these are not
questions that can be answered simply in scrutiny of the constructed and ordered realm.
L’angel is thus constructed freely, but ironically (as mentioned) in numbered verses and
cantos. The narrative that flows through the verse structure weaves in and out of the present and
memory of times past in an attempt to remember and know who one really is in the absence of
the voices that tell you what and who you are. He streams through memories of his youth in
Milan before and during the war, to memories of an unrealistically pastoral existence in
Romagna visiting his mother’s family, to memories of extreme youth in Genoa visually seeing
the Fascism but inept to its meanings (freely unaware), and finally to a disillusioned nervous
state that believes himself to be an angel. There is no order but the narrative flows to and fro as
the text’s own will (and author’s inclination) demands.
Loi’s L’angel, like his other two distinctly surreal text Stròlegh and Teater, has a
proclivity for mystery, just as Breton always praised highest the answer to the question stumbled
upon. This mystery remains the nature of Aragon, Tessa, Breton, Loi, and positively Soupault
and Desnos. Loi endeavors to discover who he actually is, surrealistically believing all humans
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too to be angels that have been fooled, and who have forgotten their identity in the treacherous
cruelty of modern life. He too frequently sets off from his dwelling place, but that changes
depending whether memory, contemplation, or wandering is the mechanism that motivates him.
It is such that his starting point is his head, which, even while in their dwellings, has been true
for the previous authors as well. For Loi, it is his head that he is trying to get back, furthering the
irony of it as a starting point for discourse and wanderings.
Soupault is of a distinct nature as his discourses and wandering tend to start in medias res
with the ultimate protagonist the same as his primary dwelling, the city of Paris. Chasing after a
mysterious woman, as Breton in both his works Nadja and Mad Love, his real paramour is
mystery. Soupault was born of Dadaism and the ashes of WWI. He was one of the members to
move from Dadaism, realizing its limits and desiring a more positive reaction to the present and
traumas of the past. His anti-novel, written when he was already expelled from the Surrealists by
Breton, is nevertheless a Surrealist text. To the frustration of Breton, expelled or self-imposed
detractors continued to work in the Surrealist vein. His title Les Dernières Nuits de Paris leaves
only indication as to his continued dedication to this. A subtle allusion to both the seemingly
impossible and apocalyptic at the same time—Paris existing in permanent daylight—never
allows the Paris espoused by Baudelaire, so central to the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi, to crawl
back into the shadows of the darkness. Returning to his essay “Surrealism,” Benjamin assesses
the inclination of Soupault and Loi (in particular, but certainly all authors of surreal writings):
The aesthetic of the painter, the poet, en état surprise, of art as the reaction of one
surprised, is enmeshed in a number of pernicious romantic prejudices. Any
serious exploration of the occult, surrealistic, phantasmagoric gifts and
phenomena presupposes a dialectical intertwinement to which a romantic turn of
mind is impervious. For histrionic or fanatical stress on the mysterious of the
mysterious side takes us no further; we penetrate the mystery only to a degree that
we recognize it in the everyday world, by virtue of a dialectic optic that perceives
the everyday as impenetrable, the impenetrable as everyday. The most passionate
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telepathic phenomena, for example, will not teach us half as much about reading
(which is an eminently telepathic process) as the profane illumination of reading
will teach us about telepathic phenomena. (208)
Benjamin identifies the sensibilities to which Loi, Tessa, and the surrealists are prone. They all,
through their flânerie, assess what is in the world around them, not conceiving its meanings but
rather accepting its surreal character. Benjamin associates the Surrealists, and thus I would argue
Tessa, Loi, and anyone that writes in their weaponized style, with a romantic mood—an
association with a deluging of almost unconscious emotion that brings one out of an unconscious
state to a hyper-aware state. He states, conversely, that the Surrealists are impervious to the
dialectic to foment any serious discovery based simply on this flood of emotion (perhaps) falsely
associated with Romanticism. Certainly, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Mallarmé, upend the works of
the likes of Percy Bysshe Shelley and John Keats “by virtue of a dialectic optic that perceives the
everyday as impenetrable, the impenetrable as everyday.” Mystery does lie in histrionic figures,
fictional or otherwise, like Ozymandias (Ramses), or odes depicted in visuals on a Grecian urn.
For Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, like their progenitors, it lies in the dialectic optic. This is a
dialectic that plays with and is relayed through language. The optic dialectic must be translated
into the eyewitness account. The reason for Breton’s insistence upon language, as well as the
choice of a dialect itself in the case of Tessa and Loi, to relay information is illuminated by
Benjamin’s analysis.
Soupault centers his focus on the moment in The Last Nights of Paris, taking in and
ruminating the visions but also the mystery that lies in between what he sees and what it means:
A light breeze stirred from time to time, weaving a tranquil and monotonous
design. She stood up and I, likewise; I walked beside her along the Boulevard
Saint-Germain and in front of the booth of the anti-alcoholic league, which still
displayed its dried brains, I said to her: “evidently it would be best to cross over.”
“As you please.” And we crossed the boulevard, turning our backs on antialcoholism. Hearts throbbed in the trees; it was the end of summer and someone
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leaning on his elbows in a window said to the night: “It is cold.” . . . Possibly,
thought I, but one thing at a time. A little bell like that of a church wakened the
lights and gave an acid sharpness to the billboard of Saint-Germain-des-Prés.
Signs were made. By whom, to whom? Briefly, it was white night. The eleven
o’clock mist. The little lady cooed and mumbled alternately in the manner of one
who powders, and then rouges her lips. The same care, the same coquetry. She
led me to the boulevard Saint-Michel, then round the Luxembourg, eyes closed.
(2-3)
Immediately the tropes, the devices, and semiotics that are found in the works of the others thus
far examined come into Soupault’s recollection: the observation turned into words—the optic
dialectic at work; the actual interlocutory discourse between the author and another; discourse
coming from the shouts of others in the street or from their windows; then, the frequent character
of the billboard in a flash of light, advertising something to someone, speaking the unknown to
the masses; lastly the ellipses marking the absence, disintegration, or jarring movement of time
and all events that occur in the ellipses. Soupault lays down the observations in front of the
reader, but by no means to illuminate, rather to raise questions. From here a mystery does not
unfurl; conversely a mystery ravels Soupault into it without knowing what it is or without any
defining answers, only more questions. To Soupault the answer is to explore his dwelling, Paris,
also his costar. It is as the same for Breton: a situation in which the second protagonist is never
the woman next to him or his interlocutor, but rather the city. The woman, whether Soupault’s
shadowy woman, Breton’s cryptic Nadja or the enigmatic Jacqueline Lamba (his amour feu), or
Desnos’s Louise Lame, Tessa’s Olga, or Loi’s and Aragon’s paramours are the mechanism that
propels them forward. In a sense, they give cause to the authors to investigate as the flâneur with
a reason (needing no cause).
The woman lends legitimacy to the flâneur; she leads him into dwellings, into
circumstances both dangerous and secretive, always giving the air of covert action, even if the
action is mere loving, whether physical or a rapture that afflicts the mind to the point of
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obsession. They give no illusion that love in the epoch of world wars is anything but part of the
fragmented reality left ajar by war’s destruction. What is telling is the absence of a female voice
in this particular genre of Surrealism. The anti-novel, for the time, reveals the female only
through the lens of a man’s eye. The anti-novel as told by women would have to wait for the
post war era—Post-Modernism. Doris Lessing’s The Golden Notebook, a psychological selfanalysis told over five colored notebooks that frequently tell different stories of the same people,
and that eventually merge in the final golden notebook, is a prime example. It attempts to
suspend belief by presenting the material as fact, then discombobulate the reader with conflicting
information about the same characters. It is relative to Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists’ fascination
with modern psychiatry. The Surrealists’ most brutalizing aspect is the female objectified as
subject, a misogynistic dialectic based in hegemony in broad terms, and even with women
contributing to Surrealism’s body of work.
Benjamin, in “The Return of the Flâneur,” incisively ascertains the dialectic that the
flâneur has with the concept of dwelling in its expansive meaning:
. . . the question of what “dwelling” means could be seen as an underlying motif.
Just as every tried-and-true experience also includes its opposite, so here the
perfected art of the flâneur includes a knowledge of “dwelling.” The primal
image of “dwelling,” however, is the matrix or shell—that is, the thing which
enables us to read off the exact figure of whatever lives inside it. Now, if we
recollect that not only people and animals but also spirits and above all images
can inhabit a place, then we have a tangible idea of what concerns the flâneur and
what he looks for. Namely, images, wherever they lodge. The flâneur is the
priest of the genius loci. This unassuming passer-by, with his clerical dignity, his
detective’s intuition, and his omniscience, is not unlike Chesterton’s Father
Brown, that master detective. (264)
Categorized here is the idea of a joint conception and understanding of dwelling brought about
by an exigency, or response to environment and preceding/ongoing events. The crucial phrase in
Benjamin’s always perceptive analysis is his ascertaining a dwelling “as an underlying motif.”
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Implied is at least one line of demarcation denoting a genre, and in fact Benjamin is genrefying
the flâneur and the dwelling as that which defines flâneur and what is seen by a specific
means—access to the dwelling. Benjamin presupposes a dynamic that would be essential in the
formation of Miller’s assessment of genre rising from exigency. Soupault in chasing mystery
accepts and even comprehends Paris, or the dwelling “is the matrix or shell—that is, the thing
which enables us to read off the exact figure of whatever lives inside it,” even those who occupy
the streets and its hidden crevasses. All the authors under examination are the “unassuming
passer-by, with his clerical dignity, his detective’s intuition, and his omniscience.” Desnos,
among all the others, stands out for his capacity to utilize the woman, with whom he is
enraptured, the object of his affection dissipating into other mystery, to enter the dwelling and
give legitimacy to his flânerie. In Liberty or Love! he sets out in chase of a woman in Louis the
XV heels:
When I reached the street, the leaves were falling from the trees. The staircase
behind me was no more than a firmament of a certain woman whose Louis XV
heels had for a long time drummed the macadam of the paths where sand lizards
scurried, timid creatures tamed by me, then invited into my lodgings where they
made common cause with my sleep . . . . Retracing my steps and going along
under the arcades of the Rue de Rivoli, I finally saw Louise Lame walking ahead
of me. The wind buffeted the city. The hoardings of Bébé Cadum beckoned the
emissaries of the storm to them and under those watchful eyes the entire city
writhed in convulsions. There were at first two gloves, clutching each other in an
invisible handshake, their shadow dancing for a long time before me. (41-42)

There is the dichotomy, or another dialectic, of movement and pause for observation, long
enough for the objects viewed to create a surrealistic image, a portrait almost visible. “The wind
buffeted the city” creates the vision of a city taking flight or given physical maintenance by
forceful invisible air; “There were at first two gloves, clutching each other in an invisible
handshake” gives the impression of two detached hands, suspended in midair in complicit
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secrecy. The invisible, the unknown accord, and one of the most utilized symbol in surreal art,
the image of the glove (an image that Desnos plays with at length), is under Bébé Cadum’s
watchful eye—the future of fascist economic autarchy uniting Socialism and Capitalism under
oppressive regimes that prefigure the Orwellian Nightmare of 1984. It is the locus of Tessa’s,
Loi’s, and the Surrealist’s anti-novel’s exertion. It is Miller’s asserting the need to not look
merely at demand, but rather the exigency that caused that demand expounded further by
Bawarshi and Devitt.
For Tessa and Loi, the time to view and construct a portrait-like representation in the
genre of Surrealism is the same as the others’ in that it is a pause. What emanates however is a
surreal portrait made further esoteric by the same means at the Surrealists’ disposal: language.
The optic dialectic transfers to the linguistic dialectic of what one can discern in one language
via another—principally trying to view their Milanese portraits of the surreal nature of reality in
Milanese, but through the lens of Standard Italian (Italiano Standard), as this is one of the only
languages that could possibly reach any level of comprehension without knowledge of the
Milanese dialect. Tessa uses French spelling akin to Porta, and Loi using German characters to
create the sounds that the French spelling indicates. The two separate readings of their works
require an advance knowledge of their individual tactics to write in a casalingua, a fairly
contemporary reference (and pejorative) to refer to dialect as a language spoken at home. Tessa
and Loi heard it in the streets, Loi along the railways as a worker. It trickles out of their mouths
as naturally as the language used by the Surrealists; a language that itself fluctuates between the
most eloquent to baby talk and mere sounds—an adopted measure from Dadaism.
The Imprint of Trauma, the Insistence upon Joy
It is the language that expresses, exposes, expounds the image made symbol. The
recurring tropes that are fielded throughout the pages of these author’s works: the sounds,
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images, shouts, and language in its esoteric or fragmented state interact to create an image that
leads to a symbol and thence to a symbolism. For instance, the man of whom Desnos takes note
shouting to the night that is cold is a moment of action that acts as a stolid freeze-frame hung on
the wall as a painting representing in its one brief moment the erratic nature of an era.
To examine how this interplay features in the formation of genre and its relation to the
election of dialect by Tessa and Loi, and to a language of baby-talk, babble, and variations of the
grotesque and ecstasy elected by the Surrealists, it is worthy to join and/or compare two
statements by Benjamin and Miller. In Benjamin’s “On Language as Such and on the Language
of Man” he writes,
Language itself is not perfectly expressed in things themselves. This proposition
has a double meaning, in its metaphorical and literal senses: the languages of
things are imperfect, and they are dumb. Things are denied the pure formal
principle of language-namely, sound. They can communicate to one another only
through a more or less material community. This community is immediate and
infinite, like every linguistic communication; it is magical (for there is also a
magic of matter). The incomparable feature of human language is that its magical
community with things is immaterial and purely mental, and the symbol of this is
sound. The Bible expresses this symbolic fact when it says that God breathes his
breath into man: this is at once life and mind and language. (67)
Benjamin’s statement, although in very clearly Marxist terms, could precede (or lead into),
follow, or interchangeably compliment Miller’s assessment that:
At the level of the locution or speech act, idiosyncratic motives (or what I earlier
called intentions) predominate. At the level of human nature (or archetypes)
motives of the sort Fisher describes have their force. But at the level of the genre,
motive becomes a conventionalized social purpose, or exigence, within the
recurrent situation. In constructing discourse, we deal with purposes at several
levels, not just one. We learn to adopt social motives as ways of satisfying
private intentions through rhetorical action. This is how recurring situations seem
to “invite” discourse of a certain type. (162)
Discourse of a certain type, as Miller terms it, has its sounds, its registers, its reflection of
the material world it represents, which perhaps is even responsible for it, as Benjamin’s
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statement can be interpreted. Sound is the symbol, a symbol that creates words and thus
signifiers—more symbols created by symbols. Words turn into discourse, interactive or
disjointed as in the difference between conversation versus random street noises and shouts.
Discourse turns into exigency, which in turn reflects the recurrent situations that gave rise to the
exigency. Replicated and recorded they give birth to a genre. Hence the inclusion of babble,
baby talk, replication of animated sounds written out in letters/non-words mixed in with dialect
(in the case of Loi and Tessa), are fundamental in fomenting the work or genre. The Surrealist
writers of the anti-novel certainly rely on speech as it occurs (sounds as they occur). This is best
exemplified by Bébé Cadum, a giant baby, and it harkens to the days of Dadaism and its infantile
renewal of society as a project. Baby talk, ramblings, and the speech of dreams—waking or
otherwise are factors. For a dialect author that replicates, even by chance, the sounds of their
environment, it is as if the author heard the sound, and is mirrored as such in the dialect.
Benjamin’s commentary on language is, as most of his theories, based in Marxist
materialism. His thinking lies in the reduction that the sounds of things in general, whether it be
random noise of material objects clanking together or the discourse of individuals talking to one
another, collide with one another and can be assessed only in a community that is more or less
material. For Miller, the situational is crucial, and through repetition in situational experiences
transcribed to word genre is born. Both of these theorists’ work needs to recognize that, for
Miller, the social and situational are frequently based in the material, and the material can be the
basis for continued action. Regarding Benjamin, the focus cannot stop at the material
assessment, but must consider the effects on the social and situational not seen through the lens
of an analysis of solely the bourgeoisie.
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What presents itself natural for this era, as found in these works, is the absence of
security, the absence of what comes next, the next breathing moment is a mystery. The era was
designed by the unknown and mystery is its symptom—Soupault, Desnos, Breton, Aragon,
Tessa, and Loi seek it out, in its natural situations, and in its natural sounds. The effect is a
reality affected by the surreal that the common man or woman, as communicating vessels, try to
untangle and make sense of for the purpose of communal understanding. Its nature is
contradictory.
Continuing with two of Loi’s works, Teater and Stròlegh, the primary components that
make a Surrealist text come sharply into view, as does the dialectic between experience and
language. Common themes arise. All works have their protagonist, the author (and yet the city
and populace itself) as a pensive creature about to set out; Teater and Stròlegh do not differ.
Understandings are based in the oscillating experience of trauma and pleasure, the fluidity of
comprehension and thus representation of one’s reflection of events. The commonality of
feature comprises war trauma; the quotidian and the extraordinary (bizarre, macabre,
unexplainable) that occurs in it; the love interest (either a prostitute or a mysterious and
unattainable woman); the window as observatory/repressive devise; the group or crowd; and the
penetrable world of dreams. The situations are: flânerie (including venturing throughout the
cityscape to an adventure at sea, as the bonds of the flâneur’s feet go as far as the imagination’s
play on the real; the chance encounter; the stumbled upon discovery; or the found mystery
disposed to spontaneity.
By means of this rationalization, Benjamin’s Marxist inclination towards the material as a
basis of deliberation/action, and Miller’s imperative that the situational be repeated—and this
action can be translated into her attention to the repeated exigence leading to the word as the
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basis for her genre analysis—is explained as a simple fusion necessary to understanding the
material world and mental process (resulting even in artistic expression) as inseparable. It is
through an individual’s experience with the material world, created by existential thought,
created by the material world, guided by existential thought, etc., that repetition of theme and
style are addressed. Any attempt to deny concomitance is in antithesis to the creation of literary
genre and the language needed to generate it. As stated, both of these theorists’ work needs to
recognize that, for Miller, the social and situational are frequently based in the material, and the
material can be the basis for continued action. Regarding Benjamin, the focus cannot stop at the
material assessment, but must consider the effects on the social and situational not seen through
the lens of an analysis of solely the bourgeoisie.
Loi, in L’angel, Stròlegh, and Teater, aligns himself, autonomously and
unconventionally, with a genre of the era of Modernity, while he exists in the Post-Modern era,
and certainly many of his works fall into either the genre of Post-Modernism or pure
Expressionism (if such an art could exist but as a palimpsest in the second half of the 20th
century). The genre of course is Surrealism, and as stated, Loi is not a purveyor of genre. He
believes in the message, not the delivery; yet there is a natural inclination to express himself
through means of a certain genre created from exigency. Loi, a different generation than the
forerunner of the Surrealists, André Breton, nevertheless by inclination places himself squarely
in that time era and context. In the “Introduction” to Stròlegh, Franco Fortini notes the author’s
description of the text as:
. . . un poema anche l’autore chiama “visione in quarantadue passaggi.” Visione è
qui detto nel senso di esperienza psichica privilegiata. Ma anche in quello del
recupero e decifrazione di un passato che contenga un augurio dell’avvenire.
Quel che nella realtà biografica sembra sia stato un vero e proprio sogno,
associata poi dall’autore a semplici ricordi o a premonizioni, è invece nel poema
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tutto ad una intermittenza, anzi ad una serie di intermittenze o al cosiddetto sogno
ad occhi aperti.52 (XI)
Already in the passage, Fortini is describing the components of Surrealism by stating the
author’s claim that the work is a vision in 42 passages playing on the Italian word passaggio,
which also implies flânerie, events witnessed while on a stroll with “occhi aperti.” The visions
premise the title Stròlegh (Astrology), an approximation of the future dependent on the reflection
of present events and past events that return in apparitions, dreams, and incantations. Loi, in his
own “Introduction” to Teater/Sogn d’attur (Stròlegh’s corresponding texts) titled “Ipotesi su
Teater,” clarifies his inclination, creating a free link to the likes of the Surrealists by stating:
Questo può anche dare un’idea della disponibilità totale, dell’attenzione sensitiva,
della labilità del filo che l’autore sembra condurre nelle storie che scrive,
nell’intrico di realtà, invenzione, memorie vissute e rivissute, momento poetico e
vita vegetiva. Un nonnulla può spezzare, anche per sempre, quell’incantesimo,
che dai greci chiamano poiesis, il fare, il comporre.53 (XIX)
Loi reveals in his own words, or hypothesis, two pertinent factors. Loi implies a
Surrealism much like Breton (and even those outside the group such as Jean Cocteau, Pablo
Picasso, and Federico García Lorca), one that relies on observation but one that the mind recalls
at a later date, in moments of clarity, or in moments clouded by the idealism of composing.
Loi’s writings in L’angel, Stròlegh, and Teater/Sogn d’attur rely heavily on recollection,
and is primarily distant one, unlike the others. But this squarely puts him on equal foundation as
Tessa (certainly), and the other Surrealist writers of anti-novels. Fortini affirms (in Stròlegh’s

Translation: “a poem the author also calls a ‘vision in forty-two passages.’ Vision here is said in the sense of
privileged psychic experience. But also, in the sense of the recovery and deciphering of a past that contains a wish
for the future. What in biographical reality seems to have been a real dream, further associated with simple
memories or premonitions of the author’s, is instead entirely intermittent in the poem. Indeed, it is a series of
intermittences or the so-called daydreams.”
53
Translation: “This can also give an idea of total availability, of sensitive attention, of the lability of the thread with
which the author seems to lead into the stories he writes, into the tangle of reality, invention, memories lived and
relived, poetic moment and vegetative life. A triviality can break, even forever, that spell that the Greeks call
poiesis, making and composing.”
52
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“Introduction”) “Erompe allora, naturalmente, il rifiuto del passato e del futuro. Chi strologa
sull’avvenire è condannato a guardare indietro. L’’eternità raccolta e intera nell’attimo”
(XVII).54
Loi’s guardare indietro functions to put his mind, sentiments, and intentions at the same
temporal condition as Tessa (of which he speaks openly), and the Surrealists. The burdening
truth of Loi’s looking into the past would seem to have the privilege of hindsight, but Loi craftily
avoids almost any association with the present. Even in L’angel, Loi presents himself as a man
suffering from a nevrosi in a psychiatric hospital. But his human body is only a cage that
prevents him from attaining his past and true self—that of an angel, as every man or woman truly
is.
For Loi, looking into the past to deal with his present Weltschmerz is only partially
attained. If the left hand was writing Stròlegh, near its completion the right hand commenced
Teater as a divertimento. The drawback is, however, the looking back. Loi admits he can only
dwell on the divertimento and the joire de vivre so espoused by Breton, Desnos, and Tessa for so
long—and these authors two cannot help but meander into the grim. Loi explains in “Ipotesi su
Teater”:
Si dà il caso che abbia vissuto la Guerra da ragazzo, in un’età in cui i morti per le
strade, gli impiccati agli alberi, la gente che grida sotto le macerie, i fucilati nelle
piazze, entrano nel sangue, diventano incubi, peasaggi indimenticabili, bandiere
che sventolano sul sacrificio e nell’epos popolare. Una certa secchezza di questi
versi è dovuta a questo. Qui è uno di quei punti in cui il divertimento non è stato
più tanto divertimento.55 (XV)

Translations: “Then, naturally, the rejection of the past and the future erupts. Those who engage astrology about
the future are condemned to look back. Whole and collected eternity in the moment.”
55
Translation: “It so happens that he lived the war as a boy in an age when the dead in the streets, those hanged in
trees, people screaming under the rubble, shot in the squares, enter the blood, become nightmares, unforgettable
landscapes, flags flying about sacrifice and popular epos. A certain dryness of these lines is due to this. Here is one
of those points where the divertimento has no longer been so much a divertimento.”
54
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Loi seems to contradict the severity of the Teater he describes with Stròlegh. He describes Teater
in the following terms: “Da punto di vista psicologico Teater fu un divertimento. Lo intesi come
tale fin da allora. Stavo ancora finendo Stròlegh, quando mi assalí una forte ironia verso me
stesso” (VI).56 The author identifies a sensibility to which all authors of Surrealism fall victim:
the inability to separate the excitement of flânerie from the grisly and unreal reality that one
encounters, and that finds its way into one’s attempt to access any positive excitement of life and
thrill of mystery and love. Breton, Aragon, Desnos, Tessa, Loi, and Soupault are all disrupted by
the trauma of memory, recent and distant, barring their freedom from shock. In all works, angst
inevitably grows as the physical world, the desire for satisfaction, and life’s pleasure are
unattainable.
Continuing with his valuation of guardare indietro, Loi echoes Breton’s devotion to
language and the written word, and he furthers the crucial amalgamation of Benjamin’s and
Miller’s two statements based respectively in Marxist materialism and the theoretical recurrent
situational activity stating:
Quel “tornare indietro” che nell’ordine linguistico è il dialetto e in quello
psicologico è l’infanzia-adolescenza, qui si manifesta, come coscienza storica,
nella sequenza delle lotte e delle sconfitte del proletariato europeo e, nella
dimensione politica, nel “tradimento” che le sinistre avrebbero compiuto dalla
speranza del ’45. Man mano che “il tornare indietro” o nostalgia del rifugio si
avvicina dal passato remoto al passato prossimo, la visione si fa meno chiara, il
sapere dell’adulto sembra comporsi solo di negazioni.57 (XVI)

Translation: “Psychologically, Teater was fun. I have understood it as such ever since. I was still finishing
Stròlegh when a strong irony towards myself assailed me.”
57
Translation: “That ‘going back,’ which in the linguistic order is dialect and in the psychological one is childhoodadolescence, here manifests itself as historical consciousness in the sequence of the struggles and defeats of the
European proletariat, and in the political dimension and the ‘betrayal’ that the left would have executed from the
hope of ‘45. As ‘going back,’ or nostalgia for refuge, advances from the distant past to the near past, the vision
becomes less clear, the adult’s knowledge seems to consist only of negations.”
56
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Loi demands a Breton-styled unfettered access to the visions, the material, of the memory and of
the mind so as to give access to surreality of reality. He, like Breton, necessitates living in a
glass house. Without the dialect this would not be possible. Fortini’s explanation that “il tornare
indietro’ o nostalgia del rifiugio si avvicina dal passato remoto al passato prossimo, la visione si
fa meno chiara” proclaims a glass house may give unfettered access, but the imagery is
frequently nebulous, although the choice of language is not. Tessa tried to pen verse in standard
Italian, but by his own admission to mediocre effect. Loi’s ability to see into the past (distant or
immediate) and the matter of dreams occurs naturally in its original language (hence the
entrelacement of multilingual passages in Milanese, Romagnolo and Genovese), and therefore
comes out on paper as such. For the two authors, it is as automatic as the language used by the
Surrealists in their anti-novels.
Caws in Surrealism ascertains astutely:
Surrealism is above all about discovering the terrains of the extraordinary in the
midst of the ordinary, quotidian world. This is true both in the sphere of writing
and that of visual image, since in Surrealism they are so interdependent. As the
movement had its initial impetus in the field of writing, it is natural that verbal
pyrotechnics should have played a dominant role thereafter. (24)
Her classification is analogous in many ways to Tessa, Loi, and their choice of or capacity to use
dialect. The parallel to the Surrealists’ necessity (as with their forerunners, the Dadaists) to use a
language entirely natural and automatic, one could even say infantile at times, and thus maternal,
draws a further insinuation of genre likeness or correspondence. The use of a maternal language
implies a fostering and a womb-like quality. Constant with the Surrealists, as well, is the need to
reach back to reach forward, as though the future can only heal the past through the present via a
corrective, if not distorting, lens. Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists observed the now, and
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considered it paramount, but impossible to understand without the past and always looking
towards a hope for the future, no matter how macabre the present may be.
Communism, Fascism, Surrealism, and Other Isms
It will be shown across the following excerpts and analyses of Tessa and Loi, juxtaposed
with the Surrealists’ texts, how via similar circumstances, experiences, and hence responses go
beyond coincidence to form cognitive genre identification. There is no attempt to assert that the
Surrealists influenced either writer, or that they could have even collaborated at any point.
Rather, what shall be made evident is that exigency and similar responses due to similar
circumstances transmute repetition into genre, as Miller expresses it. Additionally, the fact that
Loi, Desnos, and Soupault refused to remain solely in the genre or official group reveals a fluid
nature to genre. Lastly, lines of demarcation for genre overlap and are obscured by one genre
penetrating another, or two genres having similar features and thus overlapping, as Devitt and
Bawarshi argue. That Loi trying to write in any genre does not preclude his work from being a
in genre, or his work from corresponding to another genre. A genre, certainly historically, has
been brought about intentionally, frequently by a school (which correctly implies misogynistic
men), but the seeds of growth definitely have already sprouted before the intentions are known.
Frequently, if not always, a genre is born before the persons that believe they are creating it give
it name. A genre develops holistically. Therefore, it is necessary to contemplate the entirety of
Surrealism above all else while examining the excerpts. Individual traits will be shown not to be
individual at all, but in fact also intersect.
The succeeding excerpts are not to follow any order of author or work, but rather to align
with the description of the features and situations given (war trauma, the quotidian, the love
interest, the window, the crowd, dreams, flânerie, and the chance encounter or mystery. So
much of it implies darkness, murkiness, and blurriness that it almost shatters Breton’s house of
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glass. If one is to see however into something with such clarity, then it is necessary to venture
into the dark to find the truth and be totally revealing of it.
In Sogn d’attur, which begins after Teater and acts consequently as a dialectic between a
complete apparatus and the incongruent singular act of one of its parts (as Sogn d’attur acts in
conversation with Teater, but also as a section of it), Tessa presents the image of an exhausted
actor. The actor, like the very direct characters in Teater—the soldier, the woman, etc.—is
symbolic of the greater proletariat. The tired actor leaves the stage and invites a bourgeois
viewer to act instead. To the actor’s horror, the bourgeois participant can recite the lines well
and, of course, act. The stage is the tiered hierarchy of society. If the proletariat leaves their
post vulnerable, the bourgeoisie will assume and consume it. The fruition of this idea itself,
which presents itself instinctively, is an act of Surrealism (the author offers his own description
in the works full title Sogn d’attur. Interpretazione di un saggio di recitazione—a nod to Tessa’s
saggi). It is in this little niche that was supposed to act as a divertimento that Loi presents his
most macabre offering of scenes that frequently infiltrate his work. Loi notes in his introduction
to the two works “Ho vissuto quella piazza Loreto. L’ho vissuta in due momenti diversi, che nel
Sogn sembrano confondersi in un’unica scena” (XXI).58 Loi’s seemingly inept tone by no means
indicates that. He in fact demonstrates, by stating the two scenes seem to blend into a sole scene,
a certain confounding of the author himself by his own work. He renders an image of an author
that must step back to look at and analyze his own work raising the idea that it was not
necessarily planned but rather happened naturally—or surrealistically.

Translation: “I lived that Piazza Loreto. I lived it in two different moments, which in Sogn seems to conflate into
one scene.”
58
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In fact, the scene may seem confounding because it is interwoven within three
consecutive passages59 that also include (with the exception of one) other scenes. Within these
three scenes alone there is interlacement of voices, places, and events. Loi, from the outset of
Sogn d’attur, weaves a sense of distance and an undeniably surreal voice with the crowd creating
an atmosphere that presupposes that the voice of the observer/writer (and indeed flâneur) is
separated from the crowd, even if a part of it. He begins his passage XVI with this interlacement
writing “Mí vegni de luntan, sun quèl di òstregh,/ d’i maravèj sun quèl e d’i gandúl,/ che
cumpera l’amar di gent de pèrsegh/ e dulz je traas mundèj ’m’üsell in vul . . ./ Û ’ist di pòer mí
sitâ di mort,/ i platen lí, stecchî, cuj òmm che, sul, criàven cunt i pé e che ’l cu tort . . .” (115).60
The passages set the stage (as Sogn is in Teater) for the following cascade of imageries and
memories both true and invented through dreams, images and murkiness. Loi begins to allude to
the massacre in Piazza Loreto in passage XXI putting in focus the crowd while only
intermittently turning back to himself writing “Oh, runch/ de füsilâ, sanguâ, aria de tràgoss,/ nus
matt che ghí pü ciel, cerca de fiâ!/ Û ’ist i gent gussent, desfugansàdoss . . .” (116).61 The author
writes pensively of that which he saw in those tragic days of his life, and the sense of aria de
tràgoss before slipping back into his dream-like state playing with the dialect again with only
one word in Italian repeated twice writing “Assogn . . . ’Me ’l fjö strigòzz de la Zan gelma/ che
giò d’i scàj sigava i bumb-a-man/ e , Duce! Duce!, lí, galbèss, s’ingerma,/ che ’el Ghessi, cum’un

Sogn d’attur, passages XXVI-XXVIII.
The ellipses are the author’s except the last set. Translation: “I come from afar, I am one made of oyster altar
breads, the merchants of marvels and of nothing (sellers of peach pits), I buy the bitter of the peach from the people
and the sweets I throw away the same way a bird would scatter them in flight. . . I saw the poor, the city of death, the
trees there, dead, with the solitary men who were screaming with their feet and whose heads were turned.” The word
ostie, Host, appears in the Italian version, but not Milanese. It is used here to preserve the author’s intentions.
61
The ellipses are mine. Translation: “Oh, snoring of those shot, those that bled to death, air of tragedy, wild ash
trees that have no more sky, beggars for breath! I saw the people dripping, fleeing and panting.”
59
60
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spüd el g’à sparâ . . .” (117).62 The word Assogn that he uses does not only apply to the work
Sogn d’attur, but also is a play on a double meaning, which in Italian is sonni/sogni, before the
ellipses indicating a slip back into his frightening visions of the past and also something missing.
Loi insists the reader see what he sees and takes part in the past actions that he recounts
very much in the same way as Breton, but with less pretense and self-centeredness. It is the
concept of the reader as voyeur, and the voyeur as flâneur (reader-voyeur-flâneur, an inseparable
and singular creature). Surrealism always operates under a dichotomy, if not a multi-visional
facet. It is a stream of contradictions or again the bizarre in the quotidian. There must be a
dialectic of extremes (for example love and war), a conversation of opposites. Giovanna Sicari
notes in Milano nei passi di Franco Loi “È come se Loi volesse che i lettori fossero gli stessi
protagonisti della sua comunità d’origine. La creazione diventa un fatto libero ed estremamente
plastico, com’è tridimensionale lo spazio della scena che, via via, ci presenta” (61).63 Loi in fact,
in spite of the contaminated dialect with which he writes, successfully inserts the reader into the
scenes. In similar fashion to Tessa, in Sogn d’attur the constant comments and shouts from the
crowd that was in a locality (for example Piazzale Loreto) causes the sensation of being there:
Luret, Luret, da la citâ scumparsa,/ teater, fâ de sàngur e d’imbestâss,/ sí, tí pòdet
díl, l’era ’na carsa/ che dai garun de fonna par sfilâss, e fonna quj caví, la bucca
inversa,/ i brasc che pénzuj ’na tèra par cercâss,/ e quij strivaj, quèla camisa
sversa,/ la bucca fund che trèma per sigà:/ sí, Mussolini, Bombacci, quèla stersa/
de òmm fassista cunt i man svaccâ . . ./ che pend e dunda I facc, d’ingüri a coll,/ e
g’an i gamb ligâ, ’m’ i manz cuppâ,/ e je bestemma i pügn, i ustiass che stroll,/
quèl mareggià che ulza e l’umbra calca/ d’i vus luntan, d’un nevurà de foll . . .
Milan d’inverna, Milan anfa de ust,/ grama Milan, che in camisa near/ spurca la
giuentü! tra i câ de crust . . ./În lur, j òmm pendü, i man che sbrànchia,/ în lur, che
na la piassa de Luret,/ apòss del cü, là due vial Briansa/ cun l’Andrea Doria fa de
The ellipses and comma structure/usage are the author’s. Translation: “Dreams. . . like the arrogant son of
Zangelmi, who was shouting grenades from the stairs and ‘Duce, Duce!’ there, jaundiced, shot like spit by Ghezzi,
he contracted motionless.”
63
Translation: “It is as if Loi wanted readers to be the protagonists themselves of his community of origin. Creation
becomes a free and extremely plastic fact, just as the space of the scene is three-dimensional, which he gradually
presents to us.”
62
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strâ furcèt,/ l’è là che quèla fonna e j òmm che dansa,/ sota quèl cel istèss cume di
pèt,/ oltr’òmm nel sangur cerca de speransa . . ./ E tí, destin che sura tücc
cumanda,/ oh ref del gran mister che liga e sa,/ la piassa l’è ’me ’n serc de
niulanda/che sura nüm l’è fermu e spand de sâ . . . Amis, fradèj, s’èm fâ?/ Sî
macellar? Sî òmm? Duè la tèra.64 (118-120)
Loi, in the first of the three excerpts presented here, begins with a verbally vague
proclamation of his arrival (one that is more mental than physical). Yet the verbal ambiguity
gives rise to a lucid surreal vision “I come from afar, I am one made of the oyster-hosts, the
merchants of marvels and of nothing (sellers of peach pits), that purchase the bitterness of the
people of the peach.” Like the surrealists, he inserts—when it cannot be found—the marvelous
into the quotidian. The scene that follows becomes clearer, but with injections of the bizarre and
extreme colloquialisms that have been lost to time as they could be counted as fleeting microcolloquialisms. And yet, his bizarre introduction to passage XVI leads to clear recollections of
the massacre that follows in passages XVI-XVIII. In spite of the oddity of the initial setting, Loi
is carefully crafting opposites. The sumptuousness of the oysters (not to mention sexual
symbolism) with the religiosity and humility of the Host (which only exists in the Italian version,
not the Milanese) displays these opposites in two food items for very different purposes. Oysters
are enjoyed as a specialty and can be taken a symbol of the bourgeoisie, whereas the Host,

The ellipses between crowds and Milan are mine, all other’s are Loi’s. Translation: “Loreto, Loreto, to the
missing city, theater of made of blood and city of going mad, yes, you can just tell, it was a sock from a female thigh
that seemed to slip off, and the hair female as well, the mouth twisted, the dangling arms that seem to search for the
ground, e those boots, that ripped shirt, the deep, dark mouth that trembles to shout ‘yes, Mussolini, yes Bombacci,’
that swerving row of bodies of Fascist men with shameless hands . . . the faces that hang and swing, watermelons
hanging by the stem, e their legs are tied, like coupled steers, and fists curse them, the hostesses who splash, that
swell that grows and the haunting shadow of distant voices, of an arrival like clouds of crowds . . . Milan in winter,
Milan in the mugginess of August, unhappy Milan that in black shirt sullied the youth! among the crusted houses,
the hanging men are there, their hands grope, they are in the Piazzale Loreto, near the ass, where Brianza Street and
Andrea Doria create a crossroads with some other streets, it is there that woman and those men dance, under that
same sky, like farting, other men search for hope in blood . . . And you, destiny, who commands all from above, oh
thread of great mystery that binds and knows everything, the piazza is like a circle of the country engulfed in clouds
which stands above us and spreads salt among the hanged and shivering and there, nearby, still the blood now like
broth of those who were split apart . . . Friends, brothers, what have we done? Tell us what have we done? Are we
butchers? Are we men? Where is earth?”
64
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although edible, is not intended as food but is instead symbolic for a different reason than
oysters. Loi, who writes everything in Italian after writing it in Milanese, peppers both versions
with bits of information that may be in one but not the other. It is therefore necessary to take
each into account. The Italian version is just that, and not a translation.
As all Surrealists treat their beloved city as an alternate protagonist, swaying away from
themselves and that which they see momentarily, Loi as well treats Milan as a prime character in
his work. At the beginning of passage XVII, he calls out to Piazzale Loreto as though it were an
actor itself, a thespian in his theater that gives way to the tragedy that follows with his direct
shout Luret, Luret. He likens what follows as a theater made of blood. Indeed, Luret, Luret is
called out again the following year. Piazzale Loreto is a round Piazza, not a square park, and as
such represents well the idea of Vico’s theory that history is cyclical and circular. The massacre
he witnesses will once again be repeated, but this time it is Mussolini and his cohorts:
assassinated, hung up by their feet, and eventually trampled upon by the woman of Milan (and
from other regions as well). It is no longer the distorted faces of those anti-Fascists put up
against a steccato, but instead the raving mad laid plans in the form of their ultimate incarnation,
Mussolini.
Loi’s work follows very little scheme if any at times. He represents his visions, his
memories, and his encounters in the steps of a flâneur—passages. There is no division or break
in the verse. When a new step is to be taken, he begins a new passage. His work is a continuum.
Sicari notes:
L’inquietudine di Franco Loi pervade, sia la lingua, sia il rapporto tra la misura
metrica e la struttura sintattica. Inscrive il doppio movimento dell’appartenenza
ad una comunità rispetto alla sua lingua naturale, istintiva, consueta, insieme a
svariate incursioni nei più differenti universi linguistici e contaminazioni di più
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dialetti: lombardo, ligure, emiliano, nel caso, ad esempio, dell’Angel; solo
Milanese in Stròlegh.65 (61)
Her description of Loi’s language as instinctive and natural plays to the poet’s place in the school
of Surrealism regarding certain works. In L’angel, Stròlegh, and Teater, Loi’s language is
instinctive, natural, and thus it comes out as it does, whether in Genovese as a young boy running
through the streets or hearing sounds from his window, or whether the trauma the poet so
succinctly describes in the passage previously cited; one culled from his memory, of the bizarre
that entered not only his world, but to his realization, everybody’s. Later works such as
Aquabella, Isman, and Amur del temp are fashioned as works of pure Expressionism
incorporating only fleeting moments of Surrealism with a focus on the dialectic between memory
and the voice, and also what smudges the clarity of the sonority. Certain works like Liber or I
cart reflect a postmodern sensibility in title and structure.
His constant omission of the forever unknown information in the form of ellipses, so
common in Surrealist text,66 evades Sicari’s analysis for the most part. For those that study
Surrealism (or Tessa and Loi included) it is inescapable. Not every pass can be recorded, not
every action of the automaton can be seen. The absence of information, however, does not
diminish the effect of continuity. His passages, or his steps, riddled with ellipses reflect the same
capacity to keep a narrative uninterrupted as Breton, Souplault, Desnos, or Aragon. As
elucidated, the bizarre, macabre, and unusual in the quotidian is paramount to the Surrealists, and

Translation: “Franco Loi's restlessness pervades both language and the relationship between metric measure and
the syntactic structure. It records the double association of belonging to a community with respect to its natural,
instinctive, customary language, together with various forays into the most divergent linguistic universes and
contaminations of multiple dialects: Lombard, Ligurian, and Emilian, in the case, for example, of L’angel, but only
Milanese in Stròlegh.”
66
Caws explains in A Metaphysics of the passage: Archetextures in Surrealism and after “In short, the passages
isolated, set apart by the author as evident high points, put in relief by a climax of lyricism, or obvious aphorizing,
by other either extreme rapidity or extreme slowness of action, may not coincide with the high points of the reader’s
attention. The moment apparently perceived by the writer as nul—placed in ellipsis—may turn out to be, on some
of the most valuable occasions, the reader’s summit” (5).
65
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that is reflected in their atypical use of language and irregular and seemingly incorrect sentence
structure, grammar, and diction. Mengaldo notes:
La fisionomia stilistica che ne esce ha i caratteri, assai più per combustione
interna che per legame con una tradizione, del più marcato espressionismo:
dall’oltranza delle immagini alla sintassi così spesso scorciata ed ellitica,
disgiunta, a tipi formali . . . ciò del resto è coerente a tanta tematica caratteristica
di Loi, a partire dall’iperrealismo tragico-deformante della sua rappresentazione
di Milano in quanto ‘inferno che si ripete’ o ‘ospedale’, come si dice in
Stròlegh.67 (1007)
Mengaldo’s assessment of Loi’s writing confirms a certain association with the Surrealist form.
First, being tied to no particular genre (although most markedly to Expressionism), Loi enjoys a
freedom from restriction as do the Surrealists. From the bitterness of the images to his
abbreviated and elliptical selections (disjointed and atypical), Loi gives way to a style that is
directly in line with Surrealism as opposed to simply being Italian Dialect Literature. One
common factor is revealed directly in the passage (or excerpts from passages) cited before—the
horrendous experience of war. Umberto Eco notes in his Fascismo eterno “Le abitudini
linguistiche sono spesso sintomi importanti di sentimenti inespressi” (20).68 The statement
demonstrates the intensity of language in its accuracy. Loi certainly could and did recount the
same tale, not only in his other Surrealist works (Stròlegh and L’angel), but also in his Italian
language L’ampiezza del cielo: racconti inediti. In it he recounts in a tale titled simply “10
agosto 1944” a straightforward and sequential account with only a couple of comments from the
stunned crowd in Milanese. These, however, are accounts. His poetry is meant to strike the
reader in a different manner.

Translation: “The stylistic physiognomy that emerges has the characteristics, much more by internal combustion
than by connection with a tradition, of the most marked expressionism. From the excess of images to the syntax so
often shortened, elliptical, and disjointed, to formal types. . . moreover, this is consistent with so much of the theme
characteristic of Loi, starting with the tragic-distorting hyperrealism of his representation of Milan as a ‘repetitive
hell’ or ‘hospital,’ as they say in Stròlegh.”
68
Translation: “Linguistic habits are often prominent symptoms of unexpressed feelings.”
67
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In ranking the bizarre nature of the authors, and the bizarre in the quotidian, Loi and
Desnos are on par as by far the most bizarre writers, or those willing to utilize the bizarre. Both
employ an entrelacement that meanders and jumps around in a fashion that one could argue
Ariosto, and his Orlando Furioso, is the progenitor of their stylings. They both will employ the
totally fictional in their anti-novels, even though the fictional elements are elements tied to their
psyche, their experiences, and certainly their Weltschmerz. With Milan and Paris (respective to
Loi and Desnos) as their inevitable backdrop, character, and focal point of return, they
nevertheless travel through time and space seemingly through dreams, images, and desires. Loi
with his nebulous tragico-deformante quality lives life aware of being an angel and is
consequently locked up by all those that are mad. Desnos voyages as Corsair Sanglot the pirate
through ravaging seas, shipwrecks, and imaginary islands. Both are in search of a truth too
bizarre for the common man to accept.
Tessa and Aragon in their truly observational/participational flânerie equivocate well.
Succinctly they tend the most towards the company of and appreciation of the prostitute as muse
and purveyor of life in its bizarre complexity but laid bare. Breton and Soupault with their
fixation on a singular muse and trying to find the bizarre in the mystery of life draw the last
parallel in style, voice, method, and approach.
Inherent in Surrealism is that the notion that we as humans order chaos. Our attempts are
always futile and as a result this manifests in natural tendency towards war. Desnos experienced
World War I and perished at the end of World War II. His belief in war and the bellicose as a
fact of life results in a body of work that is frightening, perverse, and beautiful simultaneously.
He accepts and resists war with his hyperaware and astute disposition. In Liberty, he does not
give firsthand accounts as Loi, but instead a genuinely tangible precursor of the constant thriving
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for independence immediately met by a fascist intonation that dominates history since his
example, the French Revolution. At the center of this revolt stands Robespierre, the very symbol
of good intentions gone awry leading to a mad and totalitarian stance raised in absence of any
concrete threat.
Desnos temporarily abandons his ruptured structure, his entrelacement, his incoherency
to describe this antecedent to the revolutionary spirit that would continue to be its own breeding
for the centuries to come. His lucidity stems from the fact that his identified root cause to
modern conflict, even in the middle of his tale of voyage, flânerie, perversity, mystery amid
surreal imagery, is bizarre itself despite its legitimacy.
21 January was drawing to a close, Louis the XVI mounted the steps to the
guillotine. At the moment Corsair Sanglot emerged from the Rue Royale into the
Place de la Concorde—noting with approval that the magnificent obelisk had
been replaced by an adorable guillotine—a company of drummers with their
white leather baldricks was lining up in a row against the wall of the terrace of the
Tuileries while Jean Santerre, their commander, mounted on a dock-tailed and
crop-eared horse endowed with an abundant mane, surveyed the spectacle of the
crowd gathered round the engine of retribution watching Louis XVI climb the
steps like an automaton and closely observing every gesture of the executioner
and his assistants who, by means of a nevertheless simple act, were about to
transform 21 January into one of the most memorable days ever, a day which
gave rise to so much passion, a day whose anniversary does not so much celebrate
its memory as to recall to the living that it was then that an event took place which
would alter the course of the world, a day on which the curtain has not yet fallen,
despite the almanacs and all the unnecessary alterations in the calendar. (123)
Desnos is not a revolutionary in the sense that he is prone or drawn to war, but rather is a
resistance fighter. He is not one who acts aggressively but pushes back against aggression. He
joined, and inevitably died for, the Resistance. His novel is not titled Liberty or Death, as one
would associate with a revolutionary, but Liberty or Love!, a reactionary title—one that seeks to
through flowers in the face of an attacker. He was far more pragmatic, however. His Resistance
had to be violent as the passage displays the continuum of violence undertaken by a repressed
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and/or demoralized population that regenerates itself if a society does not. He, as Corsair
Sanglot, abandons modern times briefly to return and witness the execution of Louis XVI.
It does not escape Desnos to use the many identifiers and tropes that find their way into
the Surrealist design; nor does the unique style of language, with no two entirely similar, which
is symptomatic of Surrealism, escape Desnos’ vernacular and diction. Regarding the first,
flânerie denotes the vehicle (by which Corsair Sanglot finds himself where he stands). The
description of King Louis XVI as an automaton attaches itself to the Surrealist model. Obelisks
and the cold calculating procession of death are both visages in the Surrealist canon. Most
revealing, however, regards the second: the language. The ultimate expression for the Surrealists
is in fact poetry, or more precisely poetics. All forms of Surrealist expression, whether it be a
Max Ernst painting, a Giacometti sculpture, or a Luis Buñuel film, was always to reach the
distinction of poetry: poetry in word and sound, poetry in vision, poetry in form. As Caws notes
in The Surrealist Voice of Robert Desnos:
As for the essential scenery and figuration in the Desnos novels, which are in
reality long narrative poems in prose, the meetings and associations are signs of
the marvelous, encounters whose importance will be magnified by all the
resources of surrealist genius until they achieve the proportions of myth. (38)

Certainly, this is evident in his use of metaphors like engine of retribution to signify the
guillotine and extremely poetic renderings, as in the last two lines, instead of stolid descriptions.
In this respect, his works aligns with that of Loi and Tessa. Loi’s work is after all narrative, and
Tessa considered his poems saggi. He is precise and evasive like Loi, peripatetic as Tessa.
The duality that Surrealism requires, that it is at once both individualistic and to some
level subject to groupthink, illuminates its difficulty, as well as every genre’s difficulty in being
identified. For instance, time periods may not seem to stand independently as genres, but in fact
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there are characteristics, lines of demarcation that generify an epoch such as the Baroque or
Romanticism. Yet, libertine literature lives loud as a genre during the Baroque, and the historical
novel collides with Romanticism at least in Italy. It is so that what defines a genre, as Devitt
explains, is as much what two works do not have in common as what they do. Works of the
same genre, in essence share commonalities and individual markings; they march to the beat of
the same drummer until going off in their own directions. Devitt reasons:
a contemporary genre theory must also shift away from traditional genre theory
by emphasizing the nature of genre as difference as well as similarity. We know
genres by what they are not as well as by what they are; a text participates in
genres that it rejects as those it accepts, in genres that it avoids as well as it
embraces. (700)

The substance lies in the dialectic between similarity and dissimilarity. The Surrealists,
Tessa, and Loi are flâneurs, encounter similar experiences and circumstances, and utilize similar
means, yet all exhibit a unique story and command independence that lent itself to the expulsion
or departure of every Surrealist associated with Breton, and the lonely isolation of Tessa and Loi
and their group of close associates. It is noteworthy that even after Breton and Desnos’s
divergence led to the latter’s departure from the Surrealists, Desnos saw enough of himself in
what it was to be a Surrealist to take part in defining it, hence his Third Surrealist Manifesto in a
rebuke to Breton’s second. He answers the notion that only Breton could define Surrealism by
defining it for himself instead of abandoning the label as so many others expelled from the group
did (akin to Dalí.) For two men that had a kindred relationship, the two could not have had more
divergent experiences, approaches, and ends. Desnos, in keeping to his hatred of war, and
therefore his resistant instead of revolutionary spirit, coined the collection of poems titled Ce
cœur qui haïssait la guerre. He perished at Theresienstadt concentration camp having fought his
hated enemy—war. The title poem itself is markedly similar to Loi’s musings on war exhibited
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in his poetic narratives. Both would leave the Communist parties dissatisfied and
disenfranchised by its lack of appreciation for individuality. Many in fact joined the Resistance,
including Aragon and Soupault (who like Desnos was imprisoned by the Nazis).
Breton instead fled the war for New York after another stint in the medical corps for the
Vichy government, and his considerations and reflections on war always display deference and
distance.69 He was directly involved in World War I in the medical field and his resistance, after
that harrowing experience, lies in resisting war. He views it from afar. These different
approaches, circumstances, and reactions all occurring to artists once under the same banner (in
the case of the official Surrealists) lends what is both precedence and evidence to Devitt’s
commentary on the nature of genre as difference as well as similarity. Each reacts in his own
way. Tessa, unlike the others dies on the eve of World War II. His melancholic surrender
echoes that of Surrealist René Crevel and Virginia Woolf, as he succumbed to a preventable
tooth infection turned abscess. It cannot be classified a suicide, but there are signs of giving up
in Tessa’s last days.
Breton, aware of his Spanish associates’ plight, views the Spanish Civil War from afar
and in the realm of association/contemplation. He differs from his colleagues in having a
revolutionary spirit instead of a resistant spirit. His reaction is in the short term, without
consideration for the long term. He is impulsive, explosive, yet anti-climactic. His work and
writing style, his focus, both highlight this fact causing slight differences from other Surrealist
writers in substance and style (even if some works by Surrealists are co-authored by Breton) as
Devitt determines would transpire.

69

Breton later reasserted a Marxist or communist viewpoint, particularly in the 1950’s and 1960’s.
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Every experience, lived or imagined, thus far has had flânerie as its vehicle. Loi’s
curiosity leads him to wonder to the partisan massacre in Milan on August 10th, 1944, and
Desnos’s imagination leads him as Corsair Sanglot through the Parisian squares of the past.
Breton frequently uses news and his meanderings through a newspaper as a means of flânerie
when in absence of the actual physical act. He sets this tone as early as Soluble Fish, his poetic
novel to accompany the Manifesto of Surrealism. It is not considered here because of its
different nature than the narratives of flânerie. In it he writes “The ground beneath my feet is
nothing but an enormous, unfolded newspaper. Sometimes a photograph comes by; it is a
nondescript curiosity, and from the flowers there uniformly rises the smell . . . of printer’s ink . . .
The majority of this newspaper I am looking through is devoted . . . to ship movements and
places to vacation in the country . . .It says there . . . that tomorrow I shall go to Cyprus” (60).
Soluble Fish acts as a precursor to the idea that transpires so often in a Surrealist text: the
wonderer/wanderer or stationary flâneur is inspired to set out. But in this work, it is without
leaving his lodgings or locality. “Sometimes a photograph comes by” serves to inform us that
wondering about the movement of others suffices in absence of wandering. It is also a
reexamination of what Baudelaire’s flâneur is in regard to Breton’s contemporary era without
ignoring the fact that Baudelaire as well wondered without ever leaving his chambers—the
window always suffices. In Mad Love, Breton reveals his revolutionary nature fostered by war.
It is one of distance:

This blind aspiration towards the best would suffice to justify love as I think of it,
absolute love, as only the principle for physical and moral selection which can
guarantee that human witness, human passage shall not have taken place in vain. I
was thinking of all this, feverishly, in September 1936, alone with you in my
famous, unlivable house of rock salt. I was thinking about it between reading
newspapers telling, more or less hypocritically, the episodes of the Civil War in
Spain, the newspapers behind which you thought I was disappearing just to play
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peek-a-boo with you. And it is also true, because in such moments, the
unconscious and the conscious, in you and in me, existed in complete duality near
each other, keeping each other in a total ignorance and yet communicating at will
by a single all-powerful thread which was the exchanged glance between us. . . I
loved in you all the little children of the Spanish militia, like those I had seen
running naked in the outer district of Santa Cruz, on Tenerife. May the sacrifice
of so many human lives make of them one day happy beings! (117)
Breton’s ponderings draw a close association if not an undeniable link with the cogitations and
preoccupations of both Tessa and Loi as well as his Surrealist colleagues, writers of the antinovel. There is a moral turpitude that is called out while being mixed with the hopefulness that
“human passage shall not have taken place in vain,” a calm display of distance from what the
events of the day are as opposed to the other authors. In fact, Breton retains his space from
conflict, desiring to be forever linked to another’s mind, body, and psyche, even if the person
routinely changes. His Surrealist experiment, one could argue, began with his collaboration with
Soupault, Les Champs magnétiques, or The Magnetic Fields. Even in the title, Breton hastens to
the idea that there is a draw between two entities that exist even in absence—an idea prevalent
throughout his work, particularly his anti-novels, and one that would be dealt with again in Les
vases communicants or Communicating Vessels. His wondering, just as Loi’s and Desnos’s,
advances the text. His hopeful tone, almost eschewed by his love longing, lies in dramatic
contrast to Desnos’ accountability of continued violence associated with the French Revolution,
or Loi’s portrayal of devastation leading to a certain trauma-induced detachment. Breton hopes
that the bodies of those who have been sacrificed, who are now dead, will one day find happiness
in life—an impossibility. It is as improbable that the descendants of the war’s victims will find
that their loved one’s passing ushered in utopic times.
Breton’s detachment associates well with Tessa’s whirling tour through the city of Milan
on the day of the dead that could in fact be the Day of the Dead, or just a play on the fact that
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death permeates every corner turned in his voyage. It does so as a common part of life that
reveals itself in everything from the cemeteries to the piles of dead soldiers, humans that die in
vain in a repetitive snare of history. Mengaldo illustrates Tessa’s “Caporetto 1917: L’è el dì di
Mort, alegher! Sonada quasi ona fanatasia” as “la sua grande visione della guerra mondiale nella
grande ‘rapsodia’ Caporetto 1917 . . .” (449).70 Tessa writes:
Torni da vial Certosa,/ torni di Cimiteri/ in mezz a on someneri/ de cioccatee che
vosa,/ de baracchee che canta/ e che giubbiana in santa/ pas con de brasc la tosa.//
L’è el dì di Mort, alegher!/ Sotta si topiett se balla,/ se rid e se boccalla;/ passen i
tram ch’hin negher/ de quij che torna a cà/ per magnà, boccallà:/ scisger e tempia .
. . alegher// fioeuj, che semm fottuu!/ i noster patatocch/ a furia de traij ciocch,/ de
ciappaij per el cuu,/ de mandaij a cà busca/ scalcen a salt de cuu,// scappen, sti
sacradio,/ mollen el mazz, me disen,/ mollen i arma, slisen/ de tutt i part . . .
‘Napoli!’ ‘Rinnegato!’/ L’è vun del Comitato!’ ‘Daij che l’è on sciatt! . . . sà . . .
sà// oeuj!’ ‘Làssel andà!’ ‘Giò!/ pèstegh giò!’ ‘Italiani/ senza patria! a domani!’/
‘Lobbia!’ ‘va al tò paes,’/ o crist d’on milanes/arios!va a digh ai tò/ arios! va a
digh ai tò/ ch’an sbagliaa el primm botton,/ tiren inanz la Guerra/ per coppamm,
tram in terra,/ sccola la reson!’ ‘Mascanbroni, l’è ora/ de finilla!’ ‘In malora/ m’àn
traa! . . .’ ‘Rivoluzion,// sù! . . . sù! . . . Rivoluzion!’// ‘Avanti, o popolo, alla
riscossa!/ Bandiera rossa, bandiera rossa!’71 (55-56, 65-66)
Tessa at once seizes on the same paradigms as Loi and the Surrealists, immediately juxtaposing
the cemetery and being “in mezz a on someneri de cioccatee che vosa,” a surreal, loud, and
drunken group or seedlings. The scene changes at instantaneous speed; what is witnessed

Translation: “His great vision of the world war in the great ‘rhapsody,’ Caporetto 1917.”
All ellipses are author’s except those separating “direction” and “Naples.” I am returning from Certosa Street, I
am returning from the cemeteries in the middle of a wellspring of drunks who clamor about, revelers who sing and
joke in peace, arm in arm with a girl. It’s the Day of the Dead, rejoice! Under the pergolas people dance, they laugh,
and they guzzle booze. The black trams pass for those who return home to eat and to drink more: chickpeas and
tempia . . . rejoice little children, how we are screwed! Our foot soldiers, who have thrown away their uniforms, are
in a fury to numb the children, to teach them to take shit, to send them to get beaten. They jump kicking ass, they
flee, these consecrated ones, they have given up, they tell me, they throw their weapons down and scatter in every
direction . . . ‘Naples!’ ‘Renegade!’ ‘It’s one of the committee members! ‘Feed them to the toads!’ . . . let’s go, let’s
go . . . ah!’ ‘Let him go!’ ‘Down! Hit downward!’ ‘Italians without a fatherland! Until tomorrow!’ ‘Tomorrow, yes .
. . wait you ox!’ ‘Homburg!’ ‘go to your own country, airy Milanese Christ!’ ‘go tell your people that you failed
from the first step, they bring forth war to mate, to throw us to the ground, that is the reason!’ ‘Mascambroni, it is
time to finish it off!’ ‘They have thrown us down the drain! . . .’ ‘Revolution, onward, onward! . . . Revolution!’
‘Forward people, to the rescue! Red flag, red flag!”
70
71
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changes and oscillates between the ordinary and the inexplicable. Mauro Novelli in I saggi lirici
di Delio Tessa explains:
. . . i capolavori ‘lunghi’—da Caporetto 1917 a De là del mur . . . consisteranno in
promenades del poeta colte dal vivo, ad altissimo coefficiente simbolico. Al
proposito, Isella (Is XIX) ha rilevato in Caporetto 1917 una ‘simultaneità di
stampo boccioniano, basata sull’ intersecarsi dei molteplici piani narrativi, che
non si ordinano né gerarchizzano.72 (133)
The reference to Umberto Boccioni, a Futurist painter and sculptor, and undoubted precursor to
the Surrealist style in spite of co-Futurist and poet Marinetti’s Fascist leanings, reveal a desire for
the duality of a clear view of the muddled. Boccioni would be dead by the time of Futurism’s
association with Fascism, and even Apollinaire who derided Marinetti, nevertheless penned
writings akin to his. The simultaneous nature of viewing and recording (in the mind) to later
craft a multi-leveled narrative allows one to show the madness of the ordinary, the idiosyncrasy
of the quotidian, and without hierarchy, but rather all in competition.
Novelli continues:
Ma alla radice di quest’effetto, che pervade molte delle migliori riuscite tessiane,
c’è proprio il convergere di diegesi “istantanea” e movimento nello spazio nella
figura del poeta-protagonista, aggredito dalle grinfie della modernità urbana. Con
questi presupposti, non è troppo difficile vedere nella poesia di Tessa che “si offre
al lettore come un processo, un’avventura conoscitiva, e lo invita a partecipare al
suo farsi.” Una poesia, in ultima analisi, che ‘non descrive, ma accade.’73 (133)
Novelli’s valuation of Tessa’s circumstances places itself in juxtaposition with both Breton’s
determinations in “Soluble Fish” and Mad Love, and further association with Mengaldo’s

“the ‘long’ masterpieces—from “Caporetto 1917” to “De là del mur” . . .consist of promenades of the poet
captured in real time, with a very high symbolic coefficient. In this regard, Isella (Is XIX) found in Caporetto 1917 a
Boccione-like ‘simultaneity, based on’ the intersection of multiple narrative levels, which are neither organized nor
hierarchized.”
73
“But at the root of this effect, which pervades many of Tessa’s best successes, there is precisely the convergence
of ‘instant’ diegesis and movement in space in the figure of the poet-protagonist, attacked by the clutches of urban
modernity. With these assumptions, it is not too difficult to see in Tessa's poem that ‘it offers itself to the reader as a
process, a cognitive adventure, and invites him to participate in its making.’ A poem, ultimately, which ‘does not
describe, but happens.”
72
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interpretation of both Tessa and Loi. The statement of Novelli’s, in essence, emulates—if not
identifies with unknowingly—the Surrealist charge and manifesto. Novelli identifies the
“diegesi ‘istantanea’ e movimento nello spazio nella figura del poeta-protagonista.” Each of the
poets, Breton, Loi, Tessa, Desnos, Soupault, and Aragon demand that they take the reader under
their arm and whisk them about the city. It is not only the poet-protagonist, but the reader is
expected to be able to write—regarding point of view—from the first-person witness.74
Absent are pastoral scenes (in all the authors’ works in fact). The play occurs in the
theater of the “gringie della modernità urbana,” Surrealism’s home of choice once out of the
dwellings and no longer peering from windows. Expressionism tends to the pastoral, and if not,
has a habit of pastoralizing the city image. This is not true with Tessa, nor is it true with the
others. They, as Surrealists, and thence Modernists, are prone to Expressionism as a base, and in
fact their cityscapes do fit into that characterization. Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists offer more
vivid shapes, sounds, and movement than purest Expressionism; nevertheless, Expressionism is
an umbrella, hence Expressionism informs these author’s inclinations, if not defines them.
Flânerie, chance, discovery, and found mystery—the means of conduction by which the
Surrealists record and transmit information to themselves—must have a common thread if lines
of demarcation are going to be drawn around Tessa, and some works by Loi, that would give rise
to the theory that they be affiliated with the Surrealists. The quotidian that is in dialectic with the
means of conduction is the most prominent. As Giuseppe Anceschi notes in Delio Tessa: Profilo
di un poeta:

Novelli explains that the “Obiettivo principale è trascinare con sé il lettore, spesso chiamato a stupirsi dinanzi a
sulfuree ipotiposi. Dagli esempi si nota inoltre la tendenza ad assicurarsi periodicamente che il ‘contatto’ regga,
richiamando l’attenzione con elementi fatici e appelli alla compresione: (capisset, t’ee capii?!)” (66). Translation:
“The main objective is to carry the reader with him, often called on to be amazed by sulfurous hypotyposes. The
examples also show the tendency to periodically ensure that the ‘contact’ holds up, drawing attention to elements of
weariness and appeals to understanding (‘do you understand?!’)”
74
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Non credo sia facile trovare altra figura di scrittore nel quale vita quotidiana e
pagina siano così intimamente unite. La prima infatti, relativamente monotona e
indistinta, non si segnala per alcun avvenimento esteriore che posssa essere
ritentuto caratterizzante e sarebbe, per così dire, finita nella fossa comune dei
molti destinati al silenzio, se egli, non avesse avuto la seconda, i vari momenti
della vita quotidiana in pose esemplari capaci di catturare l’attimo significativo.75
(15)
Unknowingly, Anceschi offers an ideal parallel and demarcation that befits Loi and the
Surrealists as well. In many ways he offers an argument similarly made by Breton’s very
writing, in particular his two anti-novels. The exception would be that the two dialect poets,
isolated by circumstances and linguistic obscurity, did not generate a school of cohorts writing in
the same manner as them, and thus do not achieve the lasting fame and focus of research that the
members of Breton’s long-enduring group of shifting characters do.
In Tessa, Loi, and Breton, the quotidian and the drudgery of living a monotonous to
monolithic existence lay juxtaposed. No occurrence in their wanderings are too mundane or
simplistic to convey a message; likewise, no event reveals itself too fascinating or complicated to
record. This collision of the two contraries brings into account the issue of madness, isolation,
discernment, and consciousness. In L’angel, Loi’s study of one’s self-accepted madness as
commonplace in a world that demands it (so as to endure daily living), the author reveals the
consequences of accepting the bizarre as the regular modus operandi. Specifically, he is locked
up for refuting his constructed identity and recognizing that he is an angel. Loi confronts the
doctor’s and nurse’s supposed sanity based on constructs of what sane is with honesty and a
certain dismissive longing for communication, where both people are speaking of and from the

Translation: “I do not think it is easy to find another figure in literature in which daily life and page are so
intimately united. The first, in fact, relatively monotonous and indistinct, is not noted for any external event that
could be considered as characterizing, and he would have ended up, so to speak, in the common grave of the many
destined for silence if he had not had the second, the various moments of everyday life, in exemplary portraits
capable of capturing significant moments.”
75
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same reality. In the following passage, the reader is invited to Loi’s revelation that those in the
world do not share a collective conscience, but merely a shared code of compliancy. Loi finds it
all too necessary to break this code of compliancy:
Sé g’û de dìv de l’umbra?/ Sun chì che vardi föra e sun content./ De l’aria sun
content—la ciàmen aria/ l’ura del spassegià in quj stradìn/ due mai che ghe se
pèrd, e se returna/ dré i noster pass a la cusciensa vègia,/ a l’anfa due l’è la vita el
gutinà—/ e sun content de l’infermer de sera,/ che, sì, me spia, ma ’l giöga ben i
cart/ e del vèss matt me par de vèss content,/ perchè stù chì e fù quèl che me par/
e, quan’ vègn el duttur, el me dumanda/ se l’agiul che mi s’eri l’è turnâ . . ./ Sì,
chì la vita l’è pièna de sperans/ o de munâd, sù no cume ciamàj/ ’sti fiâ ciaccer
che se tràsen lungh el dì,/ ’sti fiâ che van ai fiâ, ’sti buff de aria/ tra càmis pien de
vent e curr de mí,/ e la speransa l’é pö ’na carta strascia,/ quèla cul timber che te
porta a câ,/ e lur te pàrlen di sò amìs , de storia,/ de la familia, de la libertâ,/ e
anca de Carl Marx e de la dòna / che mèj sarìa lassàla ai püssé matt.76 (112)

Loi, parallel to the others, shows that the flâneur, spiteful of being confined, nevertheless has the
mind and the immediate room/surroundings to explore, to observe, or to peruse as though
reading a Baudelaire poem, devoid of the typical beauty but overrun with the sublime. Loi goes
to the mental before pulling the reality that he is in an asylum into focus. He does this prior to
playfully examining the superficial in order to arrive at a greater understanding of the psyche via
reflection. “Sun chì che vardi föra e sun content./ De l’aria sun content—la ciàmen aria/ l’ura
del spassegià in quj stradìn/ due mai che ghe se pèrd, e se returna/ dré i noster pass a la
cusciensa vègia” calls to vision one who will not be confined, but wonders the street in any case
with only his asylum companions as his interlocutors. He chooses to fraternize with the staff,
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Translation: What must I tell you about the shadow of life? Here I am looking outside, and I am content. I am
happy about the air—they call it air, the strolling hour in those small streets where you never get lost, and we retrace
our steps to an old conscience, to that anxiety where the dripping is life—and I am happy about the evening nurse,
who, yes, spies on me but plays cards well, so to be mad, it seems to me, is to be content, because right now I am
here and I do what I think, and, when the doctor comes and asks me if the angel I was believing myself to be . . .
Yes, here life is full of hope and of nonsense, I don’t know what to call it, this chattering that wastes time throughout
the day, these breaths that go to the wind, puffs of air among these albs full of wind and my running, and hope is
then wastepaper, the one with the label that brings you home again, and they speak to you about their friends, their
history, their family, about liberty, and also about Carl Marx, and of the woman who would be better off left to the
mad.”
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instead of the insane, as he knows the truth to sanity and insanity. The insane have captured
reality as it is, do not doctor it, and realize its utility in modern times full of false constructs—
like forgetting our angelic state.
Loi’s playful nature with the doctor contradicts his approval of the female nurse: de
“l’infermer de sera,/ che, sì, me spia, ma ’l giöga ben i cart/ e del vèss matt me par de vèss”
content. Solace is always found in the female companion: fleeting, mysterious, lingering,
affirming, and then disappearing when it becomes so important. The Surrealist text would not
find its feet to scrutinize the cityscape without the chase of the female, the love interest, the
prostitute, the unknown and unattainable lady of focus, in the midst of the sea that is the city,
both metaphorically, and in the case of Desnos and Tessa quite literally (with their water-based
adventures on the high seas and the navigli).
Chasing the Muse/Prostitute
Any woman of note, anyone that strikes the interest, whether it be the caring prostitute
that gently cleans Aragon’s penis with cold water before kissing it, or Tessa’s Olga, from whom
he gets all the information one could desire without ever having to take a flaneur’s step, appears
in the text as informant and reason to reflect. She is his eyes and ears. Nadja and Jaqueline
Lamba drive Breton to madness and to record the ostentatiousness of love that befalls and
befuddles him, the former leaving him hopeless and uninterested, the later driving him to the
brink of madness once only reserved for Nadja is his work. Louise Lame, a mask for Yvonne
George, the sought after and unattainable singer with a fan base that kept Desnos at a distance,
causes him to search for unsatisfiable or unattainable gratification. Soupault would set his sights
on Hans Richter’s wife in 1925, Meta Erna Niemeyer, a perfect muse for the mysterious and
illusive female protagonist Georgette. For both Aragon and Tessa, the prostitute reigned supreme
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as the symbol of unfettered honesty, the one with nothing to hide, the one who is paid to spend
time with the customer and not be false, even if flattering. Aragon would eventually marry Elsa
Triolet in his more devout communist years, but like Tessa, his affections in his pre-conjugal
years was for companionship that came with the small price of a fee for friendship.
Loi, who would speak of first love in L’angel, would marry his longtime love Silvana,
not, however, before experiencing the right of passage that was prostitution. His objectification
of love even finds itself in his fondness for the aforementioned nurse. Women are revered in the
texts of Loi, as they are in Tessa, Aragon, and Soupault. They are not just the mystery to be
figured out, but at some point, they became human. For Breton, this is the moment of frustration
and abandonment. It does not belie Breton’s need, or any of the other Surrealist’s, for the female
muse, the companionship boyishly sought out in meager demeanor.
The very idea of Surrealism is based on the communicating vessel. Everyone is a
communicating vessel, or one in waiting. It is the title of what is considered the first real
Surrealist texts and bares tremendous weight because of its essential departure form Dadaism.
Dadaists could operate on stage together, without ever communicating, making atrocious sounds,
spectacles, and scandals, but solitarily in unison. Surrealism recognized that to get back at a
Humanity lost by the mechanization of war, we needed to communicate, even in our disjointed
and traumatic state. Surrealists were at the outset based on the idea of communicating vessels;
the amorous muse and their relationship is a natural progression. This, however, was frequently
an ill-fated aspect of the situations and language reproduced regarding the Surrealist male author
and his fleeting object of objectification—the communicating vessel in passing. Breton writes in
Nadja:
But what was she offering me? It does not matter. Only love in the sense I
understand it—mysterious, improbable, unique, bewildering, and certain love that
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can only be foolproof, might have permitted the fulfillment of a miracle. I was
told, several months ago, that Nadja was mad. After the eccentricities in which it
seems she had indulged herself in the hallways of her hotel, she had had to be
committed to the Vaucluse sanitarium . . . As for those who say oh, well,” or “you
see,” “I thought so all along,” “under these conditions,” for all such imbeciles, it
goes without saying that I prefer to leave them in peace. The essential thing is
that I do not suppose there can be much difference for Nadja between the inside
of a sanitarium and the outside. (135-136)
All Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi, link madness in some way, or its recovery, to the female
apparition depending on a tendency for misogyny, as with Breton, or Feminism, as with Tessa,
Desnos, and Loi. Again, a dialectic of duality, of impossibility in clarity, eschews a cohesive
genre as Devitt would argue, in spite of all the rhetorical response in unison, and based on
similar exigency that Miller asserts.
Breton and the other Surrealists (like Loi and Tessa) typify the intermingling of mystery
and the bizarre with the female muse and love. It is codified by repetitive rhetorical action and
usage. Such repetitive action, it is worthy to note, appears triflingly masculine as women
Surrealists including Dora Maar, Jaqueline Lamba, and Claude Cahun needed no masculine
muse to create a blueprint of modern madness, which so concerned the Surrealists. The factor
demonstrates an understanding of the patriarchy of the societies, machination, and the wars that
were fought in the name of the same competing societies and utilizing the machination they used
to fight them. The two World Wars caused an explosion of weaponry and competition in
creating it that justified itself. Surrealism itself was, sadly, a patriarchy with women artists and
their work frequently subjugated to the others.
The last sentence, “the essential thing is that I do not suppose there can be much
difference for Nadja between the inside of a sanitarium and the outside,” indicates more how
Breton sees the world than his speculations about Nadja. Beyond the deceitful assumption of
solving a puzzle put forth by Breton’s phrasing, imagery, and scenarios, the female muse appears
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circumstantial, or even disposable except to ignite a deliberation on the I, or the self, and how
one interacts with modern man. The manner in which the female muse floats in and out of
Breton’s work, and even Aragon’s, gives the air of complete misogyny, and perhaps amidst its
ranks, there was. But there were echoes of Feminism, female condition, and womanly
contribution. As Rebecca Solnit notes in her book Wanderlust: A History of Walking “Aragon’s
book . . . has no narrative and is organized . . . around geography: it explores a few Parisian
places—the first of which is the passage de l’Opéra, a shopping arcade already slated for
destruction when Aragon wrote about it . . . Paysan de Paris demonstrated how rich a subject the
city itself was for wandering, on foot and in the imagination” (207). One of the next places
Aragon strolls to is the brothel for his paradoxically planned chance encounter with the prostitute
of his choice, strolling to and from her with the city acting as protagonist while his eyes act as
narrator.
Aragon in Paysan proves to be the greatest champion of the whorehouse in his work
apart from Tessa.

Enviable fate for a poet, after all, to have bequeathed his soul to clandestine little
whorehouses. It’s a good deal better than making schoolboys memorize a poem
in which the laurel speaks in the first person singular. The door opens, and
wearing only stockings, the one I chose minces toward me. I am naked, and she
laughs at seeing the evidence of my pleasure. Come, my sweet, let me wash you?
That’s how it is around here. Charm of impure fingers purifying my sex, she has
sprightly little breasts and her mouth is already taking liberties. Delightful
vulgarity, the prepuce unfolds thanks to your ministrations, and you delight, like a
child, in this splashing water. People are quick to accuse me of exalting
prostitution, indeed, of encouraging its growth, for at times they credit me with
strange influence over the world. And in the suspicion that, at bottom, I must be
inured to the idea of love. But why? Isn’t my respect, my craving for this passion
great indeed (incomparably so, I tell myself in private) if I feel no repugnance at
its humblest and least dignified altars? (84-85)
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In section of his work, Aragon ties together the poet and the prostitute by indicating that the
prostitute is the fate of the poet. The grotesque misogyny lies not in Aragon’s treatment of the
whorehouse, but by excluding all female poets due to no need of whorehouses. The female is
inspiration of poetry and object/subject, but not the poet. It is a more callous application of
women than Baudelaire’s, but undoubtedly stemming from it. As Anna Balakian notes in her
introduction to Baudelaire’s English translations “Baudelaire had the ability to create out of the
‘cursed women’ a symbol that could be fanned out to refer to an infinite number of other
situations and circumstances to be supplied by each successive reader” (9). As it would happen,
it could be fanned out by each successive writer in Baudelaire’s vain as well. Indeed, following
Baudelaire’s example, but always stretching beyond previous limits, Aragon finds a removal of
friction in his encounter with his chosen prostitute/muse. He is able to then endeavor on more
encounters, join the crowd more, engage in flânerie, and in summation, be an active poet. So,
like Baudelaire, Aragon (and as will be shown Soupault and Tessa) can recreate an infinite
number of other situations and circumstances.
Aragon only needs to refresh his mental faculties in the whorehouse to continue on with
his automatism, his flânerie. He is a passing visitor who gains inspiration and motivation from
his visits but does not humanize the women he encounters. Indeed, they have no story, they are
objects. In this respect he ascertains the influence of Baudelaire more than Tessa, so greatly
influenced by Baudelaire.77 Tessa is the one who truly gives the prostitutes and their situation a
voice and visibility. One is invited to learn who they are. Tessa would have in fact been an
attentive listener, feeling empathetic and, in some way, akin to the prostitutes he encounters, thus
subject to Olga’s big voice.

Solnit reasons “In Baudelaire some of the same figures recur—the prostitute, the beggar, the criminal, the
beautiful stranger—but he does not speak to them, and the content of their lives remains speculative to him” (204).
77
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Soupault, as with Breton and his Nadja, chases after his prostitute muse seeking answers
and fulfilling fascination. As Solnit notes “Both Nadja and Last Nights are organized around the
pursuit of a chance encounter, and it is this pursuit that gives the books their narratives. Such
encounters are a staple of city-walking literature” (207). Soupault’s chance encounter with
Georgette leads to (temporal) obsession, and its tale of incompletion and dissatisfaction in the
face of murder (and general unknown darkly clandestine events) are various symbols creating a
greater allegory for the mundane and destructive living of modernity and Weltschmerz. Unlike
Aragon’s prostitute, Georgette defied being stationary, but instead always knew where to find a
hotel and mystery. She operated without hesitation (or in line with automatism, but also
survival).78
Georgette’s bustling around, like Nadja, and other surrealists’ muses (including Loi’s,
who incidentally is not his wife), are hardly specific identities. They are grand incarnations that
can be a symbol for many different entities. From Baudelaire to Breton, Tessa, Aragon, and
Soupault, who describes Georgette at one point as bland if not unappealing in the grey of
morning or daylight, women who are prostitutes and muses are revered and at the same time
treated with irreverence. They are specific characters who lose their identities to that which they
symbolize. As Solnit explains “Nadja and Georgette are, like most surrealist representations of
women, too burdened with being incarnations of Woman – degraded and exalted, muse and
whore, city incarnate—to be individual women. . .” (209). Soupault, in Georgette ties the
prostitute muse to flânerie clearly and markedly. She is something, not necessarily someone, to
follow, unlike Aragon’s woman or Tessa’s Olga (who recounts tales of movement, travel, and

From Soupault’s Last Nights: “Of course, men stopped to speak to her and she listened with courtesy, replying to
them graciously, now accepting their proposals, now rejecting them. In each little street she knew some gloomy
small hotel. Georgette never seemed to hesitate” (52).
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flânerie), and certainly Tessa had to stroll to Olga’s. But Soupault invites other shadowy figures
into the wanderings, including the men that are in the prostitute/muse’s life. In Soupault’s case,
in Last Nights, it is Octave, Georgette’s brother:
In spite of my empty head, my eyes were sharp as points and I lost none of
dawn’s gestures. My thoughts continued to follow Octave; he was moving away
from me and more rapidly, diminishing in my mind’s eye. His countenance,
which now and then appeared to me, was sometimes changed into that of his
sister, who would rise before me. Faithful and faithless, at the same since I had
learned that she could be Georgette of the day and Georgette of the night, that two
women, as different from each other as darkness and light, dwelt in that pale and
supple body, that shadow dressed in black. She seemed to attract mystery as
water attracts light. About her danced I know not what cold and inviting flame.
Georgette possessed the charm of the invisible. (82)
Soupault’s scene, like all the works presented here (especially those of Loi and Desnos) are told
in what could be called continuous vignettes strung together by the surreal narrative of the
continuously moving flâneur among the crowd. “My thoughts continued to follow Octave” is a
revealing statement as it shows Soupault purposefully conflating the feet with the mind in its
ability and proclivity to wander (and wonder), as the two are linked, and so the duality of
recalling from memory and being in the crowd at the moment are not necessarily spoken of (or
written of) as separate phenomena. “Faithful and faithless” reveals the dual nature of women, the
muse and the prostitute, symbols in a create-as-you-go allegory. Finally, the flâneur can connect
with the crowd, but finds the individual illusive (like Nadja and Olga) represented by the last line
“Georgette possessed the charm of the invisible.”
Tessa’s Olga is exceptionally informative, but in a habit that only leads to more mystery
and questions about one of her many brothel girls. They have stories presented in vignettes, but
what a vignette presents most clearly is missing information. They tend to possess the lack of an
informative narrative of whom the person actually is, rather drawing brief sketches of the woman
or a tale representative of her situation.
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Instead of the motivation that Aragon and Breton feel in their works stemming from their
muse/prostitute, they do not actively chase them or listen to the tales they tell. Breton recounts
about Nadja and Lamba, but infrequently their words. Their pursuit chases themselves, their
own thoughts, not a woman so much. Their meetings, although they can include a stroll, are
often stationary meetings. Soupault, Loi, Desnos, and Tessa are different. They pursue their
muses, they listen to their prostitutes, they give them voice as Tessa in “La poesia della Olga:”
El post disnaa le passa tra el divan// e la finestra . . . gh’è nient per lee?/ nagoot de
fà? La monda la lattuga,/ Dopo la giuga con el Walterin . . . / ‘bedosogna
desgaggialla!’ . . . ‘te faree/ el Gabriell e poeu l’avvocatin!’/ Colen i dì . . . gh’àn
ditt che gh’è ona lettera/ Per lee che dev rivà . . . che l’è già in strada;/ quand la
sarà rivada . . . l’andarà! . . ./ ‘Com’è, l’è chì ancamò?’ ‘Ah sì . . . la lettera/ se no
la riva a sa po minga a nà . . .// . . . a specciom . . .’//In saletta gh’è on’alzada/ de
veder . . . la regoeuij i letterinn,/ i beslietitt de tutta la passada/di os tosann che
giren per l’Italia// e scriven a la Olga e le saluden!79 (257-259)
Olga tells of the prostitute waiting for a letter, the talk of going out, already being in the street, en
route to somewhere, and the prostitutes that write her to salute her. Olga, however, does not talk,
as Isella notes, she shouts. She is despised but loved by her women. She is the enemy to all,
even her clients whom she disparages. She believes the rich soil the whores when they touch
them, a clear Tessian comment against the ruling class.80 The prostitute who passes in front of
the window and can laconically catch a glimpse of the outside world (the crowd) from within the
walls of Olga’s brothel espouses the figure at the window, and even the figure of the window in
the writing of Tessa, Loi, and certainly the Surrealists. The window as a figure in Surrealist
painting is visible in various artists works from Dalí to Magritte to Ernst. Dalí’s Young Woman

Translation: “She passes her afternoon between the sofa and the window . . . is there nothing for her? nothing to
do, clean the lettuce, after play with little Walter . . . ‘you have to get her out!’ ‘you do Mr. Gabriele and then the
lawyer!’ The days flow by . . . they told her there is a letter for her that should arrive . . . it’s already in on its way . .
. when will it have arrived . . . go away! . . . ‘How, is she still here?’ ‘Ah yes, the letter, if it doesn’t arrive, she
cannot leave . . . let’s wait . . .’ In the room there is a glass shelf . . . amassed there are the letters, post cards, money
order receipts, and the tickets from all the women who travel Italy and write salutations to Olga!”
80
In Tessa, p. 256 and 258.
79
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at a Window (figure 8), a decidedly realistic piece for the artist in 1925, depicts a scene almost
analogous to Tessa’s poem. The painting, using his sister as muse who is shown in a flimsy shirt
and skirt, one that is particularly see-through at the buttocks, is revealing while concealing as the
figure of the woman is detailed, as is the scene she sees, but her face, its reaction, and
expressions are concealed. She is not whistling by a window, but instead is gazing intently at the
vast ocean bordered by a trip of land. The scene, using obvious surrealist cyphers and visual
elements, indicates a longing and an expectation of something lost or something finer than the
current state, much like Olga’s women who receive letters or look out through windows at the
naviglio, the street life that includes reputable and successful people, and interaction without
stigma.
Ernst’s Oedipus Rex (figure 9) and Two Children Are Threatened by the Nightingale
(figure 10), further the bizarreness of Dalí’s realism. In the first, Ernst generates a disturbing
image from outside the window, showing a giant hand reaching through the window with both
the hand, and what it is holding—a nut in its shell—harpooned by arrows and needles. The eyes
on the birds which sit outside the window and are the size of the hands, are upside down. The
female presence is not absented from the painting, but rather finds itself, in full sexual
connotation, in the form of the speared nut. A truly unnerving image, the latter work is both
disturbing in image and title, as two children are threatened by what is arguably the Romantic
era’s symbol for the poet, the nightingale.
Magritte’s The Human Condition (figure 11) is a set of paintings depicting scenes that are
shown through a window as easel. The use of the window as canvas, which demands the viewer
assume the painting to be that which is limited to the exterior of the window (it is the landscape
or seascape that is the subject of the interior portraiture), displays once again the importance of
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the optic function in Surrealism. Euclidean Walks (figure 12) combines unfinished subjects
(turrets) of acutely angular shaping. Windows are a way to frame the various activities, material
and psychological, that afflict the Surrealist’s mind. They also create distance, isolation,
otherness, and can reflect the feeling of being trapped, of being imprisoned. But what is on the
other side is escape into wonderous, dreamlike, and at times dystopic worlds. Even in
Surrealism’s outer members’ creations in sculpture and mixed-media, windows are a focus as,
for instance, in American Joseph Cornell’s wooden box construction Toward the ‘Blue
Peninsula’ (for Emily Dickenson) (figure 13). In his space-as-art piece, a window is seen
through mesh wire. Outside the window is deep ocean blue. Inside the wooden box appears to
be a prison cell. Here too, as in Tessa’s visions (and memories), bizarre scenarios of everyday
life and realistic items juxtapose to create haunting imagery. All four artists represent with the
window hope and Weltschmerz. In the first, the female muse as both subject and object,
inspiration and thus the entity chosen for depiction. In Ernst, the bizarre, the Freudian, the
sexual aspect, the optics of Surrealism make themselves present in a chorus of the non-parallel.
Magritte fuses nightmare, memory, current affliction into a manifest visual in The Human
Condition; in addition, a sense of the incomplete, the unfinished, and the world of dreams in
Euclidean Walks are given form. Cornell displays the feeling of longing, the boundless
possibility outside the window, and the limited function within the window. This is anathema to
the human state in modernity and comes to be replicated due to exigence over time. The window
as observatory/repressive devise is the common shared feature.
The window is a vehicle of possibility and suspension that initiates in its modern sense
with Baudelaire and finds its way to Loi and Dalí’s later works. Both Tessa, and his much
admired and esteemed (if not replicated to some standard) Baudelaire, pen poems exalting the
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window as melancholic device because of its limitations and possibilities. It invites solitude via
its function as Tessa himself noted in reference to his poem “Finester” “come da uno che veda
una cosa per la prima volta”, but also by using words like instibilità, pericolo, and smarrimento.
In the following two excerpts, the first from Tessa’s “Finester’ and the second from Baudelaire’s
“Les fenêtres”, the kinesis and observation/contemplation that the window invites become
apparent, as does the obvious influence of Baudelaire on Tessa:
FINESTER// . . . dalla sferla/ de duu mur che se derva/ giò fina al marciapè,/ al de
là de quell spiazz/ voeuj . . . gh’è/ di piantann . . di sganzerla/ de cà!/ . . . finester
di Trii Albergh! . . .// De dopo ch’àn traa giò/ el vinticinqu, el quartter,/ el ses, el
ventitrii . . ./ . . . guarden in Carl Albert . . ./ . . . Finester com’hin?/ . . . mah! . . .
per ari . . . si! . . . // Saraa dent da tant ann/ in sti vij, a dò spann,/ semper lì . . . qui
grondann . . ./ . . . qui poggioeu/ della mura de faccia;/ fra qui dò feradinn . . ./ . . .
i pattej di fioeu . . ./ . . . el fregon della plover . . .// sotta a sti gerosij,/ per sti vij
dent e foeura/ (te regordet l’inverna?. . . )// Passava . . ./ (te regordet?) ‘ . . . tuut/
e ruut . . .’ l’omm di robioeul!/ Ooh! Come el cantava/ negher! ‘. . . a ruut . . . e
ruut . . ./ bej robioeul! . . .’// Al sô/ i finester adess/ fiaden!// . . . A vert/ fan ona
roba sola/ i finester coi nivol,/ coll’aria/ libera . . ./ . . . ciel . . ./ . . . ciel . . . per la
prima volta!!81 (455-59)
From the solitude of the window, Tessa can see past mere minor obstacles the running of the
city—its movements, its sounds, the bustling of trams, and inevitably the crowd. So often the
flâneur, Tessa and the other Surrealists in Baudelaire’s vain, can reveal feelings of isolation. The
window is a symbol of possibility, but also limitation. It invites interaction with the outside
world and the crowd but exposes isolation as well. It is freedom and prison. The same sentiment
comes through in Baudelaire:

Translation: “Windows . . . from the gap between the two walls that open down to the sidewalk . . . beyond that
empty space . . . there are some houses that climb like antennas, like wading houses! . . . windows of Tre Alberghi
Street! . . . since then, they have shut down tram lines number 25, 4, 6, 23 . . . they watch in Carlo Alberto Street . . .
Windows . . . what are they? Up, in the air! Closed, for some years, in these streets—two spans, always there, those
gutters . . . opposite facing balconies among those two railings . . . the diapers of the little ones . . . the dust rags . . .
you were passing under these shutters, through these zig-zagging streets (you remember winter? you remember?)
The street cry ‘a ruut e ruut . . .’ the man who sells peat panels! Ah! how he was screaming black! ‘a ruut . . . and
ruut . . . bej robioeul!’ Now, in the sun, the windows are breathing! The windows only do one thing, open, with the
clouds, with the free air . . . sky . . . sky . . . for the first time!!”
81
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Celui qui regarde du dehors à travers une fenêtre ouverte, ne voit jamais autant de
choses que celui qui regarde une fenêtre fermée. Il n’est pas d’objet plus
profound, plus mystérieux, plus fécond, plus ténébreux, plus éblouissant qu’une
fenêtre éclairée d’une chandelle. Ce qu’on peut voir au soleil est toujours moins
intéressant que ce qui se passe derrière une vitre. Dans ce trou noir ou lumineux
vit la vie, rêve, la vie, souffre la vie. Par-delà des vagues de toits, j’aperçois une
femme mûre, ridée déjà, pauvre, toujours penchée sur quelque chose, et qui ne
sort jamais. Avec son visage, avec son vêtrement, son geste, avec presque rien,
j’ai refait l’histoire de cette femme, ou plutôt sa légende, et quelquefois je me la
raconte à moi-même en pleurant. Si c’eût étéun pauvre vieux homme, j’aurais
refait la sienne tout aussi aisément. Et je me couche, fier d’avoir vécu et souffert
dans d’autres que moi-même. Peut-être me direz-vous: “Es-tu sûr que cette
légende soit la vraie?” Qu’importe ce que peut être la réalité placée hors de moi,
si elle m’a aidé à vivre, à sentir que je suis et ce que je suis?82 (425-27)

Baudelaire romanticizes the mystery of the candle-lit room, seen from outside with the window
closed, asserting one can see more when that pain of glass acts as barrier. He then proceeds to
see out of his window, scavenging the city’s rooftops for optic stimuli. He sees the crowd
separated in their homes. He sees an old lady and invents a story for her. Finally, he remarks
“Peut-être me direz-vous: ‘Es-tu sûr que cette légende soit la vraie?’ Qu’importe ce que peut
être la réalité placée hors de moi, si elle m’a aidé à vivre, à sentir que je suis et ce que je suis?”
In the end, the window remains an existential ideation of Weltschmerz. What does reality matter
beyond himself if it helps him to know himself and that he exists? He exists in reference to
others. As Solnit notes “The Crowd itself seemed to be something new in human experience – a
mass of strangers who would remain strange—and the flâneur represented a new type, one who

Translation: “Looking through an open window from outside, we never see as much as when we look at a window
that is closed. There is nothing more profound, more mysterious, more fecund, more shadowy, more dazzling than a
window lighted by a single candle. What can we see in sunlight is always less interesting than what happens behind
glass? In that dark or lighted opening, life lives, life dreams, life suffers. Across the sea of the rooftops, I glimpse a
mature woman already wrinkled, poor, always bent over something; she never goes out. From her face, from her
dress, from her gestures, from practically nothing, I have fashioned that woman’s story, her legend rather, and
sometimes I tell it to myself and weep. If it had been a poor old man, I would have fashioned his story just as easily.
And I go to bed, proud to have lived and to have suffered in someone besides myself. Perhaps you say to me: ‘Are
you sure that your legend is the true one?’ But does it matter what reality is outside myself, if it helps me to live and
to know that I am and what I am?” All translations of Baudelaire by William H. Crosby
82
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was, so to speak, at home in this alienation: ‘The crowd is his domain, just as the air is the bird’s,
and the water that of the fish,’ wrote Baudelaire” (199).
The juxtaposition of the two citations by Baudelaire and Tessa evince a lineage and a
continuity between two authors, the latter closely associated with the former by both Tessa
himself and Tessian scholars, espoused through repetitive rhetorical action based on an exigency.
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Mallarmé, the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi all find themselves responding to
a historical exigency. From the 1848 Revolutions shattering bourgeois modernity to the post
WWII era still finding itself grappling with modern dissatisfaction, machination of production
and war, and the realization that the previous social and moral order were unsustainable
constructs, these authors married the civic and the individual, the social and the self. As Solnit
perceives it, the flâneur is at home in the alienation of the crowd, in the oneness of the group, a
part of it and separate from it. It is an allegory that Baudelaire invented, Rimbaud lived, and
Mallarmé reified in verbiage, one that Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, finding themselves in
similar enough circumstances and in the same era, would take up naturally.
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Chapter Three
Confirmation of a lineage: Charles Baudelaire to Franco Loi
Je fuis et je m’accroche à toutes les croisées/ D’où l’on tourney l’épaule à la vie, et, beni,/ Dans
leur verre, lave d’éternelles rosées,/ Que dore le matin chaste de l’Infini// Je me mire et me vois
ange! et je meurs, et j’aime/—Que la vitre soit l’art, soit la mysticité—/ A renaître, portant mon
rêve en diadème,/ Au ciel antérieur où fleuret la Beauté! (11)83 Stéphane Mallarmé from “Les
Fenêtres”
. . . me sluffenavi amô,/ invirgulâ in quèl mund fâ de fenester,/ de marciapé e de tusann nascost .
. ./ E che vergogna . . . Pagüra che la varda,/ che la s’incorg, che dré i tendin la rid,/ la pensa
che sun lì per la sua faccia,/ che n’olter g’û de fà per passà ’l dì . . .(48)84 Franco Loi from
L’angel
Typified rhetorical action resulting in a genre that has the facility to promulgate, where
composers of a similar style are unaware of each other’s compositions, extrapolates that
individual factions would need (to some extent) the confluence of inspiration in the form of
previous poets, philosophers, and thinkers. The triptych of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé
fulfills this function. Confirmation certainly lies in the authors’ reference to, mimicking of, and
drawing influence from this triptych clearly, and at times blatantly, as shown in their work. The
poem by Mallarmé, “Les Fenêtres,” as well as the excerpt from Loi’s L’angel, include the same

“I fly and clutch tightly to the windows/ whence one turns shoulder toward life; in their bright/ glass, bless’d,
bathed by eternal dews,/ gilt by the chaste dawn of the infinite,// I admire myself, see me as an angel! I die, I
adore/—may the glass be art, may it be mysticity—/ to be reborn, with my dream a crown for me, in the anterior sky
where Beauty flowers!” All translations of Mallarmé are by C.F. MacIntyre.
84
First set of ellipses are mine, the remainder are Loi’s. Translation: “I moved myself as in sleep, entangled in that
world made of windows, of sidewalks, and of hidden girls . . . and what shame . . . fear that she watches and notices
me, that she laughs at me behind the curtain, that she may think I’m there for her to look at, that I may have nothing
to do to pass the day . . .”
83
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imagery and experiences of the drifting state of mind—not to mention a mix of concrete and
phantasmagoric images—that Baudelaire’s and Tessa’s poems of the same name include.
Mallarmé is known for scrambling the structure of his poetry and stretching it to near
incomprehensibility, when in fact, Mallarmé is actually restructuring his wording and verses to
1) be more unregimented at times and 2) place focus on an element in the verse that may not be
the subject but may be the object of concentration. Loi replicates Mallarmé in his musings about
what is, why, and the possibility of what can be.
When compared with Baudelaire’s poem, and likewise Tessa’s, one can see the same
fascination and concentration on what appear to be conflicting typified objectivity fluctuating
between the hopeful and melancholic (if not despondent), the wistful causing reflections on
things great and mundane as revealed in Baudelaire’s statement “Dans ce trou noir ou lumineaux
vit la vie, rêve, la vie, souffre la vie.”85 His multifarious association of life, dreams, and
suffering anticipates the Surrealist focus and combining of the ordinary and extraordinary.
Tessa’s taking note of the tram or streetcar numbers whilst noting the expansive visions from
what he describes as a gap “dalla sferla/ de duu mur che se derva/ giò fina al marciapè,/ al de là
de quell spiazz/ voeuj”86 represents this Baudelairean combination. From this gap one can see
houses that rise as antennas into the sky but ones that seem to be wading as in water, the image
of instability emphasized as in Giacometti’s frail figures. He finally asks himself “Finester
com’hin?” The answer is an invitation to escape the void, a witness life, and its animated scenes,
and in turn to have life witness the viewer. Tessa knows behind the walls of the houses are
enclosed the stories of those he encounters on the street. He echoes Mallarmé’s declaration

85
86

See translation page 133.
See translation page 132.
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“may the glass be art, may it be mysticity,” and Tessa asks what windows are. Both recall the
idea of Breton’s glass house. Art is what happens to the eye: life, which then gets recorded, and
finally contemplated. For each parallel that exists among the poets, Mallarmé frees them for
individuality as is noted by Matteo Moca in his interview with Luca Bevilacqua titled “La poesia
e Mallarmé”:
Il carattere grandioso del poeta sta nell’originalità della sua esperienza, basata su
una mancanza da cui è partita la mutilata scoperta del mondo: ‘ha conosciuto
anzitutto il Nulla, e solo successivamente l’Essere, visto però attraverso la lente
del Nulla. Una volta chiariti questi punti, per i ragazzi è facile comprendere le
ragioni che hanno spinto Mallarmé a diffidare, per esprimersi, del linguaggio
stereotipato, fosse quello dei giornali o quello retorico, infarcito di cliché, dei
poeti della generazione precedente.’87 (Luca Bevilacqua)

Bevilacqua exemplifies Mallarmé’s desperate desire (and a lifelong one) to break previous
models and genres, while allowing his contemporaries to foster and furnish the inspiration he
needed to act as an iconoclast to the prevailing bourgeois Romanticism of 19th century France
and England (as he was an English teacher). The profundity of Baudelaire’s iconoclasm is of no
small factor in examining Mallarmé; he is clearly a progenitor, and perhaps sole progenitor as
Mallarmé preferred his contemporaries. Even this is illusive as Mallarmé was already publishing
when Baudelaire died. Mallarmé, however, desired to pull the Baudelairean poet out of the
gutter and put him or her into the salon for poetry readings and conversations. He would
surround himself with associates akin to his art and supplied the much-needed image of the

Translation: “The great character of the poet lies in the originality of his experience, from a lack of which his
mutilated discovery of the world began. ‘He first knew Nothingness, and then only subsequently the Being, seen
however through the lens of Nothingness. Once these points have been clarified, it is easy for even youth to
understand the reasons that led Mallarmé to distrust stereotyped language, whether it be that of newspapers or
rhetorical speech from the poets of the previous generation, so full of clichés.”
87
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collective to the Surrealists, Tessa and his salon culture, and Loi and his coterie of friends and
collaborators.
The imagery of the angel, and for that matter the malcontented archangel as harbinger of
evil, lies with Baudelaire’s example, and there can be no disassociation of Baudelaire’s work
from Mallarmé’s (as is seen in Mallarmé’s “Le Tombeau de Charles Baudelaire”), even if the
later took a different approach to what he depicts and how. But the uncanny resemblance of
Mallarmé and Loi as angels at the window is marked. In Loi’s excerpt, he is quite literally an
angel staring out of the window of his hospital. Like Mallarmé, he muses over the reality and
surreality of what he sees (and does not see). And like Tessa and Mallarmé, he notes the
structure of the world through the window; it is made up of other windows in walls where people
dwell, sidewalks where worlds collide, and in a gesture to Baudelaire’s influence, he notes the
women hidden behind the windows and their sentiments, before finally lamenting the solitary
function of watching the day pass. That the window as a metaphorical and metaphysical
component finds its way into Surrealism, including the works of Tessa and Loi, which are
surreal, via the model set forth particularly by Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé, is of no great
revelation. The window is a multifaceted signifier as a means of closure, expanse, opportunity,
limitation, access, restriction, imagination, the mundane—all dichotomies. The window is a
double-signifier. Like Loi as an angel standing at the window, Surrealist artists in the material
fields (both those inside and outside the official group) represent those in the field of literature.
Salvador Dalí’s Young Woman at a Window (Figure 8) depicting a surreal image of a woman at
the window looking outward to the see, Max Ernst’s Oedipus Rex (Figure 9) with the jarring
image of a giant hand squeezing out of a window reaching to various surreal figures, and The
Key of the Field (Figure 14) by René Magritte, an image of a shattered window opening up to a
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field, all depict varying languages spoken by the concept of a window that reify into image the
fragility, longing, and wonder of living, so prevalent in the writing of Breton, his associates,
Tessa, Loi, and the originators that guided them, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé.
L’angel presents the window as a source (or means) through which modern mankind may
recriminate and affront that which affronts it. The window is ever present as a double entendre,
one which serves in the physical world to view the physical world; however, it serves
metaphorically as a means to look into oneself, to examine one’s identity, and return to self by
accepting the insanity of the world around, instead of accepting that one is mad. Loi, like
Mallarmé and the Surrealists of the painted/drawn and plastic arts, accept the function of the
window as a psychological instrument of analysis. It sparks reflections as it does with Loi’s
angel shown in the excerpt that opens this chapter. Loi, like Mallarmé, explores the margins of
the realm of consciousness and the unconscious realm of magic, alchemy, and recovery. As Loi
himself writes in the essay “Attorno a L’angel”:
Qui ha inizio il “romanzo.” L’angelo, aggredito dai medici, dai farmaci, ha
momenti acuti di crisi. Ricorda l’infanzia, brani della sua vita s’intersecano a
momenti d’esperienza d’ospedale, ad allucinazioni, ricordi infantili, imagini
d’adolescenza, discussioni coi medici, monologhi interiori. Compito dei
professori è, dichiaratamente, quello di “riportarlo alla realtà.” Farmaci, colloqui,
cure del sonno, sopratutto “massiccia opera di riedificazione psicologica,” di
“terapia del profondo.” Bisogna convincerlo che la realtà è quella della vita
materiale, che i suoi ricordi di ‘un aldilà’ . . . appartengono ai fenomeni
patologici.88 (399)

Translation: “Here begins the ‘novel.’ The angel, attacked by doctors, by drugs, has acute moments of crisis. He
remembers his childhood; passages from his life intersect with moments of hospital experience, hallucinations,
childhood memories, adolescent images, discussions with doctors, and interior monologues. The professors’ task is,
admittedly, to ‘bring him back to reality’ via drugs, interviews, sleep treatments, above all ‘massive psychological
transformation,’ and ‘therapy of the depths.’ He must be convinced reality is that of material life, rather than his
memories of ‘an afterlife’. . . which belong to the pathological phenomena.”
88
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The angel evades the attempts to bring him back to a sanity he believes is based in false,
constructed reality, one that is clearly not reality at all. Again, the two poets display synergy in
spirit as Mallarmé revels in dreams, possibility and the “dawn of the infinite.” Loi, in his
explanation, in which he refers to his poem as a romanzo reveals he cannot be brought back from
his memories of an aldilà. Loi further echoes Mallarmé’s need to express reality as something
that can only be ascertained though symbolism, allegory, and associations because of the illusive,
blurry, and bizarre quality of reality. Rosemary Lloyd’s in Mallarmé: The Poet and His Circle,
notes:
Mallarmé’s response to the evolution of the novel, and especially to the
appropriation of the form by the Naturalists, is clearly far from being one of
enthusiasm. He frequently points to problems and limitations in the genre, and
while he remains receptive to it, it seems undeniable that what he seeks from the
novel as from other works of literature and art is the ability not to build a
complete and enclosed universe but to inspire and permit dream, a parallel rather
than a mimetic universe.” (90)

Immediately Loi’s Sogn d’un attur comes into focus as the two nouns bear new weight: sogn
(dream) and attur (one who has the possibility to act out endless scenarios and take part in
infinite narratives), both (dreams and endless possibilities) are stated as paramount for Mallarmé.
Loi also in the vein of Mallarmé, explores reality to symbolism and the situation of the
common man in relation to speech and language. Mallarmé was in cordial correspondence with
many whom he would disagree artistically, but he forged a dialectic of parallels and analysis via
such associations as opposites and what they aim to achieve creatively. In reference to
correspondences with Émile Zola, Lloyd acknowledges that although Mallarmé is hardly trying
to replicate proletariat (or working-class speech), he is trying to toy with the notion of speech
that fits and plays into the normative apparatus. He understands that actual speech is disjointed,
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seemingly disorderly, or disarrayed to the point of near incomprehension unless close attention is
giving to meaning through mazes of syntax. Loi too finds the need to represent such a language
(which, although working-class, does not attempt to be mimetic entirely.) Lloyd notes that “the
point at which Zola and Mallarmé seem closest . . . occurs in the . . . linguistic experiments, its
attempt to capture the forms, rhythms, and idiosyncrasies of working-class speech . . . the
underlying aim, the desire to break away from what was considered the rhetoric of literature, is
identical for both writers” (86).
Although the two writers are different as one is a Naturalist and the other a Symbolist, the
objective (or one could even say ambition) occurs on parallel planes as so often happens with
artists of differing schools and genres. To return to Devitt’s notion, it is an absurdity to
insinuate, let alone assert, that genres are dividing dynamics that isolate and insulate them from
other genres, and that two or multiple genres cannot overlap. Devitt is accurate in outlying the
reality that genres interact, overlap, and are confounding groupings that invite one to participate
with another. Genres, as Devitt argues, and for that matter Miller, are not insular, they are
socially generated responses. The many times that Loi has been noted for his realism and
mimetic representation are as many as in the same article, book, or introduction to one of his
works, he has been noted for his distorting and macabre effects that stretch beyond reality. His
works, as noted, range from pure Expressionism to Surrealism (with some works edging towards
Postmodernism). Many would wrongfully argue that a realist could not be a surrealist poet. In
fact, the Surrealists never sought the unreal, they sought that which commingled with the
quotidian reality, but was bizarre, and thus above reality but not outside of it. One could say of
Loi, the Surrealists, and Tessa that they hovered above reality with their feet planted firmly on
the ground in their state of flânerie. The surreal is in one’s face, tangible to the senses in some
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way, and yet seems otherworldly, impossible, an act of alchemy, a clash between the world of
the conscious and unconscious, physical and metaphysical, and dreams versus the waking state.
As example to the above argument, Letizia Modena in her essay “Incorporeità e sacro
nella poesia neodialettale: Franco Loi, il vento e l’aria” notes of Loi:
Ci si è soffermati, analizzando la poesia di Loi, sull’espressionismo del tracciato
che raffigura la Milano operaia; sulla corpulenza grottesca, satirica,
linguisticamente sediziosa del verso, animato da un “furioso impegno mimetico”
(Brevini, Poeti 432) e ideologicamente contrassegnato. Se il volto che Mengaldo
definì più violentemente espressionistico e deformante della poesia di Loi (10067) caratterizza gran parte della sua prima opera, si è osservato nel susseguirsi delle
raccolte un progressivo “assottigliamento,” un cammino verso un “registro lirico”
ed una “sonorità più tenue” (Brevini, Poeti 436); il passaggio coincide con quello,
schematico, che osserviamo nei contenuti: dall’epopea operaia alla sfera
intimistica, personale. È soprattutto in questa parte della vicenda letteraria di Loi
che ci capita di incontrare frequentemente le metafore dell’aria e del vento, cifre
figurali di una poetica che cerca nell’immagine di questi elementi naturali la
semantica e la fisica della smaterializzazione e dell’intangibile, in definitiva della
levità incorporale.89 (210)

Modena’s account of Loi’s verse as “corpulenza grottesca, satirica, linguisticamente sediziosa
del verso, animato da un ‘furioso impegno mimetico” citing Brevini’s bizarre but accurate
description of his furious mimetic engagement only confirms the dichotomy that exists in Loi’s
work. He aspires to (if not attains) a state of realism based on its mimetic presentation. But
what mimesis is Loi trying to achieve if it is satirical or parodic/grotesque corpulence? What is a
furious engagement with the mimetic? The answer to both would be a deformation of reality, or

Translation: “Analyzing Loi's poetry, it sufficed to focus on the expressionism of the layout depicting workingclass Milan, on the grotesque, satirical, linguistically seditious corpulence of the verse, animated by a ‘furious
mimetic commitment’ (Brevini, Poets 432), and ideologically marked. If the nature that Mengaldo defined as more
violently expressionistic and deforming as Loi's poetry (1006-7) characterizes much of his first work, a progressive
‘thinning,’ ‘a path towards a lyrical register’ and a ‘softer sonority’ (Brevini, Poets 436). The transition coincides
with the schematic one that we observe in the contents that moves from the working-class epic to the intimate,
personal sphere. It is, above all, in this part of Loi’s literary story that we frequently encounter the metaphors of air
and wind, figurative elements of a poetics that the semantics, physics of dematerialization, and the intangible seek in
the image of these natural elements—ultimately of incorporeal levity.”
89
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a mimetic representation of an already deformed society in line with Surrealism (and Mallarmé)
being linguistically seditious. The issue that many scholars of Loi neglect is that the author
operates in a world of opposites to convey his tale of his central figure that sees the proletariat in
the workers’ Milan. In his poetry, Loi is this proletariat, but he recounts what he believes to be
the general perspective. If Loi reveals a mimetic element in his work, it is the voice, not always
the image. As will be discussed in the following chapter, Loi’s language, in particular when it
represents a spoken voice, is purported to be contaminated when in fact it is Milanese (unless
Colornese or Genovese), but a Milanese intermixed with coloring from very similar dialects from
the Lombard region. Further, Loi will use a decisively Milanese word in one section, then an
Italian word reimagined in the Milanese dialect (change in spelling and ending—usually
termination of the final vowel), or transliteration. He will also use Milanese phonetics or
phonetic strategies to reproduce verbal meaningless and sounds as do Tessa and the Surrealists.
This is the most seditious of acts linguistically that Loi commits.
The assottigliamento of later works of which Modena speaks is what weakens the ability
to classify him with the Surrealists. There is a softening of the bizarre image, the mad angel
seeking to prove he is sane and everyone else insane is gone. What remains is the symbolism
and conscious unconscious one finds in Mallarmé and Rimbaud.
Rimbaud, a more introspective and convulsive poet than Baudelaire and Mallarmé, writes
“The Men Who Sit” from 1871, “Alchimie du verbe” (part 2 of the poem “Delirium” from the
dreamscapes and flânerie of the conscious unconscious of Une Saison en Enfer), and
“Departure” from his work of genius splicing theory, prose, and verse, Les Illuminations, a
manifesto unto itself. Differing from the other two in his reflective nature (not to say that
Baudelaire or Mallarmé are devoid, but they generally gain reflection from looking outward or
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interaction with others), Rimbaud offers the Surrealists, Tessa and Loi another avenue. These
artists take up Rimbaud’s model, with each twisting and manipulating it to their own style but for
similar purposes, in line with Miller’s theory of social exigency.
Baudelaire as Forefather: Illusory Allegories and the Reality of the Gutter
It is undoubtedly, however, the great Baudelaire that stands at the vanguard of influence
of Surrealism and the poets Tessa and Loi, unless one were to expel entire time periods such as
the Baroque. In the list manufactured by Breton in his Manifesto of Surrealism, again the selfproclaimed leader of the Surrealists puts the three in immediate successive order in an otherwise
list affirming “Baudelaire is Surrealist in morality./ Rimbaud is Surrealist in the way he lived,
and elsewhere./ Mallarmé is Surrealist when he is confiding” (27). Baudelaire’s Surrealism lies
in his moral ethic of life, and thus the way he lives life. But how does he live his life? He lives
his life for his art, but also to tear away at the façade afflicting a modernizing Paris: the
bourgeoisie, its gentrification, its debasement of a good part of society and its concocted social
norms necessary to function in such a society, its lack of control, and its fabricated control over
others. Baudelaire uses the self-mixed with a thickness of allegory, which is added to force a
new conversation via communication of the real and personal with the unreal, distorted images,
and tales that are woven into his work. The Surrealists, and certainly Tessa and Loi, pick up the
allegorical mixed with the quotidian eschewed by most of Baudelaire’s contemporaries. What
was dismissed as debasement through poetry in Baudelaire’s time proves to be futuristic, at least
in its preponderance of subject matter. Flânerie, the window, the glove, the cat, the cityscape,
dreams, temptation, the cemetery, the gallery or salon, the boulevard, the shipwreck and the sea,
the devotion to a muse, the anti-religious, even the prostitute are just some of the elemental
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features that find their way (frequently as allegories) into the works of the Surrealists, Tessa, and
Loi.
Baudelaire, Like Breton, Desnos, Aragon, Soupault, and Tessa, are all bourgeois. And in
Baudelaire’s vein, they all desperately seek to refute, undo, and devastate the bourgeoisie. A
peculiar self-annihilation and reconstruction—a transformation—that regenerates the entire
process again possesses the Surrealist instinct thanks in part to their grand progenitor Baudelaire.
This self-destruction or automatic reinvention loop that is revealed across the pages of any
Surrealist anti-novel, or the poetics contained in the works of Tessa and Loi, is a demonstration
of Weltschmerz. Weltschmerz is that byproduct (as discussed previously) of Romanticism that
leaves modern mankind feeling the desires of the mind can never be satisfied by the insufficient
physical world, leaving one trapped in a state of melancholy and disillusionment with the world.
This lassitude is present everywhere in Breton’s Second Manifesto of Surrealism where he
asserts “Surrealism’s confidence cannot be well or ill placed for the simple reason that it is not
placed. Neither in the palpable world, nor palpably outside of this world, nor in the perpetuity of
mental associations which favor our existence with natural demand or a superior whim, nor in
the interest which the ‘mind’ may have in sparing our transient clientele” (132). Breton
encapsulates surrealist Weltschmerz in his neither here nor there connotation of Man’s
(bourgeois) mind. Confidence (as he refers to Surrealism’s candor) cannot be consigned “to the
perpetuity of mental associations which favor our existence with natural demand or a superior
whim.” In other words, Surrealism will not relieve a mind dissatisfied with the material world in
spite of Man’s inclination to find solutions there. Surrealism can only reveal and elucidate that
dissatisfaction. It is a luxury not of the proletariat toiling in the material world incessantly, but
of the bourgeoisie.
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The common thread of bourgeois status acts not only as a unifying aspect of these authors and
their progenitors, but also generates tropes of an analogous nature as they are coming from
comparable understandings of humanity. Benjamin quips in his Arcades that “Baudelaire’s
readers are men. It is men who have made him famous; it is them he has redeemed” (332). In
fact, it would be of great difficulty, if not impossibility, to find relation to Baudelaire in
Surrealist Dora Maar’s disturbing images. To engage in Baudelairean activity would be to take
part in the objectification of one’s own sex and the concept of the prostitute/muse—woman of
mystery or love interest. With that said, some of the most renowned scholars of Baudelaire are
women such as Rosemary Lloyd, Sonya Stephens, Maria Scott, Ronjaunee Chatterjee, and
Joanna Richardson. This feature represents a sadly masculine assertion of Benjamin’s that
Baudelaire’s readers are men. Are not his women critics his readers as well? Perhaps
clarification between readers and followers (employers of) would be necessary to separate the
semantic entanglement Benjamin creates. But for the likes of Tessa, Loi, Breton and the
Surrealists, the adherence to the forlorn level of society with all of its pitfalls, displeasing
features, and acts combined with a mythological reality that is fantastic, bizarre, and worth
absorbing, is the fodder that Baudelaire provided to these hungry Modernists of self-inflicted illrepute.
One of the greatest threats to Surrealism’s survival was that it indeed encouraged
individualism as much as the idea of the group, and thus could not ever fully break free of the
almost fascist lockstep demands of Breton. Evidence of Surrealism’s survival beyond Breton is
first evident in Cocteau’s The Testament of Orpheus, where the director specified of the script
and filming that they were to be done in the pure surrealist fashion—automatism. He allowed no
corrections or removals, no matter how absurd or uncomfortable. Cocteau, famously kept out of
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the Surrealists (as noted), went further beyond anything Breton could or would do, and in the
latter’s lifetime. This fruition was furthered by Federico Fellini (and occasionally Pasolini)90,
Derek Jarman, and Wim Wenders. The individuality and seclusion felt by some of the members
of the Surrealists (and certainly Tessa) mirrors the solitude lived by both Baudelaire and
Rimbaud (and sadly, eventually Mallarmé), but the comradery is sensed in the continuous
communicating vessels that are these writers, the salon culture in which they engaged, and the
intricacies of collaboration that caused friction and vindictiveness in an era when they were the
norm.91
Baudelaire, in providing the stock of imagery, topic matter, content, and anti-bourgeois
sentiment (and thus a certain self-loathing), provides also the most basic of blueprints, something
purposely missing in Surrealism’s precursor, Dadaism. If Surrealism is based on automatism
(even if the strictness of that rule diminished quite rapidly), it still nevertheless has a blueprint.
As much of a Rorschach test that the end result may be in any work of Surrealism, it is far more
hemmed in by structure than Dadaism, which sought not only no end result, but also no
interpretation of any result or act. This is a feature that Tessa and Loi consciously or
unknowingly adopt. The desire for humanity exists in Surrealism. The exposition of the terrible
aspects of life indeed shows a desire for a better world (however that may be defined).
Baudelaire fits the motives for which all of these artists write. Baudelaire strengthens the desire

Teorema, Porcile, and Affabulazione stand as just three examples of Pasolini’s foray into Surrealism.
In spite of the solitary nature assigned to Baudelaire, he was very social and collaborative, like many Surrealists,
and certainly Tessa. The fact remains that Baudelaire—like the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi—worked in groups and
presented in cafes and salons. Benjamin, recounting Jules Levallois in Arcades, notes “Baudelaire’s manner of
reciting. He gathered his friends—Antonio Watripon, Gabriel Dantrague, Malassis, Delvau – ‘in a modest café on
the Rue Dauphine . . . he would recite to us in a voice at once mincing, soft, fluty, oily, and yet mordant. . . The
contrast between the violence of the images and the perfect placidity, the suave and emphatic accentuation of the
delivery was truly striking’” (240).
90
91
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to impart knowledge via allegory, Rimbaud via both allegory and symbolism, and Mallarmé via
symbolism.
Baudelaire’s use of water is a solid representation of his allegory, in particular water in
relation to the voyage. Water is not a metaphor solely, but is a means of movement, adventure,
solitude, and vessel. It brings one to a place and steals one from a place. Water asserts itself in
Baudelaire as a turbine of movement and opportunity. Milan and Paris are land-locked with only
rivers and canals, but the sea abounds as a Surrealist’s center that is tied to the city and thus
home. It is their umbilicus foci.92 Water also presents itself as a surrealist locus foci, a watery
fireplace where things and people burn, and arise anew as a phoenix from the flames instead of
turning to ash (a form of non-existence). In his prose poem “Déjà,” Baudelaire draws an
unspoken but understood parallel between the contradictions that one finds in life, and thus the
force of water is like life itself bringing both joy and anguish, relieving and causing distress. It
would become the perfect metaphor for the Weltschmerz stricken 20th century soul. Harkening to
a time of great invention and destruction in “Les fenêtres” Baudelaire writes:
Moi seul j’étais triste, inconcevablement triste. Semblable à un prête à qui on
arracherait sa divinité, je ne pouvais, sans une navrante amertume, me détacher de
cette mer si monstrueusement séduisante, de cette mer si infiniment variée dans
son effrayante simplicité, et qui semble contenir en elle et représenter par ses
jeux, ses allures, ses colères et ses sourires, les humeurs, les agonies et les extases
de toutes les âmes qui ont vécu, qui vivent et qui vivront!93 (424)

92

Center of the home. Umbilicus, which simply means navel, can also mean center, or in reference to the sea or
water, a pebble. Besides home, focus can also refer to an alter or hearth, both of which can be likened to the city
when considering the flâneur.
93
Translation: “I alone was sad, inconceivably sad. Like a priest whose god is torn away, I could not, without
heartbreaking grief, tear myself away from that sea, so monotonously seductive, that sea so infinitely varied in her
frightful simplicity. By her frolics, her allurements, her rages and her smiles, she seemed to hold within her and
represent the mood, the agonies and the ecstasies of all the souls who’ve lived, are living now and who will ever
live.”
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The water themes are a regenerative if not a devastating force as scene in his depiction
“de cette mer si monstrueusement séduisante, de cette mer si infiniment variée.” He assigns
(here) the sea a tremendous amount of power to alter life as life tends to alter itself affected by
the slightest influences (just as a pebble dropped in water causes ripples with extensive reach to
change dynamic.) Baudelaire fashions a narrative around the symbol/image of water as a
precursor to the others that follow in his vein with other poems such as “L’homme et le mer” in
Spleen and Ideal, and the prose poem from Paris Spleen, “Le port.”
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists oscillate between the sea (rarely if ever specified which
sea) and local rivers or canals. For Desnos, it is the sea or the river, Soupault the Seine, Breton
the city waterway, Tessa the navigli, and Loi the navigli or the sea—although references to
others forms of water can be easily found scattered across the pages of these authors’ works.
This fluctuation can also be seen in Baudelaire. Through his flânerie, Baudelaire provides the
stock images that come to be utilized in the age of both Rimbaud and Mallarmé, but of the
utmost importance for the Modernists of the pre- and post-war era. He writes of the sea,
certainly, but finds a character with which to communicate in the waterways of Paris. Tessa, a
self-avowed admirer of Baudelaire, can find in his predecessor an example of a poet in
conversation with his surroundings, as Baudelaire frequently fashions a conversational narrative
in his poems, but also a flâneur who listens to the communicating vessels upon which he
stumbles. Baudelaire creates bizarre poetic recordings of two non-human (and frequently azoic
entities) made animate by whatever force of nature or man. “The chance meeting on a
dissecting-table of a sewing-machine and an umbrella,” Comte de Lautréamont’s famous
description of a young boy, isolated as a statement, would essentially be Surrealism’s induction.
Tessa, like Baudelaire, describes how two urban objects interact or converse. The tram with its
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wheels and brakes screeches against the ground. Bottles in the chance meeting of a drunk hand
get knocked against the wall in a tavern. The description of such simple interactions and the
sounds they make are of interest to Baudelaire, Tessa, Loi and the Surrealists.
In his poem “Navili,” Tessa recreates a surrealistic conversation he imagined or invented
between water and canals. Of course, canals are of water (generally speaking) but it is also a
vessel that carries the water. Water is itself a vessel as it carries along things and in fact people.
It is a means. The poem begins with waters advice:
NAVILI// Esuss quella trombetta! . . . Tucc riven chì . . . la tosa/ che se galena . . .
el pàder che se spara . . ./ ah, caro ti . . . el tombon . . . viva el tombon . . .
ACQUA// In sto mond birba, pien de travaij,/ l’unech remedi l’è de dormì.//
NAVILI// Dai brugher de Tesin dove se cobbiom,/ acqua e navili num,/ là su
nassi, me moevi;/ e da Turbigh a Boffalora poeu/ fina al bass de Pavia . . . acqua .
. . acqua . . ./ in émaos te troevi,/ in émaos te lassi . . . acqua . . . acqua da
Biegrass a Gggian . . ./ da Corsech a Ronchett . . . pàssom, se dobbiom/ a sarà
dent el noster Milanin.(430-431)94

It is deducible that Tessa, in a moment desirous of slumber, is hearing the sound of the
water in the naviglio mixed with the sound of boisterous if not bizarre people and noises keeping
him awake. The naviglio which holds the water refutes the axiom “In sto mond birba, pien de
travaij, l’unech remedi l’è de dormì” that the water offers after the naviglio rambles of an
inventory of disturbances. The prescribed remedy cannot be reached because of the oft
annoyances and the fact that the water itself forces the naviglio to be constantly animate. The
irony lies in the fact that water is known for its calming and sleep-inducing properties (when in
All ellipses are author’s, except those in bold are mine. Translation: “NAVIGLIO. Jesus, that trumpet! . . . They all
come here . . . the girl who poisons herself . . . the father who shoots himself . . . ah, my dear . . . the big man . . .
WATER: ‘In this malicious world, full of worries, the only remedy is sleep.” NAVIGLIO: ‘From the heaths of the
Ticino where we, water and canal, join I was born, and from there I emerge; and from Turbigo to Boffalora, then, up
to the Bassa di Pavia . . . water . . . water . . . I find you dreamy . . . I leave you the same . . . water . . . water . . .
from Abbiategrasso to Gaggiano . . . from Corsico to Ronchetto . . . we pass, we bend to lock up our little Milan.”
94
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its calmer forms such as rain or flowing water). Instead, Tessa not only presents the two as
personified, but also the two as an allegory (unique to Tessa but) heavily influenced by
Baudelaire, one that reveals itself as representative of the duality of the frenzied times in which
Tessa found himself, but also the chaotic calm of his amiable, but bustling neighborhood. Like
Baudelaire, he uses water to show the beautiful and the chaotic in life (as is evidenced in the
preceding Baudelaire excerpt).
Style, regarding structure and form, is an imperative, if not partially superficial
component to genre. The epic is a genre. The novel is a genre. Time periods find themselves as
genres: Romanticism, the Baroque, etc. Schools of style that take on lasting and repetitive action
become genres. There has to be, however, the superficial and the transcendental (the almost
spiritual and hard to identify aspect that create a genre). These include audience, exigency, and
elements chosen and needed to communicate an idea, and thus foment a genre. Wellek and
Warren outline the basic foundation of genre:
Genre should be conceived, we think, as a grouping of literary works based,
theoretically, upon both outer form (specific metre or structure) and also upon
inner form (attitude, tone, purpose—more crudely, subject and audience). The
ostensible basis may be one or the other (e.g. “pastoral” and “satire” for the inner
form; dipodic verse and Pindaric ode for outer); but the critical problem will then
be to find the other dimension, to complete the diagram.95 (231)

Form and structure are unique to each Surrealist, but the other dimension creates the discernable
link between predecessors and the affected. Surrealism commands, demands, and induces
originality and freedom in form and structure. This actually serves as what is known as the outer
form introduced by Wellek and Warren. Surrealism takes whatever shape the artist fashions. It

95

Italics are Wellek and Warren’s.
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is the quintessential form of the only rule is there are no rules. It is the manner and the purpose
in using the imagery of the sea, canals, and waterways that binds these authors. The sea is a
common trope in countless genres and literatures; Baudelaire espoused a new projection of it.
The others followed suit, inculcated by its modernity. This rests on a number of images in fact,
and looking at the citations from the previous chapter, it becomes evident that the material in
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists are appropriated from Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Mallarmé
(equally evident in the few selections already offered by these three 19th French poets).
According to Wellek and Warren, the difference of locality is not the determinant factor,
but rather the grouping of similitudes. If we consider Miller’s theory of exigency-based
authorship and repetitive action along with Wellek and Warren’s similitudes, we can construct a
theory of genre relativity based on the absence of one artist’s cognizant knowledge of another’s
production. Soupault and Desnos both were happily thrown out of the Surrealists, as noted. Do
their works during their affiliation and after cease to be works of Surrealism just because of this
circumstance? Do Tessa and Loi not bear the marks of Surrealism because they were not part of
the official group? The response is clear: only if Breton’s word on Surrealism is the only
determinant factor. But it is not. Undoubtedly, Paul Éluard remained a Surrealist poet after his
disassociation from the group (before finally retiring into a more strictly political/civic poetics).
Certainly, Picasso was always a Surrealist in style, but as already noted, never a member of the
group. Baudelaire acts as a cogent force in uniting Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists.
Tessa continues:
Acqua// In sto mond birba pien de travaij/ l’unech remedi l’è de dormi!/ Poss
nanca! . . . tre trombett/ in tre or . . . tre lettigh! On cioccaton,/ on matt e on
assassini . . ./ nott Bianca! . . . Luij . . . zittaa/ che buij dopo ch’el sô/ l’è andaa giò
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. . . per i straa/ oh che caldana ier,/ oh che sira barocca!/ Ingrugnada . . . patocca . .
./ moiscia . . . gent che ranca! . . .// Acqua// . . . l’è rivaa.96 (433-435)
After displaying the various disturbances, water responds to the naviglio “is it has arrived.”
Tessa does not state what has arrived, shrouding his already esoteric poem in further
disorientation. It is likely that it is sleep that has arrived, a Baudelairean styled conversational
allegory that blends the chaos of modernity with the serenity that still exists.
As with Tessa, so too do the Surrealists take to the waters. Desnos’s voyaging through
time and space without any manner of congruency finds him on the streets of Paris, in a school
that wreaks of a sadomasochistic brothel, and of course the sea. Still a member of the Surrealists
at the time of writing Liberty or Love he speaks of the group. He looks to others and reacts about
and writes of their experiences that he witnesses, distorting their visibility in surrealistic visions
without care for order. In the following excerpt he is brought back to reality from surreality in a
flash that seems to desire to jar the reader, writing:
The Members of the club adore the sea. The phosphorous odour which make
them light-headed and, amongst the flotsam cast up on the shores, the wreckage
of boats, fish bones, relics of submerged cities, they find the atmosphere of love
and that breathlessness which, at the same time, carries conformation to our ears
of the concrete existence of the imaginary, mixed pell-mell with the particular
crunch of drying seaweed, the emanation of that magnificent aphrodisiac, marine
amber, and the splash of white-crested waves against the sex and thighs of bathers
at the precise moment when, having finally reached their waves, they slap their
bathing-costumes against their flesh. How long had Corsair Sanglot been
drinking? Night was falling! A considerable number of phials lay broken at his
feet as the first star came out.” (85-86)

All ellipses are Tessa’s except second to last are mine. Translation: “WATER: ‘In this malicious world full of
worries, the only remedy is sleep. NAVIGLIO: ‘I cannot make it! . . . three trumpets in three hours . . . three litters!
a drunkard, a madman and a murder . . . sleepless night! . . . July . . . scintillating city after the sun went down . . . in
the streets, oh how hot it was yesterday, oh what a burdensome night! morose, frayed, soggy . . . people trudging!
They went to the ‘Birra Italia’ . . . they crammed into trams, and with the 5, the 2 and the 12 ... they went to the
Luna Park ... to the Lago Park ... to the Mira Lago . . . empty streets around me . . . stones . . . asphalt that transmits
heat . . . dead places . . . concierges without etiquette at the doors . . . we are in the bathroom . . . we are in the
bathroom, summer . . .’ WATER: ‘. . . it has arrived.’”
96
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The image of the sea is also one of unrest. “Cette mer si monstrueusement séduisante” finds
fulfillment in Desnos in that he blends the violence and varied and indeterminate sea with
seduction and sexual tropes. “Relics of submerged cities” present themselves as future distress
for present day cities like Paris and Milan. Baudelaire and all the Surrealists (including Tessa
and Loi) represent their cities as places in decay, both physically and metaphysically.
Desnos finds the same utility in water (which of course is only one means of generation
in Surrealism, like the crowd, or the female muse/prostitute. He employs the senses like the
flâneur in order to communicate the cruel and ferocious in the world mixed with the sensual and
wondrous. He puts into poetic art the Weltschmerz suffered by modern Mankind. In fact, people
go to the beach, soothing and violent at the same time, for pleasure, knowing that there still
exists a host of dangers in doing so. Desnos slams together images without chronology so as to
suspend/mix time and space. As Caws notes in Desnos “desert and town, sea and sand, voyage
and shipwreck, forest and road are seen as inseparable complementarians, each leading to the
other, so that the notion of crossroads or conjunction remains primary in the imagination for the
reader as for the poet” (89).
Soupault on the other hand, instead of blending opposing tropes, one leading to the other, relays
a ghost tale in which the people are more lifeless, anonymous, and in a dream state than the
character of Paris and all of its features, including the Seine. The characters remain as much a
mystery as the mystery itself, that of a murder that the protagonist—Soupault himself—stumbles
upon in the presence of Georgette, his prostitute muse. All remain surreptitious, and the only
concrete thoughts the reader is offered are those of the protagonist. Soupault cannot figure
Georgette out in the traditional sense, much like Breton and Nadja, Aragon and his paramour,
and Baudelaire and his prostitutes/muses. (Even Tessa’s Olga, a madame, can only reveal the
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superficial aspects of her working women and assumptions regarding them). Each represents the
rot of contemporary society with its conflated, indecipherable mix of reticent persons and equally
reticent tropes (frequently personified more than the people). In all, the reader has access only to
the protagonist/author. Only Desnos inserts himself into the character of Corsair Sanglot when
convenient to speak to the reader in order to reveal his own inner workings. But Desnos
distances himself from the character Corsair Sanglot as quickly as he imbues him with his own
traits and biographical information. Soupault, like the others, acts as narrator of his own fate as
much as character in his own work. The Surrealist I is ever present as is necessary for the
Surrealist anti-novel, Tessa, and Loi.
Soupault’s frustrations and obsessions collide in imagery that reveals these sensations
and an impossibility of fulfillment. As Zoran Roško explains:
The unattainable Georgette is also a prostitute. Such unlikely juxtapositions
scatter Soupault’s novel, as well as unexpected metaphors. Just like the
(recurring) dogs in the text, the prose is gloriously aimless; conscious decisions
and rationality are unimportant—in nocturnal Paris, one must surrender oneself to
the vagrancies of chance, investigating and musing upon details of intrigue,
drifting from chance encounters with no discernable motive. (Zoran Roško).
Rosko’s assessment is applicable not only to Soupault, but also Tessa, Loi, and certainly Breton,
Aragon, and Desnos. Rosko’s explication of Soupault’s novel reflects the scheme for these
authors’ very works, if not their general intentions. Further, he finds the trick to tie together
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé as an interconnected force that finds itself as the precursor
to a future genre. One could argue that Baudelaire uses allegory, Rimbaud metaphor, and
Mallarmé symbols. But what are repetitive allegories but metaphors, and what are distorted
metaphors but symbols? Roško brilliantly and parenthetically uses the word recurring. Dogs
and cats both are recurring features in the works of the three 19th French poets, but certainly find
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their way into every single author presented here. And thus, we have Miller’s recurring rhetoric
based on exigency and influence creating genre. Recurring allegories lead to recurring
metaphors lead to recurring symbols, all which find their way in the recurrent rhetorical action of
the Surrealists. Water as a force for violence and calm, the prostitute muse, the crowd, the
flâneur, the cityscape as personage, death, and of course the bizarre in the quotidian are all
adopted and reimagined by the Surrealists as a necessary representation of modern confusion and
societal rot mixed with hope, love, and loss. As Soupault writes is his anti-novel The Last Nights
of Paris:
That great blot on the banks of the Seine again rotated on its access just as did the
whole earth with the same persistence and the same resignation. Like the earth,
Paris was growing cold and becoming simply an idea. For how many years
would she keep that power of illusion, for how many years would she keep that
power of illusion, for how many years would she live still mistress of time? I
dared not answer. Watching the sticky night rain falling, I felt that everybody still
wished to be deceived and to declare the perpetuity of singular love. Paris, the
orchestra was probably singing, est une . . . Everybody was dancing about me.97
(Soupault 144)

Immediately in Soupault’s description of the Seine, the communicative and synergetic, yet
oxymoronic image of water appears as it did in the excerpt from Tessa’s “Nivili.” The Seine
rotating on its access is akin to Tessa’s playful use of water creating the naviglio, but the naviglio
pushing about water animating it. Then the comparison to the greater world rotating in the same
manner followed promptly by a lamenting call to Paris’ and the world’s demise. Soupault
questions the veracity and time limits of both, beckoning to the movement or Baudelaire’s
monstrous liquid, whether sea, ocean, river, or canal.

97

The ellipses and italics are Soupault’s.
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The reason for the constant use of the word image in this study is directly linked to the
multimedia manner of the Surrealists, particularly painting, sculpture, photography, and objets
d’art. When one reads to assess in a panoramic manner instead of linearly for continuation, one
can note that Soupault is clearly painting a picture or creating an image. The simultaneous
reduction of the Seine and earth rotating, the façade of Paris, a sticky rain, and an orchestra
animating the nameless crowd to dance about Soupault evokes Dora Maar, Max Ernst, and Dalí.
Many Surrealist writers also are artists of other media, and Soupault, Breton, Tessa, and Loi
were certainly critics of painting in particular. The deconstruction of artwork seeps into the
words that incant the descriptions, phantasmagorias, and dreams that are their secretive and
illusive (yet bizarrely accessible) poetic structures of language. Benjamin only hints at this as
everything in the Arcades is an unfinished and unconnected conception—a plan or a future
theory unified by his explication. Benjamin writes “Curious notion of Soupault’s: ‘Almost all of
the poems are more or less directly inspired by a print or a painting . . . He dreaded being alone .
. . His weakness obliged him to look for things to lean on” (257). Soupault is justly placed in
Benjamin’s section on Baudelaire. Soupault draws a shaded tale shrouded in mystery that is both
art and the modern experience of mankind—despondent uncertainty. The same at times playful,
at times disturbing fusing of narrative or poetic fruition with physical, artistic production
immediately evokes John Keats’ “Ode on a Grecian Urn.” The conversation and comparison of
how a tale is told with a tale of decay reigns as one of the prime examples of Romanticism,
Baudelaire’s era; moreover, John Keats as one who depicts the temporality of Man while also
revealing the enduring legacy of Man’s base and ritualistic instincts is Baudelaire’s predecessor.
Keats reveals a story in image, but the detailed images invite mystery and further confound the
viewer as to whether the scenes are positive or lugubrious, if not violent. Baudelaire toys with
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the same positive and lugubrious tropes in his works. The two show a similar tactic to depicting
beauty, and both are willing to depart from the accepted norms of beauty, causing Baudelaire to
be the departure from Romanticism and the door into Modernism. This nature, with its access to
the dark recesses of man’s nature and fate, naturally finds its way to the Surrealists, a group born
out of the immense suicides of the Dadaist movement and one riddled with its own suicides. The
approach to beauty, and what it should be, is equally present in Tessa and Loi.
It is further worth noting that Benjamin remarked (also in the section on Baudelaire in
Arcades) on Baudelaire’s comments from his L’Art romantique about the tapestry woven by all
the different components of art and thought that would certainly preoccupy the Surrealists stating
“Conjunction of the modern and the demonic: ‘Modern poetry is related at one and the same time
to painting, music, sculpture, decorative art, satiric philosophy, and the analytic spirit . . . Some
could perhaps see in this symptoms of depravity of taste’” (236).98 Benjamin simply ascertains
Baudelaire’s statement as the marrying of the modern to the demonic. Certainly, this is what
Tessa and Loi were attempting to display (and even repair in a way), which would be in line with
the official Surrealist group of Paris. Those kept out of the group (Cocteau), and those that chose
to remain out of it (Picasso, Lorca, Duchamp), and the groups outside of Paris were not as
concerned with the demonic in modernity, or at least depicting it.
Wellek and Warren capture the necessity of the preceding statement succinctly writing that “The
most obvious relationships between works of art—sources and influences—have been treated
most frequently and constitute a staple of traditional scholarship. Although not literary history in
the narrow sense, the establishment of literary relationships between authors is obviously a most
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The ellipses are Benjamin’s.
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important preparation for the writing of such literary history” (257). The distinction of note in
the aforementioned explanation of Wellek and Warren is the necessity of establishing “literary
relationships,” which this very research attempts to do. Wellek and Warren’s statement further
identifies a characteristic of contemporary literary criticism: a commonality amongst theorists
too draw ostensibly parallels between two writers or schools. These parallels and commonalities
may seem esoteric but have consequences far greater than the analyses to which they are
assigned. If Tessa and Loi can be aligned with the Surrealists of Paris, producing the same genre
for the reasons in absentia of one another via typified, rhetorical action, there must be numerous
similarities. There must also be a commonality of root, whether that be sentiment, influence,
motive, or circumstance. Baudelaire serves all four.
Baudelaire’s unknown participation in the works of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi is in
part to his iconoclastic use of the image through word. His association with artists, and art
critiques serve as evidence of his fascination with being able to see any work of art, even if in the
written word. Benjamin in Arcades once again ascertains Baudelaire’s dependence on art as an
arrangement that can be imagined in and from poetry writing “The primary interest of allegory is
not linguistic but optical. ‘Images—my great, my primitive passion’” (334). As this analysis is
one focused on language and linguistic uses, it may appear counterintuitive to mention a
quotation as evidence that dismisses the linguistic feature of allegory in favor of the optical.
From an Augustinian standpoint, everything that causes amorous feelings, and feelings of
malcontent, enters through the eyes. It was so for Saint Augustine, but it was his pen crafting his
Confessions that identified it and communicated to the world and all subsequent generations.
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists rely on the optical for visions seen that are recounted through the
memory (or created for surreal effect near instantly as in Loi’s angel or Desnos’ sperm drinkers),
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and then painted or sculpted out of words, fashioning the final product. The final product may
be words, but both the root (or foundation) and the post-product reflection are entirely visual.
Through a recalled memory of something seen, the reader is invited to contemplate an image
from the words read. Baudelaire functioned in almost the same manner. His works, like
subsequent Baudelairean writers, can inspire a more singular image, a large fresco or (Baroque)
sculpture requiring 365-degree viewing, or a theater piece complete with dialogue. So too the
Surrealists can inspire a singular image that can be captured in the single frame of a painting, the
same design of a sculpture, or a film. As the author of two screenplays (never turned into movies
unto this day), Tessa is undoubtedly cinematic in nature, as is Desnos (with his dreamscapes.)
The following excerpt from Le spleen de Paris’s “Les Foules” by Baudelaire reveals his
mechanism for capturing a scene before using his words as easel:
Il n’est pas donné a chacun de prendre un bain de multitude: jouir de la foule est
un art; et celui-là seul peut faire, aux dépens du genre humain, une ribote de
vitalité, a qui une fée a insufflé dans son berceau le gout du travestissement et du
masque, la haine du domicile et la passion du voyage. Multitude, solitude: termes
égaux et convertibles pour le poète actif et fécond. Qui ne sait pas peupler sa
solitude, ne sait pas non plus être seul dans une foule affairée. Le poète jouit de
cet incomparable privilège, qu’il peut à sa guise être lui-même et autrui. Comme
ces âmes errantes qui cherchent un corps, il entre, quand il veut, dans le
personnage de chacun. Pour lui seul, tout est vacant; et si de certaines places
paraissent lui être fermées, c’est qu’à ses yeux elles ne valent pas la peine d’être
visitées. Le promeneur solitaire et pensif tire une singulière ivresse de cette
universelle communion. Celui-là épouse facilment la foule connaît des
jouissances fiévreuses, dont seront éternellement privés l’egoïste, fermé comme
un coffer, et le paresseux, interné comme un mollusque. Il adopte comme siennes
toutes les professions, toutes les joies et toutes les misères que la circonstance lui
présente. Ce que les hommes nomment amour est bien petit, bien restraint et bien
fable, compare à cette ineffable orgie, à cette sainte prostitution de l’âme qui se
donne tout entire, poésie et charité, à l’imprévu qui se montre, à l’inconnu qui
passe.99 (354)
Translation: “It’s not everyone who can take a bath in a crowd; to enjoy crowds is an art. Such a man can binge on
vitality to the detriment of the human race, but only if a fairy sprinkled on his cradle a taste for disguise and
pretense, a hatred for home and a passion for travel. Multitude, solitude: equal and interchangeable terms for the
active and productive poet. The man who’s unable to people his solitude is also unable to be alone in a busy crowd.
The poet enjoys an incomparable privilege: in his own way he’s able to be himself or someone else. Like those
99
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The poet uses language in a playful but constructive way, nodding to art, le poète, and cette
sainte prostitution, and using them (along with other key words or phrases) as descriptive
associations, allegories, and metaphors. The painting, play, or even film (although not a reality
in his time) that Baudelaire devises with words is infused with a weighty measure of theory
along with what can be equated to Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists to the point that his theory on
love seems almost plagiarized by all of them. Besides his status as theorist, he remains a
prophet. His explanation of the man or woman (Baudelaire’s explanations are in reference to
men) that shutters him/herself in their dwellings as selfish and troglodytic (like a clam) displays
a desire to make a positive impact while refuting Positivism and Auguste Comte’s repudiation of
any questions that seek to understand reality beyond taxonomic, mathematical, and empirical
facts. Again, Baudelaire is theorist (much like Rimbaud and Mallarmé become) and prophet.
It is when Baudelaire is acting as theorist and prophet that he is most like the Surrealists
(including Tessa and Loi.) His images, content, and proclivity for allegory find their way into
the framework of the surrealist style and its many schools and movements, but his almost heretic
approach to love and its ability to cripple the victims of Cupid’s arrows, his use of language that
ties together theory and praxis, and his deviation to an extreme with anti-bourgeois sentiment,
are revealed to be material of the greatest repetition (required for genre development) in the
works of the Surrealists, and the chief inspiration. Tessa, acting as theorist, explains in
“Baudelaire cattolico”:

wandering souls in search of a body, he enters anyone’s personality whenever he wants to. For him alone all is
vacant; and if certain places seem closed, it’s because in his eyes they aren’t worth the trouble to visit. The solitary,
thoughtful stroller finds a strange intoxication in this universal communion. The man who easily joins a crowd
knows feverish pleasures that the egoist, sealed up like a box, or the sluggard, closed as a calm, will always miss. He
adopts as his own all the professions, all the joys, all the miseries which circumstance supplies. What men call love
is quite small, quite limited, quite weak compared with the ineffable orgy, that holy prostitution of the soul which
gives itself completely, its poetry and charity, to the unforeseen that happens, to the stranger passing by.”
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Se poeta non soltanto fa rima ma si identifica con profeta. Carlo Baudelaire lo è
stato veramente perché il nostro mondo ormai in avanzata decomposizione morale
nonstante gli sforzi per farcelo parere diverso lui lo vide ancor prima che
nascesse. E poi in Baudelaire si sente l’odore della folla. Si vede la sua Parigi
che egli amò di un amore che sembra aver le radici nell’odio.100 (31)

The Milanese poet can identify Baudelaire’s affectations towards his beloved Paris because he
adopts the same habits towards depicting his beloved Milan. Both prophet and disciple are
illustrating a love-hate relationship with the cities they both love and loath due to community
decay and a corrosive modernity that demands canals be filled in and land be paved over,
reflecting an ever-increasing callousness. Tessa notes his reliance upon the crowd both as a
trope and a source of material, a universal conversation, a communicating vessel for one not
selfish.
Baudelaire’s crowd is meant to be visualized, like all his works (even his dialogue-based
poems). His optics transfer to many genres, and thus he acts as forerunner to many writers and
artists (including Rimbaud and Mallarmé). Allegory and dialogic interaction within the allegory
are necessities in Baudelaire’s writings for a visual incarnation of the word. The Surrealists
borrow this standard and make it their own device with the same intensity as Baudelaire, and to
similar effect. If Baudelaire put into words and optics the decay of modernity, the Surrealists
will reveal it (modernity) to be a slow-moving crash.
Aragon finds himself in Baudelairean crowds with the mind-expanding arcades as a
source of reflection for the wandering soul. His Paris strolls do not attempt to paint a picture of a
postcard city. From Saint Augustine’s psychology of the optics of desire, to Luis Buñuel’s self-

Translation: “What if the poet not only rhymes but identifies himself with being a prophet! Charles Baudelaire
truly embodied this because he saw our world already in advanced moral decomposition before it started, despite the
efforts to make it seem different. And thus, in Baudelaire, you can smell the crowd. We see his Paris that he loved
with a love that seems to have its roots in hatred.”
100
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apocalyptic slicing of the eye as modern remedy in his film Un Chien Andalou, the eye and
optics are not meant to involve a sense that leads to moral astuteness. The arcades are like a drug
as they feed the eye with a dizzying number of stimuli, and in turn, from Baudelaire to the
Surrealists (again including Tessa and Loi) craft writing that visually reconstructs moments
lived.
Many surrealist tropes can have negative or positive suggestion. Love can be negative or
positive, but it is often expressed in poetics or diction that attempts to describe it in emotional, if
not irrational terms. The window or the angel, although depicted at first in the physical,
frequently leads to the psychological, and therefore a reflective mood, and again they can be both
negative and positive. It is with the crowd and the visual that stems from it that all things
bizarre, macabre, relating to decay, present themselves in the strictest material terms. It is the
physical world of dreams and nightmares that permeate the crowd. In Aragon’s wanderings
through the arcades in Paysan, the tropes are of death. Aragon writes:
I had nearly forgotten to observe that the Passage de l’Opéra is a large glass
coffin, and like the same whiteness which became the object of a cult in the
Roman suburbs, surviving to this day, queens it over the double game of love and
death, Libido, which nowadays has enshrined itself in medical books, loiters about
here with little cur named Sigmund Freud at its heels. One sees in these arcades,
the sepulcher to the shade of voluptuousness, fetching girls who cater to both cults
with provocative undulations of their hips and with the sharp curl of their smile.
On stage, young ladies, on stage, and strip a little . . .101 (26)

As seen from this excerpt, the crowd in its multitude of inducements can contain many surrealist
tropes and imagery, familiar characters that find themselves in various authors’ works.

101
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The optical function displays traits of a three-pronged composition. First it acts as the window—
the ever-significant trope of Surrealism—that allows for one to see more as a window that opens
to the street and thus the world, or see less as a restriction to view what is going on inside (as is
the window seen by the street character). The second is optics of observation, so important to the
flâneur immersed in the crowd who records the rapturous decay of the modern city, or as
Benjamin notes in Arcades, “For the flâneur, the ‘crowd’ is a veil hiding the ‘masses’” (334).
Benjamin continues, “The path of one who shrinks from arriving at his goal will easily take the
form of a labyrinth. [For the flâneur, this goal is the marketplace.] The same holds for the social
class that does not want to know where it is heading. Moreover, nothing prevents it from
reveling in this roundabout way and hence substituting the shudder of pleasure for the shudder of
death” (338). The masses that the flâneur observes is in fact the social class adrift in modernity,
combining pleasure and death. One only need look at that which Loi observed in the Piazzale
Loreto, or what Desnos did in a Nazi concentration camp. The third is the recounting from
memory that which was seen.
The shipwreck, like the angel, is an emblem that could with great facility be added to the
classification of illusion or dreams (ironically envisioned with the eyes shut denoting a gazing
inward). For the shipwreck leads to savage, bizarre, tranquil, and desperate imagery and
scenarios. The various tropes find their way into the same scene, whether the medium be the
written word, the plastic arts, photography or film. Again, it bears mention that Ernst and
Magritte would (like other Surrealists) mix in one painting (or mixed-media piece) water,
demonic and angelic figures, and other tropes, frequently seen through the lens or the isolating
frame of the window. Finally, there is the optics of illusion, dreams, and the visualization of the
mythological as with the angel (which does include the angel of evil, the devil).
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In the grotesque existence that is obsessed with the death dynamic as a commentary on
modernity as an impending end and general uncertainty, but also as a place where another life
continues, and a place of the new unknown, the angel inserts itself into human existence as a sign
of hope and battle. Hope, as in the case of Loi, who believes our saving grace is to recognize
and recapture our true selves: angels that are here for benefit and good, not evil.
The positivity of the trope of the angel manifests in two ways: as a negatively affected
entity that cannot necessarily assist, but needs help itself, and the harbinger of malice of looming
doom of an unknown sort. These representations are most evident in Breton’s, Aragon’s,
Soupault’s and Tessa’s reference to the female muse that occupies their lives and subsequently
the pages of their fruition. These representations too, certainly, comes from Baudelaire (and
undoubtedly refined in imagery and usage by Rimbaud and Mallarmé).
Baudelaire invents the embodiment of the angel equivalent to Satan as a tragic figure, one
meant to elicit empathy. He identifies the modern man (of his time) and the future man
(inevitably of the 20th century) with the fallen angel, constantly in a state of angst, Weltschmerz,
and iniquitous judgment at the hands of those in charge of a crumbling world order in name of
innovation. His use of the angel as a tragic figure that can therefore relate to man in the modern
state is one of the foremost modern acts of snit-bourgeois action. The very simple notion of
exalting, in a manner, Satan, and breaking a universal norm, flying in the face of piety and
humility, imagines a view which inserts a rupture as a means to heal—the rupture being antihierarchal. Baudelaire presents atheistic envisioning of a world order based in something entirely
new if not replicated from an old negative trope, Satan. He recaptures the ultimate anti-social
symbol and normalizes it.
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Baudelaire fearlessly assails those that claim piety in a bourgeois world that requires
wealth and subjugation of others in order to be successful (as defined in his time). By no means
was Baudelaire’s bourgeoisie capitalist in today’s terms; there was still a rigid hierarchy based
on antiquated and even colonial power structures stemming still from an aristocracy. Baudelaire
only saw the four years of the French Second Republic, the others eluding him in his lifetime. In
“Confession” from Les Fleurs du mal Baudelaire writes:
Comme une enfant chétive, horrible, sombre, immonde,/ Dont sa famille
rougirait,/Et qu’elle aurait longtemps, pour la cacher au monde,/ Dans un caveau
mise au secret.// Pauvre ange, alle chantait, votre note criarde:/ “Que rien ici-bas
n’est certain,/Et que toujours, avec quelque soin qu’il se farde,/ Se trahit
l’égoïsme humain;// Que c’est un dur métier que d’être belle femme . . .”102 (92)

The image of the angel appears throughout Baudelaire’s work including in the poems “Le
Flacon”, “Le Voyage”, “Réversibilité” and “Les Litanies de Satan.” Baudelaire breaks custom
and norm with his sympathetic sobriquet pauvre ange. But his true act of blasphemy lies in his
identification with the figure of Satan as antihero.
In “Les litanies de Satan” from the same collection, Baudelaire pens what is one of his
most notorious works. At once an invective and an homage, a prayer, the poem is a direct
affront to the Catholic (and thus religious) hierarchy and order, while avoiding being antiCatholic. The work reads almost as a song of empowerment to the meek, the biblical inheritors
of the earth. The work attempts to reveal and remedy the contradictions presented in biblical

Translation: “Like a defective baby, horrid, dark, unclean, whose family made her family blush, who’d held her
from the world for many years, unseen, her grotto hid by underbrush. Poor angel, singing out in such discordant
cries: ‘That everything seems disarrayed; that’s always, though solicitude is it’s disguise, man’s ego is at last
betrayed; that women of great beauty have a wretched lot . . .”
102
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teachings. In the preceding section of the poem not cited here, the usual surreal tropes of woman
as muse, water, the city (Paris), and flânerie are factors in the narrative of the verses.
In Surrealism, as with the window being depicted so frequently and abundantly (that one
can only refer to the phenomena as typified rhetorical action) in all media or vehicles (sculpture,
painting, film, and of course the written word), so too is the angel a common signifier
encumbered with different denotations. Dalí espoused a running theme of angelism through his
life’s work, reaching an apex in the 60’s and 70’s with his various paintings and sculptures
frequently simply referred to individually and en masse as Surrealist Angel. His visions to not
expose the detailed angel, but rather an elusive one, twisted, in motion, and faceless. His angel is
tormented but relieved in fighting back. His angel is not the harbinger of peace and salvation but
seeks the two.
Baudelaire is once again the progenitor of the symbolic tortured angel: captured, fallen,
tormented, and a symptom of modern man. From Baudelaire to Loi and Dalí, the angel has lost
its home, heaven, and seeks repose and awareness. Baudelaire reverses the course of religiosity
by addressing Satan as the sympathizer, the god of the vanquished by life, and the suffering
miserable at large. In the “Rèvolte” section of his Les fleurs du mal, “Les litanies de Satan”
invokes the prayer to this demoralized race of humans. The poem, which prays to Satan as
savior of modern man, avoids the supplications of the pious and reverent. Instead, a litany of
prayers is incanted in reference to man and women of quotidian suffering and abuses. Their state
is one of life torturing them with its rules, regulations, punishments, and disease—not to mention
that which is necessary to earn a living. He writes:
O toi, le plus savant et le plus beau des Anges,/ Dieu trahi par le sort et privé de
louanges,// O Satan, prends pitiéde ma longue misère!// O Prince de l’exil, à qui
l’on fait tort,/ Et qui, vaincu, toujours te redresses plus fort,// . . . Toi qui sais tout,
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grand roi des choses souterraines, Guérisseur familier des angoisses humaines,// .
. . Toi qui, même aux lépreux, aux parias maudits,/ Enseignes par l’amour le goût
du Paradis// . . . Toi dont la large main cache les précipices/ Au smonambule
errant au bord des édifices,// . . . Toi qui, magiquement, assouplis les vieux os/ De
l’ivrogne attardé foulé par les chevaux,// . . . Père adoptif de ceux qu’en sa noire
colère/ Du paradis terrestre a chassés Dieu le Père,// O Satan, prends pitié de ma
longue misère!103 (238-242)

These examples, and the poems referred to as having the image of the angel as symbol resorting
in greater allegory, root themselves as the beginning of typified rhetorical action based on some
sort of need that would filter through time, space, and author/artist. Benjamin, in five
consecutive passages from Arcades, reveals the repetition of topic based on emotional and
psychological unease, or even dis-ease, by means of returning to certain central motifs that over
time get assumed by successive generations (including the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi); moreover
he alludes to Weltschmerz and the mixing of image to support its distressing effects writing “The
attraction which a few basic situations continually exerted on Baudelaire belongs to the complex
of symptoms associated with melancholy. He appears to have been under the compulsion of
returning at least once to each of his main motifs” (328-329). And taking on the issue of the
grand allegory that makes use of symbol in the next three sections he continues “Baudelaire’s
allegory bears traces of the violence that was necessary to demolish the harmonious façade of the
world that surrounded him,” continuing, “In Blanqui’s view of the world, petrified unrest
becomes the status of the cosmos itself. The course of the world appears, accordingly, as one
great allegory,” and finally “Petrified unrest is, moreover, the formula for Baudelaire’s life
Translation: “O thou, most wise of Angels and most salutary, a god betrayed by destiny, deprived of glory, O
Satan, pray take pity on my endless pain! O Prince of all in exile, who hast suffered wrong, and who though
vanquished, hast forever grown more strong [sic] . . . Omniscient King of all beneath the land and seas, the friendly
healer of our human agonies . . . From thee the madmen and the leper learn to prize, through love, a most unlikely
taste of Paradise . . . O thou whose great hand at the very brink will stop somnambulists who wander on the
building’s top . . . Thou who by magic dost preserve the brittle bone when hapless drunkards under horses’ feet are
thrown . . . Thou foster father of those driven, in His wrath, by God the Father from their paradise on earth, O Satan,
pray take pity on my endless pain!”
103
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history, which knows no development” (329). Lastly, in Arcades Benjamin assesses genre as
stemming from Baudelaire’s style of communicating vessels, or his aloof relations:
The state of tension subsisting between the most cultivated sensibility and the
most intense contemplation is a mark of the Baudelairean. It’s reflected
theoretically in the doctrine of correspondences and in the predilection for
allegory. Baudelaire never attempted to establish any sort of relations between
these. Nevertheless, such relations exist. (328-29)

Benjamin links correspondence and allegory, but then it would make sense that allegory is a
language between knowing parties. This too displays itself in the operations of the Surrealists,
Tessa, and Loi.
A reader of Baudelaire can decipher the raison d’être is connected to the very idea of
connections and isolation. The isolated yet communicating figure in the crowd is meant to
demonstrate modernity’s dynamism and petrification—the ever-entwined contradictory stasis of
two facets of modern living, particularly in urban centers like Paris and Milan. Regarding all of
the downtrodden about which Baudelaire speaks, is the reader to assume that all are prone to
malice, and even evil? This would be an absurdity. Are they then not to have a voice, an angel
that serves them? This angel cannot be the Judeo-Christian God that ostensibly forsakes them.
God, overall, is like the bourgeoisie that tramples on society’s throwaways. God is parallel to
the bourgeoisie, in line with them. Naturally, society’s castaways turn to ways defined as illicit
and dark. So, Baudelaire turns to the lord of darkness, the enemy of the Judeo-Christian God to
be the angel of mercy for those he encounters in the streets, brothels, and arcades—all frequently
at night.
The many symbols that swirl around the pages of Baudelaire into a greater allegory,
inevitably create a kaleidoscope through which a distorted world can become reflected and
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reimagined appropriately. Such a fragmented and disorganized realm could find solace in the
symbol of a sympathetic Satan. Balakian explains of Baudelaire’s reality:
walking through the neighborhoods of Paris, he observed animals rotting in the
street, the homeless alcoholics, drug users, or assassins loitering in the gutters.
The beggars, the blind, the ragpickers, the skinny old ladies and the young,
famished prostitutes, all became mediums through which he could convey his
changing moods. He turned abstractions like Beauty, Sorrow, Death, the Ideal
into existential intimacies. (3).

He did not only turn abstractions into intimacies, but he also gave them personifications.
Undoubtedly his angel of Satan is sorrow and the king of the sorrowful. Balakian notes
Baudelaire (in his 56 residences) lived near the river Seine. This combined and examined
together with the list of features that presented themselves to Baudelaire reveals the cache of
masks parading through the quotidian of modernity—a cache that transfixed itself into the
symbolism and modernism of the Fin de Siécle, as well as to the Surrealists. It would be,
however, the Surrealists that would return to the uglier aspects of life, blending them with the
fantastic, strange, and frequently beautiful thereby representing a real world where sur-reality
reigns as truth.
Balakian continues to explain:
Everything becomes symbol but not allegory. Allegory is the one-to-one facing of the
material and its counterpart in the moral or spiritual, whereas symbol is the virtual image
indefinitely transferable from one viewing to another. The symbol becomes a bridge
between one being and many others and is suggestive of the ultimate universal bonding
of humans. (7)

This profound analysis unfurls a truth about allegory, the authors that coin them, and their
application to works; it is the symbols that remain constants—even if the symbol can denote one
thing in one text, and another thing in a different text. The constructs of the greater allegory, the
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symbols, always carry their own meaning and message, and these may not add up to the sum of
an allegory with the denotation of symbols in flux, but their individual parts transmit message
and form literary material.
Looking out of his window, staring at the Seine, imagining to where it could take a voyager,
walking through the streets near the Tuileries, in crowds, through arcades, by brothels, rubbing
arms with prostitutes, thieves, the desperate and the bourgeois together, hearing the actual music
of life transfixing like the musicality of poetry, Baudelaire provided the blueprint, not to be
imitated, but to be utilized for individualistic production. The clashing images before his very
eyes that were transmitted through pen to paper are a precursor to the awkward juxtapositions of
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists. The metropolitan mélange of images become symbols to be, as
Balakian says, “a bridge between one being and many others.” How these symbols become
repeated rhetorical action and why varies from the Symbolists to the Surrealists. But this
typified action had and still has a sociopolitical intent.
The inventory of images that find their way into Surrealism, Tessa and Loi is utilized to
reveal the bizarre, the Weltschmerz, the lack of faith in the direction of life with a profound
desire to change that direction. Desnos will not hesitate to view from Paris the far-off images of
the waters of the North Pole riddled with black ships, frozen bays, and general lifelessness in
regards to nature.104 Somehow, the need, love, and stress of the crowd, the communicating
vessels, and disorder find their way into the imagery. Equally in Loi, the mixture includes the
symbol of water, the usage of transportation of some sort, in this case both the waters of the

“Ebony boats under way for the North Pole, death now presents itself in the guise of a circular and frozen bay,
without penguins, without seals, without bears . . . Whether the deserts be made of ice or of porphyry, located on the
ship or in the train, lost in the crowd or in space, this sentimental image of universal disorder does not move me.”
Desnos in Liberty, 67. The ellipses are mine.
104
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navigli and the trams of the city. In the crowd, in the waterways, in the streets, all so full of
faces, people with stories, trying to live in modern times, lies a certain anonymity not just for the
author, but for all the communicating vessels, the colliding lives. In L’angel, Loi uses space as
an angel would use its ability to evade the visible eye. He writes “Sü l’angul di Navili, in via
Vigeven,/ me catti cul Di Leva per parlà/—g’àn dî un post de nient, un post ‘anomen’/ e pö lü el
g’a giuntâ ‘robb nost de netà’—/pàssen di tram, desnöv, un buss, di gent,/ un vott, un trentatri
che turna câ . . .” (228).105 Loi’s rambling remembrances (including calling out tram lines akin
to Tessa) are a reminder that the greatness of the individual is eclipsed by the ordinary. One can
find solace in his “post de nient, un post ‘anomen,’” even if the passing trains and people file by
along the banks of the naviglio—they are just that: passing. There is solace, even if there is a
sinister plan being hatched. One can compare this passage of Loi’s to the two previous
selections by Soupault106 and Aragon.107 The Baudelairean complex of iconography of the
colliding quotidian displays itself in modern arrangement and surreal configuration in Loi,
Soupault, Aragon, Desnos, Tessa, and certainly Breton.
Breton, the perpetual city dweller with modest ventures into the countryside and to the water,
nevertheless manages to mingle the tropes utilized by the Surrealists, set forth by Baudelaire,
freed from artistic restriction by Rimbaud, and syntactically by Mallarmé. His feet like the
others, are the preferred method of movement of self, but the passage of water generates and
moves ideas, possibilities, and the horrifying. Breton too is nocturnal, set on an analysis of the
self, prone to ritual and wandering, but the sea still manages to find its way into his Parisian

The ellipses are Loi’s. Translation: “On the corner by the canals, in Vegevano Street, I found myself speaking
with Di Leva—they had recommended any place an ‘anonymous’ place and then he added ‘our stuff to clean up’—
some trams pass, a 19, a bus, some people, an 8, a 33 that’s returning to the garage . . .”
106
See page 155.
107
See page 162.
105
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wanderings in reflection form.108 He particularly finds use for the sea in his second anti-novel,
Mad Love. Amid the dreams, the crowd, mythical places that are surreal but must be better than
if not parallel to his time, all in the shadow of the female muse, flows the sea with its
spontaneous and inconsistent currents. In his work inspired by the insanity-inducing love for
Lamba (so rapturous and wrought with jealousy), Breton conjures up, like an alchemist, visions
cinematic in nature to present the typical tropes as spectacular.109
Breton reveals in one brief passage from Mad Love the ethos of Baudelaire’s influence in all
its darkness, writing “Then blood, not this vitreous water we have these days, gushed cascading
down to the sea” (69). Blood akin to water as the vehicle which carries life and opportunity as
well as labyrinth and death presents itself in surreal image and wording in Breton’s phrasing with
its particular modifier “vitreous” and double verbiage “gushed cascading” aligning past tense and
present participle. Again, as with the other scenarios, this passage shows a scene that is preceded
and followed by the recurring tropes that make their way from Baudelaire to the Surrealists,
Tessa, and Loi. There is the crowd making their way, there is the meeting place (in this case the
arena), and the man with his counterpart in the misogyny of Baudelaire and Surrealism—the
desirous woman. Children on terraces (similar to windows in use) view a river of blood flowing,
demonstrating the same child trauma depicted in Loi’s visions of Piazzale Loreto, and Desnos’s
abusive school for girls. There is however something showy not present in Baudelaire’s work,
which is elegant in its portrayal of the ignoble. Breton is depicting an eternal infernal through

“At nightfall and often much later (I know perfectly well that psychoanalysis would have something to say about
this), as if they were submitted to a ritual, I find them wandering speechless by the sea, in single file, winding lightly
around by the waves” (Breton in Mad Love, 5.)
109
“As after a long sea voyage, the passengers about to disembark question the surprising pieces of silver and gold
that will be the currency, there appears a dream country, Oratava, into which you are introduced by taking these
leaves in your hand, the overwhelming coinage of feeling” (Breton in Mad Love, 75).
108
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which one may work out their surreal existence in poetry and convulsive passion. He is
essentially revealing the effect of Rimbaud on the Surrealists.
Baudelaire wrote of the vices he saw, including his own. He wrote of his trappings, of that
which imprisoned him in a sense. Rimbaud speaks of freedom, of his desire for liberty in life,
and thus provides a guide to (surreal) living.
Rimbaud’s Guide to Living: The Conflation of Dreams, Hallucinations, and Reality
Rimbaud, in his guide to living by spontaneous action, his dropping everything to go in an
opposite direction, his refusal to be derided by a fork in the road—choosing instead to turn back
in a different direction, refusing the choices life offers, utilizes the voyage and liberty as
paramount. His poetry is a poetics of vision and praxis, and truly incorporates imagery as
possibility and doing as poetic imagery. Wallace Fowlie notes in his “introduction” to his
English translation of Rimbaud’s poems “Rimbaud’s art is poetic language of an exceptional
freshness, enrolled in . . . permanent and universal themes. . . The ultimate lesson . . . states that
poetry is one means . . . by which life may be changed and renewed” (5). Fowlie’s assessment
proves accurate when one looks at the manner in which the Surrealists viewed Rimbaud.
If the reader is to take “Rimbaud is Surrealist in the way he lived, and elsewhere” as a
designating tenant, or (at least) influencing factor, in Surrealism, then what does it mean and how
does it function? First, the way Rimbaud lived, having no terms but his own, spontaneously, and
rashly—not following convention. Rimbaud is the one who first says one can live the poetry that
one writes, the two are not inseparable. Rimbaud’s is a poetry of function. He wrote almost the
entirety of his collection between the ages of 16 and 19 years old, published none of it
commercially (only Saison in one edition), and saw it published by others with enthusiasm for it
in his lifetime. His response was tepid and laconic but did not disapprove. He dropped writing
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as quickly as he picked it up, leaving a lasting impact. He lived a peculiar life of mostly but not
always lucrative trading endeavors in Africa, starting in the north before making his way to East
Africa where he remained until shortly before his death. His resistance to norms, push back
against bourgeois expectations of success, and renunciation of civic society fit in with the
preoccupations of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi.
Rimbaud writes of the same material in a sense as Baudelaire, but the form is entirely
different (except for the poetry in prose—which bears Baudelaire’s mark). It is the form that
offers something new to Breton and his crew, but also Tessa and Loi. Rimbaud’s poems,
seemingly still life productions in poetic form, defy simplicity and separation. The poems are
not still-lives but cinematic adventures in hallucination, love, travails through life’s hell, and
reinvention. All pose as unsubtle fodder for the Surrealists. Rimbaud’s work can be summed up
in three distinct parts: his Poems, Une Saison en Enfer, and Les Illuminations. The three
divisions present to Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists three major aspects of modern living. The
first is that poetry is a generative force, one of fruition. Therefore, the unlikely title Poems,
almost certainly without Rimbaud’s input, causes reflection that a work of works—things to
make, ποιέω, which in the first-person conjugation brings the necessary self into frame as the
creator. Second, the allusion to hell and time spent there as temporal (saison) speaks to modern
man’s condition, but even further to the Surrealists’ desire to improve life through cognizing the
incomprehensible and embracing it. Again, the original reason to break from Dadaism—to find
a movement with a constructive if not affirmative result instead of the feckless nature of its
predecessor movement from which Surrealism grew. In its title, the final installment brings to
center the ideal aim of Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists—to illumine, to shed light on life from the
quotidian to the bizarre.
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Breton, in his long list of who is a Surrealist and why, a sort of post-mortem baptism into the
group, does not include Rimbaud (nor Baudelaire or Mallarmé for that matter) haphazardly
because he was an influence (as all the others in the list were as well). Rather, Rimbaud was a
contemporaneous preoccupation of the Surrealists. Desnos imitated him, even mimicked him in
Liberty. Others treated his poetry in their works. But Breton himself returns to the poet, even
after seemingly discarding him on more than one occasion. Indeed, regardless of his
homosexuality and relationship with Paul Verlaine (who later collected and published his work
forever putting his imprint on it and the order in which it is presented with the exception of
Saison), Rimbaud’s work still has the same swirl of tropes that extend from Baudelaire to the
Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. Writing of the female muse, although from a different pretext as the
others, Bohemian life, Parisian scenes, orgies, memory, the window, water, the crowd, poets,
mystic vision, and of course the city. Like the others, nature and the otherworldly find their way
into his curious poetical alignments.
If Nadja was a work born of frustration, Mad Love is born of ecstatic excitement for the
newness of love. Whereas Breton is relegated to solving a puzzle he cannot, Nadja (and
therefore himself), in Mad Love he realizes his vision of love explicated in the last sentence of
Nadja “Beauty will be CONVULSIVE or it will not be at all.” The convulsion is in the imagery
but also in the language that shows longing, and of course references Rimbaud as in the
following scene from Mad Love: “How hungry we are! The traveler tree and the soap tree are
going to let us present ourselves at the table with clean hands. I think this must be the Good Inn
Rimbaud speaks of” (81). In Mad Love, various trees in the sections that precede and follow this
excerpt representing certain necessities (bread, butter, salt, pepper, travel, cleanliness, and other
basic human needs) unfurl in the myth of the tree. Eventually a discussion on imperialism leads
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to a sexual discussion on the magnetism of human body parts. Breton’s language has abandoned
any attempt to be straightforward. He is slipping in and out of making sense, as sense is
circumstantial. He is living the last words of Nadja. With Lamba, he has found beauty (if only
temporarily), and it is convulsive as the language, the use of symbolism and allegory, and the
topic matter that convey a poetics of transformation advocated unknowingly by Rimbaud.
Much of Rimbaud’s work is undoubtedly fueled by an overly passionate love affair
between the poet and Verlaine, and it is through the framework of maddening love that Rimbaud
writes, and that Breton borrows (or even mimics to a degree). Rimbaud’s work is also fueled by
mind altering substances such as absinthe and opium. His Saison is the embodiment of this
interspersed with his lovelorn state for Verlaine. Saison’s critical failure was in part due to
homophobia as his relationship with Verlaine was well-known in Parisian circles. Its initial
dismissal resulted in the author abandoning writing in general. But its initial failure does not
foretell the overwhelming influence it would have on writers, musicians, and artists, all who
have created productions reimaging this work (and all works truly) of Rimbaud.
Further refutation of Breton’s supposed homophobia is in fact his constant turning
attention to Rimbaud as a source for a guide to living—and living means creating. Gwendolyn
Bays in “Rimbaud—Father of Surrealism explains, “In the early manifestoes it is Rimbaud
whose aims and techniques inspired Breton and Surrealism most; in the 1930’s it is to Rimbaud
that Breton returns after other interpretations of the poet’s works appeared and interestingly
enough it is Rimbaud’s ‘Alchemie du verbe’ which he recalls in the 1950’s when he is trying to
assess what part of Surrealism really had survived” (Bays 50). Bays is in fact correct in her
identifying Breton’s constant return to Rimbaud. While most other theorists of Surrealism
dismiss Rimbaud’s sway over the Surrealists as officially diminished by Breton’s negative
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reassessment of him in his second manifesto, a work in which he dismissed many, and one that
acts as an invective more than a cogent theory (unlike Desnos’ freeing third manifesto in
response), Bays’s research reveals Rimbaud’s enduring effects on the Surrealists, and Breton in
particular.
It is a clever turn of words to say that what the Surrealists had managed to create that was
extant (physical or theoretical) was Rimbaud—and in particular his famed “Alchemie du verbe.”
When Breton assesses what it is that has survived of Surrealism—it is undoubtedly the
communal, but as it relates to him. Members had come and gone, willingly or unwillingly.
Members and associates of his group died in concentration camps (or in Benjamin’s case while
fleeing). But new groups continually formed around him until his death. His Paris group broke
down in shambles after expulsions and defections of the likes of Dalí and Magritte. The latter
returned to Belgium to focus on that country’s school of Surrealism, acting as head free of
Breton). The war further crumbled any Paris school of Surrealism. Upon his return, Breton
through the late 40s, 50s, and 60s acted as Surrealism’s grand administrator, creating contacts
and offering approval to the various schools that manifested—the Lisbon group, the Romanians,
the Czechs, and the short-lived São Paolo group (affected by Breton’s death and the Brazilian
dictatorship opposed to their activities), among others. Incredibly this shows Breton stayed
active in Surrealism until his death, and groups entirely free of any original members operated
post-bellum. “Alchemie du verbe” is cryptic language to declare that what has survived of
Surrealism is everything.
In reference to Breton’s, Aragon’s, and Soupault’s anti-novels, Solnit explains in
Wanderlust:
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All three are first-person narratives about a man wandering in Paris, give very
specific place names and descriptions of places, and make prostitutes one of their
main destinations. Surrealism prized dreams, the free associations of an
unconscious or unself-conscious mind, startling juxtapositions, chance
encounters, and coincidence, and the poetic possibilities of everyday life.
Wandering around the city was an ideal way to engage with all of these qualities.
(207)
Solnit leaves out Desnos, perhaps because of the cryptic nature of his language in describing his
protagonist’s relation to Paris and far-off, exotic, frequently unnamed places. Desnos’s narrative
is not directly in the first person, but he is undoubtedly Corsair Sanglot, at least some of the time.
Of course, as a chapter that explicitly deals with Paris and the French word flâneur and due to
the fact that the overwhelming majority of dialect poetry remains untranslated into any language
other than Italian, she does not address Milan. It is, in fact, a city that invites flânerie. Its history
posits the city itself in a continuum of political and cultural importance, and it has a dialectical
association with Paris. The two are in conversation as Paris (as the seat of French power)
controlled or influenced Milan on more than one occasion—from the control over that followed
the Sforza rule, to the Hapsburgs which includes French queen Marie Antoinette, and finally
Napoleon Bonaparte.
Even under the spell of the homosexual Rimbaud, the female muse/whore is present,
although few direct encounters are recounted by Rimbaud. This presence is seen in poems like
“L’Orgie Parisienne”, “au Caberet-Vert”, and “La Maline” to name a few. The relevance of this
feature in Rimbaud is twofold: it represents a continuity either intended or not, with Baudelaire,
Mallarmé, Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, and it shows the committed, if not inadvertent in some
(writers), misogyny. Although all reveal a certain truth, and thus forward a certain point of
reality regarding women, only perhaps Tessa attempts to assign a remedy if by no other means
than giving prostitutes a voice and presenting woman as colleagues and friends. Nevertheless,
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the persona of the muse/prostitute, detached from any specific person, even if meant to represent
a real person such as Nadja and embodied with civic and social meanings, becomes codified
rhetorical action that is tied to other rhetorical captured actions such as flânerie. And so, with
the embodiment of the muse/prostitute, another function of the genre of Surrealism is satisfied.
Rimbaud, like any author in the vein of a civic poet observes and records with the eyes.
The optic role is as prominent is Rimbaud as it is in Baudelaire. The use of the optical function
presents itself as a clear lineage to Augustinian thought: all desire is caused by seeing the object
of desire. For the flâneur, the eyes record a narrative, the feet move it along cinematically (and
inevitably, surrealistically). Rimbaud’s poetics are also an optics of observation (and visual
hallucination) to record decay of modernity and self.110 Rimbaud in various poems references
the eye in numerous poems. In “Les Assis” from his Poems of 1871 Rimbaud writes in a “Ces
vieillards ont toujours fait tresse avec leurs sieges,/ Sentant les soleils vifs percaliser leur peau,/
Ou, les yeux à la vitre où se fanent les neiges,/ Tremblant du tremblement douloureux du
crapaud” (64).111 Referencing men who sit in a library but wander with their eyes to the everpresent surrealist trope of the window, Rimbaud reminds the reader that even when seated
indoors, the nature of the flâneur is to wander. The three-pronged optic function, the window,
the optics of observation, and recounting from memory that which was seen are present in this
odd and brief passage. Men are seated, but in the crowd as they are in the library. They languish
and are reenergized by their glancing through a window, and of course, Rimbaud recounts all
that he saw of the crowd via memory. It is then turned into and added to the ongoing list of these
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See page 158.
Translation: “These old men have always made one tress with their seats, feeling bright sun turn their skin to
calico, or with their eyes on the windowpane where the snow fades, trembling with the painful tremble of the toad.”
All translations of Rimbaud are by Wallace Fowlie.
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very factors being recorded in repetitive rhetorical action, reflecting the discussion on pages
twenty-seven to twenty-nine of this chapter in regard to Baudelaire and the Surrealists.
Rimbaud’s poem reads almost as a description or ekphrasis or an early surrealist painting
depicting bizarre rows of men with wandering eyes that have fixated on a window, not unlike the
paintings discussed in the previous chapter. His work, like Baudelaire’s, cunningly interlinks
content and intent where the eye and what it sees is depicted, but the one who sees is also
subject. There is a parallel with Augustinian philosophy of the eyes and Petrarchan reflection
upon the self, but in contrast, these two factors turn away from the self eventually and
contemplate the world in a distant or at least detached manner. This is seen in Tessa, Loi, and
the Surrealists.
In Desnos’s opening to Liberty, a poem attributed to Rimbaud but written by Desnos, the
Surrealist coined the title “The Night Watch,” an allusion to vision, the eye, and implicative of
windows.112 The poem acts almost as an abstract of the greater work in prose. It is a precarious
voyage around city and water that includes the tropes of death, city wandering, decay, the
bourgeoisie, and non-linear voyage, all the while being highly sexual in its language. These
same traits find their way into the tale of Louise Lame and Corsair Sanglot. Desnos writes of
dreams, the bourgeoisie, and the eye all in immediate juxtaposition:
Sprung from a sleepless heart’s profound abyss/ Recurrent nightmares wrack the
dormant town./ What night of lobster-tentacles rips this/ Raw eye? Which Etna
flings its lava down?// More isolated in suburban waste/ Than legionnaires lost in
Saharan sand/ A rattling drum-roll in our throats has chased/ The grey-faced
bourgeoisie beyond the land. (32)

It may also refer to Rembrandt van Rijn’s Baroque masterpiece The Night Watch. The Baroque and Surrealism
rely on a similar conflation on approach. It is a particularly dark painting in line with Desnos’s imagery.
112
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The images conjured in Rimbaud’s name include a similar distaste for the bourgeoisie, its
suburban sprawl akin to the trappings of the aisles of books in the library in (now suburban)
Charleville-Mézières (Northern France), Rimbaud’s birthplace, which he writes frequently
references. Frightening images and the nightmare present themselves as they would in Rimbaud,
as well as distant lands (to which Rimbaud would eventually flee). Finally, there is the reference
to the raw eye in Desnos’s Liberty. This mingling of images immediately precedes the stanza
“Our bloodshot pupils conjure up a dream/ Of distant signal-men parading, fast/ Asleep,
disheveled, lecherous, they seem/ To lift their lids when an express zooms past (33). Half
conscious, half asleep seems to be a method of representation respective to modernity. It is again
a grouping of men disheveled, lecherous, and illusion to the prostitute/muse.
Oddly, both works, Rimbaud’s and Desnos’s, fit in with Loi’s life and work. His father
was a rail worker and similar to a signalman. Loi was a wanderer and frequent occupier of a
library seat knocked into a dreamy state. And the men in Loi’s asylum, in which he finds
himself (the character) as an angel aware of his status, also has groupings of men with eyes
fixated on a window looking to an inaccessible outside world where the crazy and gleefully inept
roam free. Further, Loi like Rimbaud passed his youth between idyllic village life and the
overwhelming stimuli of city life.
As Breton argues, Rimbaud offers a guide to living: the spontaneity, the reckless vices
and experimentation, surreal choices that lands one in surreal experiences. Undoubtedly Loi
finds in Rimbaud a way of living, and by example writing. From his time as an anti-Fascist
youth and communist activist to his complete turnaround later in life as a prolific poet in dialect
as well as essayist, short story author, biographer, and editor in lingua. In this respect, Rimbaud
acts as forerunner particularly to Loi (and Tessa), Besides some comparisons of Rimbaud with
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Loi and Tessa, more telling are the descriptions of Loi’s poetics. Brevini in Le parole perdute
describes Loi’s poetics as motivated by Rimbaldian instinct and actions:
Letteratura . . . del popolo, sia pure colto . . . Di qui la dubbia stratificazione
ideologica della protesta di Loi, in cui comunismo e religione, spinte libertarie e
profetismo evangelico, impazienza anarchica e visionarietà utopica si accavallano.
E, ugualmente, l’irriverente, carnevalesca invettiva contro la cultura ufficiale . . .
C’è in Loi una violenta carica anti-istituzionale.113 (318-319)

The list of contradictions (comunismo e religione for example) is well-suited as a successor to
Rimbaud (much like Desnos and Breton). But also, the fascination with hallucination, visions,
anarchic attitude, and visionary utopia all can be attributed to Rimbaud—and by no means do
Baudelaire or Mallarmé supply this exigency. Rimbaud becomes a necessary component to
Surrealism (Loi and Tessa included).
Clearly present in the work of Loi and Tessa is Porta. He acts in many ways as a kindred
spirit to Rimbaud and Baudelaire (although predating them) for his automatism and orgiastic,
nightmarish visions. He shows the same irreverence, sardonic wit, and astoundment for but
embrace of modernity. Porta offers the two writers a Milanese relativity to French influence that
the Surrealists of Paris did not need. Porta in consideration to Rimbaud (and equally to
Baudelaire) creates a dialectic with the French influence, even if Loi asserts firmly that he
dislikes discussing influence as he does not see his work as a continuation of any other author’s
or genre’s. He seems to accept, however, lines of demarcation and genre, and certainly speaks of
those whom he read and obviously remain influential to him.

Translation: “Literature . . . of the people, albeit educated . . . from here, the dubious ideological stratification of
Loi's protest, in which communism and religion, libertarian drives and evangelical prophecy, anarchist impatience
and utopian visionary overlap. And, equally, in the irreverent, carnivalesque invective against official culture. . .
There is a violent anti-institutional charge in Loi.”
113
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Writing under the auspices of the Hapsburg as a government employee or functionary, for
Porta, as for Rimbaud, Desnos, and Loi, liberty is a central theme. Porta, who relies on visions in
his poetics as do Rimbaud and surrealist writers, nevertheless does not make use of
hallucinations and otherworldly trances. Rimbaud provides the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi with
the hallucinations (drug-fueled or not), alternate worlds, and the bizarre as communicable. Loi
examines all of these Rimbaldian affectations in L’angel. Loi’s protagonist, dreaming of
freedom and paradise (its veracity), and his recognition of his angelic state (natural to man),
ponders freedom and bliss (again with the tropes of mirrors and windows) inside of an asylum
akin to Rimbaud’s library where the mind is focused outside, even if the self is placed in a chair,
stationary, and seemingly unable to wonder, but wonder the characters do through optics,
memories, visions, and hallucinations. To Rimbaud, to wonder is to wander and vice-versa. Loi
inherits this trait as do the others. Loi writes in L’angel “Se l’era el Paradis mì el sù no,/ sù che
ballavum cul cu bèl pien de nient,/ el mund che nel vegní pareva tant/ e pien de mujment, de
svanament . . ./ Serum nel füm di sògn, e l’abundansa/ del poch di ann e de la giuentü . . ./ Ma
tütt l’è stâ ’me ’n spègg che pö se spacca,/ se mett de part i tocch, ma ’spègg gh’è pü (162-64).114
The obsessions scene in the excerpt from Loi’s L’angel display the same characteristic
obsessions with which Rimbaud imbued his work. The images, as horrific and with ideation of
the darker sides of aesthetics, nevertheless are in line with Breton’s declaration that beauty will
be convulsive or not at all. Intermittent vignettes in various breaks recreate a contemplative state,
a reflection on past visions and sights, recalled by memory. There can be no doubt that Soupault
and Loi effectively use (or end up with) a similar design, a menagerie of ingredients that arise

Translation: “If it was Paradise, I don’t know, I know that they were dancing with heads full of nothing, the
world that, while arriving, seemed like so much, full of movement, of raving . . . We were in the smoke of dreams,
abundance of few years and of youth . . . But all has been as a mirror, and then it breaks; the pieces are put aside, but
the mirror exists no more.”
114
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spontaneously but that also clearly come from Rimbaud. Vignettes, either in poetry or prose
(nevertheless poetic), memory recalling reflections on past memories, visions both fantastic and
nightmarish, hallucinations, and the stimulus of the crowd, fuel the works of Rimbaud, Soupault,
and Loi – but also Tessa and Desnos. Breton and Aragon work less in vignettes, but rather cull
from Rimbaud the duality of angst and joie-de-vivre. Again, Rimbaud is a guide to living.
In recent retrospectives and reintroductions of surrealist works old and new, Rimbaud is
recognized as being elemental to the genre and school, Surrealism. In Surrealism Caws notes
that Michaël Lowy remarked in the French daily Le Monde, in reference to an exhibition that ran
from March to June of 2002 “The whole point of the movement . . . was its well-known double
motto which combined Karl Marx’s statement, ‘to transform the world’, with Arthur Rimbaud’s,
‘to change life’” (42). Although Caws acknowledges this fact, she fails to see or accept
Rimbaud’s continued influence on the Surrealists. Caws almost entirely dismisses Rimbaud
from Surrealism after he is seemingly rejected as a continued influence on Surrealism in his
second manifesto (as he is exacting his great purge of influencers and member). But Bays’s
research, which focuses on lectures and speeches given by Breton, demonstrates that Rimbaud
remained a continued influence on the Surrealists. In “Rimbaud—Father of Surrealism?,” Bays
notes that as late as the mid 1930’s (and again later), Breton comments on the imperative of
Rimbaud’s guidance:
In his Prague lecture of 1935, entitled “Situation Surréaliste de l’objet,” Breton
gives full recognition to Rimbaud as the inspirer of Surrealism’s “grande œvre” in
this passage “. . . all the technical effort of Surrealism from its origin to the
present has consisted in multiplying the ways of penetrating the deepest layers of
the mind. ‘I must say that one must be a seer’ . . . It was only a question for us of
discovering the means of applying this password of Rimbaud.” (47)
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Bays reveals Rimbaud provides the technique: an infusion of otherworldly states and experiences
mixed with contemplation and consideration, all the mind’s domain. Breton’s words in his
lecture cited by Bays justifies the association of Rimbaud with the Surrealists—those in and out,
but also those enacting an analogous genre, Tessa and Loi. Loi’s angel is in fact the very
combination of a seer penetrating the deepest layers of the mind and trying to find the password
or key to understanding.
Bays revelation further associates Rimbaud with Breton’s second anti-novel of 1936,
Mad Love. The title and entire work drawing on anything and everything encountered as
associated with an energizing if not inevitably volatile love relationship that mirrors Rimbaud’s
poetics during his relationship with Paul Verlaine, one which saw Verlaine shoot Rimbaud in a
fit of drunken madness and embittered love. Even Rimbaud’s post-poetic life prefigures
Surrealism as much as his two great works, Les Illuminations and En Saison en Enfer. Rimbaud
wandered through Europe during his years of what could be called spontaneous travels. He did
so mostly on foot, just as he wandered Paris, London, and Belgium with his former lover
Verlaine. Breton travels on foot with Nadja, but his propensity to wandering on foot occurs in
Mad Love. And in his wanderings, Breton muses over the influence of Rimbaud, Mallarmé, and
Baudelaire, including a section from his poem “Voyage.” Thus, the three find themselves
scattered across the pages of Mad Love as characters that accompany Breton, and that, although
reconsidered briefly in his second manifesto, never left his composition as an artist and writer.
Rimbaud, he reflects, offered him magic. In Mad Love He writes “. . . I am now tempted to give
of those short formulas having a magic effect on me . . . I remember well ‘How Salubrious a
Wind!’ From Rimbaud’s ‘The River at Cassis’ . . .” (9). Again, the tropes that find their way
into Surrealism (water and ideation of movement) are present as is Rimbaud’s continued
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influence on the Surrealists’ response to the exigency with which they felt they were presented
causing them to take up, append, and mutate Rimbaud’s existing rhetorical action.
The hallucination, the seances, otherworldly considerations, and trance states (especially
of Desnos and Loi) remain amalgamated with much of the drinking, absinthe, opium, and
experimentation in which the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi engaged. Although by no means did all
of them engage in harsher intoxicants, they all drank and used alcohol for effect. These
wraithlike conditions, including fascination with the dead as well as trances and intoxicants,
allow for the surreal experience par excellence. From the experience rises the poetry, and to
return to Fowlie, Rimbaud’s idea of poetry asserts that it has power to change life. How do the
works of Rimbaud serve Surrealism and Tessa and Loi? Fowlie describes Une Saison en Enfer
as “a troublesome text” (4), and says “its elliptical outbursts, its seeming contradictions, and the
lack of transitions between its various parts force a reader into maximum attentiveness and
agility. Moreover, the psychic experience related in Une Saison is as much that of our age as it
is of one adolescent poet” (4-5). Fowlie’s observations show a similitude with all authors being
considered. In fact, all of the Surrealists’ works are hybrids of ruptured prose and verse just like
Rimbaud’s Saison, and therefore lack transitions between its parts (even Tessa and Loi employ
prose or the juxtaposition of disjointed fragments). All works are filled with elliptical outburst
both literally and figuratively—and it is even boasted by the authors themselves. Saison, like
Surrealism, is punctuated by contradictions. Rimbaud like Tessa and Loi oscillate between the
joyous and the traumatic, the rapturous and the alienating. Surrealism embraces and finds solace
in contradictions and communicating vessels. These works offer psychic experience of a past
that tells of the future. Nowhere is this more on display in Saison than in “Alchimie du verbe.”
It is the same work noted by Breton as the part of Surrealism that had survived. In it, Rimbaud
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describes the very real surreal images and experiences conjured by the combination inebriation,
artistic fruition, libido, and everyday experiences. “Alchimie du verbe” anticipates Surrealism; it
anticipates Tessa and Loi. Rimbaud writes (from prose to verse):
La vieillerie poétique avait une bonne part dans mon alchemie du verbe. Je
m’habituai à l’hallucination simple: je voyais trés franchement une mosquée à la
place d’une usine, une école de tambours faite par les anges, des calèches sur les
routes du ciel, un salon au fond d’un lac; les monstres, les mystères; un titre de
vaudeville dressait des épouvantes devant moi. Puis j’expliquai mes sophismes
magiques avec l’hallucination des mots! Je finis par trouver sacré le désordre de
mon esprit. J’étais oisif, en poie à une lourde fièvre: j’enviais la félicité des bêtes,
- les chenilles, qui représentent l’innocence des limbes, les taupes, le sommeil de
la vrginité! Mon caractère s’aigrissait. Je disais adieu au monde dans d’espèces
de romances: Chanson de la plus haute tour/ Qu’il vienne, qu’il vienne,/ Le
temps don’t on s’éprenne.// J’ai tant fait patience/ Qu’à jamais j’oublie./ Craintes
et souffrances/ Aux cieux sont parties./ Et la soif malsaine/ Obscurcit mes
veines.115 (194-196)

All of the tropes and communicating contradictions present themselves in Rimbaud’s word
alchemy (or his verbal transformations). The spiritual or celestial (angels) and the the industrial
and modern (the streets) both that take one to heaven, parlors or salons, and brothels careen with
water that leads to mystery, the horrific and the stranded. Rimbaud accepts the disorders of the
mind as sacred, just as the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi accept that reality has become, and perhaps
always has been, surreal. He slips into poetics when addressing love, memory, suffering,
heaven, and desire (in this case clearly for inebriation).

Translation: “Poetic old-fashionedness figured largely in my alchemy of the word. I grew accustomed to pure
hallucination: I saw quite frankly a mosque in place of a factory, a school of drummers made up of angels, carriages
on roads in the sky, a parlor at the bottom of the lake; monsters, mysteries. The title of a vaudeville conjured up
horrors before me. Then I explained my magic sophisms with the hallucination of words. At the end I looked on the
disorder of my mind as sacred. I was idle, a prey to a heavy fever. I envied the happiness of animals—caterpillars
representing the innocence of limbo, moles, the sleep of virginity! My disposition grew embittered. I said farewell to
the world in the form of light poems: Song of the Highest Tower—May it come, may it come, the time we will fall in
love with. I have been patient so long that I have no memory left. Fear and suffering have fled to the heavens. And
an unhealthy thirst darkens my veins.”
115
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To compare these attributes with the work of the Surrealists reveals the usage of
Rimbaud’s example in conjuring their own works. Rimbaud creates a model for the Surrealists
by fashioning a work whose nature is a continuum separated into contemplative parts.
Regarding this model, the same could be reasoned for Tessa and Loi, who, operating under
similar circumstances and with similar motives stemming from similar exigencies, write works
displaying continuity irrespective of scene changes, numbered sectioning of parts, elliptical
ruptures, and various voices. That Tessa and Loi knew of Rimbaud and were familiar with his
works is not in doubt. Besides the numerous comparisons and associations with the two authors
and Rimbaud by various critics, there remains the fact that besides Baudelaire, Tessa frequently
comments of Verlaine, Rimbaud’s compiler and editor of sorts. Loi of course, who only claims
originality in his works and refutes association to any genre, worked for Arnoldo Mondadori
Editore, the Italian publisher of both Rimbaud’s and Mallarmé’s works. The author does not
refute similarities with authors of specific genre, only his intention to mimic. But Loi is
responding to repetitive rhetorical nature of literature (in particular genre-based literature).
Bawarshi assesses the generative nature of genre citing Aviva Freedman: “This generative nature
of genre, Aviva Freedman contends, reveals that ‘genres themselves form part of the discursive
context to which rhetors respond in their writing and, as such, shape and enable the writing.’
Antecedent genres thus play a role in constituting subsequent actions, even acts of resistance”
(341).
Rimbaud, along with Baudelaire and Mallarmé, act as antecedent genres, and the
subconscious versus conscious influence by these authors is evident in the works of the
Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. They are rhetors that are responding to discursive context. Thus,
these later authors engage in a dialectic with the antecedent genres (and authors) in producing
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their own works. Bawarshi is accurate in revealing “genres thus play a role in constituting
subsequent actions,” including the type of literature written, that to which it is reacting, and
genre composition. Rimbaud’s ecstatic Saison bares resemblance to Tessa’s rhapsodic poems
“L’è el dì di mort, alegher!,” “De là del mur,” and “Caporetto 1917.” The angst alongside the
wonderment that it reveals harkens to Aragon, Loi, and Soupault, while the perversion and
hallucinatory visions likens to Desnos. Surrealism is a meshing of the metaphysical and
otherworldly with the concrete domain of everyday life. In fact, Fowlie describes Saison as “a
work of interrogation because it is close to the crisis and the disorder” (5), and Rimbaud truly
offers a method of how to arrange and deal with disorder in an experimental and interrogative
manner. He notes that Saison is “of a metaphysical order” in comparison with Les Illuminations
which “is more affirmative” and “leads us into a very concrete world of rooms and landscapes
and cities where the poet attains a harmonization between desire and reality” (5). The
combination of the two offer future writers a key for how to address the physical, the mental, and
the incorporeal to achieve a literature on modern ontological purpose.
In Les Illuminations, an extensive work that is reflected in Loi’s Stròlegh and Teater, as
well as Desnos’s Liberty because of its short and forceful prose excerpts separated only by title,
Rimbaud reacts to external stimuli. The optic function and the noises of the city creating a
theater for the poet play prime roles. In one prose vignette titled “Départ,” Rimbaud
commences, or continues as the case may be, with enough seen, a clear allusion to the recording
device the flâneur uses to record the information that is recalled from memory to later create
texts. Rimbaud muses “Assez vu. La vision s’est rencontrée â tous les airs./ Assez eu. Rumeurs
des villes, le soir, et le soleil, et toujours./ Assez connu. Les arrêts de la vie. —O Rumeurs et
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Visions!/ Départ dans l’affection et le bruit neufs!” (246).116 Noises and sounds stand out as the
main topic but also almost as an evocation (O Rumeurs et Visions!) Rimbaud succinctly
punctuates the city, the evening, the sun, and forever apart with commas to draw a relation
between each of the four and rumeurs, or noises. The departure, however, at the end is not one
of parting but jumping into the new. It is a more optimistic view than that present in Saison.
Assuredly Rimbaud is a flâneur and shows it in his sumptuous descriptions of cityscapes
while wondering. He also reflects while doing so, but reflection is the goal, not the symptom.
The excerpt of Rimbaud’s does not attempt to shy away from the metaphysical questions put
forth in Saison, but instead embrace an examination by taking into consideration the physical
world within the context of metaphysical idea manifest in the concrete. Hence, Rimbaud starts
his prose poem with the Assez vu. He has taken in the physical world and can now use
contemplation to comprehend it and its relativity to mankind. It is an ultimate deformation but
also practical use of Augustinian theory regarding using what one sees, one’s past and recent past
experiences to make sense of the world around you and inevitably understand the self through
confessionals. Tessa and Loi are culpable of this, as are Breton, Soupault, Desnos, and Aragon.
Aragon begins the last part of Paysan with an examination of the metaphysical and its relation to
the concrete in what is a strikingly Rimbaldian tone writing “We reach metaphysics by way of
logic, but the former simultaneously embraces logic and remains distinct from it. The concept,
or knowledge of the concrete, is therefore the object of metaphysics. The mind tends to move
toward perception of the concrete. It is impossible to imagine a mind . . . is not metaphysics”
(158). Rimbaud’s Assez vu clearly greets Aragon’s idea that the mind tends to move toward

Translation: “Seen enough. The vision met itself in every kind of air. Had enough. Noises of cities in the evening,
in the sunlight, and forever. Known enough. The haltings of life. Oh! Noises and visions! Departure into new
affection and sound!”
116
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perception of the concrete117 as sight and sound remain the main source of perception. Aragon
evades Surrealism’s rules (as rules are never entirely fixed in Surrealism) by discussing logic as
a functioning tool while reminding the reader that it is still irrational as proven by metaphysics.
The dialectic between Aragon’s words and Rimbaud’s is further evinced in Rimbaud’s
“A une Raison” translated as “To Reason,” which is a cacophony of sounds and visions that in
fact remain distinct from logic. Instead, the actors or the groups (as well as the physical places)
resemble closely those presented by Tessa and Loi. This attribute is present in Tessa in his nove
saggi lirici, but he reflects Rimabud’s Les Illuminations most in his shorter poems throughout his
complete œuvre of poetry. Tessa’s Three poems “Pupin sul trii,” “Ripp Witt Elk,” and “Sui
scal” embody Rimbaud’s cerebral contemplations on the concrete. His briefer poems show a
similitude to Rimbaud’s concrete visions and sounds represented in Les Illuminations. In Tessa,
the optic function in dialectic with the concrete worlds and all its sights and sounds reveals a
collision between poet and world. In “Pupin sul trii” (Bambino sul tram n. 3), Tessa presents a
brief vision (or illumination) of a morning doused in white and rose colors, comparable to a
baby’s garbs on the tram. It is done in five brief stanzas referred to as preludi. In the poem,
Tessa is taken aback by a baby on Tram number three. He is taken by the color of the baby’s cap
of white and rose, which match the color of the morning light. He speaks directly to the baby
who is in turn fascinated by a balloon. As he contemplates the baby, the baby contemplates the
balloon, and in the middle of this volleying of reflection he inserts the word con-tem-pla-zion
surrounded by ellipses, ending with an exclamation point, and in parentheses. Con-tem-pla-zion!
after assez vu!, reflection after seeing something striking (and enough of it denoting its jarring
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While wandering around the arcades of Paris, or to the brothels, in the streets, and lost in thought, frequently
philosophizing, he draws his attention to the things he sees in the material world. The two feed upon each other as
the concrete causes him to think and thinking causes him to glance at the concrete world.
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effects) always leads to an illumination in the works of Tessa, and of course Loi and the
Surrealists.
Tessa’s call to contemplation is mirrored in Loi’s Stròlegh, a balance between the
metaphysical and the concrete through memories of visions and sounds—experiences that shape
the author’s identity as much as reveal it to himself. Both Loi’s works Stròlegh and Teater/ Sogn
d’un attur approach the concrete world through visions and vignettes. But whereas Teater is far
more in line with the concrete world as staged event, Stròlegh seems to find balance between
Saison and Illuminations. Loi’s work is also one of visions and memories, but less hallucinatory
than L’angel. Fortini writes in his “Introduction” to Stròlegh “l’intento è di rappresentare un
inferno che ripete e si ripete, attraverso figurazioni di folle o di eposodi congestionati, stravolti,
indemoniati e orribili, dominati dalla morte, nave dei pazzi o carnevale dei peccati” (XIII).118 His
combination of tense situations and horrific images given to repetition is further amplified by his
surrealistic style stemming from Rimbaud and Mallarmé. Fortini continues “. . . lo strumento
retorico fondamentale è l’evocazione-invocazione, l’appello; ma anche la contestazione
sbalordita e atterrita o il gemito o l’esclamazione” (XIV).119 Here again is an amalgamation of
the effects of Saison and Illuminations. Loi’s “stunned and terrified protest,” the groans and
exclamations, show up in his work in words meant to depict the images seen, recalled from
memory, but also to mimic the sounds heard. These aspects are punctuated in a manner to
replicate the sound, thus liberally sprinkled with ellipses and marked with exclamation points.

Translation: ““the intent is to represent a hell that repeats and repeats itself, through figures of crowds or
congested, upset, demoniacal and horrible people dominated by death, a ship of madmen, or a carnival of sins.”
119
Translation: “. . . the fundamental rhetorical tool is evocation-invocation, the appeal, but also the astonished and
terrified protest, or the groan or exclamation.”
118
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The marriage of sound and vision needs to be represented in word. In order for the
Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi to generate a new genre in response to social exigencies, a precursor
to mimic at least to some degree becomes implicit. Breton wanted to create something new; he
knew he was. He wanted to create a more positive school than the Dadaists had, and one that
welcomed answers instead of the nihilistic acceptance of no answer the Dadaists welcomed.
Tessa and Loi were not trying to create a genre. They were simply responding (like Breton,
Desnos, Soupault, and Aragon) to their socio-temporal experience, acting on the same instincts,
and reprocessing the same antecedent influences.
Mallarmé and the Invention of a Surrealist Syntax
There can be no doubt that Baudelaire offered the Surrealists the topic matter, the disdain
for and embrace of destructive modernity. Likewise, it is evident that Rimbaud offered them a
modus operandi in writing and living. But how does one marry image and sound and bring it
forth in the written word—or rhetoric? The answer lies in the writing style of Mallarmé.
Mallarmé creates in his poems a dialectic between language and the images and sounds it is
meant to capture. His words bear a similitude with a running film reel. His images and graphic
symbols are brought to life by ruptures, associations, restructured sentences, ellipses, and other
syntactical games. A primary concern of Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists remains how the image
of the bizarre in the quotidian is represented in the written word. Mallarmé offers the Surrealists
and the two Milanese poets a syntactical modus operandi that also provides a syntactical
representation in text in relation to the images it is meant to represent. Mallarmé furnishes the
surrealist writer the dialectic of the signifier (the interaction of syntax and text), and the signified
(images, singular and panoramic).
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Mallarmé falls prey to accusations of secrecy and esoterism, and that somehow this is the
primary influence exerted over surrealist artists, particularly those who concerned themselves
with writing. Undoubtedly, the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi revere the irreverence with which
Baudelaire and Rimbaud approach bourgeois norms—even though they all remain entrenched in
them with the exception of Loi. Their appropriation of Baudelaire and Rimbaud is partially
political, as it has been shown that surrealism is inherently political. The design comes from the
two French poets. Mallarmé himself is a political figure because his wide-ranging authorship is
directly in response to his historical circumstances, and therefore is repeated rhetorical action in
response to social exigencies. He also remains a highly political figure influencing future
modernists by fusing word and image, or signifier and signified. In addition to being political,
his poetry is as equally sexual as Baudelaire’s or Rimbaud’s, just hidden by a different allegory
scheme—one that relies on what lies in the shadows instead of scandalous images and
hallucinations alluding to the erotic as the former poets do. Jacques Rancière in Mallarmé: The
Politics of the Siren explains:
The idea of secret presupposes that the truth is hidden somewhere beneath the
surface apprehended by the eye and the mind. The revelation of that truth is then
performed according to two inverse and complementary logics: discovering the
extraordinary beneath the ordinary or the ordinary beneath the extraordinary,
which is to say, the spiritual message dissembled by the visible intention of
images or, conversely, the intimate secret of a sexed body hidden beneath the
pomp of thoughts and words. (from the “Foreword”)

Rancière elucidates the methodology Mallarmé espouses in his poetics by revealing the poet’s
emmeshing of the ocular, recording, and recall functions with the expression in word of the
bizarre in the quotidian as it happens in reality—the surreal. Mallarmé presupposes the image,
usually a symbol as a signifier operating at multiple levels, rests as a “spiritual message
dissembled by the visible intention of images,” revealing the dialectic of vision and word that the
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French symbolist extends to future schools and their authors. In creating a dialectic relating
image and word, and eliminating the Baudelairean personal experience with and observation of
the downtrodden and deviants, Mallarmé, it could be reasoned, engaged in what Roland Barthes
calls the death of the author.
In his essay “The Death of the Author”, Roland Barthes undertakes the difference
between pre-modern society and its reliance on the author and authorship, and the modern era
(and even post-modern era) and its dissolution of the author from his work in favor of the word,
reader, and readership. The argument assesses a temporal locus to reveal the rupture in literary
history when the author dissolved into the word and the interpretation of the reader (and thus the
reader as author in a sense). He rests this locus in one writer representative of this action and his
epoch, Mallarmé:
Mallarmé was doubtless the first to see and foresee in its full extent the necessity
of substituting language itself for the man who hitherto was supposed to own it;
for Mallarmé, as for us, it is language which speaks, not the author: to write is to
reach, through a preexisting impersonality . . . that point where language alone
acts, “performs,” and not “oneself”: Mallarmé’s entire poetics consists in
suppressing the author for the sake of the writing (which is, as we shall see, to
restore the status of the reader). (2)

Barthes’s argument reveals a characteristic primarily absent from Baudelaire’s and Rimbaud’s
works, namely the self, occupier of the I, does not greatly factor into the poetics of Mallarme’s.
Both Baudelaire and Rimbaud rely on direct experience to convey their poetics. Mallarmé
inserts himself only emblematically as an imprint on the language. He exists within his work as
a palimpsest and generator of verbal symbolic imagery. The confused style of his syntax lends
itself to interpretation, at least partially, causing the reader to become the author owing to their
very own readership. Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, fixed in the Baudelairean and Rimbaldian
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examples of direct observational experience, hallucinatory involvement, and dreams as
reflections of some otherworldly reality, nevertheless remove themselves from their work,
allowing the reader to become author much like the reader of Mallarmé. This removal of the
obvious self occurs in Surrealism because of the esoteric nature of the material and matters
recounted, which could be dream stuff of drug induced hallucinations. Like the palimpsest of
Mallarmé imprinted on his words, the Surrealists and their unique representations, whether
relaying personal information clearly or removing themselves as authors of their work and
allowing the reader to engage the text as interpreter-author, create a palimpsest as well. This
indisputably applies also to Tessa and Loi. The two authors portray, concealed further in their
dialect, nearly impenetrable images unless accompanied by detailed annotations.
Barthes, in his essay, could have relied on Mallarmé’s own words directly to contest any
would be detractors of the idea that, at least in part, Mallarmé intended to be the death of the
author, as Barthes terms it.120 Mallarmé offers this new modernist method of writing to other
modernists writers that followed, including the Surrealist, Tessa, and Loi. In his own “Crise de
Vers,” Mallarmé advances the notion that the poet must yield initiative to words in with his own
disappearance form the work. Although the poems of Mallarmé and the Surrealists lend to the
psychoanalysis of the author by way of symbols and the reason they signify what they do, that
author can be overtaken by the word-image dialectic. The intention of the Rorschach test is to
reveal what the observer sees, and so too with surreal arts. Mengaldo reflects upon the influence

In “Crise de Vers,” Mallarmé explains his view of the role of the author using language strangely similar to
Barthes: “Speech has no connection with the reality of things except in matters commercial, where literature is
concerned, speech is content merely to make allusions or to distill the quality contained in some idea. . . This
ambition, I call Transposition—Structure is something else. The pure work of art implies the elocutionary
disappearance of the poet who yields the initiative to words, set in motion by the clash of their inequalities; they
illuminate each other with reciprocal lights like a virtual trail of fire on precious stones, replacing the perceptible
breath of the old lyric or the individual enthusiastic direction of the sentence” (232).
120
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of this lineage on Italian poetry. He allocates a certain continuation between ermetismo (and
thus expressionism to some degree), or much of Italian modernism in poetry to the French; “Si
rifletta anche, per quanto attiene particolarmente all’ermetismo . . . al fatto che questo si colloca
su una linea di marcata continuità con tendenze della poesia francese—da un lato Mallarmé,
dall’altro il surrealismo” (LVI).121 Mengaldo’s seemingly benign statement, briefly worded and
without further examination, establishes a profound fact: a line of continuity between the
Symbolists to the Surrealists that portend an Italian poetics of the 20th century. For authors in
regions like Milan with a rich history of interaction with French culture, the influence persists
more dramatically.
Tessa comes frequently compared to Mallarmé. Novelli notes multiple times the likeness
of Mallarmé in Tessa’s work.122 The musicality of Mallarmé’s unfinished poem “Hériodade”
bares striking resemblance to opera text, includes an overture, scene, and a cantique (although
the two later portions remain unwritten), and the subject was taken up by opera composer Jules
Massenet only some years later to a text by Gustave Flaubert. The operatic, and thus theatrical,
schema of the poem engages the notion of theater to present philosophies forwarded by Loi’s
Teater and Sogn d’un attur, who also employs musical terminology to pepper his texts.
Mallarmè’s poetics inspired musical production—for example Claude Debussy’s L’après-midi
d’un Faune—bringing to light the dialectic that Mallarmè intended to foster with his semantic
and syntactical design, as well as his musical formatting of text. Tessa, a known fan and

Translation: “it also reflects, as regards particularly hermeticism. . . the fact that this poetry is situated on a line of
marked continuity with trends in French poetry—Mallarmé on the one hand, Surrealism on the other.”
122
In his examination of Tessa, Novelli finds particularly striking similarities in the resultant product which reveal a
poetics that tries to “semantizzare i vuoti e ‘spazializzare’ la lettura,” (72) although admitting difference in method,
and further draws a likeness between their use of “punteggiatura” (72) to design the landscape of the text. Of
course, this includes the ellipses, so frequent in the works of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. Novelli also examines
the musicality of Tessa’s work relative to Mallarmé’s (72-73).
121
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acquaintance of Arturo Toscanini and great admirer of opera (he was known to frequent the
Teatro alla Scala), also permeated his works with accents of musicality in much the same way as
Mallarmè. He also structures some of his works like a musical work—for instance, “La mort
della Gussona: Tema e variazioni,” or “Primavera: Gran fantasia e fuga.” He also writes poems
giving a title that includes a distinction explicitly musical in its genre such as “Canzon de Natal.”
His dialogue infused poetics lends itself to the opera libretto genre, relative to Mallarmè’s design
for many of his poems—again, “Hériodade,” a work intended to be a discourse on beauty, and a
subject popular in opera concurrent to Mallarmè’s epoch, remains a prime example.
Another primary feature that Tessa and the Surrealist inherit from Mallarmè is his
penchant for the macabre in that he pays homage with blunt attention paid to their hero’s death.
Mallarmè, regardless of all of his beautiful symbols and images, invokes the macabre in a way
different from Baudelaire and Rimbaud who, respectively, are macabre in a roguish way and
dreamlike (distrait) way. Mallarmè’s poem “At the tomb of Baudelaire” and Tessa’s “A Carlo
Porta” exemplify this relationship that exists between the two poets (and the schools/genres of
Symbolism and Surrealism).
In Mallarmè’s poem “At the tomb of Baudelaire,” the poet relies on the façade of a
memorial (or tomb int his case) to invoke the idea of some continuity between the two authors,
and through Mallarmè, to the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. He refers to Baudelaire’s tomb as Le
temple enseveli, or the buried temple. The poem, which consists of no punctuation—only a
period at the end—is an homage that uses the reflections on Baudelaire to open the poet’s
thoughts to other musings. Mallarmè writes: “Quel feuillage séché dans les cités sans soir/ Votif
pourra bénir comme elle se raseeoir/ Comtre le marbe vainement de Baudelaire// Au voile qui la
ceint absente avec frissons/ Celle son Ombre même un poison tutélaire/ Toujours à respirer si
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nous en périssons” (90).123 Mallarmè discusses the vanity of attempting to honor Baudelaire
with the hollow material items that themselves die like the poet whose poetic life is nevertheless
eternal. The wreaths are dried, an otiose attempt to honor. Instead, what remains is the
poisonous protector, or poison tutélaire. The poisonous protector is both the words of
Baudelaire, and the poet himself. He remains, as one of the fathers of modernity, and certainly
to this subset of modernists, the guardian of a lineage Mallarmè brings to light through his very
own admission in this poem.
Tessa himself reenacts this homage in his own poem “A Carlo Porta,” his own Milanese
Baudelaire in a sense. The two bare striking resemblances in their approach and at times
pernicious humor. Tessa, a critic who repeatedly turned to Baudelaire as a topic for discussion
and theory, as well as subject matter and inspiration, devises his own homage, not to the father of
French modernism, but instead to the father of Milanese dialect literature, Carlo Porta, who, like
Baudelaire, traversed Romanticism to modernity. Porta died in 1821, but still managed to write
in a design prescient of styles and changes to come. Porta’s works are satirical and address the
hypocrisy of the religious class and the superstition of the popular class, the life and troubles of
Milan and its peoples who are subjugated by foreign powers, and political works in which he
lambasts and satirizes the ruling class. In his homage to Porta, Tessa invokes Porta and his verse
as the remedy (or prescription) to modern angst writing “Contra i melanconij, contra i magon/
rezipe, el me zion,/ rezipe i rimm del Porta; el pà Carloeu/ dopo la gran pacciada/ per el Santo
Natal . . .” (391).124 Tessa’s invocation of Porta as el me zion, a name Isella notes is a hapax

Translation: “What dried wreaths in cities without evening votively could bless as if could sit vainly against the
marble of Baudelaire (in the veil that clothes the absent with shudderings) ever to be breathed though we die of it.”
124
Translation: “Recipe against melancholy, against troubles, my dear zione, recipe—the rhymes of Porta; our father
Carlino, after the great Christmas binge.” Zione can refer to the apparition of Torquato Tasso in Carlo Porta’s
poetry, or the painter Pompeo Mariani, but essentially Tessa is calling to Porta.
123
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(legomenon), esteems both poet and his verse. The reference to Porta as zion references his work
Apparizion del Tass, and in reference to Torquato Tasso.125 The word may also imply a lineage
to a great uncle. The work is sometimes simply listed by the name of the author himself, Porta,
thereby fusing the author to his work.126 He uses Porta’s apparition of another poet, Tasso, for
Porta himself. Tessa, like Mallarmé, raises the issue of their subject’s greatness and potential of
their work. Tessa claims the verses of Porta to be the remedy to ward off melancholy with the
ironic assertion that a return to past poets, and therefore the past, can ease melancholy associated
with modern living. He does not assign only Porta this honor but ascribes it to Baudelaire as
well in his screenplay Vecchia Europa.127 Tessa’s apparition of Porta, his use of a hapax to name
him for this one poem only, and his insertion of Baudelaire’s verse into his screenplay’s
instructions not only reveal a preoccupation with his predecessors, but also a true propensity for
surrealism and its unregimented structure.
This constant reference to and interlacement with predecessors remains a fixation of the
work of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. Mallarmé himself identified how writers, free of
authorship, can now be interactive in absentia of one another, rely on the same influencing
factors, respond to civic and social motivation with rhetorical action, and create continued social
and artistic change. In his “Crise de Vers” he asks the question “Does the need to write poetry,

It is worthy to note that also Baudelaire wrote a poem titled “Sur Le Tasse en Prison d’Eugène Delacroix.”
See Il Rosmini enciclopedia di scienze e lettere, v. 1. Milan: Hoepli, 1887, p.660.
127
Tessa’s screenplay Vecchia Europa is separated into a preludio, three vision, and a finale e commiato. The
staging, filming, and scenery instructions, as well as which characters speak are on the left pages and the dialogue is
on the right page. Instructions are in standard Italian, while the dialogue is in a Lombardo dialect of Pavese
contaminated with Milanese. At the beginning of the last section, finale e commiato, on the instruction side Tessa
writes “la rappresentazione ultima, la visione del lavoro notturno del postribulo è come circondata da un alone di
desideri. Un pensiero unico e ‘in vista’. Ad illustrare I versi di Baudelaire ‘le ciel/ Se ferme lentement comme une
grande alcove,/ Et l’homme impatient se change en bête fauve,’ si vede sul basso fiume, fra I cannetti, nella note
serena il nascere della luna piena (136). As a screenplay, the work’s foundation itself is akin to the three
predecessors discussed here, as well as the Surrealists. Besides the citation from Baudelaire, the visioni and the
symbols employed, recall both Rimbaud and Mallarmè.
125
126
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in response to a variety of circumstances, now mean . . . that the time has come for shadows and
cooler temperatures?” (228). He responds to his own question with an emphatic “Not at all! It
means that the gleam continues, though changed. The recasting, a process normally kept hidden,
is taking place in public, by means of delicious approximations” (228). It is exactly by these
very “delicious approximations” that we can put into focus the associations found in the works of
the Surrealists as they relate to those found in Tessa and Loi. For example, in regard to
Mallarmé’s and Tessa’s example of tomb and apparition adulation—and it would be easy to add
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, the Surrealists, and Loi to this illustration—there is a reliance on the
macabre as catharsis, angst, and poetic induction that leads to the allegorical and symbolic.
Among the Surrealists and their Milanese counterparts, this would be natural as explained in the
previous chapter due to similar circumstances. The Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi had direct
experience with the trauma of living during world wars, and in the countries engaged in those
wars. Their preoccupation with death is related to their own contemporary societies, and to the
fate that would befall some such as Robert Desnos and Delio Tessa. Mallarmé offered the
Surrealists a hidden language to approach death in the symbolic mode. He entombed his
connotation in poetic symbolism and hid intense topic matter like sexual discourse in a language
of images signifying multiplicity, a language that mixed sexual anecdotes with references to
other images, actions, art, and preoccupations with friendship and angst.
Breton, perhaps more than any other Surrealist, covered the pages of his works with
references to the works of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé, and directly referencing their
names adding them to the character list. Amidst the encounters with Nadja and Jaqueline
Lamba, and the insertion of his surrealist associates, the three poets find their own role in
Breton’s anti-novels. They further find their way into the second manifesto. Whereas Rimbaud
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remains the primary focus of the three in Breton’s second manifesto, Baudelaire is certainly there
as well. As Surrealism’s self-appointed leader, this alone is enough to solidify the three poets’
influence on the group. Mallarmé is included in Breton’s discourse for the unique contribution
that he made to Surrealism. The turn of the key, so to speak, from Symbolism to the Surrealist
experiment is explained by Barthes in “Death of the Author”:
Surrealism lastly—to remain on the level of this prehistory of modernity—
surrealism doubtless could not accord language a sovereign place, since language
is a system and since what the movement sought was, romantically, a direct
subversion of all codes—an illusory subversion, moreover, for a code cannot be
destroyed, it can only be “played with”; but by abruptly violating expected
meanings (this was the famous surrealist “jolt”), by entrusting to the hand the
responsibility of writing as fast as possible what the head itself ignores (this was
automatic writing), by accepting the principle and the experience of a collective
writing, surrealism helped secularize the image of the Author. (3)

Barthes’s evaluation of Surrealism’s intention of a “subversion of all codes” itself speaks to how
the Surrealists, and inevitably Tessa and Loi, worked to amalgamate the word, the image,
movement, and hallucinatory and dreamlike experiences into one body where within there exists
a dialectic among all components thereby creating the surreal discourse—a resultant language
that embodies mixed media. Its use of word, painting, sculpture, cinema, photography, and
found art is the subversion about which Barthes reasons. More frequently than not, the ultimate
medium—or superior medium above all others is the word. Breton made it clear that the lineage
with Mallarmè has to do with the poet’s subversion of the word, along with Rimbaud’s alchemy
and Baudelaire’s licentious allegory. The Surrealists, unlike the Dadaists to which he formerly
belonged whose intention was to depreciate everything as an act of innocent subversion, wanted
to use the word in order to examine and subsequently arrive at some grand comprehension of
man’s illusory existence.
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Breton comments in his 1953 essay “On Surrealism in its Living Works” that “This need
to counteract ruthlessly the depreciation of language, a need which was felt in France by . . .
Mallarmé . . . has not ceased to be just an imperative since that time” (299). Indeed, Mallarmé,
so intent on creating symbols to speak a language while removing the gutter from the
Baudelairean image and the intoxicants from the Rimbaldian hallucination and dream, seeks to
elevate the code, while the subversion remains primarily in its syntax and symbolism. The grand
effects of the symbol can be seen in Mallarmé’s use of the swan, and how much meaning and
story the image and its surroundings contain. In his sonnet “Le vierge, le vivace et bel
aujourd’hui” commonly referred to as “Le Cygne” Mallarmé employs the image of a swan
ensnared in ice, a seemingly frozen body of water. The swan is like the poet or modern man
living in angst among others in a state of exile. It is the flâneur who moves about the crowd, is
part of it, but manages to remain separate, even isolated among its mass—the poet/flâneur
remains outside of the societal compendium. In “Plusieurs Sonnet II” Mallarmé writes “Mais
non l’horreur du sol où le plumage/ est pris.// Fantôme qu’à ce lieu son pur éclat assigne,/ Il
s’immobilise au songe froid de mépris// Que vêt parmi/ l’exil inutile le Cygne” (82).128 His
bleak portrayal of a bird who cannot fly or dislodge itself from the very matter, water, that in all
poets surveyed here comes frequently utilized as a conveyor of movement and change, exposes
modernity and its symptom of Weltschmerz. Here the bird, trapped in its landscape, is the poet
living in exile among the crowds.
Desnos, like most Surrealists, also uses the symbol of the swan. In the midst of
subversive images, tales, and structure lending itself to an overall subverted code, if not one that

Translation: “But never the horror of clay where his feathers are caught. Phantom whose pure white dooms it to
this place, swathed in futile exile with a chill, dream of contumely, the Swan is still.”
128
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frequently portrays sexually explicit tropes iconoclastic to the normative apparatuses that control
everything from language to sexual behavior, Desnos infuses his Liberty with images akin to
Mallarmé’s solitary swan. Desnos’s swan is on an island, again trapped: “It was on the Isle of
Swans, beneath the bridge at Passy, that Bébé Cadum was awaiting his guests. They behaved
like perfect men of the world and the Eiffel Tower presided over the conventicle. Water flowed
by” (53). The Île aux Cygnes is, in fact, not just a symbol, but refers to the actual artificial island
in the Seine river in Paris, but the use of the swan, water, and immobility, in spite of this water,
are intended to symbolize a similar meaning as in Mallarmè. The poet, Desnos, is after all
walking amongst the crowds, taking part in flânerie, and feeling lost and isolated stuck in the
midst of a great urban space.
Barthes’s summation of literature as relying upon an “enormous dictionary” (Barthes 5)
of topics, styles, sentiments, and tropes is relative to Miller’s designation of “stock of
knowledge” that a writer turns to in fashioning new rhetoric. New rhetoric is original in its
organization, but relies of the dictionary of material, or stock of knowledge already recorded by
others for its source of information and ideas. New rhetoric, therefore, is never purely original,
but instead relies upon previous sources reworked under the force of new motivations. This
association illuminates Mallarmè’s tendency to use dialogic structures in his poetry as influenced
by Baudelaire’s same tendency, and as influencing the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. Barthes
explains this trend:
In this way is revealed the whole being of writing: a text consists of multiple
writings, issuing from several cultures and entering into dialogue with each other,
into parody, into contestation; but there is one place where this multiplicity is
collected, united, and this place is not the author, as we have hitherto said it was,
but the reader: the reader is the very space in which are inscribed, without any
being lost, all the citations a writing consists of; the unity of a text is not in its
origin, it is in its destination; but this destination can no longer be personal: the
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reader is a man without history, without biography, without psychology; he is
only that someone who holds gathered into a single field all the paths of which the
text is constituted. (5-6)

The Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi, guided by the auspices of Mallarmè, Baudelaire, and Rimbaud,
serve not only themselves in writing but understand Barthes’s grand argument that the
destination of any text is the writer and not the author. Barthes argues an author’s existence, is in
some way, concomitant with the text he or she creates. The activity of flânerie recorded and
subsequently transmissible through the written word would serve as evidence to Barthes’s
model. That “a text consists of multiple writings, issuing from several cultures and entering into
dialogue with each other, into parody, into contestation” can be revealed in viewing the dialogic
structure of Mallarmè’s texts and then comparing it with those of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi.
Dialogue finds its way into poetics of many genres. There exists, however, a near identicalness
in the way dialogue appears, is structured, and for what purpose. Mallarmè infuses dialogue into
his poems that starts suddenly, ends suddenly, and overlaps one dialogue with another. He
muddies symbols, signifiers, and thus meaning, as do the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi.
In the poetics of Surrealism, a layered text reveals a way to express various sentiments at
the same time, and, essentially, help to understand the human psyche better. As Mallarmè seems
to take immense liberties in his dialogic poetry—when in fact he is exercising great care —
many who write in the surrealist vein and fall under the influence of the French symbolists,
according to Barthes, either consciously or unconsciously, follow his example. The sexually
charged “L’après-midi d’un Faune” offers Aragon, Soupault, Desnos, Breton, Tessa, and Loi a
paradigm for the amalgamation of symbol, allegory, dialogue, sexual and amorous encounters,
individual experience, and freedom of structure. He begins his poem with what can be a rubric
under the header Églogue, or a theatrical indication for whom is to speak as in a role, writing
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“LE FAUNE// Ces nymphes, je les veux perpétuer” (46).129 It is clearly the faun who is
speaking. He moves to a description of the apparition before him as illusory and dreamy: “Si
clair,/ Leur incarnat léger, qu’il voltage dans l’air/ Assopi de sommeils touffus” (46).130 He
finally questions his vision before addressing the reader directly with a first-person plural
imperative, then the singular tu for you instead of vous, creating a dialogue now with the reader,
in Barthes’s view the modern author. Mallarmé writes “Aimai-je un rêve? / . . . Réfléchissons . .
. / ou si les femmes dont tu gloses/ Figuerent un souhait de tes sens fabuleux!” (46).131
Mallarmé’s poem moves along until suddenly another interlocutor, not the faun, and not the
reader, enters the dialogue punctuated by quotation marks and written in italics. Who is this new
actor—an apparition, a voice in the crowd? These dialogic voices mark the pages of Tessa, Loi,
and the Surrealists. Their identity is sometimes known (as in the case of Olga) or unknown as
are the voices in the arcades Aragon traverses. They are all actors in the surreal play staged by
each author.
The dialogue parts of Mallarmé are easily construed as theater dialogue. Just as his work has a
musical nature akin to Tessa, it also has a theatrical, even scripted nature lending itself to Loi’s
Teater and Sogn d’un attur (and Tessa’s Vecchia Europa). The question for two authors writing
in harmonization with one another but not knowing each other and producing similar rhetoric in
response to similar exigencies remains. What is genre? Wellek and Warren explain:
The subject of the genre, it is clear, raises central questions for literary history and
literary criticism and for their interrelation. It puts, in a specifically literary
context, the philosophical questions concerning the relation of the class and the
individuals composing it, the one and the many, the nature of universals. (237)

Translation: “I would perpetuate these nymphs.”
Translation: “So clear, their light carnation, that it drifts in the air drowsy with tufted slumbers.”
131
First set of ellipses are mine, the others are the author’s. Translation: “So I loved a dream? . . . Let’s think it over
. . . if those girls you explain be but an itching in your fabulous brain!”
129
130
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So, what is genre? Genre is a grouping of features that cohere over time and stand the test of
time. They can be format-based (poem) or a full-fledged genre (epic poem) operating across
different genres to produce the same or similar effect). Schools produce certain stylized content,
invent it, and, generally speaking, it either fizzles out or leads to genre. Category is a taxonomic
list that works, or authors, have in common, but often without the same intent or influence—and
frequently just a circumstance of time. Genre responds to the same exigencies, thus has the same
intentions, and more often than not, the same predecessors. The reader can read about Loi’s
angel, sitting in the asylum staring out the window, but we are seeing Mallarmé in “Sainte”: “A
ce vitrage d’ostensoir/ Que frôle une harpe par l’Ange/ Formée avec son vol du soir/ Pour la
délicate phalange” (56).132

Translation: “At this stained-glass window lightly touched by a harp shaped by the Angel in the evening flight for
the delicate fingertip.”
132
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Chapter Four
“Especially in . . . countries where several linguistic conventions are struggling for domination,
the uses, attitudes, and allegiances of a poet may be important not only for the development of a
linguistic system, and allegations of a linguistic system but for an understanding of his own art.
In Italy, the ‘language question’ can scarcely be ignored by literary historians” (174). Wellek
and Warren from Theory of Literature
“So you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is false?”—It is what
human beings say that is true and false; and they agree in the language they use. That is not
agreement in opinions but in form of life. If language is to be a means of communication, there
must be agreement not only in definitions but also . . . in judgements” (88). Wittgenstein from
Philosophical Investigations
Dialect: Oral Communication as Literature
In the two excerpts presented above by Wellek and Warren, and Wittgenstein we can see
the two phases that amplify linguistic divergence, accord, and battle to be the means of
transmission for the hegemonic class. Wellek and Warren speak of a battle for linguistic
hegemony and the implications regarding understanding of a poet’s work in relation to the
transmissive stance he or she has taken. The poet may, in fact, adhere to the side that goes
against convention once another side has become convention. This lends itself to the idea that a
poet purposely chooses to endorse a subversive policy of signifier and signified, or more
expansively, “forms of life,” the activity expressed by Wittgenstein. This activity adds to
signifier and signified “language games”—instruction, interaction, gesture, context, and
intention, not to mention any modification thereof, for example colors and numbers used as
signifiers. Essential to understanding the poet’s art, as Wellek and Warren correctly identify, is
his or her linguistic system, rightly admonishing that Italy requires attention to its “language
question.” Tessa and Loi choose to adhere to the subversive code of Milanese, the former a
hybrid of Porta and his own contemporary spoken Milanese, and the later a hybrid of Milanese in
communication and thus contaminated with other nearby dialects distinct to the operaio rail
worker class to which he belongs. His already subversive linguistic medium is frequently
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peppered with text in other dialects (Genovese and Emiliano), choosing a plurilingualism of
subversion as standard Italian has become Italy’s official language. The two further subvert their
code to surrealism, a subverted code unto itself.
Wittgenstein’s “forms of life” and “language games” inform us about the mechanics of
language regarding its sometimes undefined but generally comprehended components of
expression, motive, gesture and how they interact with defined words. The two and their
interrelation combine with lexical definition, context, and voice/inflection to indicate the actual
meaning of a statement. For instance, one relatively benign statement can be turned into sarcasm
with the right facial expression and tone of voice. The interlocutors agree upon a communal
meaning based on the ingredients that went into expressing oneself. The works of Tessa and Loi
reflect in written linguistic code Wittgenstein’s “forms of life” and corresponding “language
games” that occur within them—essentially revealing that “language games” are the very
contents of “forms of life.” The words—some injected as exclamations, some forming complete
sentences, others replicating a cacophony of sounds and voices, and of course, some asking
questions—all intersect with letters replicating audible noises, foreign words or statements, and
esoteric designations. In Tessa and Loi, we find instructions being given, entreaties to some
phantasm or higher power, and labels and codes to signify things, such as numbers or colors to
signify specific nouns like a tram. This aligns precisely with Wittgenstein’s recurring
explanations of these two phrases. But do “forms of life” and “language games” interact with or
create genre? How does the linguistic system elected necessitate an understanding of a poet’s
work, even, as Wellek and Warren suggest, in a tradition such as the Italian literary tradition with
its several linguistic systems struggling for domination? The answer to both partially lies in a
comparison of Italian and Italian dialect literature as hypothetical genres.
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Italian literature, like English literature, exists ideally as a base genre, an initial context,
or starting point from which to identify other shared characteristics and lines of demarcation.
Subsequently, one can pinpoint more unambiguously defined genres. Dialect literature, at least
as it exists in the Italian canon, is purely an aspect of Italian literature—it functions as a part of
the greater Italian canon—not as a separate genre. Accordingly, to say Italian literature implies
the inclusion of dialect literature, as many anthologists have now begun to show with their
collections, starting with, of course, Mengaldo. Edoardo Sanguineti, instead, arranges his
collection by genre and school, and, although its omission of any dialect poetry reflects a
negative attitude towards dialect literature in general, clearly favoring standard Italian (and even
French), he does not include a section for any such genre that could be called dialect poetry. If
Sanguineti, regardless of his views on dialect, considered dialect poetry to be a school or a genre,
it would seem likely there would be a section devoted to the numerous dialect poets of the 20th
century. Instead, he expels dialect poetry from the Italian canon and does not consider it a genre
relative to Italian poetry.
Most studies in dialect literature concentrate on aspects other than those of dialectology.
Instead, they tend to be contextualized within the scope of dialectology. Studies in dialectology,
to the contrary, tend to be of a sociolinguistic nature and frequently make no mention of dialect
literature, but rather focus on speech patterns and habits. The three concentrations of dialect
literature through the lens of dialectology instead of other theoretical approaches are:
-

Dialect literature contrasted with literature in dialect.

-

The motivation to elect dialect as a form of subversion, communication, or both.

-

The interplay of dialect, register, and language with literary theories and how the dialect
operates within genre.
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The first, which involves little to no dialectology in regard to linguistics, rather focuses on
content within the dialect—that is whether the text focuses on local subject matter and is infused
with regionalisms as opposed focusing on general subject matter, not imbued with many
regionalisms, but written in dialect.
The concentrations and areas of interest researched by dialectologists remain a natural
choice. Dialect is, after all, communicative language that to this day remains in flux. The study
of speech patterns, morphology, diaphasic, diatopic, and diastratic factors, and centripetal and
centrifugal interplay, with standard Italian (as well as other dialects), invite the obscuring of
dialect literature, a written form of the language, even if inevitably performed, as in a play or
opera. The surrealist writer creates vibrant texts, texts that portray life. The disjointed and
confusing narratives vibrate with energy, the energy of movement, the flâneur, sexual action—
life. Even in the more morose, sorrowful, and pensive moments, the mind of the surrealist
thinker brews with activity, contemplation, ecstatic thrill, and angst; additionally, how language
amplifies this activity centers itself in the surrealist œuvre. Language, and its uses, are the same
for the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi. They record and iterate with it. They paint with it. They
create music with it. They present cinematic scenes with it. They are both mimetic and
inventive with it. They sculpt and photograph with it. Even words meant to replicate random
sounds, city noises, and expressions newly verbalized find their way into these works. Wellek
and Warren describe the use of language, in particular a writer’s language, as their material of
art:
Language is quite literally the material of the literary artist. Every literary work,
one could say, is merely a selection from a given language, just as a work of
sculpture has been described as a block of marble with some pieces chipped off . .
. F. W. Bateson has argued that literature is a part of the general history of
language and is completely dependent upon it. (Wellek and Warren, 174.)
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Wellek and Warren reveal how literary documents (and documents that become literary with
time) are dependent upon the language that the authors elect, and in turn, are part of the historical
composition of the language itself. There is, essentially, and interdependence of rhetoric and
literature. They also understand the importance of language as material for literature akin to a
sculptor’s material for fashioning statues—a belief seemingly practiced to a certain level of
literalness by the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi.
The texts surveyed in this examination are—regarding genre—both rhetorical and
literary, although the genre Surrealism exists across mediums. These surreal texts, then, function
within more than one of genre studies, in this case rhetorical genre and literary genre. To record,
iterate, and paint with language implies already two different actions that can occur
concomitantly, rhetorical and literary. When one simply records and iterates something, as in the
placiti cassinesi, it is rhetorical action in response to an exigency. Certainly, as the placiti
cassinesi were recorded, they also were read both aloud and silently for different purposes.
When one adds color, so as to speak to something, designs it with fiction, invention for pleasure
or purpose, its rhetorical purpose is literary if intended to be. More elevated rhetoric itself such
as the eulogy, frequently becomes literary. Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists do both, and, as such,
require an examination that considers literary genre theory while employing rhetorical genre
theory. The two are not antithetical. Devitt notes in “Integrating Rhetorical and Literary
Theories of Genre” that “Both literary and rhetorical genres are . . . conceptional rather than
formal, and those generic conceptions encompass multiplicity and difference as well as similarity
(701). The statement is a bold one as it defines genre not as entirely conventional and adherent
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to specific identity, but instead fluid and interactive with other genres (as Derrida argued).133
She continues “Genres are historical, institutional, cultural, and situated. To develop these
common perspectives from disparate theories does not require . . . stretching either . . . genre
theory” (701). Devitt then isolates features of each theory explaining:
Rhetorical genre theory tends to be based in a functional, pragmatic theory of textual
meaning. Genres help language-users achieve certain aims, fulfill certain functions,
perform certain actions, and do things with language. To the extent that genres are
“successful” in achieving those functions, even as situations and participants change,
readers and writers operate within them . . . Genres “exist,” then, in the sense that they
are patternings from repeated actions according to which . . . readers and writers use
language. Can literary genres be understood as functional and pragmatic in the same
way? Do literary genres “exist” and operate on readers in the same way? I would answer
yes. (701-702)

Devitt isolates unambiguous results, or actions really, that even Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists
engage, namely, using language to “achieve certain aims, fulfill certain functions, perform
certain actions, and do things with language.” It could be reasoned that the aim of these poets
remains unidentified due to its spontaneous nature. But automatic writing diminished quickly,
and the consequence was a genre that documented what was seen by the eye in the quotidian,
dreams, and visions—either real or surreal. Devitt’s idea would equate rhetorical genre to
literary genre in that they both employ repeated actions with language that has the final effect of
writers and readers participating in a rhetorical or literary genre with some idea of the code, and
therefore usage and purpose of a genre.
Language, as used by the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi, contributes to the genre in which
they intentionally or effectively participate. As Breton has argued, as well as both Tessa and

133

See page 60.
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Loi, language is paramount. All actions outside of a specific rhetorical act or statement must be
construed in dialectical terms or means. A work of art speaks, tells a story, examines Man’s
Weltschmerz, and creates a dialogue between the spectator and the object viewed. In Surrealism,
this is taken to literal level. Not only do works of art in Surrealism engage the writers of the
group, but those same writers contribute words, statements, and nonsensical sounds spelled out
to physical works of art. A famous example of this remains Magritte’s 1929 work The
Treachery of Images (La Trahison des images, Figure 15) with the at once thought-provoking
and humorous ceci n'est pas une pipe written under the image of a pipe. Films, and not solely in
the silent era, make use of visions of words and statements on the screen. Conversely, the
authors included works of art, images, mimetic announcements or postings, and allusions to
works of art in their writings. With the terming or genre of Surrealism removed, or at least set
aside, would Surrealism function in the overgeneralized genre of French Literature? Not
entirely, seems the answer. Surrealism, especially as a literary genre, participates in many
languages ranging from the common French, English, and German to the more esoteric schools
or works in Portuguese, Romanian, Czech, and arguably Italian Dialect.
Remembering that dialect literature is simply a part of the base genre Italian literature, it
is notable, then, that any Italian work of Surrealism work fall under the categorization of Italian
literature (if in fact it is a text of some sort—screenplay, novel, etc.), or under the categorization
of surrealism (lowercase to denote no Italians were part of the official group). In attempting to
understand genre and its relation to the various factors that create it, regenerate it, and to what it
responds, Bawarshi coins the term genre function.134 In defining genre and its function, he

Bawarshi explains in “The Genre Function” that “We need a concept that can account not only for how certain
‘privileged’ discourses function, but also for how all discourses function, an overarching concept that can explain
the social roles we assign to various discourses and those who enact and are enacted by them. Genre is such a
134
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employs and expands upon Foucault’s idea of the author function by casting a larger net that
includes “all discourses’ and all writers’ modes of existence, circulation, and functioning within
a society.” Unquestionably, modes of existence proved critical to the authors examined here, as
well as functioning within a society and circulation. Circulation could be circulation of the
word, and therefore the experience, or circulation of the flâneur within his or her domain and
thus the recording and subsequent circulation of the word, one often about the functioning within
a society. Surrealism is based in experience, introspection, and revelation, as are the surreal
works of Tessa and Loi.
Bawarshi’s conflation of discourses and writers regarding modes of existence sheds light on
a verity espoused by Tessa, Loi, and the surrealist writer of the anti-novel. The text is a
palimpsest of the author himself. The Surrealist inserts his experience into the text; he inserts his
biographical information as well as psychoses into it and reveals something to the reader. But
the reader is an active participant. Anyone reading one of these texts will have to interpret based
on personal experience. The reader must make sense of the information, and that comes from an
individualistic perspective unique to that reader. The reader will essentially meet the author in
the text and the two will have to engage one another to create a significance, one that remains
flexible to all readers but that becomes inexorable to the individual reader. As such, the writer
and the reader are communicating vessels unto themselves who both serve the purpose of author
of the text. Language, as is underscored by Bawarshi’s focus on discourse, is the vehicle that
brings the writer and reader together as author. Dialect plays a particular role in defining this
concept. Within each genre, discourse is ‘received in a certain mode’ and ‘must receive a certain status,’ including
even discourse endowed with an author-function. In fact, it is quite possible that the author-function is itself a
function of literary genres, which create the ideological conditions that give rise to this subject we call an ‘author.’
And so, I propose to subsume what Foucault calls the author-function within what I am calling the genre function,
which constitutes all discourses’ and all writers’ modes of existence, circulation, and functioning within a society”
(338).
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relationship, a role unlike any other, and makes dialect an optimum linguistic instrument in
forging an intimate relationship between writer and reader.
Brevini identifies a primary purpose of neo-dialect authors, and I would argue one that
extends back to the dialect poets of the first half of the 20th century—that is the usage of dialect
as a means of transmitting a personal history in the language in which it occurred to be
consumed and reinvented in the reading of the individual. Brevini in Parole explains:
Forse il senso più profondo della lirica neodialettale – e l’appello che essa rivolge alla
contemoporanea poesia in lingua – consiste nel rivendicare l’indissolubilità di una storia
e della lingua che l’ha accompagnata, della parola che si vive e di quello anche scrive (e
“parla come mangi” non è da sempre la sanzione del mondo subaltern verso ogni
inconsistente ascesa, verso ogni elusione della propria realtà?) Oggi sappiamo che il
linguaggio non è un tramite trasparente, che dà accesso a un universe preesistente di
oggetti, categorie, situazioni. È invece lo strumento decisivo per la costruzione della
nostra immagine del mondo.135 (32)

Brevini identifies the incontrovertible truth of Italy’s literary, and even discursive and rhetorical,
history. Neo-dialect and dialect works of the 20th century contend with the current perception
that Italian is the language of Italian history and even identity. Its indissolubility comes from
past voices that find their way into any present context and any attempt at total linguistic
hegemony. These past voices alter future hegemony. Dialect as a language has never entirely
been extinguished; it only morphs its interlocutors, context in which it is used, and of course its
exigency. This causes a recurrent action whereby a dialect needs to reassert itself in the eyes of
the reader or ears of the listener. The dialect author greets the reader with the rhetoric, and the

Translation: “Perhaps the deepest meaning of neo-dialect lyricism—and the plea it addresses to contemporary
poetry in lingua—consists in claiming the indissolubility of a history and of the language that accompanied it, of the
word that is lived, and also written (and has ‘speak as you eat’ not always been the sanction of the subaltern world
towards every inconsistent ascent, towards every avoidance of one’s own reality?) Today we know that language is
not a transparent medium, which gives access to a pre-existing universe of objects, categories, and situations.
Instead, it is the decisive tool for the construction of our image of the world.”
135
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reader talks over form there. Brevini’s parenthetical question, a hypothetical question one and a
wink to the reader, delivers the association that exists between the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi:
language of a subversive and free or natural nature is the anecdote to the linguistic demagoguery
of whatever constitutes formal speech.
The Surrealists, headed by Breton, regard language (word, syntax, and register—
Wittgenstein’s forms of life), and the spontaneity of the word, as primary in recreating a history,
or for that matter as a decisive instrument for constructing their image and experience of the
world. Tessa and Loi, separated by space and direct cultural approximation, hold the same
attitude toward language. Recalling the two citations from the first chapter that opened this
analysis, they state emphatically that they cannot breathe life into their work, they cannot
recreate their history in lingua, but instead must use dialetto. Although language plays a central
role in the construction of works by Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, the choice of language as it
applies to a national identity is only marginally important, if at all. As argued, there were
movements in numerous nations that were not francophone, therefore Surrealism is not confined
by national or even regional idiom. It is how language is used and why it is chosen (for its
naturalness or accuracy in recreating the quotidian and the bizarre) that helps form the genre of a
work. Obviously, in epistolary literature, the rhetoric of letter writing, or the epistle, is the
chosen language that helps forge the genre, not the election of English, Patois, or other
code/mode of communication as it pertains to national identity. Surrealism, although fond of the
city, is boundless, as is shown in Desnos’s La liberte ou l'amour! Language within the genre of
Surrealism is not confined by borders.
In considering the competing yet complementary genre theories applied to these works of
S/surrealism, a fabric of intersectionality that works to deisolate each genre field and integrate it
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into others displays itself. Wellek and Warren articulate complex genre ideas in the most
rudimentary terms. Again, Miller asserts that genre is repetitive rhetorical action stemming from
social exigency. Devitt integrates the rhetorical genre theory with literary genre theory. And,
finally, Bawarshi provides a framework demonstrating the interaction of genres and how they
overlap or participate in more than one genre as explained by Derrida. Shared historical and
social occurrences under similar circumstances reveal how the works of the Surrealists evince
genre as repetitive rhetorical action in response to social exigency. Of course, language is the
mode of rhetoric. Devitt’s theory weaves the rhetoric of the Surrealists and their literary genre
together, amalgamating their rhetorical and literary genre and identifying the purpose of the
genre, or their genre’s function.
Bawarshi, drawing on the former two (Miller and Devitt), as well as Derrida, provides an
approach that understands the interactions and fluidity of genres. Bawarshi sees genres as
concentric circles with overlapping traits and mutable lines of demarcation. He offers clarity in
understanding the plurality of intersecting traits arguing that collections of traits help to bring
into focus a work’s genre status. He explains that “Genre conditions allow readers to limit the
potentially multiple actions sustained by the utterances to certain recognizable, socially defined
actions” (343). By eliminating the noise of the various styles of “utterances” that occur in any
work of Surrealism (including Tessa’s and Loi’s), the reader can focus on the commonalities like
subject, flânerie, influences, and social exigency demanding a response that come through so
clearly in the political musings included in any of these texts. Bawarshi recognizes “. . . we
recognize, interpret, and . . . also construct the discourse we encounter using the genre function.
Genre . . . is largely constitutive of the identities we assume within and in relation to discourse .
. .” (343). The commonalities listed above need to be relayed by some means. Surrealism offers
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many means from language to sculpture. It is, however with language that all information is
transmitted. Besides the commonly held belief that all mediums speak a language (including
sculpture and photography), most works of Surrealism are rhetorical and based in discourse,
even if that code is interrupted frequently by pictures, recreations of announcements, and other
visual diversions.
Dialect as a tool of Surrealism poses multiple issues. The first is that most reading any work
in Italian dialect can feel that it has a surreal air to it. An Italian reading in an unfamiliar dialect
may still feel their comprehension of the text is murky at best. And so, the murkiness that shades
the meaning of a dialect text is already akin to trying to understand a text of Surrealism or a work
of art in the same vein. This presents itself as problematic as most dialect literature does not fall
within the genre of Surrealism. Dialect literature can be folkloric, satirical, pastoral, and the list
continues. Literature written is dialect is dynamic, but it appears to hold an inaccessible
meaning. The second is the use of dialect in convoluted genres such as Surrealism or
Postmodernism. Tessa and Loi already employ esoteric languages, as will be shown. Tessa
reaches back in time to use an outmoded Milanese of Porta combined with the very language he
spoke in his day. Loi’s Milanese is hybrid and contaminated with other Lombard dialects,
foreign words spelled in Milanese, and of course other dialects from outside of Lombardy.
Finally, the question of audience matters and for whom a text is written. In the case of these two
authors, it is clear that it is exigency to which they respond, and the readers remain limited. One
can only conjecture the reason a reader would take to reading Tessa or Loi, but reason assumes
the social response that causes one to read these authors is frequently similar to the exigency the
authors faced.
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No author has done more to identify the genres with which dialect literature can associate or
identify more than Brevini. His Parole Perdute stands as a testament to dialect literature’s
affiliation with genres without ever assigning unequivocally any work to any genre. His
reasoning seems to be more concerned with identifying the features of a work instead of
cataloguing, and he crafts a historiography of dialect literature that demonstrates genre’s capacity
to participate in more than one genre. Further, he notes to which social exigencies these authors
are reacting. He notes the election of dialect holds many motivating factors, from Pasolini’s
desire to create a subversive literature based in dialect, and therefore attempting most to create a
genre of Dialect Literature, to Loi’s and Scataglini’s proletariat appropriation of the dialect as an
instrument to create a cultured poetics for the subaltern classes.136 Brevini, Novelli, and Isella
deliberate extensively on Tessa’s language and its origins, whereas (the same) Brevini, Loi and
Mengaldo attempt to expound the language that, as Warren and Wellek phrased it, is “the
material of the literary artist.” The first group take an anthropological approach, the second
group an aesthetic approach.
Both Mengaldo and Brevini describe Tessa’s fruition as surreal or in terms that define its
surreality.137 Brevini and Novelli both allude to Mallarmé’s influence on him, as well as
accounting for his interesting consumption of Baudelaire. Brevini, however, understands how the
modern, or modernist, dialect poet crafts a work that focuses on the I instead of previous works
in dialect, which range from satire and burlesque to realism and depictions of region and its
popolo as idyllic. The Modern I is not antithetical to the supposed death of the author or
authorship. In reality, as argued by Barthes, the objective of the Surrealists was to subvert the

136
137

See Brevini, Parole Perdute, pp.29-30.
See Brevini, Parole perdute, p. 247, and Mengaldo, pp. 449, 1007.
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word, and in fact the I. In Tessa, as with the Surrealists, the I is subverted to the crowd, to its
amalgamation with the crowd, and to the reader. Regarding the entire fruition of poetry in dialect
in the 20th century, both the first half corresponding to modernism and the second half that
elicited neo-dialect, Brevini in Parole notes the shift in character of dialect literature:
. . . si passa dal piano della realtà a quello dell’io e, prevalentemente, della
memoria. Arretrata infatti sullo sfondo la scena popolare, tramontato il
personaggio, è ora il soggetto, l’io poetante che balza in primo piano, reclamando
una piena legittimazione delle proprie radici dialettali. Il dialetto risulta
strumento di affabulazione del vissuto individuale, di espressione della
soggettività lirica, segnalando con la sua deviazione l’appartenenza reale o ideale
di chi parla a una comunità. In contrapposizione alla lingua, che descrive, il
dialetto evoca, gioca sulle coloriture affettive, sui legami partecipativi.138 (27)

The contradiction that appears to exist in Brevini’s definition is one between the I and the
community to which one belongs, and that inevitably acts as a background, and can be
ascertained by looking at the difference in their speech patterns. It is a contradiction that can be
resolved by understanding both authors as speakers of dialect, and hence the community, and as
speakers of idiolect, the I. Their idiolect stems from their communal dialect, but, in the case of
Tessa, is influenced by Porta and other earlier Milanese dialect writers. It is further
contaminated with Italian, French (Tessa choice of writing Milanese is to use French spelling),
and the language of music. Loi’s idiolect involves Colornese, Genovese, a Milanese heavily
contaminated with other Lombardian dialects, and foreign words spelled in Milanese.

Translation: “. . . we pass from the level of reality to that of the ego and, mainly, of memory. In fact, the popular
scene set in the background, the faded character, is now the subject, the poet-self that leaps into the foreground,
demanding full legitimation of its dialect roots. The dialect is an instrument of storytelling of individual experiences,
of the expression of lyrical subjectivity, signaling with its deviation the real or ideal belonging to the speaker of a
community. In contrast to the language it describes, the dialect evokes and plays on affective colors, on participatory
ties.”
138
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Surrealism and Language: Dialect and Idiolect in Conversation with One Another
If Surrealism, as a genre, and therefore social rhetorical action, is a language, then any act
of Surrealism can be defined both as an idiolect and a dialect itself. Surrealism is an idiolect
because it is the language, verbally or artistically, that reflects the unique speech patterns, and the
influencing factors that make up speech patterns, of an individual—in this case writers. Idiolect
is an individual's idiosyncratic mode of language, including speech and written word. This
unique linguistic composition comprises vocabulary, grammar, register, and pronunciation.
Idiolect is the strain of language unique to an individual. The Surrealists in the Paris group were
generally not from Paris, and as such, their unique language, or idiolect, would add to the unique
feature of any work. Salvador Dalí, a Spaniard, insisted on writing his 1944 novel Hidden Faces
in French, even though his native language was Spanish, and he wrote the book while in
America. The novel features his unique language that is characterized by its sometimes-broken
French and linguistic idiosyncrasies. Breton is from Tinchebray, in Lower Normandy, and
Breton, his last name, is itself a language. Equally Tessa and Loi are fostered by their outside
influences and their language thus is prone to centripetal forces, which play a central role in both
their dialect and idiolect. Their work, in contrast, and therefore their unique language, has the
power to be of a centrifugal force as it is consumed by those not familiar with Milanese.
To be clear, dialect and idiolect overlap and are not mutually exclusive things. As one
speaks a dialect, the standard language, and slang mixed together, frequently one is speaking an
idiolect. Further, when a person speaks and thus combines two dialects (as is common with
people who have parents from differing regions, as in the case of Loi), that persons tends toward
idiolect. Also, reinvented dialect like Pasolini’s friulano is, in a sense, a form of idiolect. Tessa
writes in a language he speaks, one that he hears, and therefore one with which he is
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comfortable. His reach back to Porta, however, alters his written language ever so slightly.
Added to this is his choice of words such as tosa/tosann instead of ragassa to mean young
woman. The former is considered traditional, whereas the latter is simply the Milanese spelling
of the Italian ragazza. Loi tends to use the latter. Tessa’s language seems comfortable with
Cherubini’s Vocabolario Milanese. Loi certainly uses it, and even comments on it in the notes to
his works, but he modernizes the words to his time and way of spelling. Continuing with Parole,
Brevini notes that Tessa, although relying on the influence of Porta (and Baudelaire), uses Porta
in a transformative manner, not a conservative one. Brevini notes “. . . si potrebbe concludere per
l’assegnazione del Tessa all’area di un tranquillo epigonismo portiano,”139 (245) an indeed Tessa
seems to be a combined epigonism of Porta, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé. However,
Brevini explains “In realtà il poeta Milanese adotta quei materiali datati, ma per condurli alla
loro completa dissoluzione. Egli ottiene il nuovo servendosi di ingredienti vecchi” (245).140
This creating something new from the old is a tenet of Surrealism and is exemplified in the found
art offered by the group. He is able to use the imprints of his influences as the surreal imagery
and discursive style that comprise his work.
Two other facets of Tessa’s language are his obsession with death as both a theme and an
atmosphere. He again resembles both Baudelaire, Desnos, Soupault, and Loi in this respect. In
his purposely confusing interjection of Italian into his work, we recall he opens his collection L’è
el dì di mort, alegher! With a grave location in Musocco cemetery in Milan:
MUSOCCO
CAMPO 61-FOSSA 800
Translation: “. . . one could decide to assign Tessa to the field of quiet Portian epigonism.”
Translation: “In reality, the Milanese poet adopts those dated materials, but to lead them to their complete
dissolution. He achieves the new using old ingredients.”
139
140
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QUESTA TOMBA
The grave cite refers to his father’s, and sets the tone of death, one that is, as it is in Surrealism,
satirical, sinister, and otherworldly. It is also frequently out of place, giving it an irreverent
feeling. What follows after is a citation from Turgenev, “La cosa più interessante, nella vita, è la
morte,”141 followed by the poem “La pobbia de cà Colonetta,” which begins with the death of a
poplar tree. Both Brevini and Novelli note Tessa’s use of death as a narrative modality. Dialect
and lingua furnish Tessa with language options that only adds to the surreal nature of his work.
Musocco, interestingly, is also the cemetery that would temporarily house the body of Mussolini.
For the ardent anti-Fascist that Tessa was, it remains as curious as his death one day before the
outbreak of World War II.
The bozzetto also presents itself as a primary feature of both Tessa’s language and his
poetic settings. The word, which can mean sketch, outline, draft, or small maquette alludes to
the spontaneity so pertinent to Surrealism. André Breton generated his theory on the undirected
play of thought that defines Surrealism. This undirected play of thought, similar to automatism,
occurs in the written, plastic, and cinematic forms of the genre. The Surrealist anti-novel reads
almost as a sketch, notes, or a rough draft, and the visual aspect of it equally does as well.
Breton’s Nadja has been described as part sketch and its composition can be said to be journal,
letters, and sketch. His automatic drawing lends itself to the sketch, but the sketch relays another
meaning—a relief. Basically, a maquette, the relief offers not only an image of something that is
to be, but something that has been. If we think in terms of a sculpture of the deceased at a
cemetery, it is of one who has been, but of an image of how they are to be remembered. Tessa
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Translation: “The most interesting thing, in life, is death.”
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starts his collection of poems with a bozzetto. His language that follows after is a bozzetto, as is
the short poem “La pobbia de cà Colonetta,” which, in words, offers a sketch of a dead poplar.
His language is akin to ekphrasis, but he does not detail in a Dickensian sense. He sketches. His
dialect, infused with idiolect, is also a draft of a language, still unedited. Yet, his handwritten
notebooks bequeathed first to Fortunato Rosti, then to Carlo Milanesi, a Pavese lawyer, and
finally to the Sormani library, are full of words and lines cancellati.
The poetic sketches and its unfettered language acting as dialogue to uncensored scenes
proves vital in the bozzetti drawn by Tessa. The conflation of an artistic rough draft, a sculpture
reified projection of what a work is to be, with the idea of a rough draft of a work, something not
yet edited, and therefore bearing the psychological imprint of its author at the time of
composition, is Surrealism. The bozzetto in Loi’s work, which is intentionally
compartmentalized in brief sketches, creates a disjointed mosaic with odd approximations and a
jarring quotidian that ranges from dreamy to terrifying depending on the protagonist’s situation
in any given bozzetto.
Mengaldo, Novelli and Anceschi note the bozzetto as a format Tessa used. They also note
differences in Tessa’s style to the bozzetto, but these differences concern differences in style
from writers who also employ a bozzetto style, and those who, with their poetry, create still
images, an allusion to the maquette’s inanimate nature, as opposed to Tessa’s lively scenes that
are vivid with action, if not chaotically so at times.142 Gino Cervi, instead, in “De là del mur:
Poesia di Delio Tessa in Milanese, in buona parte riferita a Mombello,” notes:
Il tema del bestiario filosofico tessiano che altrove assumeva ancora il tono del
bozzetto (El cavall de bara, El gatt del sur Pinin) acquista qui un valore di
142

Mengaldo, 448; Novelli, 40; and Anceschi, 68.
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disperata tragicità: nello sguardo dello struzzo, anch‟egli vittima della violenza
della modernità, il poeta, proprio come confessava nella prosa del 1935, pare
riconoscere come in uno specchio “il suo volto corrucciato.143 (Cervi)
Cervi’s characterization of Tessa’s work as a bozzetto displays an understanding of how the poet
understood and applied the sketch as a method with life and movement. He also plays on
Tessa’s association with the ostrich, an animal he actually saw on the streets of Milan, and with
which he was later associated. His ostrich figures into his grand poem “De là del mur.” The
poem, which follows Tessa on a Milan-Mombello Round trip sees the poet arrive back in Milan
from Mombello, home to Italy’s largest insane asylum, only to see an ostrich standing in
between two trams.
The scene, which draws strong approximations to Loi’s L’angel and Breton’s Nadja,
includes the insertion of the asylum as both a real place and a symbolic one, is captured by Tessa
in his Milanese: “tra duu tram, incazzii/troeuvi on struzz . . . t' è capii?!” (223).144 The scene is
already surreal, as it unveils the bizarre in the quotidian. Tessa further displays his sardonic
humor. He is, after all, just returning from Manicomio di Mombello, a nearby city’s asylum,
only to question his own sanity directly to the reader, a slow dissolve of identity between Tessa
and the reader that leads to the death of the author. Paolo Mauri, writing for La Repubblica in an
article from April 2nd, 1986 notes “Non conta che lo struzzo fosse stato messo lì per il lancio di
Trader-Horn, un film "colossal" uscito all' epoca” (Mauri La Reppublica).145 The 1931 film
coincides with Italian Fascism’s zenith, and Tessa certainly thought that Milan was like an

“The theme of the Tessian philosophical bestiary, which elsewhere still assumes the tone of the sketch (‘El cavall
de bara,’ ‘El gatt del sur Pinin’), here acquires a desperate tragic value. In the gaze of the ostrich, also a victim of the
violence of modernity, the poet, just as he confessed in prose in 1935, seems to recognize as in a mirror “his
frowning face.”
144
Translation: “Here, pissed off, between two trams, I find an ostrich . . . do you understand?!”
145
Translation: “It doesn't matter that the ostrich was put there for the launch of Trader Horn, a ‘colossal’ film
released at the time.”
143
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Ostrich with its head buried in the ground to this error. Cervi explains that Tessa likens himself
to the Ostrich in his assertion “nello sguardo dello struzzo, anch’egli vittima della violenza della
modernità, il poeta, proprio come confessava nella prosa del 1935, pare riconoscere come in uno
specchio ‘il suo volto corrucciato.’” The ostrich is a victim of modernity by the very fact that he
is an ostrich on the streets of Milan, a victim of being transferred to an unnatural habitat by
modern mechanical means, and now finds itself in the middle of a bustling city, out of place. If
the reason for its presence is that it acted as scenery in a movie, then it was recorded with
mechanical means, and as it stands in between two trams, Tessa can see his own corroded,
frowning face in the look that the ostrich maintains. The direct address to the reader, Tessa’s
dissolving of his identity into the look of the ostrich, associating with its current state, speak to
Barthes’s “Death of the Author.” By speaking directly to the reader, he does not attempt to make
his presence more prominent, but rather to muddy his I with both other figures in his text and the
reader. His lengthy poems, like “De là del mur,” “Caporetto 1917,” and “La Poesia della Olga,”
urban epics of sorts, frequently engage in the shouted bozzetto as Mauri notes “A Caporetto,
quasi tutto "gridato", teatrale, vigoroso, si può contrapporre il "bozzetto" volutamente di
maniera, ma a suo modo inventivo e originale” (Paolo Mauri La Repubblica).146 The bozzetto,
with its sketch form, and appearing haphazard, allows the reader to become the wanderer that
sees the sites and occurrences communicated in the poems.
Tessa and Loi concentrate their works around the dissolving I that reemerges as the I of
the reader, obfuscating the two with the language of images, associations, and their own choice
of language, dialect. Loi is utterly rebellious in every respect and, as noted earlier, detests

Translation: “In ‘Caporetto,’ almost everything is ‘shouted,’ theatrical, vigorous, and one can contrast the
‘sketch’ in a way, but in its own inventive and original way.”
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aligning literature into categories, genres, and nationalities even, yet location is so important to
him. He outlines these beliefs in his collection of 20th century poetry, Il pensiero dominante,
edited with Davide Rondini. He does not discriminate between lingua and dialect, including
poetry in both, and he does not separate sections or delegate them to defining rubrics (7-8). Loi
goes beyond counterculture bordering on proto punk-rock, destroying convention with every
endeavor, and wielding a sledgehammer against the bourgeoisie. His lack of proclivity for
compliance combined with his disillusionment with organized politics caused him to exit the PCI
in the 1960’s before ever undertaking poetry. His art and language fluctuate from surreal to
expressive to postmodern. In the texts adhering to Surrealism surveyed here, his dialect, the
language of the memory and the I, conforms to the genre. Loi’s dialect is a linguistic document
that serves a purpose outside of literature, just as Tessa’s does. Loi’s message in his grand, antinovel epics of the city, so personal in the use of direct experience and memories, is nevertheless
meant to be a story of commonality. Loi’s institutionalized angel is everyman. The reader,
despite the esotericism of Loi’s language, finds something with which to identify in Loi. Barthes
notes:
Finally, outside of literature itself (actually, these distinctions are being
superseded), linguistics has just furnished the destruction of the Author with a
precious analytic instrument by showing that utterance in its entirety is a void
process, which functions perfectly without requiring to be filled by the person of
the interlocutors: linguistically, the author is never anything more than the man
who writes, just as I is no more than the man who says I: language knows a
“subject,” not a “person,” end this subject, void outside of the very utterance
which defines it, suffices to make language “work,” that is, to exhaust it.
(Barthes)

By Barthes’s calculation, the author, even if he is writing in dialect and idiolect, and even if he is
authoring a work of personal and linguistic composite, the author is merely the one who puts the
words on the paper. The author does not define them for the reader. The reader, through the
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hermeneutic process, writes the work while it is being read. Tessa and Loi, with all of their
explanations and announcements before and in the text, particularly regarding language and
places, never attempt to define its moments. The I that is Tessa and Loi becomes an amalgam
with the reader, cancelling each other out.
Loi’s variability of dialect in the same text—Milanese, Colornese, and Genovese—
although separated into what can be considered numbered chapters or cantos, and although some
are very brief, lends itself to a surreal sensation. Even when a person is familiar with an
experience or memory through relativity, the use of dialect can produce an uncomfortable or
disquieting result on the recollection of that memory. Loi and Tessa are graphic; Loi can be
grotesque, Tessa carnivalesque. Both are macabre. These traits combined with the surreal
dialect invites the question: what does one get from reading such texts? An argument for
catharsis could be made, but catharsis seems to be a veil for man’s desire to feed his violent
nature. Loi’s exhibition in dialect of the events in Piazzale Loreto have a dwindling audience
that can identify with the actual events. The contemporary reader, however, can identify with the
horrors presented by Loi as a fact of the quotidian that recurs in the past two centuries. The same
reader can further find ironic solace in the alienating use of dialect as most post-modern society
deals with various languages in flux, from language used in social media, including images-aslanguage, to variations in youth argot. The contemporary reader is faced with having to use
morphology and context to make sense of the images, abbreviations, intended misspellings, and
allusions in order to decipher the meaning of modern forms of life.
Loi remains alien to his own surreal fusion of dialect and memories, dreams, episodes of
madness. Like Tessa, Loi writes of the asylum in dialect, celebrates death in it, but refers to a
cemetery of personal worth in a language other than the primary dialect. Tessa announces the
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Cimitero Maggiore di Milano, Musocco, in Italian. Loi recounts the Monumental Cemetery of
Staglieno in Genovese, the dialect of the city where the cemetery is located, and he refers to it in
Italian in his “Attorno a L’angel.” In the same text, He remarks on his usage of the two other
dialects writing about Genovese “Sono un po’ intimidito dal fatto di aver scritto questi versi in
genovese. Spero di aver colto l’ambivalenza della ‘mia Genova nativa,’”147 and of Colornese he
writes “Il Colornese è la lingua di mia madre. Lo conosco forse più del genovese” (402).148 His
remarks on Genovese and Colornese are far from the declaration of necessity accorded Milanese
in Loi’s statement at the beginning of this survey. The languages make sense despite the surreal
air they give his work, and despite his lack of comfort with these languages. All Surrealists have
a language for depicting the cemetery, death, dreams, and memories—and they are linked. All
lead the poet, the reader, and every human to the same place: a place of rebirth through death, an
allusion to a new world being born from the shambles of the modern one. Writing of death in the
same text he argues “La speranza passa attraverso la morte. L’uomo è sempre più innamorato
della disperazione della vita che della speranza del risveglio” (395).149 His proclamation comes
in a section of “Attorno a L’angel” with the rubric Il modello. As all the sections of this
accompaniment to L’angel are given rubrics, this clearly serves as a model for the overall
allegory of the text that comes into focus after a complete reading. Loi’s angel, really an
everyman, must go through a decline, a death of sorts, and a new awakening. This model
follows the scope of the work, which sees the man who believes he is an angel institutionalized,

Translation: “I am a little intimidated by the fact of having written these verses in Genoese. I hope I have grasped
the ambivalence of ‘my native Genoa.’”
148
Translation: Colornese is my mother’s language. I know it perhaps better than Genoese.”
149
Translation: “Hope passes through death. Man is more and more in love with the despair of life than with the
hope of awakening.”
147
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only to be reborn from madness by awakening to the fact that he is truly an angel and accepts
this rebirth. Loi clearly offers an allusion to Christ, and Christian rebirth.
In the section rubricated Come nel sogno, as in a dream, Loi parries a difference between
the waking and dream states, similar to the Surrealists who believed the boundary between the
two worlds—the dreamworld and the waking one—was thinner than believed. Loi’s language,
or dialect really, prove this. He evokes Milanese, Colornese, and Genovese in memories
conjured by a sleeping state and waking moments lived in madness, as it is defined by the masses
depicted in his works. Loi explains “Durante il sonno, la paura è paura, il dolore dolore. A tratti,
ci dimentica di ‘essere in un sogno,’ lo si vive con tutta la disperazione” (395).150 Dreams, then,
do not contain fantastical unreal parallels. Instead, their realm operates in the manner
championed by the Surrealists: as holder of secrets. Dreams, as presented by Loi, offer the
visionary a key. In the case of Loi’s angel, dreams reassert sanity through episodes and brief
sketches that his memories capture. As pain is pain, and fear is fear, true feelings that are clearly
perceived in the surreal occurrences that comprise a dream, the parallel offered by dreams
presents itself as real. Even with Loi’s lack of comfort in Genovese, a dialect that to him
predates his knowledge of Milanese, he dreams and recalls in this language that he explains is so
attached to memories of his early childhood and of his father.
What is the language of Tessa and the language of Loi? The language of both is
dialect and idiolect. Can an idiolect be a dialect? It can certainly be of a dialect and
comprehensible to speakers of that dialect. Speakers of a standardized national or world
language still imbue their speech with peculiarities. The speech patterns that developed over

Translation: “During sleep, fear is fear, pain is pain. At times, we forget we ‘are in a dream,’ we experience it
with the utmost desperation.”
150
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time in the poetics of Tessa and Loi derive from past languages, no longer in use but given new
life by these authors. They also include jargon, slang, colloquialisms, and idiomatic expressions.
Critics, such as the already noted Mengaldo, believe Tessa’s and Loi’s work to be surreal and
hallucinatory. Certainly, this belief incorporates their language as one of the reasons as to its
peculiar quality. But how did their languages, a living hodgepodge of arcane utterances, dead
varieties of dialect, and hybridization of regional and interregional dialects contaminating the
base dialect materialize. The answer lies in understanding the centripetal and centrifugal forces,
as well as the diamesic, diatopic, diaphasic, diastratic, diachronic considerations and processes
that create their dialect.151 In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein elucidates a
phenomenon similar to this paradigm:
There are countless kinds . . . of use of what we call “symbols,” “words,”
“sentences.” And this multiplicity is not something fixed, given once for all; but
new types of language, new language-games, as we may say, come into existence,
and others become obsolete and get forgotten . . . Here the term “language-game”
is meant to bring into prominence the fact that the speaking of language is part of
an activity, or of a form of life. (11)

Even though Tessa’s and Loi’s poetics put the cityscape, dreamscapes, objects, waterways,
death, and solitary visions of windows on a stage, it is the populations who speak, shout, and
verbally gesticulate, as well as the sounds—bombastic, musical, and placid—that take center
stage. They represent the living (not simply lingua) linguaggio.152 Wittgenstein’s classification
“language-games” typifies the gross clamoring of the characters, city, and machination, the
contemplative self-reflection that leads to soliloquies, and the at times direct conversation with

See Gaetano Berruto “Le varietà del reportorio” in Introduzione all’italiano contemporaneo: La variazione e gli
usi, pp. 8-11.
152
Lingua specifically refers to a language, generally with a combination of spoken and written components
(although not exclusively) such as Italian, Sardinian, English, or Greek. Linguaggio is used to define any system of
communication, or combination thereof.
151
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the reader. Centripetal and centrifugal forces, as well as the diamesic, diatopic, diaphasic,
diastratic, diachronic considerations and processes are the gestation of “forms of life.”
Wittgenstein proves useful for understanding how language bears resemblance to or is a
form of life. In order to understand its relation to and interaction with literature, Bakhtin
provides a blueprint, not just of the dialectic between language and literature, but also how the
life of a language factors into a literary work, how that language gives the work its own unique
life, and the complexities that comprise a literary language. A centripetal force, in linguistics, is a
regenerative force. On the one hand, a centripetal force is the linguistic commonality of a
people. It is the force that acts inward to maintain the language, its speakers, and their identity
with it. Conversely, it acts to identify populations and their characteristics. They identify with
the language, and people identify them (and certain traits) with it. In "Discourse in the Novel"
Bakhtin argues:
The centripetal forces of the life of language, embodied in a "unitary language,"
operate in the midst of heteroglossia. At any given moment of its evolution,
language is stratified not only into linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word
. . . but also—and for us this is the essential point—into languages that are socioideological: languages of social groups, "professional" and "generic" languages,
languages of generations and so forth. From this point of view, literary language
itself is only one of these heteroglot languages—and in its turn is also stratified
into languages (generic, period-bound and others). And this stratification and
heteroglossia, once realized, is not only a static invariant of linguistic life, but also
what ensures its dynamics: stratification and heteroglossia widen and deepen as
long as language is alive and developing. Alongside the centripetal forces, the
centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninterrupted work; alongside verbalideological centralization and unification, the uninterrupted processes of
decentralization and disunification go forward. (271-272)

Centripetal forces, as influences that act inwardly, are those that seek to maintain and contain a
language from external influence. For instance, the Accademia della Crusca, is an association
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whose intent is to prevent contamination of the Italian language from sources not within Italy’s
linguistic frame of Italian dialects and languages. The Crusca, as a centripetal force on the
Italian language, defines the purity of the language protecting it from absorbing dialects words
that have no commonality with others or presents itself as too unique to be entered into the
canon. Heteroglossia can be defined as competing voices. It is the coexistence of distinct
varieties within one language, and it can be two or more voices within the same text. For
Bakhtin, these competing voices usually occur in the narrative of a literary text, and not in the
spoken dialogue. This presents a problem for Tessa and Loi, who generally operate without
narration, instead being one of many voices or functioning as an interlocutor or observer who
repeats what is seen. Further, there are the contemplative moments, soliloquies, and dream
dialogue.
Tessa and Loi’s heteroglossia occurs throughout the text, and even when the two poets’
work are juxtaposed, the heteroglossia is evident in the written word because of word choice,
spelling, and special markings like the umlaut. The language of Tessa and Loi shows their
dialect as “socio-ideological” and the various voices of differing backgrounds as “languages of
social groups, ‘professional’ and ‘generic’ languages.” Tessa’s professional and generic
language enters his poetics, as does the language of the figures in his poems. Olga’s language of
prostitution enters his poetics. Loi, as a communist and former accountant at both the Lambrate
and Porta Genova freight yards, infuses his poetics with the heteroglossia he acquired with such
associations. Their literary language does not represent one heteroglossia, as Bakhtin argues
literary language is, but rather represents the heteroglossia of their quotidian. From one
perspective, they participate in “verbal-ideological centralization and unification” by regulating
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Milanese as an idiom. But they also contaminate it with forestierismi, other dialects, and esoteric
or antiquated expressions. This blurs the line between centripetal and centrifugal.153
The centripetal forces operating on Tessa are both contemporary to his era and “periodbound.” They include Porta and his language, the Milanese population who prefer their dialect
instead of Italian154, and a collection of antiquated Milanese expressions that Tessa himself
penned, Frasi e modi di dire del dialetto milanese. Anceschi notes a lineage of Milanese
literature proposed by Dante Isella and augmented by Angelo Stella, Brevini, and, arguably,
Anceschi himself to include Bonvesin da la Riva, Carlo Maria Maggi, Domenico Balestrieri,
Carlo Porta, and even Alessandro Manzoni (84). This lineage is extended to include Carlo
Emilio Gadda, Delio Tessa, and Franco Loi (84). There can be no doubt of the influence these
writers’ language asserted on both Tessa’s and Loi’s language, with the exception perhaps of
Manzoni and of Gadda, the latter who was a contemporary of Tessa. This lineage runs parallel
to the one that affected and influenced the Surrealists. This lineage is also a linguistic lineage as
all authors mentioned have one thing in common—heteroglossia in their texts. They influence
Tessa’s and Loi’s pluri-lingual Milanese, and, as such, participate in both centripetal and
centrifugal guidance. All were in fact the population of Milanese who spoke their dialect as a
primary language. Consequently, they are the populace that speaks, the one Tessa claims to look
to for guidance. The collection of Milanese sayings that Tessa accumulated, and mentioned by
both Brevini (244) and Novelli (48), Frasi e modi di dire del dialetto milanese, reaches back to
Porta and even earlier. He gives these period-bound expressions new life, echoing Bakhtin’s

Brevini offers a thorough analysis of Bakhtin’s application of centripetal and centrifugal forces to Tessa’s
language. He asserts correctly that Bakhtin “nega la ‘pluridiscorsività’ in poesia” (denies the ‘pluri-discursivity’ in
poerty.) Tessa’s language is pluri-discursive in both register and dialect. See Brevini pp. 134-135. Bakhtin’s
blueprint still proves valuable for understanding both Tessa’s and Loi’s language.
154
See Mengaldo, p. 450.
153
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notion of “languages of generations.” There are constant aspects to language, but this constancy
does not equate too being entirely static. The expressions catalogued by Tessa act as a
centripetal force on his language, giving it historical gravity and acting a regenerative and
stabilizing force on the dialect as it reintroduces these expressions both in this collection and
throughout his poetry.
The Centrifugal forces in Tessa’s poetics are primarily Italian, French, and Latin. Tessa
contaminates his Milanese and his poetics with these other idioms, although each hold a specific
purpose in each poem. Tessa’s use of these other languages as contaminants part as an element
of the heteroglossia that he experienced in his life, and to create an effect of surreal disorder and
conflicting levels of society is both intentional and unpremeditated. Novelli explains that he uses
these voices in poems to denote social stratification, primarily based on power (44). In
“Caporetto 1917” a mixture of popular Milanese mixes with Italian to the backdrop of bombastic
sounds; in “I cà” French comes through the radio while the listeners hear shouts of Milanese
outside; in “Poesia della Olga,” as Novelli remarks “l’taliano è la lingua del fascismo” (44).155
Finally, he infuses his text with religious Latin. He intentionally chooses Italian as the language
of Fascism, but also to signify interregional communication between Italians. A soldier at Olga’s
may speak Italian as a symbol of Fascism, and thus national unity not regional autonomy, but he
may also be from another region, as some characters are in Tessa, however rare. French, a
language with which Tessa was familiar, is traditionally popular with the Milanese
bourgeoisie—it further shows connection to Milan’s historical past entanglement with France.
The radio seems an allusion to the fact that Tessa was a minor radio personality in Canton
Ticino, Switzerland. These centrifugal forces also present themselves as unintentional in that
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Translation: “Italian is the language of Fascism.”
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Tessa was clearly influenced by these three languages. Tessa wrote in Italian, but primarily
criticism and journalistic pieces, plus the explanatory notes and voices of his poetry. His selfnoted discomfort with Italian clearly was not as strong regarding prose as it was for poetry. He
was influenced by French language writers from Baudelaire to Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, as
noted by Brevini in Parole (75). His adherence to a permissive brand of Catholicism, similar to
Loi’s own, provided the additions in Latin, whether it be exclamations, prayers, or sung music.
The many Milanese voices, rooted in their location, and how these voices that defy
Bakhtin’s mono-discursive paradigm of poetry get to Tessa are the variations of language. These
variations—diamesic, diatopic, diaphasic, diastratic, and diachronic—interact with the
centripetal and centrifugal forces. The diamesic variation relates to means, and is frequently
simplified to spoken and written, but this remains an evident extrapolation as media changes.
Additionally, spoken dialogue can be transcribed for reading, as often occurs with lectures, and
written word could be read aloud for various purposes, becoming spoken. It is wise, then to
identify these actual means. They include radio, books, real voices, news (spoken and written)
theater, music, and numerous mixed media utilizing computing and internet (such as social
media). Tessa engaged both written and audible means of transmission. As such he was
motivated by these means and affected them. He was a consumer of poetry and literature in
Milanese, Italian, and French, taking part in a salon culture where he recited his poetry to his
compact group of friends. He read poetry, recited it, and listened to others’ works. Accordingly,
he absorbed Milanese, Italian, and French, then produced works that reflected these
assimilations. He elected certain idioms for specific situations. He wrote for L'Ambrosiano and
the Corriere del Ticino. He collaborated with Radio della Svizzera italiana as a lover of music,
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literature, and cinema. He frequented the theater, both the opera and the cinema, and in turn
wrote Vecchia Europa.
Diatopic variation of the Lombard language functions as a centripetal force on Tessa’s
dialect as his studies, travels, and vacations were primarily within the borders of the Lombard
dialect speaking regions in Italy and Switzerland. His dialect, therefore, is singularly
Lombardian. He is a speaker of what is arguably the Lombard koiné, Milanese. This can be
reassessed if Lombardy is separated by its occidental and eastern varieties, but Swiss Italian
dialects still align with the western Lombard dialects, and Tessa’s Milanese would have been
comprehensible to his Swiss listeners. Because he did work in both Italian and Milanese in his
Radio work, it would be natural for contamination between the two. As a centrifugal force,
Italian is an idiom that interacted with Milanese in the daily life of Tessa, as is Latin. One is the
language of political power and the other the language of religious authority. Diaphasic
variation of language calls for Latin in church scenes, and Italian in scenes depicting authority
and characters not native to Lombardy. His poetry involve all levels of society and situations
from the brothel in “La poesia dell’Olga,” to the solemn funeral procession for a brothel madam
in“La mort de la Gussona.” His poetry, with its cacophony of voices, represents all diaphasic
variations of Milanese. His exploitation of voices from all levels of society is part of what
produces the heteroglossia is his poetry, and it is what defies, according to Brevini156, Bakhtin’s
idea of poetry as transmitting only one voice.
Diastratic variation, having to do with one’s class and education, certainly plays a role in
Tessa’s language, but it does not limit it. He records all voices of social strata. His natural
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inclination is to a bourgeois Milanese and a standard Italian that reflects education. It is similar
to the diaphasic variation in that people respond to certain situations and environments based on
class and education. Tessa moved easily between the various social stratifications that he found
in the street, church, brothels, arcades, and cemeteries. Each of these environments finds all
members of society colliding, socially and physically. Just as with the diaphasic variation, Tessa
records their voices and transmits them to the reader. Again, the centripetal force, where Tessa
hears then reinforces language by using it, and the centrifugal force, where Tessa hears the
Italian, Latin, French and English then enfeebles Milanese with contaminants.
Tessa reflects diachronic variation, having to do with language variation over time, by
incorporating an earlier form of Milanese influenced by Porta and the expressions he collected in
Milanese, by incorporating these elements into his poetics and giving them new life. As with the
diaphasic and diastratic variations of language, he documents the diachronic variation through
diamesic means. There exists obvious conversation among the variations. Paolo Ramat argues
that as Italian becomes a standard European language:
Si può dire che quanto più la lingua nazionale si integra, grazie sopratutto dei
mass media, in una forma europea standard, tanto più si assiste
contemporaneamente alla ripresa di forme linguistiche locali e particolari, anche
con apporti di origine dialettale, come segno d’identità propria di una più ristretta
comunità di parlanti, cioè di quella che si usa chiamare ‘la piccola patria’, in un
complesso rapporto diastratico, diafasico e diamesico — oltre che, naturalmente,
diatopico.157 (Ramat 28)

Translation: “It can be said that the more the national language is integrated into a standard European form,
thanks above all to the mass media, the more we witness at the same time the resumption of local and particular
linguistic forms, even with contributions of dialect origin, as a sign of identity—typical of a narrower community of
speakers, or of that which one designates ‘the small Fatherland,’ in a complex relationship between diaphasic and
diamesic, as well as, of course, diatopic.”
157
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This status causes regional language to recover. The phenomenon described by Ramat has been
occurring over time, and as such, this entire process could be said to be diachronic, the one he
omits. Occurring over time they are applicable to both Tessa and Loi, whose variations of their
dialects show diachronic change and invention.
The Centripetal forces operating on Loi are Tessa, The Milanese people who retained
their dialect through Mussolini’s efforts to squelch the dialects, community, and amicable
associations. Loi is an interesting figure as he did not engage heavily in poetry until after
starting at Mondadori. He was an accountant engaged in communist activity until he became a
member of the intellectual class and, as such, primarily maintained influences who were not
literary figures. After his employment at Mondadori had begun, he conceived his first attempts
at poetry. He reads in Italian dialects and Italian, and is knowledgeable of French, German,
Russian, and English authors. He absorbs these influences and reacts to their ideas all the while
remaining independent in his style and intentions. Loi, as focused on his beloved city as Tessa
was, nevertheless presents the best image of a cosmopolitan writer.
The above background depicts a man who is obviously influenced by diamesic means of
varying sorts. He is not only an author of poetry and prose, but like Tessa participated in
journalism for many years. From sports gazette and communist dailies to collections of poetry in
dialect and Italian, Loi seized all rhetoric as a source. He both consumed and produced,
reflecting his consumption mixed with personal experience, dreams, and memories. Also, like
Tessa, he is a cinema afficionado, and cinematic figures adorn the pages of his poetry and
criticism. He is also the subject of the film Il viaggo del poeta by Giovanni Martinelli. An
interesting tactic of Loi is to record and release himself reciting his poems. Loi, as an advocate
of Milanese, and as a figure who keeps the Milanese language and its pronunciation available to
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whomever desires to listen, acts as a centripetal force on the Milanese dialect. Fortini notes in
his introduction to Stròlegh “Se leggere un testo, e scriverlo, è investirlo di tutto il proprio
passato culturale, la differenza fra chi scrive e chi legge un medesimo testosegno è tutta e solo
nella differenza dei contesti rispettivi” (VIII).158 Fortini evokes Barthes’s “Death of the Author,”
and, even though it is in relation to Loi and his process and a reader—and ultimately writer, it is
applicable to the general process by which a writer reads, consumes, produces literature based on
those consumptions that become influencing factors, and is in turn read by a reader who renews
the process as that reader reimagines the work through their eyes: “La parola letteraria . . . si
costituisce in quanto tale, come metalinguaggio, in relazione all’altro da sé; ossia . . . agli altri usi
del medesimo linguaggio. L’uso letterario non esisterbbe senza rapporto con quello nonletterario, comunicativo, pratico eccetera . . .” (VIII).159 The last part of his statement reveals the
dialectic between the two main factions of diamesic variation. The written word would not exist
without the spoken word, especially respective of the Italian dialects, which functioned primarily
as spoken idioms before gaining written norms.
Diatopic variations in Loi’s poetics are essentially the variants of dialect, Italian, and Latin.
The variants of dialect can refer to the fact that Loi, as has been noted by critics that survey his
work, most notably Fortini, writes in slightly different variations of Milanese dialect to meet the
demands of the work that exists. For instance, the three works surveyed here Stròlegh,
Teater/Sogn d’attur, and L’angel require different vocabulary outside of the memories that
overlap in the works. Stròlegh requires the language of divination and trance induced memories.

Translation: “If reading and writing a text is to invest it with all one's cultural past, the difference between the
writer and the reader of the same text is entirely and only in the difference of the respective contexts.”
159
Translation: “The literary word . . . constitutes itself as such, as a metalanguage, in relation to the other than
itself, that is . . . to other uses of the same language. Literary use would not exist without relationship with the nonliterary, communicative, practical and so on . . .”
158
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Teater/Sogn d’attur requires the language of the theater. L’angel employs the language of the
clinic or asylum, the celestial, and the medical/psychological. Besides these specialty languages
in each work, there is the language of the prostitute, politics, soccer, angst, the crowd, flânerie,
and Milan’s cityscape. These can all act as centripetal forces as Loi invents the words at time to
keep the language solely in Milanese. In absence of a Milanese word for a specific thing, Loi
invents one, or conforms the spellings to Milanese phonetics. Beyond the variants of dialect,
there are the different dialects, and these act a centrifugal force. He uses Latin and Italian at
specific moments for specific reasons, and these can hardly be a centrifugal force as they are
meant to denote a trait difference in one character from those who speak dialect. The Genovese
and Colornese dialects that he uses, however, are an example of one dialect acting as a
centrifugal force on another dialect within the same work. The reader, having to switch between
the three, can begin to confuse the dialects because of some similarities if the reader is not a
native dialect speaker of Milanese. The foreign words that Loi subjects to a Milanization, are
instead a stabilizing, and therefore, in Bakhtin’s assessment, a centripetal force.
Diaphasic plays a far more important role in Loi’s poetics, although the diastratic variation
plays a role as it informs the reader of a character’s class and education, but this comes through
the diaphasic variations. For example, in L’angel, the manner of speech that the doctor uses with
Loi is condescending, medical, and meant to reveal power structures. The situation is a supposed
madman, the nurse, and the doctor in an asylum. Certain language is the norm and is expected.
But the revelation that the doctor is educated, if not from a bourgeois class alters how he
addresses Loi’s angel, who, like him, is a proletariat. Through this diaphasic situation, the
diastratic variation is revealed. Otherwise, most characters with whom he associates, in
memories, in dreams, and contemporary moments, are from his own class, the proletariat. The
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proletariat voice is prominent in Loi. It serves as the primary diastratic variation of all dialects
used.
The diachronic variation in Milanese is tied closely to the last phenomenon to be examined,
one that criticism has left almost devoid of analysis: digraphia as it pertains to Milanese as it has
evolved over time, and what forces caused it to evolve. The Milanese of Tessa and Loi,
occurring within the same century, shows marked changes. Tessa wrote in a conventional if not
old-fashioned Milanese. The dialect, as written by Maggi, Balestrieri, Parini, and Porta bears
France’s heavy influence as it was a former occupier of the Lombard territory under Louis XII
and Francis I, in addition to the historic Longobards integration into Charlemagne’s empire and
the subsequent influence due to this integration. The history of Milan is as linked to France as it
is to Spain or Austria-Hungary. Mostly, the Milanese dialect, it could be argued, suffered greatly
over time as it has assimilated Italian terminology and replaced dialect words with standard
Italian words. The centrifugal forces of the diamesic variations prove powerful, especially
television, radio, cinema, news sources, and of course now mixed media like social media apps
that are multi-functional. But the diachronic evolution of Milanese and Italian has little to do
with the digraphia the language underwent within one century.
Typically, digraphia refers to the same idiom written in two different scripts. Milanese
digraphia involves spelling and characters. The writers mentioned, from Maggi to Tessa, seem
to denote the sounds of the dialect best by imitating them with French spelling. Loi, instead,
uses a combination of German and French diacritical marks. The primary divergence occurs
with the German diacritical marks utilized to indicate vowel roundedness that occurs in the
Milanese dialect, but that finds its equivalent in both French and German rounded vowels
sounds. Tessa’s spelling is in keeping with the tradition that stretches back to Maggi and even
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before. Loi’s script, although to some degree stemming from a knowledge of German, is similar
to other Lombard dialect poets of the second half of the 20th century, for instance the Milanese
and Swiss poets Emilio Villa and Giovanni Orelli, respectively. The choice of German
diacritical marks seems to be a contemporary phenomenon and cannot simply be reduced to
Loi’s knowledge of German. Villa, for instance, was familiar with French and personally used
the language, yet he avoided the French spelling even though he was born, as were Orelli and
Loi, in Tessa’s time.
In examining the difference in script, five common words offer insight: today, son, more, ass,
and the feminine indefinite article for a. Tessa spells the word today—oggi in Italian—
incoeu160, whereas Loi spells the same inchö.161 Tessa’s spelling is the one recorded in
Cherubini’s Vocabolario Milanese-Italiano, a lexicon used by Loi (as he frequently cites it in the
notes that he writes to accompany his texts). The shift now appears stable and the German
diacritical marks seems to have mostly replaced the French spelling. The shift from oeu to ö can
be seen across the spectrum of words that require the œ sound as listed in the International
Phonetic Alphabet, including in fioeu, as written by Tessa, and fjö as written by Loi and later
poets. Although Loi’s language showed signs of mutation over time, and he would alter words
or Italianize them for an effect (rhyme, etc.), his Language remains constant enough to see the
same spelling and word usage across time. For the words chosen here, L’angel was chosen,
though the words appear in Stròlegh and Teater/Sogn d’attur. L’angel poses an interesting
question regarding Loi’s work: how does one create a consistent work regarding its language and
tone? Surrealism does not invite continuity, but it does require interconnection. Loi’s L’angel

160
161

For one example see “L’è el dì di mort, alegher! “o fioeu,/ degh on oeucc” (73).
For one example see “L’angel: V parte” in Aquabella, (51).
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did not terminate with the four canto 1994 edition. In his 2004 publication Aquabella, Loi
actually writes a brief fifth canto for L’angel. The word selections are chosen from the 1994
edition of L’angel, as well as the fifth canto from Aquabella. In this collection of poems,
seemingly of Loi’s more pure and later expressionist poems, he continues his endeavor with
Surrealism. In the collection, the first lines of poems act as titles. In one he recalls Tessa’s
ostrich in “De là del mur,” mixing it with tropes of death, the window, and his city writing “Quj
strüss me piasen desegnâ nel ciel/ quj fiur e föj recamâ aj tendin,/ quèl sû che fa de la lüs la mia
fenestra,/ la mia citâ che trèma fra I tendin . . ./ Gh’è un fund silensi inchö e par sia morta”
(32).162 In another (still from Aquabella), he also mirrors Surrealism’s conversation with nonhuman subjects, and again the title is the first line, which reads “Mì parli cul bunsai e lü respund/
. . . l’è cume nel vèss matt se parla a l’anta/ d’una finestra o a l’aria nel passà” (30).163 tropes
that are found in Tessa and the Surrealists—madness, windows, personification of the
inanimate—are echoed by Loi throughout even his later works.
In the preceding citations from Aquabella, we can see the umlaut used to produce sounds that
Tessa and earlier Milanese poets did not indicate with diacritical marks. Tessa writes lù instead
of lü, and his struzz becomes strüss. The accent over u in Tessa’s lù does not change the sound.
Another example is the spelling of più. Loi indicates the vowel roundedness with the umlaut,
whereas Tessa simply use pu. Finally, there is the spelling of certain words with sounds that
change with Loi’s spelling, which usually involves the centrifugal force of standard Italian.
Instead of ona finestra found in Tessa, Loi uses una finestra. The Italian spelling deviates from

Translation: “I like those ostriches designed in the sky, those flowers and leaves embroidered on the curtains, that
sun that shines light through my window, my city that trembles in the curtains . . . there is a profound silence today
and it appears it may be death.”
163
Translation: “I speak with the bonsai and he responds with the trembling of its leaves and its plant-like manner . .
. it’s like in being mad one speaks to the sash of a window, or to the air while walking.”
162
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the clear o sound of the Milanese articles on/ona, and in Loi’s later works the Genovese and
Colornese are absent. It is primarily Italian that acts as a contaminant.
Conclusion
The evaluated information on Surrealism, genre and genres as social action, rhetoric as
reflective of society, and the formation of genres based on commonalities in experience, politics,
and influences reveals how literature plays a role in uncovering a society’s psyche. When one
endeavors to create art in response to social stimuli, one creates a palimpsest of the time and
place to which the writer reacted. Through approximations and associations, we can see that an
artist’s work belongs to a genre that has as its components many factors, not just the linguistic
factor. As Wellek and Warren argue:
The most common approach to the relations of literature and society is the study
of works of literature as social documents, as assumed pictures of social reality.
Nor can it be doubted that some kind of social picture can be abstracted from
literature. Indeed, this is one of the earliest uses to which literature has been put
by systematic students. . . Used as a social document, literature can be made to
yield the outlines of social history. (102-103)

The benefit of this survives beyond the obvious realm of the Surrealists, Tessa, Loi, and dialect
literature. It serves the purpose to resituate the context in which a genre was or is formed.
Echoing Wellek’s and Warren’s reasoning “Used as a social document, literature can be made to
yield the outlines of social history,” genre is based in social history, even as the genre and history
evolved concomitantly. Genre that stems from reactions to historico-political events and the
exigencies that arise exposes the interconnectedness of artists in their attempt to address their
epoch and its social milieus. This has been demonstrated over the course of this survey through
different analytical approaches.
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As genre can stem from reactions to historico-political events, in chapter one I sought to
examine how and why the Italian volgare emerged from Latin. The natural tendency of a
language to evolve individually due to a lack of political cohesion guaranteed not one Italian
volgare but instead many volgari. Just as the volgari competed with Latin for preeminence,
eventually the volgari competed with one another and, through cultural and political forces, a
hegemonic language emerged from the Florentine volgare. This volgare, although fluid at first,
became a language with strict rules and guidelines, and after centuries of stagnation, it was
modernized to form the standardized Italian language. But what standardized Italian is, and how
fixed it remains are pertinent questions, especially when confronted with numerous dialects of
the many Italian regions that emerged from the other volgari, hence, the questione della lingua.
The power of language, in particular the power of a language given primacy over other tongues,
remains a debate involving Italy’s greatest theorists on power, through time and space, including
Gramsci, Pasolini, and Calvino, the three presented at the outset of this survey
The purpose of this examination is to delve into the poetics of Delio Tessa and Franco
Loi in order to discern what dialect literature is if anything other than just a linguistic election,
and if so to discern to which genre they belong. To address the purpose of this examination, it
was first necessary to pose the following questions:
1. What is dialect? A dialect is a form or variation of a language that has as principal
determinants both regional and social factors. The dialect differs from the standardized
language and deviates from the idea of linguistic autarchy and pure standardization.
2. How does the choice of one’s language constitute a genre? It does not and it cannot
constitute a genre unto itself, but the genre can influence the choice of language (i.e.
dialect), or vice-versa the dialect can cause one’s work to lean towards a specific genre.
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Dialect literature can exist as a genre for didactic purposes, one that bears informative
linguistic traits about the subject it considers, but through such didacticism a work’s true
genre reveals itself.
3. Is dialect literature itself a genre? Standing as an independent genre, dialect literature
proves too loose a structure to constitute a genre. The choice of dialect as the primary
component of genre does not take into consideration the other characteristics of a text and
to what the text is responding.
4. Does a linguistic choice override the characteristics that could posit an author’s work
within another genre? No, although it is obvious the choice of language indicates
something about a text and to what it is responding.
To understand genre within the context of the Italian language’s history, I examine the
divergence of the volgari for Latin, and development of Italian and its dialects. With the
development of the language and its dialects, genres are concomitantly invented or reimagined.
Two examples (of many) presented are i placiti cassinesi and the Sicilian school of poetry. Both
demonstrate genre can have a link to language via rhetorical means. In the former, we have the
first exhibition of an Italian volgare used for jurisprudential purposes. In the latter, the writers
forged an entirely new genre, the sonnet. Both are rhetorical responses to exigencies and as such
constitute what Carolyn Miller identifies as rhetoric as social action.
Through the history of Italian, its dialects, and the many genres to which these
contributed, we see literature is rhetoric, and we see this rhetoric as responsive to exigencies.
The lineage that leads to Tessa and Loi is shown to have demonstrated likeness to the Surrealists
headed by André Breton. The assignment of similitude may at first seem indiscriminate, but
what the two dialect poets have in common with the Surrealists is rhetoric as social action and
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the many motivating factors that go into such action. Tessa and Loi did not collaborate with the
Surrealists, but they have as a commonality three dynamics: shared history, or the traumatic
imprint of world war, anti-fascism, and common influences (Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and
Mallarmé).
Chapter two examines Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists’ output (specifically their antinovels of the 1920’s and 1930’s) in the context of the first two dynamics—history and politics.
All parties experienced the horrors of WWI, WWII, or both, all were decidedly anti-fascist, and
most flirted with communism. The trauma initially caused by WWI led many to be disillusioned
with modernity and led to Weltschmerz in the contemporary sense. Many of the founding
members of the Surrealists, most of whom were former members of the Dadaists, met as soldiers
in WWI. They had been shocked by how easily humanity could be undone, and at such a rapid
pace. Tessa, although not a soldier, found war traumatizing and useless. Loi was born in and
raised during WWI’s aftermath and WWII. As such, all were formed by the traumas of war and
its effects. As demonstrated, the end of one war created a march to the next in the form of
fascism, its sworn enemy, communism, and the machination used for weapons of war and mass
production. The Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi, who saw the restrictions of tyranny turn men mad
all engaged in decidedly anti-fascist endeavors. As the enemy of fascism, all but Tessa engaged
in communist activities and collaborations. Tessa was simply too anti-dogmatic politically to
subscribe to a communist point of view. This mirrors Surrealism’s disenchantment with the
bourgeoisie, and bourgeois cultural norms, a social class into which all writers examined were
born except Louis Aragon, perhaps, and Franco Loi.
The rhetorical nature in the works of Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists reflects the antibourgeois deportment tied to their political anti-fascist and anti-war stance. Communism, as the
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quintessence of the anti-bourgeois and anti-fascist sentiment, offered the Surrealists a political
home. Their rhetoric is therefore a social response duplicated repeatedly. This repetition spawns
not just rhetoric, but a genre, a literary genre. How rhetorical genres and literary genres interact,
and at what point a rhetorical genre counts as literary material is explained by Devitt, and what
function that genre then serves is elucidated by Bawarshi. The two help to explain, partially
using Miller as a foundation, text-based genre. Devitt proposes “genre can be redefined in . . .
these text-based fields as a dynamic concept created through the interaction of writers, readers,
past texts, and contexts” (699), and Bawarshi further reasons "communicants and their contexts
are in part functions of the genres they write" (335). Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists all
participate in a matching genre that requires the participation of writers and readers. They work
in partnership with colleagues and dissolve into the reader. Lack of readership is partially
responsible for Tessa shelving his second book of poetry before its publication. The alignment
of Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists, as argued, proves more imperative in assigning them all to the
same genre. As demonstrated in chapter two, they share a readership of past texts and they share
context.
The works examined, set within the context of flânerie, interactions, traumas of war,
traumas of fascism, and the memories that dictate these traumas into words provide shared
context. These authors also have been shown to bear the same influence, and therefore bear the
same traits in their writing. Although many authors from Verlaine and Valéry to Lautréamont
influenced these authors, only three, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé unequivocally shaped
Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists.
Baudelaire’s value on the numerous schools that followed his own artistic output is a
commonly argued circumstance. On a grand scale, the reason for this is his reassessment of what
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is seen and how we see it. Baudelaire offered Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists a paradigm for
dealing with the madness of reality and the hypocrisy of the bourgeoisie. While many authors
attempted to offer escapism, realism, or didactical writings, few had attempted to walk outside
their doors and describe with both beauty and horror that which lies in the gutter, in the
alleyways, and in the shadows. He espoused an artistic method for depicting the unartistic and
grey world of reality. Through delving into the darker side of man’s existence and mingling
symbolic and real figures, he crafted allegories that told stories, which, until that point, had
remained out of the mainstream. The flotsam and jetsam gained a voice, and modernity, as
revealed by Baudelaire, is filled with discarded people who go about their business. He reveals
these discarded people and discusses their activities. Their very existence challenges the
bourgeoisie. The Surrealists saw this and seized upon this aspect of Baudelaire’s reassessment
of what is seen and how we see it.
Rimbaud, as shown, has left his imprint on the Surrealists. In a way he embodies the
constantly evolving force that they were to become. Breton’s continuous reimagination of his
group and his school, including the revolving door to membership, mirrors Rimbaud’s changing
approach to poetry and the way he lived his life. As he wandered between France and England
(before settling in Africa and abandoning poetry), his poems increasingly reflected his opium,
hashish, and liquor fueled wanderings producing surreal visions in place of daily events that
actually occurred or existed. In Rimbaud, the dreams and hallucinations bear reality, not the
other way around.
The ostensibly random decisions Rimbaud took regarding his life provided a new way of
art and a new way living. Tessa just as easily shelved his work as Rimbaud left his. Rimbaud
provided a way to reject the normative apparatus’s accepted authority. He lived against it.
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Breton oscillated in his loyalty to Rimbaud, but settled on his enduring legacy in Surrealism as
fact, even if the end result seems a reduction from Rimbaud’s initial impact first noted in the
1920’s.
Mallarmé provided the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi what they needed as artists who write.
He gave them the rhetorical equivalent to painters, sculptures, photographers, and filmmakers:
syntactical artistry. His syntax, as shown in Chapter three, seems akin to the paintings of
Magritte, Ernst, and other Surrealists painters. His syntactical structures with words placed in
disruptive and odd places distorting the meaning but remaining comprehensible (somewhat)
resembles the broken shards of window still reflecting the trees that it no longer can mirror as the
pieces fall to the floor in La Clef des Champs (figure14). His symbolism, the images meant to
signify something else besides the obvious, harkens to Ernst’s Oedipus Rex (figure 9). Words,
like images, can be used for double entendre, if not multiple meanings.
The French symbolist further offered the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi a new modus
operandi in what Barthes termed “The Death of the Author.” Barthes recognized in Mallarmé
and the Surrealists a newfangled approach to words, images, and meanings. He recognized that
one signifier results in many signified items, ideas, or actions and the multi-dimensional use of a
word to mean a plethora of historically and culturally wedded tropes can occur.164 This play of

Barthes writes in “Death of the Author:” “We know that a text does not consist of a line of words, releasing a
single “theological” meaning (the “message” of the Author-God), but is a space of many dimensions, in which are
wedded and contested various kinds of writing, no one of which is original: the text is a tissue of citations, resulting
from the thousand sources of culture. . . the writer can only imitate a gesture forever anterior, never original; his
only power is to combine the different kinds of writing, to oppose some by others, so as never to sustain himself by
just one of them; if he wants to express himself, at least he should know that the internal ‘thing’ he claims to
‘translate’ is itself only a readymade dictionary whose words can be explained (defined) only by other words, and so
on ad infinitum: an experience which occurred in an exemplary fashion to the young De Quincey, so gifted in Greek
that in order to translate into that dead language certain absolutely modern ideas and images, Baudelaire tells us, “he
created for it a standing dictionary much more complex and extensive than the one which results from the vulgar
patience of purely literary themes” (Paradis Artificiels). succeeding the Author, the writer no longer contains within
himself passions, humors, sentiments, impressions, but that enormous dictionary, from which he derives a writing
164
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signifiers and signified allows for another goal of the Surrealists, Tessa, and Loi: to take the
reader along with them in the text, disappear, and allow the reader the advantage. Their desire to
communicate their experience results in the death of the author, a tactic or phenomenon Barthes
squarely places with Mallarmé. This results in a sameness of genre between the two dialect poets
and the Surrealists.
So important to Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists is “forms of life,” which as Wittgenstein
argues is words, syntax, signifiers, the interaction and connection of these, plus the way we live
these words. Chapter four undertakes how dialect can fit in with the general standard French of
the Paris Surrealists. As the Surrealists took with them lessons from Dadaism about language,
sounds, and their uses, they also enriched it further with automatic writing, and therefore
automatic language. Dadaism was notorious for not making sense and transmitting various
sounds to writing, a tactic employed by Tessa, Loi, and the Surrealists. The automatic writing of
the Surrealists allowed for foreign influenced words or completely foreign words to enter the
texts as well as what seems like gibberish.
Brevini and Mengaldo both note Tessa and Loi’s surreal quality by either stating it
directly, or by describing it in terms that align with the lines of demarcation that define
Surrealism as a genre. Dialect is surreal or becomes a tool of Surrealism in Tessa and Loi,
similar to automatic (but edited) writing of the Surrealists. What comes naturally while writing
appears as proof of inclination on paper. How pure or contaminated also furthers the surreal
aspect of Tessa and Loi’s language. Both use multilingualism in their works. As demonstrated
through a clear examination of his texts, Tessa uses Milanese, Italian, Latin, English, and French.

which can know no end or halt: life can only imitate the book, and the book itself is only a tissue of signs, a lost,
infinitely remote imitation” (4).
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Loi uses three dialects, Milanese, Genovese, and Colornese, as well as Latin, Italian, and German
(if there are Nazis in the scene). This sense of Babel lends itself well to the genre of Surrealism.
The Babel, however, complicates Tessa and Loi’s language. At some point, dialect
becomes idiolect, or includes idiolect, which further mirrors the personal language each
Surrealist employs. It is natural in a country that has a history of diglossia, a history of
communication with other nations and their cultures, a history of Latin, lingua, dialect,
regionalism, and mass media, that each person speaks, at least, a sort of idiolect. But in the
works of Tessa and Loi, idiolect is simply Surrealism. The two poets share history with the
Surrealists, they share isms, they share a common cultural thread of influence, and they share the
same motivation to create rhetoric, a genre, as social action.
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Figure 1. Concentric Circle One
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Figure 2. Concentric Circle Two
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Figure 3. Concentric Circle Three
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Figure 4. Concentric Circle Four
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Figure 5. Venn Diagram One
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Figure 6. Venn Diagram Two
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Figure 7. Venn Diagram Three
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Figure 8. Salvador Dalí’s Young Woman at a Window, Salvador-dali.org, 1925, www.salvadordali.org/en/services/press/news/282/girl-at-a-window-exhibited-to-celebrate-40-years-of-thetheatre-museum.
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Figure 9. Max Ernst’s Oedipus Rex, Max-ernst.com, 1922, www.max-ernst.com/oedipusrex.jsp#prettyPhoto[image1]/0/.
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Figure 10. Max Ernst’s Two Children Are Threatened by the Nightingale, Max-ernst.com, 1924,
www.max-ernst.com/two-children-are-threatened-by-a-nightingale.jsp#prettyPhoto[image1]/0/.
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Figure 11. René Magritte’s The Human Condition, Renemagritte.org, 1933,
www.renemagritte.org/images/paintings/the-human-condition.jpg.
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Figure 12. René Magritte’s Euclidian Walks, Collections.artsmia.org, 1955,
collections.artsmia.org/art/1670/the-promenades-of-euclid-rene-magritte.
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Figure 13. Joseph Cornell’s Toward the ‘Blue Peninsula’ (for Emily Dickenson), Wikiart.org,
1952, www.wikiart.org/en/joseph-cornell/toward-the-blue-peninsula-1952.
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Figure 14. René Magritte’s The Key to the Fields, Wikiart.org, 1936, www.wikiart.org/en/renemagritte/the-key-to-the-fields-1936.
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Figure 15. René Magritte’s The Treachery of Images, Renemagritte.org, 1929,
www.renemagritte.org/the-treachery-of-images.jsp.
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